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Guest Editorial

INFOCOMMUNICATIONS – the domain that integrates in-
formation technology, telecommunications, audiovisual sys-

tems from user access to information storage and processing 
– has changed our quality of life in the last decades. The ever-
increasing speed of data-exchange, the ultra-high resolution of 
affordable visual systems, or the ”extraordinary” storage capac-
ity that we instantly access every day became ”ordinary” – we 
actually got used to the speed how things change around us. It is 
not simply that we realize such changes, but we build it into our 
everyday experience, and improve our ”digitalized skills”: we 
buy our train tickets, get around abroad, or communicate with 
our relatives much differently than one decade ago. 

The last ten years changed our ways of life greatly. This is the 
eleventh year of Infocommunications Journal, which shows that 
the scientific society of our field has not just simply accepted 
its birth but keeps contributing to its growth. The scope of the 
journal is very broad, which can be seen as an advantage or as a 
drawback as well. Such a wide spectrum of interest – from radio 
communications to networking, from media delivery to security 
– makes it hard to build societies in the short run, but it always 
allows to choose from the most interesting topics and the most 
auspicious authors. Certainly, our journal has contributed well to 
the scientific society – hence, to our life in the long run – already 
significantly, and keeps doing so. Let us celebrate the first year 
of this new decade with impactful publications!

On the other hand, this year is remarkable for HTE, the Sci-
entific Association for Infocommunications, our publisher. HTE 
has been formed in the January 29, 1949, in Hungary – hence  
celebrating its 70th anniversary this year. It was born when the 
Low Voltage and Radio-technical Section of Hungarian Electro-
technical Association (founded in 1900), merged with the Hun-
garian Kinotechnical Association. The name at the time reflected 
the technical interests and needs: Scientific Association for Com-
munications Engineering, Precision Mechanics and Optics. This 
has changes twenty years ago to the current name – expressing 
the integration of information technology and communications –, 
although the abbreviation remained in Hungarian.

The current issue shows a true nature of our Journal: seven 
papers written by authors of 11 nationalities. Our international 
authors cover various domains of infocommunications: from ra-
dio propagation optimization problems through opto-electronic 
modulators to security and safety of cyber-phyiscal systems – 
including applications on robotic arms. Let us have a brief over-
view of the papers in this issue.

Addressing security, safety, and organizational standard com-
pliance in Cyber-Physical Systems, A. Bicaku et. al. presents a 

monitoring and standard compliance verification framework for 
Industry 4.0 application scenarios, with the aim to provide an 
automated standard compliance.

In his contemporary survey, D. Kanellopoulos covers var- ious 
issues on multimedia synchronization. He presents the basic 
control schemes for Inter-Destination Multimedia Synchroniza-
tion, and focuses on related solutions and standardization efforts 
for emerging distributed multimedia applications.

C. iftlikli and M. Al-Obaidi combined Alamouti space-time 
block code (STBC) with block diagonalization for downlink 
MU-MIMO system over Rician channel for 5G. Their results 
show that for best performance, this combined system should be 
extended with Alamouti STBC.

In their paper entitled ”Cost function based soft feedback it-
erative channel estimation in OFDM underwater acoustic com-
munication”, G. Qiao et. al. propose an iterative receiver, which 
– according to simulation results and experiments at sea – out-
performs current solutions.

Z. Luo et. al. proposes a minimum BER criterion based ro-
bust blind separation (BSS) for MIMO systems. Their results 
show that this method outperforms conventional ML-based BSS 
methods in speed of convergence and separation accuracy.

The opto-electronic oscillator with Mach-Zender modulator by 
A. Bortsov and M. Smolskiy offers a model for phasenoise analysis 
– and the model is applied successfully for the proposed system.

Finally, R. Szabo and A. Gontean demonstrate their results on 
applying the Six Sigma toolset for sun tracker robotic arm opti-
cal distance measurement evaluation at different positions.

Seventy years for our Association, and ten years for our Jour-
nal – this is a year for celebration: remembering some legendary 
achievements, and aiming for new challenges.

Pal Varga received the M.Sc. and Ph.D. degrees 
from the Budapest University of Technology and 
Economics, Hungary, in 1997 and 2011, respectively. 
He is currently an Associate Professor at the Budapest 
University of Technology and Economics. Besides, 
he is also the Director at AITIA International Inc. 
Earlier, he was working for Ericsson, Hungary, 
and Tecnomen, Ireland. His main research interests 
include communication systems, network perfor-
mance measurements, root cause analysis, fault 
localisation, traffic classification, end-to-end QoS and 

SLA issues, as well as hardware acceleration. Recently he has been actively 
engaged with research related to Cyber-Physical Systems and Industrial 
Internet of Things. He has been involved in various industrial as well as 
European research and development projects in these topics. Besides being a 
member of HTE, he is a member of both the IEEE ComSoc (Communication 
Society) and IEEE IES (Industrial Electronics Society) communities, and 
the Editor-in-Chief of the Infocommunications Journal.
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Ani Bicaku, Christoph Schmittner, Patrick Rottmann, Markus Tauber and Jerker Delsing

Abstract—In Industry 4.0 independent entities should inter-
operate to allow flexible and customized production. To assure the
parties that individual components are secured to inter-operate,
we investigate automated standard compliance. The standard
compliance is defined based on given sets of security and safety
requirements for which measurable indicator points are derived.
Those reflect configurations of systems recommended by security,
safety or process management relevant standards and guidelines,
which help to demonstrate the state of compliance. We propose
in this paper an approach to automate such an assessment
when components are inter-operating with each other by using a
monitoring and standard compliance verification framework. The
framework will assure the parties that services or devices within
their organizations operate in a secure and standard compliant
way, without compromising the underlying infrastructure.

Index Terms—Security, safety, organizational, standard, com-
pliance, monitoring, Cyber Physical Systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE increasing demand for flexible and customized pro-
duction brings new challenges to the existing manufac-

turing systems. To address these challenges, lots of research
has been conducted to pave the way for the fourth industrial
revolution, known as Industry 4.0, which aims to optimize pro-
duction by sharing physical and cyber resources [1]. This may
also include inter-operation between individual companies or
legal entities within large enterprises. Existing technologies,
such as Internet of Things, System of Systems, Cyber Physical
Systems, cloud computing and Service Oriented Architectures,
allow for such inter-operation already [2]. Nevertheless, it is
important for entities to assure that the components inter-
operate in a safe and secure manner and prove it at any point
of time.

In the industrial environments, the fulfilment of security, and
safety requirements of devices autonomously communicating
with each other plays a fundamental role. Consequences of
security incidents in different areas or dimensions, can be for
example interruption or modification of an operational process,
or even sabotage with intention to cause harm. Manipulating
or interrupting such systems could also affect safety, which
can have consequences such as environmental damage, injury
or loss of life [3]. To allow interoperability, flexibility and
customized production from the industrial devices to the
backend infrastructure and to prevent failures during business
process execution, organizational aspects should be in place.
According to Gaitanides et al., [4] the main goal of process
management is customer satisfaction. To achieve this the
quality products and services must be improved, cycle time
must be reduced and cost must be kept as low as possible. A

correct configuration of systems is the key to support proper
business process execution and audits or compliance checks
of system configurations should provide a method to monitor
and verify a valid state.

Security, safety and organizational incidents are tolerated
more easily if one can show that they occurred despite system
compliance with all applicable security regulations. This can
be achieved via manual audits, which are often based on
existing standards and guidelines.

The new technologies and requirements of Industry 4.0
create a new demand for standardization, which plays a
key role in improving security and safety across different
regions and communities. In the last years, different standard
organizations have been established, mostly initiated from
industry, and have published various standards in different
fields and topics. Despite the extensive research [5], [6], [7],
and a considerable number of widely accepted security, safety,
legal and organizational standards, existing approaches are
incapable of meeting the requirements imposed by challenges
and issues in Industry 4.0.

In order to address the aforementioned concerns, in our
previous work [8], we have proposed an initial approach to
automatically verify standard compliance by using a monitor-
ing and standard compliance verification framework, as shown
in Figure 1. In this paper we extend the framework with MOIs
to assure that the system is compliant with organizational
standards.

Fig. 1: High level view of standard compliance verification

The monitoring and standard compliance framework, built
on our previous work [9], uses an Evidence Gathering Mech-
anism to collect evidence from a number of components
in the target system based on a set of measurable indica-
tor points. The Measurable Indicator Points, categorized in
measurable security indicators, measurable safety indicators
and measurable organizational indicators, are extracted from
existing standards and guidelines to address target system
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specific requirements (e.g. access control systems for the pro-
duction line should be resistant against side-channel attacks).
The information gained from the MIPs is then used by the
compliance module to define if the target system is operating
in a secure and standard compliant way.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews widely used security and safety standards/best practice
guidelines and research on monitoring (security, safety and
organizational) and compliance. Section III presents the overall
architecture of the framework and the standard compliance
verification approach. In Section IV an end-to-end communi-
cation use case and a representative set of MIPs is provided
and we conclude our work in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

To enable the global usability of the products and systems,
standardization in the industrial environment is of utmost im-
portance. The new technologies and requirements of Industry
4.0 create a new demand for standardization, which plays a key
role in improving security, safety and organizational aspects
across different areas and in different communities. In the last
years, several organizations have published various standards
in different fields and topics. ENISA 1, ETSI 2, ISO 3 and
IEC 4 are some of the most popular standardization bodies.

ISO 27000-series standards [10], also known as ISMS
family of standards, deal with a different area of information
security including requirements, implementation guidelines
and risk management. The standards cover almost all the
aspects of technology and business addressing cyber-security,
privacy, confidentiality and other aspects of security issues by
providing updates on the latest technologies and threats.

ISO/IEC 15408 [11], known as Common Criteria, provides
a framework where the security functionality of IT products
and the assurance requirements during a security evaluation
can be specified. The CC evaluation is divided in three parts.
The CC part 1, provides general concepts of IT security
and defines the core concept of a TOE. The CC part 2 -
Security functional components, includes a catalog of security
functional components and categorizes them in a hierarchical
order based on families, classes and components. The CC
part 3 - Security assurance components, defines the assurance
requirements of the TOE expressed in a PP or a ST. It
also includes the EAL that defines the scale for measuring
assurance for each component of the TOE. Nevertheless, CC
has only focused on security evaluation without considering
safety or legal aspects.

IoT Security Compliance Framework [12] is an assurance
guideline for organizations used to provide structured evidence
to demonstrate conformance with best practice guidelines. The
compliance scheme in this document is based on risk profiles
for different systems and environments including: (i) business
processes, (ii) devices and aggregation points, (iii) networking
and (iv) cloud and server elements. The compliance process is
based on a set of requirements of organizations and products
by defining five classes of compliance on a scale from 0

1 https://www.enisa.europa.eu/topics/standards/standards
2 https://www.etsi.org/ 3 https://www.iso.org/home.html
4 https://www.iec.ch/

to 4. The compliance process determines also the levels
of confidentiality, integrity and availability (C-I-A) for each
compliance class. In order to apply the required level of
security and to maintain the level of trust for IoT systems,
each requirement includes an ID, the compliance class, and
the applicability category.

A recent review of the literature on IoT security and trust
is conducted in [13]. The authors evaluate relevant existing
solutions related to IoT security, privacy and trust. The existing
work is analyzed based on topics such as authentication, access
control, privacy, policy enforcement, trust, confidentiality and
secure middleware. In [13] the main research challenges in
IoT security, the most relevant solutions and the questions that
arise for future research related to security and trust in IoT are
presented. The overview shows that available solutions involve
different technologies and standards, but a unified vision for
security requirements is still missing.

Julisch [14] introduces the compliance problem by focusing
on security requirements. In this paper, security is the state
of being safe from threats and the security compliance is
the evidence (assurance) that a given set of requirements is
met, which can be security requirements or other security
mechanisms imposed by standards. He underlines that, in
order to narrow the gap between academia and industry, it is
necessary to focus more research on the question of security
compliance to help organizations to comply with best practices
guidelines and standards.

For safety the basic safety standard is IEC 61508 [15]
“Functional Safety of Electrical / Electronic / Programmable
Electronic Safety-Related System”. This standard is developed
as a domain independent standard which can be adapted for
all domains without a domain-specific standard. The process
industry, based on IEC 61508, IEC 61511 [16] developed
the ”Functional safety - Safety instrumented systems for the
process industry sector”. Such a domain specific instantiation
is mainly developed to consider peculiarities from a specific
domain. For the industrial sectors both standards are relevant.
Compliance to both standards was mostly evaluated during
the design time [17], [18]. It was assumed that safety-critical
systems are stable and compliance can be completely checked
during design time. Due to Industry 4.0 and the goal of
increased production flexibility there is an increasing need to
check compliance also during run-time. Existing approaches
utilize mainly concepts from contract-based development [19].
This assumes that the basic blocks of a safety-critical system
will stay the same and are assessed during design-time.
Contracts are then used to check the compliance of different
system compositions based on pre-checked blocks [20]. While
such approaches make it possible to shift a part of the safety
assessment towards run-time, there is still the challenge that
with flexible and configurable systems components need to be
checked if they are still compliant with their respective safety
standard.

Standards such as ISO 9001:2015, ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288,
ISO 18404, ISO/IEC 29169, ISO IEC TS 33052, etc., are some
of the standards considering business process management.

ISO 9001 [21] is an international standard that specifies
requirements for a QMS and is used by organizations to

DOI: 10.36244/ICJ.2019.1.1

http://doi.org/10.36244/ICJ.2019.1.1
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turing systems. To address these challenges, lots of research
has been conducted to pave the way for the fourth industrial
revolution, known as Industry 4.0, which aims to optimize pro-
duction by sharing physical and cyber resources [1]. This may
also include inter-operation between individual companies or
legal entities within large enterprises. Existing technologies,
such as Internet of Things, System of Systems, Cyber Physical
Systems, cloud computing and Service Oriented Architectures,
allow for such inter-operation already [2]. Nevertheless, it is
important for entities to assure that the components inter-
operate in a safe and secure manner and prove it at any point
of time.

In the industrial environments, the fulfilment of security, and
safety requirements of devices autonomously communicating
with each other plays a fundamental role. Consequences of
security incidents in different areas or dimensions, can be for
example interruption or modification of an operational process,
or even sabotage with intention to cause harm. Manipulating
or interrupting such systems could also affect safety, which
can have consequences such as environmental damage, injury
or loss of life [3]. To allow interoperability, flexibility and
customized production from the industrial devices to the
backend infrastructure and to prevent failures during business
process execution, organizational aspects should be in place.
According to Gaitanides et al., [4] the main goal of process
management is customer satisfaction. To achieve this the
quality products and services must be improved, cycle time
must be reduced and cost must be kept as low as possible. A

correct configuration of systems is the key to support proper
business process execution and audits or compliance checks
of system configurations should provide a method to monitor
and verify a valid state.

Security, safety and organizational incidents are tolerated
more easily if one can show that they occurred despite system
compliance with all applicable security regulations. This can
be achieved via manual audits, which are often based on
existing standards and guidelines.

The new technologies and requirements of Industry 4.0
create a new demand for standardization, which plays a
key role in improving security and safety across different
regions and communities. In the last years, different standard
organizations have been established, mostly initiated from
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fields and topics. Despite the extensive research [5], [6], [7],
and a considerable number of widely accepted security, safety,
legal and organizational standards, existing approaches are
incapable of meeting the requirements imposed by challenges
and issues in Industry 4.0.

In order to address the aforementioned concerns, in our
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specific requirements (e.g. access control systems for the pro-
duction line should be resistant against side-channel attacks).
The information gained from the MIPs is then used by the
compliance module to define if the target system is operating
in a secure and standard compliant way.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews widely used security and safety standards/best practice
guidelines and research on monitoring (security, safety and
organizational) and compliance. Section III presents the overall
architecture of the framework and the standard compliance
verification approach. In Section IV an end-to-end communi-
cation use case and a representative set of MIPs is provided
and we conclude our work in Section V.
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To enable the global usability of the products and systems,
standardization in the industrial environment is of utmost im-
portance. The new technologies and requirements of Industry
4.0 create a new demand for standardization, which plays a key
role in improving security, safety and organizational aspects
across different areas and in different communities. In the last
years, several organizations have published various standards
in different fields and topics. ENISA 1, ETSI 2, ISO 3 and
IEC 4 are some of the most popular standardization bodies.

ISO 27000-series standards [10], also known as ISMS
family of standards, deal with a different area of information
security including requirements, implementation guidelines
and risk management. The standards cover almost all the
aspects of technology and business addressing cyber-security,
privacy, confidentiality and other aspects of security issues by
providing updates on the latest technologies and threats.

ISO/IEC 15408 [11], known as Common Criteria, provides
a framework where the security functionality of IT products
and the assurance requirements during a security evaluation
can be specified. The CC evaluation is divided in three parts.
The CC part 1, provides general concepts of IT security
and defines the core concept of a TOE. The CC part 2 -
Security functional components, includes a catalog of security
functional components and categorizes them in a hierarchical
order based on families, classes and components. The CC
part 3 - Security assurance components, defines the assurance
requirements of the TOE expressed in a PP or a ST. It
also includes the EAL that defines the scale for measuring
assurance for each component of the TOE. Nevertheless, CC
has only focused on security evaluation without considering
safety or legal aspects.

IoT Security Compliance Framework [12] is an assurance
guideline for organizations used to provide structured evidence
to demonstrate conformance with best practice guidelines. The
compliance scheme in this document is based on risk profiles
for different systems and environments including: (i) business
processes, (ii) devices and aggregation points, (iii) networking
and (iv) cloud and server elements. The compliance process is
based on a set of requirements of organizations and products
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to 4. The compliance process determines also the levels
of confidentiality, integrity and availability (C-I-A) for each
compliance class. In order to apply the required level of
security and to maintain the level of trust for IoT systems,
each requirement includes an ID, the compliance class, and
the applicability category.

A recent review of the literature on IoT security and trust
is conducted in [13]. The authors evaluate relevant existing
solutions related to IoT security, privacy and trust. The existing
work is analyzed based on topics such as authentication, access
control, privacy, policy enforcement, trust, confidentiality and
secure middleware. In [13] the main research challenges in
IoT security, the most relevant solutions and the questions that
arise for future research related to security and trust in IoT are
presented. The overview shows that available solutions involve
different technologies and standards, but a unified vision for
security requirements is still missing.

Julisch [14] introduces the compliance problem by focusing
on security requirements. In this paper, security is the state
of being safe from threats and the security compliance is
the evidence (assurance) that a given set of requirements is
met, which can be security requirements or other security
mechanisms imposed by standards. He underlines that, in
order to narrow the gap between academia and industry, it is
necessary to focus more research on the question of security
compliance to help organizations to comply with best practices
guidelines and standards.

For safety the basic safety standard is IEC 61508 [15]
“Functional Safety of Electrical / Electronic / Programmable
Electronic Safety-Related System”. This standard is developed
as a domain independent standard which can be adapted for
all domains without a domain-specific standard. The process
industry, based on IEC 61508, IEC 61511 [16] developed
the ”Functional safety - Safety instrumented systems for the
process industry sector”. Such a domain specific instantiation
is mainly developed to consider peculiarities from a specific
domain. For the industrial sectors both standards are relevant.
Compliance to both standards was mostly evaluated during
the design time [17], [18]. It was assumed that safety-critical
systems are stable and compliance can be completely checked
during design time. Due to Industry 4.0 and the goal of
increased production flexibility there is an increasing need to
check compliance also during run-time. Existing approaches
utilize mainly concepts from contract-based development [19].
This assumes that the basic blocks of a safety-critical system
will stay the same and are assessed during design-time.
Contracts are then used to check the compliance of different
system compositions based on pre-checked blocks [20]. While
such approaches make it possible to shift a part of the safety
assessment towards run-time, there is still the challenge that
with flexible and configurable systems components need to be
checked if they are still compliant with their respective safety
standard.

Standards such as ISO 9001:2015, ISO/IEC/IEEE 15288,
ISO 18404, ISO/IEC 29169, ISO IEC TS 33052, etc., are some
of the standards considering business process management.

ISO 9001 [21] is an international standard that specifies
requirements for a QMS and is used by organizations to
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to send to the Compliance module by using a writing buffer.
It makes the mapping of the measurable metrics possible
and their values with the standards to provide the necessary
information for the compliance module. The EGM module
consists of:

a) Monitoring Agent Manager: The Monitoring Agent
Manager is the only contact point between the EGM module
and the MA i. It is responsible for organizing the MA i
based on the configurations and uses a Monitoring Scheduler
to provide the run-time of each plugin in the corresponding
component.

b) Monitoring Source Standard: The Monitoring Source
Standard provides for each defined measurable metric the
source from which standard/best practice guideline the metric
is extracted. By mapping the MIPs to the specific standard,
the compliance module can cross-check if the specific metric
has been monitored in the target system.

c) Bitwise MIPs Representation: The Bitwise MIPs Rep-
resentation module represents every MIP by a number, which
can be converted to binary and operated on by a computer.

The EGM module gathers the monitoring data in a column
structure based on the MIPs (MSI, MSFI, and MOI). For each
MIP the following information is provided: (i) metric ID, (ii)
value of the metric, which can be a binary value, true/false
value, etc and (iii) the source based on the standard/best
practice guideline from where the metric is extracted. A
representative set of the information provided by the EGM
module is shown in Figure 3. The information provided by

Fig. 3: A representative set of the information provided by the
EGM module

the EGM module is used as input for the Compliance module
for further analysis.

B. Standard Compliance Verification

In Industry 4.0 large monolithic organisations are moving
towards multi-stakeholder cooperations, where cooperation is
fostered by market requirements such as sustainable, flexible,
efficient, competitive and customized production [1]. Despite
the benefits, this brings new challenges in terms of security,
safety and organizational related issues. Thus, it is of utmost
importance to assure that independent entities inter-operate
with each-other in a secure and standard compliant manner,
without compromising the underlying infrastructure.

In this paper we present an initial approach for standard
compliance verification. The Compliance module is responsi-
ble for assuring that the system is operating in a secure and
standard compliant manner driven by the input provided by
the EGM module. The compliance depends on a set of MIPs,
which are extracted from a number of widely used standards

and best practice guidelines to address the target system
specific requirements. Thus, in order to measure standard
compliance one has to consider a set of MIPs and a set of
standards, since a dynamic mix of new technologies, regula-
tions and interactions of different organizations are involved.
However, it is not easy to extract metrics for security, safety
and organizational related issues [30], [31], since the indirect
relationship and the dependability between them have to be
considered as well. In the following section we present a
representative set of MIPs for a specific target system and
show how such a metric can be described.

Fig. 4: Security standard compliance verification

To show the standard compliance verification approach,
we have considered only MSIs. However, the same approach
applies also for MSFIs and MOIs. Each MSI extracted from
a standard is monitored using monitoring agents in the corre-
sponding component of the target system. The monitoring data
are than gathered by the EGM module, which is responsible
for making them readable for the Compliance module. So, the
EGM sends to the Compliance module for each MSI the source
from which the metric is extracted and a binary value 1 or 0
that indicates if the metric is fulfilled or not. Depending on
the specific target system requirements the Compliance module
assigns to each MSI a weight value to indicate the importance
in the range [0, 1].

After gathering all the required evidence from the EGM
module, the Compliance module first verifies the compli-
ance [%] for a single standard as the ratio between the sum
of each MSI measured value multiplied by its weight value
and the total number of metrics per standard as shown in
equation 1. It verifies the total compliance [%] as the ratio
between the sum of each standard compliance and the total
number of selected standards, as shown in equation 2.

MSI compliance(j)[%] =

∑n
i=1 MSIi,jωi,j

n
100%(1)
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demonstrate the ability to consistently provide products and
services that meet customer and regulatory requirements.
Additionally, a process approach is suggested including the
PDCA-Cycle and risk based thinking. The PDCA-cycle helps
organizations to define processes, execute them, measure the
outcome and analyse the results to set actions for further
improvement.

ISO 18404 [22] provides tools for organizations to improve
the capability of their business processes. This increase in
performance and decrease in process variation leads to defect
reduction and improvement in profits, employee morale, and
quality of products or services. It focuses on clarifying compe-
tencies required for personnel and organizations in SixSigma,
Lean and ”Lean&SixSigma”. Moreover, this standard consti-
tutes general requirements from personnel (e.g. Black Belt) or
organizations due to the numerous existing combinations of
Lean and Six Sigma. Therefore, competencies for individual
skill levels are described in details, such as Black Belt, Green
Belt, Lean practitioners and their organizations. However, a
specification and design for Six Sigma is excluded.

ISO/IEC TS 33052 [23] is used to describe the structure of a
process reference model to support information security man-
agement. The PRM includes processes, derived from ISO/IEC
27001, which can already exist in the context of a management
system of a service provider. This standard is used to deploy
and control the execution and performance of operational and
organizational processes by supporting the efficient, timely and
quality day-to-day operations.

Although the produced guidelines and scientific work help
users to address industrial requirements, more standard com-
pliance measurements are needed.

There are various frameworks and platforms supporting
monitoring of CPS and IoT. Several approaches and prototypes
are presente, both in literature [24], [25], [26] and in the scope
of research projects such as Cumulus, NGcert, SECCRIT etc.
However, there is no generally accepted method that allows
mapping the security, safety and organizational compliance.
In this context, the proposed monitoring and standard compli-
ance verification framework advances the state of the art by
considering security, safety and organizational related aspects
without compromising the underlying infrastructure.

III. MONITORING AND STANDARD COMPLIANCE
VERIFICATION FRAMEWORK

Standard compliance is the adherence to a given set of
security and safety requirements, represented by measurable
metrics, on the use and configuration of systems or any other
security, safety or legal mechanism. These measurable metrics
should be imposed by standardized bodies to make each
system, device or application comply with the standards.

To assure that the system is operating in a secure and stan-
dard compliant manner a monitoring module is needed, which
is responsible for gathering all the required measurements.
Thus, in this paper we present a monitoring and standard
compliance verification framework, which has been designed
to support different use cases and viewpoints that should be
considered and researched in Industry 4.0.

The monitoring and standard compliance verification frame-
work, illustrated in Figure 2, makes it possible to gather
security, safety and organizational evidence from the target
system in a structured way (e.g. MSI, MSFI, MOI). The
architecture of the framework has a pluggable and expendable
architecture allowing easy adaptation to constantly analyze
and monitor the status of the system or components of the
system. It is possible to monitor a large number of measurable
metrics (as shown in Section IV B-D) for different CPPS
components by aggregating, scheduling, storing, retrieving and
analyzing the monitoring data to provide standard compliance
verification.

Fig. 2: Monitoring and standard compliance verification frame-
work used to measure, aggregate, schedule, store, retrieve and
analyze the monitoring data to provide standard compliance

The monitoring and standard compliance verification frame-
work is composed of four main modules, including Monitoring
Agents, Evidence Gathering Mechanism, Compliance and the
Target System. The TS represents a system or component of
a system that will be monitored by monitoring tool plugins or
customized scripts.

A. Monitoring components

1) Monitoring Agents (MA): The MA module is used to
gather data from the TS and should allow the integration of
different pluggable monitoring agents (MA i) from different
monitoring tool plugins (e.g., Nagios plugin [27], Ceilometer
plugin [28], Zabbix plugin [29], etc.) and customized scripts.

2) Evidence Gathering Mechanism (EGM): The EGM
module is designed to acquire, store and analyze security,
safety and legal related evidence [9]. It manages the incoming
data from the monitoring agents and decides when/what data
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to send to the Compliance module by using a writing buffer.
It makes the mapping of the measurable metrics possible
and their values with the standards to provide the necessary
information for the compliance module. The EGM module
consists of:

a) Monitoring Agent Manager: The Monitoring Agent
Manager is the only contact point between the EGM module
and the MA i. It is responsible for organizing the MA i
based on the configurations and uses a Monitoring Scheduler
to provide the run-time of each plugin in the corresponding
component.

b) Monitoring Source Standard: The Monitoring Source
Standard provides for each defined measurable metric the
source from which standard/best practice guideline the metric
is extracted. By mapping the MIPs to the specific standard,
the compliance module can cross-check if the specific metric
has been monitored in the target system.

c) Bitwise MIPs Representation: The Bitwise MIPs Rep-
resentation module represents every MIP by a number, which
can be converted to binary and operated on by a computer.

The EGM module gathers the monitoring data in a column
structure based on the MIPs (MSI, MSFI, and MOI). For each
MIP the following information is provided: (i) metric ID, (ii)
value of the metric, which can be a binary value, true/false
value, etc and (iii) the source based on the standard/best
practice guideline from where the metric is extracted. A
representative set of the information provided by the EGM
module is shown in Figure 3. The information provided by

Fig. 3: A representative set of the information provided by the
EGM module

the EGM module is used as input for the Compliance module
for further analysis.

B. Standard Compliance Verification

In Industry 4.0 large monolithic organisations are moving
towards multi-stakeholder cooperations, where cooperation is
fostered by market requirements such as sustainable, flexible,
efficient, competitive and customized production [1]. Despite
the benefits, this brings new challenges in terms of security,
safety and organizational related issues. Thus, it is of utmost
importance to assure that independent entities inter-operate
with each-other in a secure and standard compliant manner,
without compromising the underlying infrastructure.

In this paper we present an initial approach for standard
compliance verification. The Compliance module is responsi-
ble for assuring that the system is operating in a secure and
standard compliant manner driven by the input provided by
the EGM module. The compliance depends on a set of MIPs,
which are extracted from a number of widely used standards

and best practice guidelines to address the target system
specific requirements. Thus, in order to measure standard
compliance one has to consider a set of MIPs and a set of
standards, since a dynamic mix of new technologies, regula-
tions and interactions of different organizations are involved.
However, it is not easy to extract metrics for security, safety
and organizational related issues [30], [31], since the indirect
relationship and the dependability between them have to be
considered as well. In the following section we present a
representative set of MIPs for a specific target system and
show how such a metric can be described.

Fig. 4: Security standard compliance verification

To show the standard compliance verification approach,
we have considered only MSIs. However, the same approach
applies also for MSFIs and MOIs. Each MSI extracted from
a standard is monitored using monitoring agents in the corre-
sponding component of the target system. The monitoring data
are than gathered by the EGM module, which is responsible
for making them readable for the Compliance module. So, the
EGM sends to the Compliance module for each MSI the source
from which the metric is extracted and a binary value 1 or 0
that indicates if the metric is fulfilled or not. Depending on
the specific target system requirements the Compliance module
assigns to each MSI a weight value to indicate the importance
in the range [0, 1].

After gathering all the required evidence from the EGM
module, the Compliance module first verifies the compli-
ance [%] for a single standard as the ratio between the sum
of each MSI measured value multiplied by its weight value
and the total number of metrics per standard as shown in
equation 1. It verifies the total compliance [%] as the ratio
between the sum of each standard compliance and the total
number of selected standards, as shown in equation 2.

MSI compliance(j)[%] =
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i=1 MSIi,jωi,j
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100%(1)
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demonstrate the ability to consistently provide products and
services that meet customer and regulatory requirements.
Additionally, a process approach is suggested including the
PDCA-Cycle and risk based thinking. The PDCA-cycle helps
organizations to define processes, execute them, measure the
outcome and analyse the results to set actions for further
improvement.

ISO 18404 [22] provides tools for organizations to improve
the capability of their business processes. This increase in
performance and decrease in process variation leads to defect
reduction and improvement in profits, employee morale, and
quality of products or services. It focuses on clarifying compe-
tencies required for personnel and organizations in SixSigma,
Lean and ”Lean&SixSigma”. Moreover, this standard consti-
tutes general requirements from personnel (e.g. Black Belt) or
organizations due to the numerous existing combinations of
Lean and Six Sigma. Therefore, competencies for individual
skill levels are described in details, such as Black Belt, Green
Belt, Lean practitioners and their organizations. However, a
specification and design for Six Sigma is excluded.

ISO/IEC TS 33052 [23] is used to describe the structure of a
process reference model to support information security man-
agement. The PRM includes processes, derived from ISO/IEC
27001, which can already exist in the context of a management
system of a service provider. This standard is used to deploy
and control the execution and performance of operational and
organizational processes by supporting the efficient, timely and
quality day-to-day operations.

Although the produced guidelines and scientific work help
users to address industrial requirements, more standard com-
pliance measurements are needed.

There are various frameworks and platforms supporting
monitoring of CPS and IoT. Several approaches and prototypes
are presente, both in literature [24], [25], [26] and in the scope
of research projects such as Cumulus, NGcert, SECCRIT etc.
However, there is no generally accepted method that allows
mapping the security, safety and organizational compliance.
In this context, the proposed monitoring and standard compli-
ance verification framework advances the state of the art by
considering security, safety and organizational related aspects
without compromising the underlying infrastructure.

III. MONITORING AND STANDARD COMPLIANCE
VERIFICATION FRAMEWORK

Standard compliance is the adherence to a given set of
security and safety requirements, represented by measurable
metrics, on the use and configuration of systems or any other
security, safety or legal mechanism. These measurable metrics
should be imposed by standardized bodies to make each
system, device or application comply with the standards.

To assure that the system is operating in a secure and stan-
dard compliant manner a monitoring module is needed, which
is responsible for gathering all the required measurements.
Thus, in this paper we present a monitoring and standard
compliance verification framework, which has been designed
to support different use cases and viewpoints that should be
considered and researched in Industry 4.0.

The monitoring and standard compliance verification frame-
work, illustrated in Figure 2, makes it possible to gather
security, safety and organizational evidence from the target
system in a structured way (e.g. MSI, MSFI, MOI). The
architecture of the framework has a pluggable and expendable
architecture allowing easy adaptation to constantly analyze
and monitor the status of the system or components of the
system. It is possible to monitor a large number of measurable
metrics (as shown in Section IV B-D) for different CPPS
components by aggregating, scheduling, storing, retrieving and
analyzing the monitoring data to provide standard compliance
verification.

Fig. 2: Monitoring and standard compliance verification frame-
work used to measure, aggregate, schedule, store, retrieve and
analyze the monitoring data to provide standard compliance

The monitoring and standard compliance verification frame-
work is composed of four main modules, including Monitoring
Agents, Evidence Gathering Mechanism, Compliance and the
Target System. The TS represents a system or component of
a system that will be monitored by monitoring tool plugins or
customized scripts.

A. Monitoring components

1) Monitoring Agents (MA): The MA module is used to
gather data from the TS and should allow the integration of
different pluggable monitoring agents (MA i) from different
monitoring tool plugins (e.g., Nagios plugin [27], Ceilometer
plugin [28], Zabbix plugin [29], etc.) and customized scripts.

2) Evidence Gathering Mechanism (EGM): The EGM
module is designed to acquire, store and analyze security,
safety and legal related evidence [9]. It manages the incoming
data from the monitoring agents and decides when/what data
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to send to the Compliance module by using a writing buffer.
It makes the mapping of the measurable metrics possible
and their values with the standards to provide the necessary
information for the compliance module. The EGM module
consists of:

a) Monitoring Agent Manager: The Monitoring Agent
Manager is the only contact point between the EGM module
and the MA i. It is responsible for organizing the MA i
based on the configurations and uses a Monitoring Scheduler
to provide the run-time of each plugin in the corresponding
component.

b) Monitoring Source Standard: The Monitoring Source
Standard provides for each defined measurable metric the
source from which standard/best practice guideline the metric
is extracted. By mapping the MIPs to the specific standard,
the compliance module can cross-check if the specific metric
has been monitored in the target system.

c) Bitwise MIPs Representation: The Bitwise MIPs Rep-
resentation module represents every MIP by a number, which
can be converted to binary and operated on by a computer.

The EGM module gathers the monitoring data in a column
structure based on the MIPs (MSI, MSFI, and MOI). For each
MIP the following information is provided: (i) metric ID, (ii)
value of the metric, which can be a binary value, true/false
value, etc and (iii) the source based on the standard/best
practice guideline from where the metric is extracted. A
representative set of the information provided by the EGM
module is shown in Figure 3. The information provided by

Fig. 3: A representative set of the information provided by the
EGM module

the EGM module is used as input for the Compliance module
for further analysis.

B. Standard Compliance Verification

In Industry 4.0 large monolithic organisations are moving
towards multi-stakeholder cooperations, where cooperation is
fostered by market requirements such as sustainable, flexible,
efficient, competitive and customized production [1]. Despite
the benefits, this brings new challenges in terms of security,
safety and organizational related issues. Thus, it is of utmost
importance to assure that independent entities inter-operate
with each-other in a secure and standard compliant manner,
without compromising the underlying infrastructure.

In this paper we present an initial approach for standard
compliance verification. The Compliance module is responsi-
ble for assuring that the system is operating in a secure and
standard compliant manner driven by the input provided by
the EGM module. The compliance depends on a set of MIPs,
which are extracted from a number of widely used standards

and best practice guidelines to address the target system
specific requirements. Thus, in order to measure standard
compliance one has to consider a set of MIPs and a set of
standards, since a dynamic mix of new technologies, regula-
tions and interactions of different organizations are involved.
However, it is not easy to extract metrics for security, safety
and organizational related issues [30], [31], since the indirect
relationship and the dependability between them have to be
considered as well. In the following section we present a
representative set of MIPs for a specific target system and
show how such a metric can be described.

Fig. 4: Security standard compliance verification

To show the standard compliance verification approach,
we have considered only MSIs. However, the same approach
applies also for MSFIs and MOIs. Each MSI extracted from
a standard is monitored using monitoring agents in the corre-
sponding component of the target system. The monitoring data
are than gathered by the EGM module, which is responsible
for making them readable for the Compliance module. So, the
EGM sends to the Compliance module for each MSI the source
from which the metric is extracted and a binary value 1 or 0
that indicates if the metric is fulfilled or not. Depending on
the specific target system requirements the Compliance module
assigns to each MSI a weight value to indicate the importance
in the range [0, 1].

After gathering all the required evidence from the EGM
module, the Compliance module first verifies the compli-
ance [%] for a single standard as the ratio between the sum
of each MSI measured value multiplied by its weight value
and the total number of metrics per standard as shown in
equation 1. It verifies the total compliance [%] as the ratio
between the sum of each standard compliance and the total
number of selected standards, as shown in equation 2.

MSI compliance(j)[%] =

∑n
i=1 MSIi,jωi,j

n
100%(1)
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use case and the access control requirements, we define a set of
representative MSIs, MSFIs and MOIs extracted from security,
safety and process management standards. For each MIP is
provided: (i) an ID, (ii) the source and the definition based
on the standards and best practice guidelines, (iii) possible
monitoring solutions and (iv) a monitoring value are provided.

B. MSIs: Measurable Security Indicators

• MSI-1.1: Secure identification and authentication
– Source: IEC 62443-3-3
– Definition: The client and the server identify each

other and assure their identities via secure log-on
– Monitoring Plugin: Can be monitored with Nagios

monitoring agent, which checks the configuration of
the used protocol (or indeed any other client/server
authentication method) to make sure that it uses a
secure communication protocol.

– Monitoring Value: True/False
• MSI-2.1 : Strength of password-based authentication

– Source: IEC 62443-3-3
– Definition: The system shall be configurable by pro-

viding a degree of complexity such as minimum
length, variety of characters and password rotation.

– Monitoring Plugin: Can be implemented by perform-
ing checks on the PAM (Pluggable Authentication
Module) to verify if a minimum length or complexity
of passwords and password rotation is enabled.

– Monitoring Value: True/False
• MSI-3.1 : Concurrent session control

– Source: IEC 62443-3-3
– Definition: The system shall restrict the maximum

number of concurrent sessions per system account
or system type.

– Monitoring Plugin: A script can be developed which
checks sshd config or pam limits configuration.

– Monitoring Value: True/False

C. MSFIs: Measurable Safety Indicators

• MSFI-1.2 : Time-triggered architecture
– Source: IEC 61508-3, Table A-2, Group 13
– Definition: : Ensure that the system complies with

the safety timing requirements
– Monitoring Plugin: Can be checked via Nagios, send

test packet to system and check if response time is
inside allowed parameters. If Nagios is running on
a separate system this achieves medium diagnostic
coverage (based on IEC 61508-2). If the systems
sends regular information about logical status high
diagnostic coverage is achievable

– Monitoring Value: Response time
• MSFI-2.2 : Techniques and measures for error detection

– Source: IEC 61508-3, Table A-18
– Definition: Ensure that system modifications are pro-

tected against erroneous
– Monitoring Plugin: Check that system modifications

require a password

– Monitoring Value: True/False
• MSFI-3.2 : Control systematic operational failures

– Source: IEC 61508-7
– Definition: Ensure that all inputs via a safety-related

system are echoed to the operator before being sent
to the system. This should also consider abnormal
human actions, e.g. speed of interaction

– Monitoring Plugin: Can be monitored by a network
module that checks the system behaviour

– Monitoring Value: True/False

D. MOIs: Measurable Organizational Indicators

• MOI-1.1: Event Logging
– Source: ISO/IEC TS 33052
– Definition: The system shall forward event log infor-

mation to a central security information and event
management system

– Monitoring Plugin: Can be monitored with a Nagios
plugin checking syslog/event log configuration

– Monitoring Value: True/False
• MOI-2.1: Restrictions on software installations

– Source: ISO/IEC TS 33052
– Definition: The system shall restrict software instal-

lation to approved products
– Monitoring Plugin: Can be monitored with a custom

Nagios plugin checking e.g. paket management (e.g.
Linux) or other software management configuration

– Monitoring Value: True/False
• MOI-3.1 : Access to networks and network services

– Source: ISO/IEC TS 33052
– Definition: The system configuration must support

access to mandatory networks and network services
– Monitoring Plugin: : Can be monitored with a cus-

tom Nagios plugin checking network device and
network service configuration (e.g., DNS, DHCP,
Gateway, Netmask, NPS, 802.1x Cert etc.)

– Monitoring Value: True/False
As illustrated in Figure 2, the monitoring agents defined for

each MIP, will gather data from the target system (in this case
the end-to-end communication use case) and will provide for
the EGM the necessary information if the metric is fulfilled or
not. The Compliance module maps the monitored metric with
the corresponding standard and calculate the compliance [%]
based on equation 2. The result will then be used to define
the compliance level [0-3] of the system as shown in table I.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented a monitoring and standard
compliance verification framework for Industry 4.0 application
scenarios with the aim to provide an automated standard
compliance. The standard compliance is defined based on a
set of MIPs extracted from existing standards and best practice
guidelines. The MIPs are monitored in the target system using
monitoring agents and the monitoring data are then used by
the EGM to make them readable for the compliance module.
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MSI compliance[%] =

∑m
j=1 compliance(j)

m
100% (2)

where:

n total number of metrics per standard
m total number of standards
MSIi,j measured value of ”i” security metric from ”j” standard
ωi,j weight value of ”i” security metric from the ”j” standard

Introduction of Compliance Levels

In order to apply an appropriate level of security and safety
standard compliance to a component or system depending on
the requirements, four compliance levels [0-3] are arbitrarily
defined:

Compliance Level MIPs

MSI MSFI MOI

Level 0 basic basic basic

Level 1
basic basic high
basic high basic
high basic basic

Level 2
basic high high
high basic high
high high basic

Level 3 high high high

TABLE I: Arbitrary compliance levels based on MIPs

The compliance levels, shown in table I, depend on the
standard compliance verification for MSIs, MSFIs and MOIs,
whereas basic is defined as the compliance in the range
[0%, 50%] and high is defined as the compliance in the range
[50%, 100%].

• Compliance Level 0 indicates that the compliance of all
three MIP groups is basic

• Compliance Level 1 indicates that at least the compli-
ance of one MIP group is high

• Compliance Level 2 indicates that at least the compli-
ance of two MIP groups is high

• Compliance Level 3 indicates that the compliance of all
three MIP groups is high

IV. A REPRESENTATIVE SET OF MIPS FOR THE
MONITORING AND STANDARD COMPLIANCE

VERIFICATION FRAMEWORK

This section provides illustrative metrics that should be
considered in an Industry 4.0 application scenario with the
goal to address the requirements of access control systems
for the production line. In that regard, the IEC 62443-3-3
(Industrial communication networks - Network and system se-
curity - System security requirements and security levels) [32]
provides technical control system fundamentals requirements
for industrial automation and control system capability, where

we have selected three MSIs to show how each MSI is docu-
mented and monitored. The IEC 61508-3 (Functional Safety of
Electrical/Electronic/Programmable Electronic Safety-related
Systems) [33], is the basic safety standard and intended as
an umbrella standard by various industries to provide their
own standards and guidelines, from which three MSFIs as
representative examples are selected.

In contrast with security and safety standards, business man-
agement standards do not provide explicit technical measures.
However, some standards provide a methodology on how
to implement and execute assessments. ISO/IEC TS 33052
(Information Technology – Process reference model (PRM)
for information security management) [23] provides process
descriptions which relate to process purpose, process context,
outcomes and traceable requirements. The traceable require-
ments give an indication which tasks and actives are relevant
for certain processes and they are presented as actions that
refer explicitly to ISO/IEC 27001 and relate to common tasks.
It provides a process assessment model (PAM) from where we
have selected three MOIs as representative examples.

A. Use Case

In order to extract MIPs, which can be used to evaluate the
approach described in the previous section, we consider the use
case depicted in Figure 5, from an ongoing research project
addressing a secure end-to-end communication in CPPS [34].

Fig. 5: CPPS end-to-end communication use case

To provide device management as a service, data is trans-
mitted between devices (M1, M2, and M3), processed and
sent to a private cloud for further processing and analysis.
The communication protocol used between the edge devices,
the IIoT components, and the cloud backend is the MQTT
protocol, designed to be lightweight, flexible and simple to
implement. In the production environment, the new industrial
devices are already able to communicate using state of the art
IIoT protocols, such as MQTT. However, this is not the case if
a legacy device wants to establish a connection with the IIoT
gateway. In this case, a translator system is needed to translate
the device protocol into MQTT [35]. In such scenario, with
different decentralized CPPS components, condition reports
to the overall system are important. In order to observe
the system behavior, several components can be monitored,
including industrial devices, IIoT gateways and cloud services.

Once the requirements have been identified and the stan-
dards/best practice guidelines have been examined to see
whether or not they address the specific requirement, the next
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where:

n total number of metrics per standard
m total number of standards
MSIi,j measured value of ”i” security metric from ”j” standard
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Introduction of Compliance Levels

In order to apply an appropriate level of security and safety
standard compliance to a component or system depending on
the requirements, four compliance levels [0-3] are arbitrarily
defined:

Compliance Level MIPs

MSI MSFI MOI

Level 0 basic basic basic

Level 1
basic basic high
basic high basic
high basic basic

Level 2
basic high high
high basic high
high high basic

Level 3 high high high

TABLE I: Arbitrary compliance levels based on MIPs

The compliance levels, shown in table I, depend on the
standard compliance verification for MSIs, MSFIs and MOIs,
whereas basic is defined as the compliance in the range
[0%, 50%] and high is defined as the compliance in the range
[50%, 100%].

• Compliance Level 0 indicates that the compliance of all
three MIP groups is basic

• Compliance Level 1 indicates that at least the compli-
ance of one MIP group is high

• Compliance Level 2 indicates that at least the compli-
ance of two MIP groups is high

• Compliance Level 3 indicates that the compliance of all
three MIP groups is high

IV. A REPRESENTATIVE SET OF MIPS FOR THE
MONITORING AND STANDARD COMPLIANCE

VERIFICATION FRAMEWORK

This section provides illustrative metrics that should be
considered in an Industry 4.0 application scenario with the
goal to address the requirements of access control systems
for the production line. In that regard, the IEC 62443-3-3
(Industrial communication networks - Network and system se-
curity - System security requirements and security levels) [32]
provides technical control system fundamentals requirements
for industrial automation and control system capability, where

we have selected three MSIs to show how each MSI is docu-
mented and monitored. The IEC 61508-3 (Functional Safety of
Electrical/Electronic/Programmable Electronic Safety-related
Systems) [33], is the basic safety standard and intended as
an umbrella standard by various industries to provide their
own standards and guidelines, from which three MSFIs as
representative examples are selected.

In contrast with security and safety standards, business man-
agement standards do not provide explicit technical measures.
However, some standards provide a methodology on how
to implement and execute assessments. ISO/IEC TS 33052
(Information Technology – Process reference model (PRM)
for information security management) [23] provides process
descriptions which relate to process purpose, process context,
outcomes and traceable requirements. The traceable require-
ments give an indication which tasks and actives are relevant
for certain processes and they are presented as actions that
refer explicitly to ISO/IEC 27001 and relate to common tasks.
It provides a process assessment model (PAM) from where we
have selected three MOIs as representative examples.

A. Use Case

In order to extract MIPs, which can be used to evaluate the
approach described in the previous section, we consider the use
case depicted in Figure 5, from an ongoing research project
addressing a secure end-to-end communication in CPPS [34].

Fig. 5: CPPS end-to-end communication use case

To provide device management as a service, data is trans-
mitted between devices (M1, M2, and M3), processed and
sent to a private cloud for further processing and analysis.
The communication protocol used between the edge devices,
the IIoT components, and the cloud backend is the MQTT
protocol, designed to be lightweight, flexible and simple to
implement. In the production environment, the new industrial
devices are already able to communicate using state of the art
IIoT protocols, such as MQTT. However, this is not the case if
a legacy device wants to establish a connection with the IIoT
gateway. In this case, a translator system is needed to translate
the device protocol into MQTT [35]. In such scenario, with
different decentralized CPPS components, condition reports
to the overall system are important. In order to observe
the system behavior, several components can be monitored,
including industrial devices, IIoT gateways and cloud services.

Once the requirements have been identified and the stan-
dards/best practice guidelines have been examined to see
whether or not they address the specific requirement, the next
step is to identify measurable indicator points. Based on this
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to send to the Compliance module by using a writing buffer.
It makes the mapping of the measurable metrics possible
and their values with the standards to provide the necessary
information for the compliance module. The EGM module
consists of:

a) Monitoring Agent Manager: The Monitoring Agent
Manager is the only contact point between the EGM module
and the MA i. It is responsible for organizing the MA i
based on the configurations and uses a Monitoring Scheduler
to provide the run-time of each plugin in the corresponding
component.

b) Monitoring Source Standard: The Monitoring Source
Standard provides for each defined measurable metric the
source from which standard/best practice guideline the metric
is extracted. By mapping the MIPs to the specific standard,
the compliance module can cross-check if the specific metric
has been monitored in the target system.

c) Bitwise MIPs Representation: The Bitwise MIPs Rep-
resentation module represents every MIP by a number, which
can be converted to binary and operated on by a computer.

The EGM module gathers the monitoring data in a column
structure based on the MIPs (MSI, MSFI, and MOI). For each
MIP the following information is provided: (i) metric ID, (ii)
value of the metric, which can be a binary value, true/false
value, etc and (iii) the source based on the standard/best
practice guideline from where the metric is extracted. A
representative set of the information provided by the EGM
module is shown in Figure 3. The information provided by

Fig. 3: A representative set of the information provided by the
EGM module

the EGM module is used as input for the Compliance module
for further analysis.

B. Standard Compliance Verification

In Industry 4.0 large monolithic organisations are moving
towards multi-stakeholder cooperations, where cooperation is
fostered by market requirements such as sustainable, flexible,
efficient, competitive and customized production [1]. Despite
the benefits, this brings new challenges in terms of security,
safety and organizational related issues. Thus, it is of utmost
importance to assure that independent entities inter-operate
with each-other in a secure and standard compliant manner,
without compromising the underlying infrastructure.

In this paper we present an initial approach for standard
compliance verification. The Compliance module is responsi-
ble for assuring that the system is operating in a secure and
standard compliant manner driven by the input provided by
the EGM module. The compliance depends on a set of MIPs,
which are extracted from a number of widely used standards

and best practice guidelines to address the target system
specific requirements. Thus, in order to measure standard
compliance one has to consider a set of MIPs and a set of
standards, since a dynamic mix of new technologies, regula-
tions and interactions of different organizations are involved.
However, it is not easy to extract metrics for security, safety
and organizational related issues [30], [31], since the indirect
relationship and the dependability between them have to be
considered as well. In the following section we present a
representative set of MIPs for a specific target system and
show how such a metric can be described.

Fig. 4: Security standard compliance verification

To show the standard compliance verification approach,
we have considered only MSIs. However, the same approach
applies also for MSFIs and MOIs. Each MSI extracted from
a standard is monitored using monitoring agents in the corre-
sponding component of the target system. The monitoring data
are than gathered by the EGM module, which is responsible
for making them readable for the Compliance module. So, the
EGM sends to the Compliance module for each MSI the source
from which the metric is extracted and a binary value 1 or 0
that indicates if the metric is fulfilled or not. Depending on
the specific target system requirements the Compliance module
assigns to each MSI a weight value to indicate the importance
in the range [0, 1].

After gathering all the required evidence from the EGM
module, the Compliance module first verifies the compli-
ance [%] for a single standard as the ratio between the sum
of each MSI measured value multiplied by its weight value
and the total number of metrics per standard as shown in
equation 1. It verifies the total compliance [%] as the ratio
between the sum of each standard compliance and the total
number of selected standards, as shown in equation 2.

MSI compliance(j)[%] =

∑n
i=1 MSIi,jωi,j

n
100%(1)
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In order to apply an appropriate level of security and safety
standard compliance to a component or system depending on
the requirements, four compliance levels [0-3] are arbitrarily
defined:
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The compliance levels, shown in table I, depend on the
standard compliance verification for MSIs, MSFIs and MOIs,
whereas basic is defined as the compliance in the range
[0%, 50%] and high is defined as the compliance in the range
[50%, 100%].
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This section provides illustrative metrics that should be
considered in an Industry 4.0 application scenario with the
goal to address the requirements of access control systems
for the production line. In that regard, the IEC 62443-3-3
(Industrial communication networks - Network and system se-
curity - System security requirements and security levels) [32]
provides technical control system fundamentals requirements
for industrial automation and control system capability, where

we have selected three MSIs to show how each MSI is docu-
mented and monitored. The IEC 61508-3 (Functional Safety of
Electrical/Electronic/Programmable Electronic Safety-related
Systems) [33], is the basic safety standard and intended as
an umbrella standard by various industries to provide their
own standards and guidelines, from which three MSFIs as
representative examples are selected.

In contrast with security and safety standards, business man-
agement standards do not provide explicit technical measures.
However, some standards provide a methodology on how
to implement and execute assessments. ISO/IEC TS 33052
(Information Technology – Process reference model (PRM)
for information security management) [23] provides process
descriptions which relate to process purpose, process context,
outcomes and traceable requirements. The traceable require-
ments give an indication which tasks and actives are relevant
for certain processes and they are presented as actions that
refer explicitly to ISO/IEC 27001 and relate to common tasks.
It provides a process assessment model (PAM) from where we
have selected three MOIs as representative examples.

A. Use Case

In order to extract MIPs, which can be used to evaluate the
approach described in the previous section, we consider the use
case depicted in Figure 5, from an ongoing research project
addressing a secure end-to-end communication in CPPS [34].

Fig. 5: CPPS end-to-end communication use case

To provide device management as a service, data is trans-
mitted between devices (M1, M2, and M3), processed and
sent to a private cloud for further processing and analysis.
The communication protocol used between the edge devices,
the IIoT components, and the cloud backend is the MQTT
protocol, designed to be lightweight, flexible and simple to
implement. In the production environment, the new industrial
devices are already able to communicate using state of the art
IIoT protocols, such as MQTT. However, this is not the case if
a legacy device wants to establish a connection with the IIoT
gateway. In this case, a translator system is needed to translate
the device protocol into MQTT [35]. In such scenario, with
different decentralized CPPS components, condition reports
to the overall system are important. In order to observe
the system behavior, several components can be monitored,
including industrial devices, IIoT gateways and cloud services.

Once the requirements have been identified and the stan-
dards/best practice guidelines have been examined to see
whether or not they address the specific requirement, the next
step is to identify measurable indicator points. Based on this
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to send to the Compliance module by using a writing buffer.
It makes the mapping of the measurable metrics possible
and their values with the standards to provide the necessary
information for the compliance module. The EGM module
consists of:

a) Monitoring Agent Manager: The Monitoring Agent
Manager is the only contact point between the EGM module
and the MA i. It is responsible for organizing the MA i
based on the configurations and uses a Monitoring Scheduler
to provide the run-time of each plugin in the corresponding
component.

b) Monitoring Source Standard: The Monitoring Source
Standard provides for each defined measurable metric the
source from which standard/best practice guideline the metric
is extracted. By mapping the MIPs to the specific standard,
the compliance module can cross-check if the specific metric
has been monitored in the target system.

c) Bitwise MIPs Representation: The Bitwise MIPs Rep-
resentation module represents every MIP by a number, which
can be converted to binary and operated on by a computer.

The EGM module gathers the monitoring data in a column
structure based on the MIPs (MSI, MSFI, and MOI). For each
MIP the following information is provided: (i) metric ID, (ii)
value of the metric, which can be a binary value, true/false
value, etc and (iii) the source based on the standard/best
practice guideline from where the metric is extracted. A
representative set of the information provided by the EGM
module is shown in Figure 3. The information provided by

Fig. 3: A representative set of the information provided by the
EGM module

the EGM module is used as input for the Compliance module
for further analysis.

B. Standard Compliance Verification

In Industry 4.0 large monolithic organisations are moving
towards multi-stakeholder cooperations, where cooperation is
fostered by market requirements such as sustainable, flexible,
efficient, competitive and customized production [1]. Despite
the benefits, this brings new challenges in terms of security,
safety and organizational related issues. Thus, it is of utmost
importance to assure that independent entities inter-operate
with each-other in a secure and standard compliant manner,
without compromising the underlying infrastructure.

In this paper we present an initial approach for standard
compliance verification. The Compliance module is responsi-
ble for assuring that the system is operating in a secure and
standard compliant manner driven by the input provided by
the EGM module. The compliance depends on a set of MIPs,
which are extracted from a number of widely used standards

and best practice guidelines to address the target system
specific requirements. Thus, in order to measure standard
compliance one has to consider a set of MIPs and a set of
standards, since a dynamic mix of new technologies, regula-
tions and interactions of different organizations are involved.
However, it is not easy to extract metrics for security, safety
and organizational related issues [30], [31], since the indirect
relationship and the dependability between them have to be
considered as well. In the following section we present a
representative set of MIPs for a specific target system and
show how such a metric can be described.

Fig. 4: Security standard compliance verification

To show the standard compliance verification approach,
we have considered only MSIs. However, the same approach
applies also for MSFIs and MOIs. Each MSI extracted from
a standard is monitored using monitoring agents in the corre-
sponding component of the target system. The monitoring data
are than gathered by the EGM module, which is responsible
for making them readable for the Compliance module. So, the
EGM sends to the Compliance module for each MSI the source
from which the metric is extracted and a binary value 1 or 0
that indicates if the metric is fulfilled or not. Depending on
the specific target system requirements the Compliance module
assigns to each MSI a weight value to indicate the importance
in the range [0, 1].

After gathering all the required evidence from the EGM
module, the Compliance module first verifies the compli-
ance [%] for a single standard as the ratio between the sum
of each MSI measured value multiplied by its weight value
and the total number of metrics per standard as shown in
equation 1. It verifies the total compliance [%] as the ratio
between the sum of each standard compliance and the total
number of selected standards, as shown in equation 2.
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and the MA i. It is responsible for organizing the MA i
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to provide the run-time of each plugin in the corresponding
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the compliance module can cross-check if the specific metric
has been monitored in the target system.
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resentation module represents every MIP by a number, which
can be converted to binary and operated on by a computer.
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towards multi-stakeholder cooperations, where cooperation is
fostered by market requirements such as sustainable, flexible,
efficient, competitive and customized production [1]. Despite
the benefits, this brings new challenges in terms of security,
safety and organizational related issues. Thus, it is of utmost
importance to assure that independent entities inter-operate
with each-other in a secure and standard compliant manner,
without compromising the underlying infrastructure.

In this paper we present an initial approach for standard
compliance verification. The Compliance module is responsi-
ble for assuring that the system is operating in a secure and
standard compliant manner driven by the input provided by
the EGM module. The compliance depends on a set of MIPs,
which are extracted from a number of widely used standards

and best practice guidelines to address the target system
specific requirements. Thus, in order to measure standard
compliance one has to consider a set of MIPs and a set of
standards, since a dynamic mix of new technologies, regula-
tions and interactions of different organizations are involved.
However, it is not easy to extract metrics for security, safety
and organizational related issues [30], [31], since the indirect
relationship and the dependability between them have to be
considered as well. In the following section we present a
representative set of MIPs for a specific target system and
show how such a metric can be described.
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To show the standard compliance verification approach,
we have considered only MSIs. However, the same approach
applies also for MSFIs and MOIs. Each MSI extracted from
a standard is monitored using monitoring agents in the corre-
sponding component of the target system. The monitoring data
are than gathered by the EGM module, which is responsible
for making them readable for the Compliance module. So, the
EGM sends to the Compliance module for each MSI the source
from which the metric is extracted and a binary value 1 or 0
that indicates if the metric is fulfilled or not. Depending on
the specific target system requirements the Compliance module
assigns to each MSI a weight value to indicate the importance
in the range [0, 1].

After gathering all the required evidence from the EGM
module, the Compliance module first verifies the compli-
ance [%] for a single standard as the ratio between the sum
of each MSI measured value multiplied by its weight value
and the total number of metrics per standard as shown in
equation 1. It verifies the total compliance [%] as the ratio
between the sum of each standard compliance and the total
number of selected standards, as shown in equation 2.
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to send to the Compliance module by using a writing buffer.
It makes the mapping of the measurable metrics possible
and their values with the standards to provide the necessary
information for the compliance module. The EGM module
consists of:

a) Monitoring Agent Manager: The Monitoring Agent
Manager is the only contact point between the EGM module
and the MA i. It is responsible for organizing the MA i
based on the configurations and uses a Monitoring Scheduler
to provide the run-time of each plugin in the corresponding
component.

b) Monitoring Source Standard: The Monitoring Source
Standard provides for each defined measurable metric the
source from which standard/best practice guideline the metric
is extracted. By mapping the MIPs to the specific standard,
the compliance module can cross-check if the specific metric
has been monitored in the target system.

c) Bitwise MIPs Representation: The Bitwise MIPs Rep-
resentation module represents every MIP by a number, which
can be converted to binary and operated on by a computer.

The EGM module gathers the monitoring data in a column
structure based on the MIPs (MSI, MSFI, and MOI). For each
MIP the following information is provided: (i) metric ID, (ii)
value of the metric, which can be a binary value, true/false
value, etc and (iii) the source based on the standard/best
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representative set of the information provided by the EGM
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the EGM module is used as input for the Compliance module
for further analysis.

B. Standard Compliance Verification

In Industry 4.0 large monolithic organisations are moving
towards multi-stakeholder cooperations, where cooperation is
fostered by market requirements such as sustainable, flexible,
efficient, competitive and customized production [1]. Despite
the benefits, this brings new challenges in terms of security,
safety and organizational related issues. Thus, it is of utmost
importance to assure that independent entities inter-operate
with each-other in a secure and standard compliant manner,
without compromising the underlying infrastructure.

In this paper we present an initial approach for standard
compliance verification. The Compliance module is responsi-
ble for assuring that the system is operating in a secure and
standard compliant manner driven by the input provided by
the EGM module. The compliance depends on a set of MIPs,
which are extracted from a number of widely used standards

and best practice guidelines to address the target system
specific requirements. Thus, in order to measure standard
compliance one has to consider a set of MIPs and a set of
standards, since a dynamic mix of new technologies, regula-
tions and interactions of different organizations are involved.
However, it is not easy to extract metrics for security, safety
and organizational related issues [30], [31], since the indirect
relationship and the dependability between them have to be
considered as well. In the following section we present a
representative set of MIPs for a specific target system and
show how such a metric can be described.
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To show the standard compliance verification approach,
we have considered only MSIs. However, the same approach
applies also for MSFIs and MOIs. Each MSI extracted from
a standard is monitored using monitoring agents in the corre-
sponding component of the target system. The monitoring data
are than gathered by the EGM module, which is responsible
for making them readable for the Compliance module. So, the
EGM sends to the Compliance module for each MSI the source
from which the metric is extracted and a binary value 1 or 0
that indicates if the metric is fulfilled or not. Depending on
the specific target system requirements the Compliance module
assigns to each MSI a weight value to indicate the importance
in the range [0, 1].

After gathering all the required evidence from the EGM
module, the Compliance module first verifies the compli-
ance [%] for a single standard as the ratio between the sum
of each MSI measured value multiplied by its weight value
and the total number of metrics per standard as shown in
equation 1. It verifies the total compliance [%] as the ratio
between the sum of each standard compliance and the total
number of selected standards, as shown in equation 2.

MSI compliance(j)[%] =

∑n
i=1 MSIi,jωi,j

n
100%(1)
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use case and the access control requirements, we define a set of
representative MSIs, MSFIs and MOIs extracted from security,
safety and process management standards. For each MIP is
provided: (i) an ID, (ii) the source and the definition based
on the standards and best practice guidelines, (iii) possible
monitoring solutions and (iv) a monitoring value are provided.

B. MSIs: Measurable Security Indicators

• MSI-1.1: Secure identification and authentication
– Source: IEC 62443-3-3
– Definition: The client and the server identify each

other and assure their identities via secure log-on
– Monitoring Plugin: Can be monitored with Nagios

monitoring agent, which checks the configuration of
the used protocol (or indeed any other client/server
authentication method) to make sure that it uses a
secure communication protocol.

– Monitoring Value: True/False
• MSI-2.1 : Strength of password-based authentication

– Source: IEC 62443-3-3
– Definition: The system shall be configurable by pro-

viding a degree of complexity such as minimum
length, variety of characters and password rotation.

– Monitoring Plugin: Can be implemented by perform-
ing checks on the PAM (Pluggable Authentication
Module) to verify if a minimum length or complexity
of passwords and password rotation is enabled.

– Monitoring Value: True/False
• MSI-3.1 : Concurrent session control

– Source: IEC 62443-3-3
– Definition: The system shall restrict the maximum

number of concurrent sessions per system account
or system type.

– Monitoring Plugin: A script can be developed which
checks sshd config or pam limits configuration.

– Monitoring Value: True/False

C. MSFIs: Measurable Safety Indicators

• MSFI-1.2 : Time-triggered architecture
– Source: IEC 61508-3, Table A-2, Group 13
– Definition: : Ensure that the system complies with

the safety timing requirements
– Monitoring Plugin: Can be checked via Nagios, send

test packet to system and check if response time is
inside allowed parameters. If Nagios is running on
a separate system this achieves medium diagnostic
coverage (based on IEC 61508-2). If the systems
sends regular information about logical status high
diagnostic coverage is achievable

– Monitoring Value: Response time
• MSFI-2.2 : Techniques and measures for error detection

– Source: IEC 61508-3, Table A-18
– Definition: Ensure that system modifications are pro-

tected against erroneous
– Monitoring Plugin: Check that system modifications

require a password

– Monitoring Value: True/False
• MSFI-3.2 : Control systematic operational failures

– Source: IEC 61508-7
– Definition: Ensure that all inputs via a safety-related

system are echoed to the operator before being sent
to the system. This should also consider abnormal
human actions, e.g. speed of interaction

– Monitoring Plugin: Can be monitored by a network
module that checks the system behaviour

– Monitoring Value: True/False

D. MOIs: Measurable Organizational Indicators

• MOI-1.1: Event Logging
– Source: ISO/IEC TS 33052
– Definition: The system shall forward event log infor-

mation to a central security information and event
management system

– Monitoring Plugin: Can be monitored with a Nagios
plugin checking syslog/event log configuration

– Monitoring Value: True/False
• MOI-2.1: Restrictions on software installations

– Source: ISO/IEC TS 33052
– Definition: The system shall restrict software instal-

lation to approved products
– Monitoring Plugin: Can be monitored with a custom

Nagios plugin checking e.g. paket management (e.g.
Linux) or other software management configuration

– Monitoring Value: True/False
• MOI-3.1 : Access to networks and network services

– Source: ISO/IEC TS 33052
– Definition: The system configuration must support

access to mandatory networks and network services
– Monitoring Plugin: : Can be monitored with a cus-

tom Nagios plugin checking network device and
network service configuration (e.g., DNS, DHCP,
Gateway, Netmask, NPS, 802.1x Cert etc.)

– Monitoring Value: True/False
As illustrated in Figure 2, the monitoring agents defined for

each MIP, will gather data from the target system (in this case
the end-to-end communication use case) and will provide for
the EGM the necessary information if the metric is fulfilled or
not. The Compliance module maps the monitored metric with
the corresponding standard and calculate the compliance [%]
based on equation 2. The result will then be used to define
the compliance level [0-3] of the system as shown in table I.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented a monitoring and standard
compliance verification framework for Industry 4.0 application
scenarios with the aim to provide an automated standard
compliance. The standard compliance is defined based on a
set of MIPs extracted from existing standards and best practice
guidelines. The MIPs are monitored in the target system using
monitoring agents and the monitoring data are then used by
the EGM to make them readable for the compliance module.
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MSI compliance[%] =

∑m
j=1 compliance(j)

m
100% (2)

where:

n total number of metrics per standard
m total number of standards
MSIi,j measured value of ”i” security metric from ”j” standard
ωi,j weight value of ”i” security metric from the ”j” standard

Introduction of Compliance Levels

In order to apply an appropriate level of security and safety
standard compliance to a component or system depending on
the requirements, four compliance levels [0-3] are arbitrarily
defined:

Compliance Level MIPs

MSI MSFI MOI

Level 0 basic basic basic

Level 1
basic basic high
basic high basic
high basic basic

Level 2
basic high high
high basic high
high high basic

Level 3 high high high

TABLE I: Arbitrary compliance levels based on MIPs

The compliance levels, shown in table I, depend on the
standard compliance verification for MSIs, MSFIs and MOIs,
whereas basic is defined as the compliance in the range
[0%, 50%] and high is defined as the compliance in the range
[50%, 100%].

• Compliance Level 0 indicates that the compliance of all
three MIP groups is basic

• Compliance Level 1 indicates that at least the compli-
ance of one MIP group is high

• Compliance Level 2 indicates that at least the compli-
ance of two MIP groups is high

• Compliance Level 3 indicates that the compliance of all
three MIP groups is high

IV. A REPRESENTATIVE SET OF MIPS FOR THE
MONITORING AND STANDARD COMPLIANCE

VERIFICATION FRAMEWORK

This section provides illustrative metrics that should be
considered in an Industry 4.0 application scenario with the
goal to address the requirements of access control systems
for the production line. In that regard, the IEC 62443-3-3
(Industrial communication networks - Network and system se-
curity - System security requirements and security levels) [32]
provides technical control system fundamentals requirements
for industrial automation and control system capability, where

we have selected three MSIs to show how each MSI is docu-
mented and monitored. The IEC 61508-3 (Functional Safety of
Electrical/Electronic/Programmable Electronic Safety-related
Systems) [33], is the basic safety standard and intended as
an umbrella standard by various industries to provide their
own standards and guidelines, from which three MSFIs as
representative examples are selected.

In contrast with security and safety standards, business man-
agement standards do not provide explicit technical measures.
However, some standards provide a methodology on how
to implement and execute assessments. ISO/IEC TS 33052
(Information Technology – Process reference model (PRM)
for information security management) [23] provides process
descriptions which relate to process purpose, process context,
outcomes and traceable requirements. The traceable require-
ments give an indication which tasks and actives are relevant
for certain processes and they are presented as actions that
refer explicitly to ISO/IEC 27001 and relate to common tasks.
It provides a process assessment model (PAM) from where we
have selected three MOIs as representative examples.

A. Use Case

In order to extract MIPs, which can be used to evaluate the
approach described in the previous section, we consider the use
case depicted in Figure 5, from an ongoing research project
addressing a secure end-to-end communication in CPPS [34].

Fig. 5: CPPS end-to-end communication use case

To provide device management as a service, data is trans-
mitted between devices (M1, M2, and M3), processed and
sent to a private cloud for further processing and analysis.
The communication protocol used between the edge devices,
the IIoT components, and the cloud backend is the MQTT
protocol, designed to be lightweight, flexible and simple to
implement. In the production environment, the new industrial
devices are already able to communicate using state of the art
IIoT protocols, such as MQTT. However, this is not the case if
a legacy device wants to establish a connection with the IIoT
gateway. In this case, a translator system is needed to translate
the device protocol into MQTT [35]. In such scenario, with
different decentralized CPPS components, condition reports
to the overall system are important. In order to observe
the system behavior, several components can be monitored,
including industrial devices, IIoT gateways and cloud services.

Once the requirements have been identified and the stan-
dards/best practice guidelines have been examined to see
whether or not they address the specific requirement, the next
step is to identify measurable indicator points. Based on this
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To give an example of how such an approach will work, we
have extracted a representative set of MSIs, MSFIs and MOIs
motivated by the requirements provided from an ongoing
research project use case. We have provided the information
on how the MSIs, MSFIs and MOIs can be measured by either
existing monitoring tool plugins or customized scripts.

As part of our future work, we will implement and evaluate
the monitoring and standard compliance verification frame-
work and we will further analyze other security and safety
standards that are relevant to the industrial environment.

Part of this analysis is also to determine other safety metrics
that can be measured by the MSCV. Hardware based safety
metrics like mean time between failures (MTBF) are difficult
to monitor, and normally static. There are approaches to utilize
contracts during run time to conduct safety assessment for
systems which are composed during run time [36]. Other
metrics which are oriented on hardware properties and need
to be monitored, for example proof testing interval, can be
monitored by setting a flag with time when the proof test is
performed. We will also investigate how the information pro-
vided by the monitoring and standard compliance verification
framework can be integrated in the Arrowhead Framework
e.g., Arrowhed Test Tool (ATT) [37], which enables the
possibility to test producer and consumer interfaces for the
Arrowhead services.

APPENDIX A
ACRONYMS

Acronym Reference Abbreviation
ATT Arrowhead Test Tool
CPPS Cyber Physical Production System
CC Common Criteria
CSCG Cyber Security Coordination Group
CPS Cyber Physical Systems
Cumulus Certification Infrastructure for Multi-Layer Cloud Services
DNS Domain Name System
DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
EGM Evidence Gathering Mechanism
ENISA European Network and Information Security
ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute
EAL Evaluation Assurance Levels
IoT Internet of Things
ISO International Organization for Standardization
IEC International Electrotechnical Commision
ISMS Information Security Management System
IIoT Industrial Internet of Things
MIP Measurable Indicator Point
MSI Measurable Security Indicator
MSFI Measurable Safety Indicator
MOI Measurable Organizational Indicator
MA Monitoring Agent
MA i Nr. of Monitoring Agents
MQTT Message Queuing Telemetry Transport
NGcert Next Generation Certification
PDCA Plan-Do-Check-Act
PRMM Process Reference Model
PRM Process Reference Model
PAM Pluggable Authentication Module
PP Protection Profile
QMS Quality Management System
SoS System of Systems
SOA Service Oriented Architecture
ST Security Target
SECCRIT Secure Cloud Computing for Critical Infrastructure IT
TOE Target of Evaluation
TS Target System
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To give an example of how such an approach will work, we
have extracted a representative set of MSIs, MSFIs and MOIs
motivated by the requirements provided from an ongoing
research project use case. We have provided the information
on how the MSIs, MSFIs and MOIs can be measured by either
existing monitoring tool plugins or customized scripts.

As part of our future work, we will implement and evaluate
the monitoring and standard compliance verification frame-
work and we will further analyze other security and safety
standards that are relevant to the industrial environment.

Part of this analysis is also to determine other safety metrics
that can be measured by the MSCV. Hardware based safety
metrics like mean time between failures (MTBF) are difficult
to monitor, and normally static. There are approaches to utilize
contracts during run time to conduct safety assessment for
systems which are composed during run time [36]. Other
metrics which are oriented on hardware properties and need
to be monitored, for example proof testing interval, can be
monitored by setting a flag with time when the proof test is
performed. We will also investigate how the information pro-
vided by the monitoring and standard compliance verification
framework can be integrated in the Arrowhead Framework
e.g., Arrowhed Test Tool (ATT) [37], which enables the
possibility to test producer and consumer interfaces for the
Arrowhead services.

APPENDIX A
ACRONYMS

Acronym Reference Abbreviation
ATT Arrowhead Test Tool
CPPS Cyber Physical Production System
CC Common Criteria
CSCG Cyber Security Coordination Group
CPS Cyber Physical Systems
Cumulus Certification Infrastructure for Multi-Layer Cloud Services
DNS Domain Name System
DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
EGM Evidence Gathering Mechanism
ENISA European Network and Information Security
ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute
EAL Evaluation Assurance Levels
IoT Internet of Things
ISO International Organization for Standardization
IEC International Electrotechnical Commision
ISMS Information Security Management System
IIoT Industrial Internet of Things
MIP Measurable Indicator Point
MSI Measurable Security Indicator
MSFI Measurable Safety Indicator
MOI Measurable Organizational Indicator
MA Monitoring Agent
MA i Nr. of Monitoring Agents
MQTT Message Queuing Telemetry Transport
NGcert Next Generation Certification
PDCA Plan-Do-Check-Act
PRMM Process Reference Model
PRM Process Reference Model
PAM Pluggable Authentication Module
PP Protection Profile
QMS Quality Management System
SoS System of Systems
SOA Service Oriented Architecture
ST Security Target
SECCRIT Secure Cloud Computing for Critical Infrastructure IT
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Abstract — The advent of social networking applications, 

media streaming technologies, and synchronous 
communications has created an evolution towards 
dynamic shared media experiences. In this new model, 
geographically distributed groups of users can be 
immersed in a common virtual networked environment in 
which they can interact and collaborate in real-time within 
the context of simultaneous media content consumption. In 
this environment, intra-stream and inter-stream 
synchronization techniques are used inside the consumers’ 
playout devices, while synchronization of media streams 
across multiple separated locations is required. This 
synchronization is known as multipoint, group or Inter-
Destination Multimedia Synchronization (IDMS) and is 
needed in many applications such as social TV and 
synchronous e-learning. This survey paper discusses intra-
and inter-stream synchronization issues, but it mainly 
focuses on the most well-known IDMS techniques that can 
be used in emerging distributed multimedia applications. 
In addition, it provides some research directions for future 
work.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
OWADAYS, novel media consumption paradigms such as 
social TV and synchronous e-learning are enabling users 
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to consume multiple media streams at multiple devices 
together and having dynamic shared media experiences [1]. In 
order to provide an enjoyable dynamic shared media 
experience, various technical challenges must be faced. 
Examples are synchronization, Quality of Service (QoS), 
Quality of Experience (QoE), scalability, user mobility, 
intelligent media adaptation and delivery, social networking 
integration, privacy concerns, and user preferences 
management [2]. This survey focuses on the synchronization 
of media streams across multiple separated 
locations/consumers. This synchronization is known as 
multipoint, group or Inter-Destination Multimedia 
Synchronization (IDMS) and is required in many use cases 
such as social TV, synchronous e-learning, networked quiz 
shows, networked real-time multiplayer games, multimedia 
multi-point to multi-point communications, distributed tele-
orchestra, multi-party multimedia conferencing, presence-
based games, conferencing sound reinforcement systems, 
networked stereo loudspeakers, game-show participation, 
shared service control, networked video wall, and synchronous 
groupware [3]. These use cases require media synchronization 
as there are significant delay differences between the various 
delivery routes for multimedia services (e.g., media 
streaming). Meanwhile, broadcasters have started using 
proprietary solutions for over-the-top media synchronization 
such as media fingerprinting or media watermarking 
technologies. Given the commercial interest in media 
synchronization and the disadvantages of proprietary 
technologies, consumer-equipment manufacturers, 
broadcasters, and telecom and cable operators have started 
developing new standards for multimedia synchronization. 
 An important feature of multimedia applications is the 
integration of multiple media streams that have to be presented 
in a synchronized fashion [4]. Multimedia synchronization is 
the preservation of the temporal constraints within and among 
multimedia data streams at the time of playout. Temporal 
relations define the temporal dependencies between media 
objects [5]. An example of a temporal relation is the relation 
between a video and an audio object which are recorded 
during a concert. If these objects are presented, the temporal 
relation during the presentations of the two media objects must 
correspond to the temporal relation at the time of recording. 
Discrete media like text, graphics, and images are time-
independent media objects, while the semantic of their content 
does not depend upon a presentation to the time domain. A 
discrete media object is frequently presented using one 
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streaming). Meanwhile, broadcasters have started using 
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such as media fingerprinting or media watermarking 
technologies. Given the commercial interest in media 
synchronization and the disadvantages of proprietary 
technologies, consumer-equipment manufacturers, 
broadcasters, and telecom and cable operators have started 
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integration of multiple media streams that have to be presented 
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objects [5]. An example of a temporal relation is the relation 
between a video and an audio object which are recorded 
during a concert. If these objects are presented, the temporal 
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presentation unit. Conversely, a time-dependent media object 
is presented as a continuous media stream in which the 
presentation durations of all Media Units (MUs) are equal [4]. 
For example, a video consists of a number of ordered frames, 
where each of these frames has a fixed presentation duration. 
Most of the components of a multimedia system support and 
address temporal synchronization. These components may 
include the operating system, communication subsystem, 
databases, documents, and even applications. In distributed 
multimedia systems, networks introduce random delays in the 
delivery of multimedia information. Actually, there are some 
sources of asynchrony that can disrupt synchronization [3],[6]: 
 Network Jitter. This is an inherent characteristic of best-

effort networks like the Internet.  
 Local Clock Drift arises when clocks at users run at 

different rates. Without a synchronization mechanism, the 
asynchrony will gradually become more and more 
serious.  

 Different Initial Collection Times. Let us consider two 
media sources, one providing voice and the other video. If 
these sources start to collect their MUs at different times, 
the playback of the MUs of voice and video at the 
receiver loses semantic meaning.  

 Different Initial Playback Times. If the initial playback 
times are different for each user, then asynchrony will 
arise.  

 Network topology changes and unpredictable delays. In 
mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), the preservation of 
temporal dependencies among the exchanged real-time 
data is mainly affected: (1) by the asynchronous 
transmissions; (2) by constant topology changes; and (3) 
by unpredictable delays. 

 The encoding used. If media streams are encoded 
differently, the decoding times at receiver may vary 
considerably.  

 Delay is a simple constraint when users are consuming 
non-time sensitive content from content-on-demand networks. 
However, delay and jitter (variation of end-to-end delay) 
become serious constraints when an interaction between the 
user and the media content (or interaction between different 
users) is needed. In those applications, delay and jitter could 
be harmful to the QoE and may prevent the inclusion of higher 
forms of interactivity in various group-shared services. 
Consequently, many multimedia synchronization techniques 
have been proposed to ensure synchronous sharing of content 
among users temporarily collocated, either being spatially 
distributed or even sharing a physical space.  

This paper presents the basic control schemes for IDMS and 
discusses IDMS solutions and IDMS standardization efforts 
for emerging distributed multimedia applications. The 
structure of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 
discusses intra-stream and inter-stream synchronization issues. 
Section III reviews well-known schemes for IDMS, while 
Section IV presents standardization efforts on IDMS as well as 
effective IDMS solutions. Finally, Section V concludes the 
paper and gives directions for future work.  

II.  BACKGROUND 

A. Intra-stream Synchronization 
 Intra-stream (also known as intra-media or serial) 

synchronization is the reconstruction of temporal relations 
between the MUs of the same stream. An example is the 
reconstruction of the temporal relations between the single 
frames of a video stream. The spacing between subsequent 
frames is dictated by the frame production rate. For instance, 
for a video with a rate of 40 frames per second, each of these 
frames must be displayed for 25 ms. Jitter may destroy the 
temporal relationships between periodically transmitted MUs 
that constitute a real-time stream, thus hindering the 
comprehension of the stream. Playout adaptation algorithms 
undertake the labor of the temporal reconstruction of the 
stream. This reconstruction is referred to as the ‘restoration of 
its intra-stream synchronization quality’ [7]. Adaptive Media 
Playout (AMP) improves the media synchronization quality of 
streaming applications by regulating the playout time interval 
among MUs at a receiver. To mitigate the effect of the jitter, 
MUs have to be delayed at the receiver in order a continuous 
synchronized presentation to be achieved. Therefore, MUs 
have to be stored in a buffer and the size of this buffer may 
correspond to the amount of jitter in the network. As the 
synchronization requirements can vary according to the 
application on hand, we must control the individual sync 
requirements (i.e., delay sensitivity, error tolerance etc.) for 
each media separately. To this direction, Park and Choi [7] 
investigated an efficient and flexible multimedia 
synchronization method that can be applied at intra-media 
synchronization in a consistent manner. They proposed an 
adaptive synchronization scheme based on: (1) the delay 
offset; and (2) the playout rate adjustment that can match the 
application’s varying sync requirements effectively. Park and 
Kim [8] introduced an AMP scheme based on a discontinuity 
model for intra-media synchronization of video applications 
over best-effort networks. They analyzed the temporal 
distortion (i.e., discontinuity) cases such as playout pause and 
skip, to define a unified discontinuity model. Finally, 
Laoutaris and Stavrakakis [9] surveyed the work in the area of 
playout adaptation. Actually, the problem of intra-stream 
synchronization has been solved efficiently as many intra-
stream synchronization techniques in the literature achieved to 
avoid receiver buffer underflow and overflow problems. 

B. Inter-stream Synchronization 
Inter-stream (also known as inter-media or parallel) 

synchronization is the problem of synchronizing different but 
related streams. Precisely, it is the preservation of the temporal 
dependencies between playout processes of different, but 
correlated, media streams involved in a multimedia session. 
An example of inter-stream synchronization is the Lip 
synchronization that refers to the temporal relationship 
between an audio and a video stream for the particular case of 
human speaking [10]. Fig. 1 shows an example of the 
temporal relations in inter-stream synchronization.  
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playout adaptation. Actually, the problem of intra-stream 
synchronization has been solved efficiently as many intra-
stream synchronization techniques in the literature achieved to 
avoid receiver buffer underflow and overflow problems. 
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Inter-stream (also known as inter-media or parallel) 

synchronization is the problem of synchronizing different but 
related streams. Precisely, it is the preservation of the temporal 
dependencies between playout processes of different, but 
correlated, media streams involved in a multimedia session. 
An example of inter-stream synchronization is the Lip 
synchronization that refers to the temporal relationship 
between an audio and a video stream for the particular case of 
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media streaming technologies, and synchronous 
communications has created an evolution towards 
dynamic shared media experiences. In this new model, 
geographically distributed groups of users can be 
immersed in a common virtual networked environment in 
which they can interact and collaborate in real-time within 
the context of simultaneous media content consumption. In 
this environment, intra-stream and inter-stream 
synchronization techniques are used inside the consumers’ 
playout devices, while synchronization of media streams 
across multiple separated locations is required. This 
synchronization is known as multipoint, group or Inter-
Destination Multimedia Synchronization (IDMS) and is 
needed in many applications such as social TV and 
synchronous e-learning. This survey paper discusses intra-
and inter-stream synchronization issues, but it mainly 
focuses on the most well-known IDMS techniques that can 
be used in emerging distributed multimedia applications. 
In addition, it provides some research directions for future 
work.  
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to consume multiple media streams at multiple devices 
together and having dynamic shared media experiences [1]. In 
order to provide an enjoyable dynamic shared media 
experience, various technical challenges must be faced. 
Examples are synchronization, Quality of Service (QoS), 
Quality of Experience (QoE), scalability, user mobility, 
intelligent media adaptation and delivery, social networking 
integration, privacy concerns, and user preferences 
management [2]. This survey focuses on the synchronization 
of media streams across multiple separated 
locations/consumers. This synchronization is known as 
multipoint, group or Inter-Destination Multimedia 
Synchronization (IDMS) and is required in many use cases 
such as social TV, synchronous e-learning, networked quiz 
shows, networked real-time multiplayer games, multimedia 
multi-point to multi-point communications, distributed tele-
orchestra, multi-party multimedia conferencing, presence-
based games, conferencing sound reinforcement systems, 
networked stereo loudspeakers, game-show participation, 
shared service control, networked video wall, and synchronous 
groupware [3]. These use cases require media synchronization 
as there are significant delay differences between the various 
delivery routes for multimedia services (e.g., media 
streaming). Meanwhile, broadcasters have started using 
proprietary solutions for over-the-top media synchronization 
such as media fingerprinting or media watermarking 
technologies. Given the commercial interest in media 
synchronization and the disadvantages of proprietary 
technologies, consumer-equipment manufacturers, 
broadcasters, and telecom and cable operators have started 
developing new standards for multimedia synchronization. 
 An important feature of multimedia applications is the 
integration of multiple media streams that have to be presented 
in a synchronized fashion [4]. Multimedia synchronization is 
the preservation of the temporal constraints within and among 
multimedia data streams at the time of playout. Temporal 
relations define the temporal dependencies between media 
objects [5]. An example of a temporal relation is the relation 
between a video and an audio object which are recorded 
during a concert. If these objects are presented, the temporal 
relation during the presentations of the two media objects must 
correspond to the temporal relation at the time of recording. 
Discrete media like text, graphics, and images are time-
independent media objects, while the semantic of their content 
does not depend upon a presentation to the time domain. A 
discrete media object is frequently presented using one 
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to consume multiple media streams at multiple devices 
together and having dynamic shared media experiences [1]. In 
order to provide an enjoyable dynamic shared media 
experience, various technical challenges must be faced. 
Examples are synchronization, Quality of Service (QoS), 
Quality of Experience (QoE), scalability, user mobility, 
intelligent media adaptation and delivery, social networking 
integration, privacy concerns, and user preferences 
management [2]. This survey focuses on the synchronization 
of media streams across multiple separated 
locations/consumers. This synchronization is known as 
multipoint, group or Inter-Destination Multimedia 
Synchronization (IDMS) and is required in many use cases 
such as social TV, synchronous e-learning, networked quiz 
shows, networked real-time multiplayer games, multimedia 
multi-point to multi-point communications, distributed tele-
orchestra, multi-party multimedia conferencing, presence-
based games, conferencing sound reinforcement systems, 
networked stereo loudspeakers, game-show participation, 
shared service control, networked video wall, and synchronous 
groupware [3]. These use cases require media synchronization 
as there are significant delay differences between the various 
delivery routes for multimedia services (e.g., media 
streaming). Meanwhile, broadcasters have started using 
proprietary solutions for over-the-top media synchronization 
such as media fingerprinting or media watermarking 
technologies. Given the commercial interest in media 
synchronization and the disadvantages of proprietary 
technologies, consumer-equipment manufacturers, 
broadcasters, and telecom and cable operators have started 
developing new standards for multimedia synchronization. 
 An important feature of multimedia applications is the 
integration of multiple media streams that have to be presented 
in a synchronized fashion [4]. Multimedia synchronization is 
the preservation of the temporal constraints within and among 
multimedia data streams at the time of playout. Temporal 
relations define the temporal dependencies between media 
objects [5]. An example of a temporal relation is the relation 
between a video and an audio object which are recorded 
during a concert. If these objects are presented, the temporal 
relation during the presentations of the two media objects must 
correspond to the temporal relation at the time of recording. 
Discrete media like text, graphics, and images are time-
independent media objects, while the semantic of their content 
does not depend upon a presentation to the time domain. A 
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to consume multiple media streams at multiple devices 
together and having dynamic shared media experiences [1]. In 
order to provide an enjoyable dynamic shared media 
experience, various technical challenges must be faced. 
Examples are synchronization, Quality of Service (QoS), 
Quality of Experience (QoE), scalability, user mobility, 
intelligent media adaptation and delivery, social networking 
integration, privacy concerns, and user preferences 
management [2]. This survey focuses on the synchronization 
of media streams across multiple separated 
locations/consumers. This synchronization is known as 
multipoint, group or Inter-Destination Multimedia 
Synchronization (IDMS) and is required in many use cases 
such as social TV, synchronous e-learning, networked quiz 
shows, networked real-time multiplayer games, multimedia 
multi-point to multi-point communications, distributed tele-
orchestra, multi-party multimedia conferencing, presence-
based games, conferencing sound reinforcement systems, 
networked stereo loudspeakers, game-show participation, 
shared service control, networked video wall, and synchronous 
groupware [3]. These use cases require media synchronization 
as there are significant delay differences between the various 
delivery routes for multimedia services (e.g., media 
streaming). Meanwhile, broadcasters have started using 
proprietary solutions for over-the-top media synchronization 
such as media fingerprinting or media watermarking 
technologies. Given the commercial interest in media 
synchronization and the disadvantages of proprietary 
technologies, consumer-equipment manufacturers, 
broadcasters, and telecom and cable operators have started 
developing new standards for multimedia synchronization. 
 An important feature of multimedia applications is the 
integration of multiple media streams that have to be presented 
in a synchronized fashion [4]. Multimedia synchronization is 
the preservation of the temporal constraints within and among 
multimedia data streams at the time of playout. Temporal 
relations define the temporal dependencies between media 
objects [5]. An example of a temporal relation is the relation 
between a video and an audio object which are recorded 
during a concert. If these objects are presented, the temporal 
relation during the presentations of the two media objects must 
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to consume multiple media streams at multiple devices 
together and having dynamic shared media experiences [1]. In 
order to provide an enjoyable dynamic shared media 
experience, various technical challenges must be faced. 
Examples are synchronization, Quality of Service (QoS), 
Quality of Experience (QoE), scalability, user mobility, 
intelligent media adaptation and delivery, social networking 
integration, privacy concerns, and user preferences 
management [2]. This survey focuses on the synchronization 
of media streams across multiple separated 
locations/consumers. This synchronization is known as 
multipoint, group or Inter-Destination Multimedia 
Synchronization (IDMS) and is required in many use cases 
such as social TV, synchronous e-learning, networked quiz 
shows, networked real-time multiplayer games, multimedia 
multi-point to multi-point communications, distributed tele-
orchestra, multi-party multimedia conferencing, presence-
based games, conferencing sound reinforcement systems, 
networked stereo loudspeakers, game-show participation, 
shared service control, networked video wall, and synchronous 
groupware [3]. These use cases require media synchronization 
as there are significant delay differences between the various 
delivery routes for multimedia services (e.g., media 
streaming). Meanwhile, broadcasters have started using 
proprietary solutions for over-the-top media synchronization 
such as media fingerprinting or media watermarking 
technologies. Given the commercial interest in media 
synchronization and the disadvantages of proprietary 
technologies, consumer-equipment manufacturers, 
broadcasters, and telecom and cable operators have started 
developing new standards for multimedia synchronization. 
 An important feature of multimedia applications is the 
integration of multiple media streams that have to be presented 
in a synchronized fashion [4]. Multimedia synchronization is 
the preservation of the temporal constraints within and among 
multimedia data streams at the time of playout. Temporal 
relations define the temporal dependencies between media 
objects [5]. An example of a temporal relation is the relation 
between a video and an audio object which are recorded 
during a concert. If these objects are presented, the temporal 
relation during the presentations of the two media objects must 
correspond to the temporal relation at the time of recording. 
Discrete media like text, graphics, and images are time-
independent media objects, while the semantic of their content 
does not depend upon a presentation to the time domain. A 
discrete media object is frequently presented using one 
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presentation unit. Conversely, a time-dependent media object 
is presented as a continuous media stream in which the 
presentation durations of all Media Units (MUs) are equal [4]. 
For example, a video consists of a number of ordered frames, 
where each of these frames has a fixed presentation duration. 
Most of the components of a multimedia system support and 
address temporal synchronization. These components may 
include the operating system, communication subsystem, 
databases, documents, and even applications. In distributed 
multimedia systems, networks introduce random delays in the 
delivery of multimedia information. Actually, there are some 
sources of asynchrony that can disrupt synchronization [3],[6]: 
 Network Jitter. This is an inherent characteristic of best-

effort networks like the Internet.  
 Local Clock Drift arises when clocks at users run at 

different rates. Without a synchronization mechanism, the 
asynchrony will gradually become more and more 
serious.  

 Different Initial Collection Times. Let us consider two 
media sources, one providing voice and the other video. If 
these sources start to collect their MUs at different times, 
the playback of the MUs of voice and video at the 
receiver loses semantic meaning.  

 Different Initial Playback Times. If the initial playback 
times are different for each user, then asynchrony will 
arise.  

 Network topology changes and unpredictable delays. In 
mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), the preservation of 
temporal dependencies among the exchanged real-time 
data is mainly affected: (1) by the asynchronous 
transmissions; (2) by constant topology changes; and (3) 
by unpredictable delays. 

 The encoding used. If media streams are encoded 
differently, the decoding times at receiver may vary 
considerably.  

 Delay is a simple constraint when users are consuming 
non-time sensitive content from content-on-demand networks. 
However, delay and jitter (variation of end-to-end delay) 
become serious constraints when an interaction between the 
user and the media content (or interaction between different 
users) is needed. In those applications, delay and jitter could 
be harmful to the QoE and may prevent the inclusion of higher 
forms of interactivity in various group-shared services. 
Consequently, many multimedia synchronization techniques 
have been proposed to ensure synchronous sharing of content 
among users temporarily collocated, either being spatially 
distributed or even sharing a physical space.  

This paper presents the basic control schemes for IDMS and 
discusses IDMS solutions and IDMS standardization efforts 
for emerging distributed multimedia applications. The 
structure of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 
discusses intra-stream and inter-stream synchronization issues. 
Section III reviews well-known schemes for IDMS, while 
Section IV presents standardization efforts on IDMS as well as 
effective IDMS solutions. Finally, Section V concludes the 
paper and gives directions for future work.  

II.  BACKGROUND 

A. Intra-stream Synchronization 
 Intra-stream (also known as intra-media or serial) 

synchronization is the reconstruction of temporal relations 
between the MUs of the same stream. An example is the 
reconstruction of the temporal relations between the single 
frames of a video stream. The spacing between subsequent 
frames is dictated by the frame production rate. For instance, 
for a video with a rate of 40 frames per second, each of these 
frames must be displayed for 25 ms. Jitter may destroy the 
temporal relationships between periodically transmitted MUs 
that constitute a real-time stream, thus hindering the 
comprehension of the stream. Playout adaptation algorithms 
undertake the labor of the temporal reconstruction of the 
stream. This reconstruction is referred to as the ‘restoration of 
its intra-stream synchronization quality’ [7]. Adaptive Media 
Playout (AMP) improves the media synchronization quality of 
streaming applications by regulating the playout time interval 
among MUs at a receiver. To mitigate the effect of the jitter, 
MUs have to be delayed at the receiver in order a continuous 
synchronized presentation to be achieved. Therefore, MUs 
have to be stored in a buffer and the size of this buffer may 
correspond to the amount of jitter in the network. As the 
synchronization requirements can vary according to the 
application on hand, we must control the individual sync 
requirements (i.e., delay sensitivity, error tolerance etc.) for 
each media separately. To this direction, Park and Choi [7] 
investigated an efficient and flexible multimedia 
synchronization method that can be applied at intra-media 
synchronization in a consistent manner. They proposed an 
adaptive synchronization scheme based on: (1) the delay 
offset; and (2) the playout rate adjustment that can match the 
application’s varying sync requirements effectively. Park and 
Kim [8] introduced an AMP scheme based on a discontinuity 
model for intra-media synchronization of video applications 
over best-effort networks. They analyzed the temporal 
distortion (i.e., discontinuity) cases such as playout pause and 
skip, to define a unified discontinuity model. Finally, 
Laoutaris and Stavrakakis [9] surveyed the work in the area of 
playout adaptation. Actually, the problem of intra-stream 
synchronization has been solved efficiently as many intra-
stream synchronization techniques in the literature achieved to 
avoid receiver buffer underflow and overflow problems. 

B. Inter-stream Synchronization 
Inter-stream (also known as inter-media or parallel) 

synchronization is the problem of synchronizing different but 
related streams. Precisely, it is the preservation of the temporal 
dependencies between playout processes of different, but 
correlated, media streams involved in a multimedia session. 
An example of inter-stream synchronization is the Lip 
synchronization that refers to the temporal relationship 
between an audio and a video stream for the particular case of 
human speaking [10]. Fig. 1 shows an example of the 
temporal relations in inter-stream synchronization.  
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have been proposed to ensure synchronous sharing of content 
among users temporarily collocated, either being spatially 
distributed or even sharing a physical space.  

This paper presents the basic control schemes for IDMS and 
discusses IDMS solutions and IDMS standardization efforts 
for emerging distributed multimedia applications. The 
structure of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 
discusses intra-stream and inter-stream synchronization issues. 
Section III reviews well-known schemes for IDMS, while 
Section IV presents standardization efforts on IDMS as well as 
effective IDMS solutions. Finally, Section V concludes the 
paper and gives directions for future work.  

II.  BACKGROUND 

A. Intra-stream Synchronization 
 Intra-stream (also known as intra-media or serial) 

synchronization is the reconstruction of temporal relations 
between the MUs of the same stream. An example is the 
reconstruction of the temporal relations between the single 
frames of a video stream. The spacing between subsequent 
frames is dictated by the frame production rate. For instance, 
for a video with a rate of 40 frames per second, each of these 
frames must be displayed for 25 ms. Jitter may destroy the 
temporal relationships between periodically transmitted MUs 
that constitute a real-time stream, thus hindering the 
comprehension of the stream. Playout adaptation algorithms 
undertake the labor of the temporal reconstruction of the 
stream. This reconstruction is referred to as the ‘restoration of 
its intra-stream synchronization quality’ [7]. Adaptive Media 
Playout (AMP) improves the media synchronization quality of 
streaming applications by regulating the playout time interval 
among MUs at a receiver. To mitigate the effect of the jitter, 
MUs have to be delayed at the receiver in order a continuous 
synchronized presentation to be achieved. Therefore, MUs 
have to be stored in a buffer and the size of this buffer may 
correspond to the amount of jitter in the network. As the 
synchronization requirements can vary according to the 
application on hand, we must control the individual sync 
requirements (i.e., delay sensitivity, error tolerance etc.) for 
each media separately. To this direction, Park and Choi [7] 
investigated an efficient and flexible multimedia 
synchronization method that can be applied at intra-media 
synchronization in a consistent manner. They proposed an 
adaptive synchronization scheme based on: (1) the delay 
offset; and (2) the playout rate adjustment that can match the 
application’s varying sync requirements effectively. Park and 
Kim [8] introduced an AMP scheme based on a discontinuity 
model for intra-media synchronization of video applications 
over best-effort networks. They analyzed the temporal 
distortion (i.e., discontinuity) cases such as playout pause and 
skip, to define a unified discontinuity model. Finally, 
Laoutaris and Stavrakakis [9] surveyed the work in the area of 
playout adaptation. Actually, the problem of intra-stream 
synchronization has been solved efficiently as many intra-
stream synchronization techniques in the literature achieved to 
avoid receiver buffer underflow and overflow problems. 

B. Inter-stream Synchronization 
Inter-stream (also known as inter-media or parallel) 

synchronization is the problem of synchronizing different but 
related streams. Precisely, it is the preservation of the temporal 
dependencies between playout processes of different, but 
correlated, media streams involved in a multimedia session. 
An example of inter-stream synchronization is the Lip 
synchronization that refers to the temporal relationship 
between an audio and a video stream for the particular case of 
human speaking [10]. Fig. 1 shows an example of the 
temporal relations in inter-stream synchronization.  
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presentation unit. Conversely, a time-dependent media object 
is presented as a continuous media stream in which the 
presentation durations of all Media Units (MUs) are equal [4]. 
For example, a video consists of a number of ordered frames, 
where each of these frames has a fixed presentation duration. 
Most of the components of a multimedia system support and 
address temporal synchronization. These components may 
include the operating system, communication subsystem, 
databases, documents, and even applications. In distributed 
multimedia systems, networks introduce random delays in the 
delivery of multimedia information. Actually, there are some 
sources of asynchrony that can disrupt synchronization [3],[6]: 
 Network Jitter. This is an inherent characteristic of best-

effort networks like the Internet.  
 Local Clock Drift arises when clocks at users run at 

different rates. Without a synchronization mechanism, the 
asynchrony will gradually become more and more 
serious.  

 Different Initial Collection Times. Let us consider two 
media sources, one providing voice and the other video. If 
these sources start to collect their MUs at different times, 
the playback of the MUs of voice and video at the 
receiver loses semantic meaning.  

 Different Initial Playback Times. If the initial playback 
times are different for each user, then asynchrony will 
arise.  

 Network topology changes and unpredictable delays. In 
mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), the preservation of 
temporal dependencies among the exchanged real-time 
data is mainly affected: (1) by the asynchronous 
transmissions; (2) by constant topology changes; and (3) 
by unpredictable delays. 

 The encoding used. If media streams are encoded 
differently, the decoding times at receiver may vary 
considerably.  

 Delay is a simple constraint when users are consuming 
non-time sensitive content from content-on-demand networks. 
However, delay and jitter (variation of end-to-end delay) 
become serious constraints when an interaction between the 
user and the media content (or interaction between different 
users) is needed. In those applications, delay and jitter could 
be harmful to the QoE and may prevent the inclusion of higher 
forms of interactivity in various group-shared services. 
Consequently, many multimedia synchronization techniques 
have been proposed to ensure synchronous sharing of content 
among users temporarily collocated, either being spatially 
distributed or even sharing a physical space.  

This paper presents the basic control schemes for IDMS and 
discusses IDMS solutions and IDMS standardization efforts 
for emerging distributed multimedia applications. The 
structure of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 
discusses intra-stream and inter-stream synchronization issues. 
Section III reviews well-known schemes for IDMS, while 
Section IV presents standardization efforts on IDMS as well as 
effective IDMS solutions. Finally, Section V concludes the 
paper and gives directions for future work.  

II.  BACKGROUND 

A. Intra-stream Synchronization 
 Intra-stream (also known as intra-media or serial) 

synchronization is the reconstruction of temporal relations 
between the MUs of the same stream. An example is the 
reconstruction of the temporal relations between the single 
frames of a video stream. The spacing between subsequent 
frames is dictated by the frame production rate. For instance, 
for a video with a rate of 40 frames per second, each of these 
frames must be displayed for 25 ms. Jitter may destroy the 
temporal relationships between periodically transmitted MUs 
that constitute a real-time stream, thus hindering the 
comprehension of the stream. Playout adaptation algorithms 
undertake the labor of the temporal reconstruction of the 
stream. This reconstruction is referred to as the ‘restoration of 
its intra-stream synchronization quality’ [7]. Adaptive Media 
Playout (AMP) improves the media synchronization quality of 
streaming applications by regulating the playout time interval 
among MUs at a receiver. To mitigate the effect of the jitter, 
MUs have to be delayed at the receiver in order a continuous 
synchronized presentation to be achieved. Therefore, MUs 
have to be stored in a buffer and the size of this buffer may 
correspond to the amount of jitter in the network. As the 
synchronization requirements can vary according to the 
application on hand, we must control the individual sync 
requirements (i.e., delay sensitivity, error tolerance etc.) for 
each media separately. To this direction, Park and Choi [7] 
investigated an efficient and flexible multimedia 
synchronization method that can be applied at intra-media 
synchronization in a consistent manner. They proposed an 
adaptive synchronization scheme based on: (1) the delay 
offset; and (2) the playout rate adjustment that can match the 
application’s varying sync requirements effectively. Park and 
Kim [8] introduced an AMP scheme based on a discontinuity 
model for intra-media synchronization of video applications 
over best-effort networks. They analyzed the temporal 
distortion (i.e., discontinuity) cases such as playout pause and 
skip, to define a unified discontinuity model. Finally, 
Laoutaris and Stavrakakis [9] surveyed the work in the area of 
playout adaptation. Actually, the problem of intra-stream 
synchronization has been solved efficiently as many intra-
stream synchronization techniques in the literature achieved to 
avoid receiver buffer underflow and overflow problems. 

B. Inter-stream Synchronization 
Inter-stream (also known as inter-media or parallel) 

synchronization is the problem of synchronizing different but 
related streams. Precisely, it is the preservation of the temporal 
dependencies between playout processes of different, but 
correlated, media streams involved in a multimedia session. 
An example of inter-stream synchronization is the Lip 
synchronization that refers to the temporal relationship 
between an audio and a video stream for the particular case of 
human speaking [10]. Fig. 1 shows an example of the 
temporal relations in inter-stream synchronization.  
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Abstract — The advent of social networking applications, 

media streaming technologies, and synchronous 
communications has created an evolution towards 
dynamic shared media experiences. In this new model, 
geographically distributed groups of users can be 
immersed in a common virtual networked environment in 
which they can interact and collaborate in real-time within 
the context of simultaneous media content consumption. In 
this environment, intra-stream and inter-stream 
synchronization techniques are used inside the consumers’ 
playout devices, while synchronization of media streams 
across multiple separated locations is required. This 
synchronization is known as multipoint, group or Inter-
Destination Multimedia Synchronization (IDMS) and is 
needed in many applications such as social TV and 
synchronous e-learning. This survey paper discusses intra-
and inter-stream synchronization issues, but it mainly 
focuses on the most well-known IDMS techniques that can 
be used in emerging distributed multimedia applications. 
In addition, it provides some research directions for future 
work.  
 

Index Terms — Multimedia synchronization, IDMS, 
multipoint synchronization, RTP/RTCP  
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AMP   Adaptive media playout 
DCS   Distributed control scheme 
ETSI   European Telecommunications Standards Institute 
    for Advanced Networking 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
OWADAYS, novel media consumption paradigms such as 
social TV and synchronous e-learning are enabling users 
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to consume multiple media streams at multiple devices 
together and having dynamic shared media experiences [1]. In 
order to provide an enjoyable dynamic shared media 
experience, various technical challenges must be faced. 
Examples are synchronization, Quality of Service (QoS), 
Quality of Experience (QoE), scalability, user mobility, 
intelligent media adaptation and delivery, social networking 
integration, privacy concerns, and user preferences 
management [2]. This survey focuses on the synchronization 
of media streams across multiple separated 
locations/consumers. This synchronization is known as 
multipoint, group or Inter-Destination Multimedia 
Synchronization (IDMS) and is required in many use cases 
such as social TV, synchronous e-learning, networked quiz 
shows, networked real-time multiplayer games, multimedia 
multi-point to multi-point communications, distributed tele-
orchestra, multi-party multimedia conferencing, presence-
based games, conferencing sound reinforcement systems, 
networked stereo loudspeakers, game-show participation, 
shared service control, networked video wall, and synchronous 
groupware [3]. These use cases require media synchronization 
as there are significant delay differences between the various 
delivery routes for multimedia services (e.g., media 
streaming). Meanwhile, broadcasters have started using 
proprietary solutions for over-the-top media synchronization 
such as media fingerprinting or media watermarking 
technologies. Given the commercial interest in media 
synchronization and the disadvantages of proprietary 
technologies, consumer-equipment manufacturers, 
broadcasters, and telecom and cable operators have started 
developing new standards for multimedia synchronization. 
 An important feature of multimedia applications is the 
integration of multiple media streams that have to be presented 
in a synchronized fashion [4]. Multimedia synchronization is 
the preservation of the temporal constraints within and among 
multimedia data streams at the time of playout. Temporal 
relations define the temporal dependencies between media 
objects [5]. An example of a temporal relation is the relation 
between a video and an audio object which are recorded 
during a concert. If these objects are presented, the temporal 
relation during the presentations of the two media objects must 
correspond to the temporal relation at the time of recording. 
Discrete media like text, graphics, and images are time-
independent media objects, while the semantic of their content 
does not depend upon a presentation to the time domain. A 
discrete media object is frequently presented using one 
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presentation unit. Conversely, a time-dependent media object 
is presented as a continuous media stream in which the 
presentation durations of all Media Units (MUs) are equal [4]. 
For example, a video consists of a number of ordered frames, 
where each of these frames has a fixed presentation duration. 
Most of the components of a multimedia system support and 
address temporal synchronization. These components may 
include the operating system, communication subsystem, 
databases, documents, and even applications. In distributed 
multimedia systems, networks introduce random delays in the 
delivery of multimedia information. Actually, there are some 
sources of asynchrony that can disrupt synchronization [3],[6]: 
 Network Jitter. This is an inherent characteristic of best-

effort networks like the Internet.  
 Local Clock Drift arises when clocks at users run at 

different rates. Without a synchronization mechanism, the 
asynchrony will gradually become more and more 
serious.  

 Different Initial Collection Times. Let us consider two 
media sources, one providing voice and the other video. If 
these sources start to collect their MUs at different times, 
the playback of the MUs of voice and video at the 
receiver loses semantic meaning.  

 Different Initial Playback Times. If the initial playback 
times are different for each user, then asynchrony will 
arise.  

 Network topology changes and unpredictable delays. In 
mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), the preservation of 
temporal dependencies among the exchanged real-time 
data is mainly affected: (1) by the asynchronous 
transmissions; (2) by constant topology changes; and (3) 
by unpredictable delays. 

 The encoding used. If media streams are encoded 
differently, the decoding times at receiver may vary 
considerably.  

 Delay is a simple constraint when users are consuming 
non-time sensitive content from content-on-demand networks. 
However, delay and jitter (variation of end-to-end delay) 
become serious constraints when an interaction between the 
user and the media content (or interaction between different 
users) is needed. In those applications, delay and jitter could 
be harmful to the QoE and may prevent the inclusion of higher 
forms of interactivity in various group-shared services. 
Consequently, many multimedia synchronization techniques 
have been proposed to ensure synchronous sharing of content 
among users temporarily collocated, either being spatially 
distributed or even sharing a physical space.  

This paper presents the basic control schemes for IDMS and 
discusses IDMS solutions and IDMS standardization efforts 
for emerging distributed multimedia applications. The 
structure of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 
discusses intra-stream and inter-stream synchronization issues. 
Section III reviews well-known schemes for IDMS, while 
Section IV presents standardization efforts on IDMS as well as 
effective IDMS solutions. Finally, Section V concludes the 
paper and gives directions for future work.  

II.  BACKGROUND 

A. Intra-stream Synchronization 
 Intra-stream (also known as intra-media or serial) 

synchronization is the reconstruction of temporal relations 
between the MUs of the same stream. An example is the 
reconstruction of the temporal relations between the single 
frames of a video stream. The spacing between subsequent 
frames is dictated by the frame production rate. For instance, 
for a video with a rate of 40 frames per second, each of these 
frames must be displayed for 25 ms. Jitter may destroy the 
temporal relationships between periodically transmitted MUs 
that constitute a real-time stream, thus hindering the 
comprehension of the stream. Playout adaptation algorithms 
undertake the labor of the temporal reconstruction of the 
stream. This reconstruction is referred to as the ‘restoration of 
its intra-stream synchronization quality’ [7]. Adaptive Media 
Playout (AMP) improves the media synchronization quality of 
streaming applications by regulating the playout time interval 
among MUs at a receiver. To mitigate the effect of the jitter, 
MUs have to be delayed at the receiver in order a continuous 
synchronized presentation to be achieved. Therefore, MUs 
have to be stored in a buffer and the size of this buffer may 
correspond to the amount of jitter in the network. As the 
synchronization requirements can vary according to the 
application on hand, we must control the individual sync 
requirements (i.e., delay sensitivity, error tolerance etc.) for 
each media separately. To this direction, Park and Choi [7] 
investigated an efficient and flexible multimedia 
synchronization method that can be applied at intra-media 
synchronization in a consistent manner. They proposed an 
adaptive synchronization scheme based on: (1) the delay 
offset; and (2) the playout rate adjustment that can match the 
application’s varying sync requirements effectively. Park and 
Kim [8] introduced an AMP scheme based on a discontinuity 
model for intra-media synchronization of video applications 
over best-effort networks. They analyzed the temporal 
distortion (i.e., discontinuity) cases such as playout pause and 
skip, to define a unified discontinuity model. Finally, 
Laoutaris and Stavrakakis [9] surveyed the work in the area of 
playout adaptation. Actually, the problem of intra-stream 
synchronization has been solved efficiently as many intra-
stream synchronization techniques in the literature achieved to 
avoid receiver buffer underflow and overflow problems. 

B. Inter-stream Synchronization 
Inter-stream (also known as inter-media or parallel) 

synchronization is the problem of synchronizing different but 
related streams. Precisely, it is the preservation of the temporal 
dependencies between playout processes of different, but 
correlated, media streams involved in a multimedia session. 
An example of inter-stream synchronization is the Lip 
synchronization that refers to the temporal relationship 
between an audio and a video stream for the particular case of 
human speaking [10]. Fig. 1 shows an example of the 
temporal relations in inter-stream synchronization.  
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It starts with an animation (Animation) which is partially 
commented using an audio sequence (Audio1). Starting the 
animation presentation, a multiple-choice question is 
presented to the user (Interaction). If the user has made a 
selection, a final picture (P1) is shown. Then, the replay of a
recorded user interaction (RI) follows with a slide sequence 
(P2-P5), and a lip-synchronized audio/video sequence (Audio2 
and Video). Blakowski and Steinmetz [5] illustrated the main 
specification methods that can describe synchronization 
scenarios. These methods are interval-based specification, 
control flow-based specification, axes-based synchronization, 
event-based synchronization, scripts, and comments. Among 
them, Scripts is one of the most powerful methods that 
describe the majority of synchronization scenarios. Scripts 
often become full programming languages extended by timing 
operations. Such language is SMIL (Synchronized Multimedia 
Integration Language) that became a standard (W3C SMIL 
3.0, Dec. 2008). Scripts may rely on different specification 
methods. A typical script is a script that is based on a 
hierarchical method and supports three main operations: serial 
presentation, parallel presentation, and the repeated 
presentation of a media object. Below, we write a script for the 
application example depicted in Fig. 1. 

The symbols & and >> denote parallel and serial presentation 
correspondingly. Note that activities and subscripts compose 
the script. A synchronization specification of a multimedia 

object describes all temporal dependencies of the objects 
included in this object. It is comprised of: 

 Intra-object synchronization specifications for the media 
objects of the presentation. 

 QoS descriptions for intra-object synchronization. 
 Inter-object synchronization specifications for media 

objects of the presentation. 
 QoS descriptions for inter-object synchronization. 

To achieve inter-stream synchronization, various algorithms 
have been applied. Also, there are several types of intra-stream 
synchronization control such as Skipping [11], Buffering [11],
Adaptive Buffer Control (ABC) [12], Queue Monitoring (QM) 
[13], Virtual-Time Rendering (VTR) [14], and Media Adaptive 
Buffering [15]. Boronat et al. [16] have reviewed and 
compared the most powerful inter-stream synchronization 
algorithms. The building blocks of these algorithms are the 
synchronization techniques utilized both at the sender and the 
receiver sides. These algorithms can use multiple 
synchronization techniques to achieve synchronization aim 
even from different categories [17]. 

C. Classification of Inter-Media Techniques 
Boronat et al. [16] categorized synchronization techniques 

according to the ‘location’, ‘content’, ‘sync information used’
and ‘purpose’. 
 Location of synchronization technique: The 

synchronization control can be performed either by source 
or receiver. If control is performed by the source, most of 
the time it will require some feedback information from 
the receiver. The receiver will tell the source about the 
degree of asynchrony at the current instance. 

 Live vs. Synthetic synchronization (Type of Media): In 
live media, the temporal relations are exactly reproduced 
at a presentation as they existed during the capture 
process. Synthetic synchronization techniques are used 
for stored media.

 Information used for synchronization technique: The 
information included in the MU for the synchronization 
purpose can be different like timestamp, sequence 
number. Some techniques use either sequence number or 
timestamp, while others may use both. For example, the 
Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) provides timestamps 
to synchronize different media streams. 

 Purpose of synchronization technique: The techniques
can be divided into four subcategories with respect to 
their purpose:  
1. The basic control techniques are required in almost 

all synchronization algorithms. Examples are adding 
synchronization information in MUs at the source 
and buffering of MUs at the receiver.

2. The common control techniques can be applied in 
both ways.  

3. The preventive control techniques are used to prevent 
the asynchrony in the streams. Preventive 
mechanisms minimize latencies and jitters and may 
involve disk-reading scheduling algorithms, network 

Fig. 1. An inter-media synchronization example

activity Picture     Picture1(“picture1.jpeg”); 
activity DigAudio    Audio1(“animation.au”); 
activity RTAnima     Animation(“animation.ani”); 
activity Xrecorder    Recorder(“window.rec”); 
activity StartInteraction Selection; 
activity Picture     Picture2(“picture2.jpeg”); 
activity Picture     Picture3(“picture3.jpeg”); 
activity Picture     Picture4(“picture4.jpeg”); 
activity Picture     Picture5(“picture5.jpeg”); 
 
activity DigAudio    Audio2(“audio2.au”); 
activity SMP       Video(“video.smp”); 
 
script AniComment CC = Animation & 
Audio1.Translate(GR); 
script Picture_sequence 
  4Pictures =    Picture2.Duration(3)>> 
          Picture3.Duration(3)>> 

Picture4.Duration(3)>> 
          Picture5.Duration(3); 
script Lipsynch  AV = Audio2 & Video; 
script Multimedia 
 Application_example { 
          ((Selection Picture1) & CC >> 
          Record.UI >> 
          4Pictures>> 
          AV 
       } 

Fig. 2. A script for the example depicted in Fig. 1
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transport protocols, operating systems, and 
synchronization schedules.

4. The reactive control (or corrective) techniques are 
designed to recover synchronization in the presence 
of synchronization errors. An example of corrective 
mechanisms is included in the Stream 
Synchronization Protocol (SSP). 

Based on these criteria, Table I shows a classification of 
inter-media techniques. 

TABLE I. 
CLASSIFICATION OF INTER-MEDIA TECHNIQUES

Technique Location Description

Basic 
Control

Source 
control

 Add information useful for 
synchronization: timestamps, sequence 
numbers (identifiers), event information 
and/or source identifiers.

Receiver 
control

 Buffering techniques

Common 
Control

Source 
control

 Skip or pause MUs in the transmission 
process.

 Advance the transmission timing 
dynamically.

 Adjust the input rate.
 Media Scaling.

Receiver 
control

 Adjust the playout rate.
 Data Interpolation.

Preventive 
Control

Source 
control

 Initial playout instant calculation.
 Deadline-based transmission scheduling.
 Interleave MUs of different media 

streams in only one transport stream.
Receiver 
control

 Preventive skips of MUs (e.g.,
discardings) and/or preventive pauses of 
MUs (repetitions, insertions or stops).

 Change the buffering waiting time of 
MUs.

 Enlarge or shorten the silence periods of 
the streams.

Reactive 
Control

Source 
control

 Adjust the transmission timing.
 Decrease the media streams transmitted. 
 Drop low-priority MUs.

Receiver 
control

 Reactive skips (eliminations or 
discardings) and/or reactive pauses 
(repetitions, insertions or stops).

 Make playout duration extensions or 
reductions (playout rate adjustments).

 Use of virtual time with contractions or 
expansions.

 Master/slave scheme.
 Late event discarding (Event-based).
 Rollback techniques (Event-based) 

III. INTER-DESTINATION MULTIMEDIA SYNCHRONIZATION

Inter-Destination (also known as Inter-Receiver or group or 
multipoint) Multimedia Synchronization (IDMS) has been 
gaining popularity due to the rise of social networking 
applications. IDMS involves the simultaneous synchronization 
of one or more playout receivers of one or several media 

streams at geographically distributed receivers to achieve 
fairness among them. Fairness implies that during a 
multimedia session, all the receivers must play the same MU 
at each media stream. For example, in a networked video wall 
scenario, wherein users are watching an on-line football 
match, all users should experience the goal event almost 
simultaneously (to have a fair shared experience).  

Existing distribution technologies do not handle the IDMS 
problem in an optimal way. Thus, additional adaptive 
techniques must be provided to meet the IDMS 
synchronization requirements in practical content delivery 
networks. The levels of required synchrony among the 
receivers depend on the application on hand. However, the 
exact ranges of asynchrony levels (which could be tolerated by 
users for emerging distributed applications) have not 
sufficiently determined yet [3].  

Akyildiz and Yen [6] introduced group synchronization 
protocols for real-time multimedia applications including 
teleconference, tele-orchestration, and multimedia on demand 
services. Their protocols achieve synchronization for all 
configurations (one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, and 
many-to-many), and do so without prior knowledge of the 
end-to-end delay distribution, or the distribution of the clock 
drift. The only a-priori knowledge the protocols require is an 
upper bound on the end-to-end delay. Boronat et al. [16]
reviewed the most-known multimedia group and inter-stream 
synchronization approaches. Group synchronization 
techniques can be classified at three schemes (discussed later). 
These schemes are based on the Virtual-Time Rendering
(VTR) media synchronization algorithm to determine the 
output timing of each MU so that the timing can be the same 
at all the destinations. VTR algorithm is applicable to 
networks with unknown delay bounds. It makes use of 
globally synchronized clocks. VTR consists of the dynamic 
adjustment of the MUs rendering-time according to the 
network condition. For a better understanding of these 
schemes, let us consider that M sources and N
destinations/receivers are connected through a network. MUs 
of M different streams have been stored with timestamps in M
sources, and they are broadcasted to all the receivers. The 
timestamp contained in a MU indicates its generation time. 
The streams often fall into a Master stream and Slave streams.
At each receiver, the slave streams are synchronized with the 
Master stream by using an inter-media synchronization 
mechanism. 

A. Master/Slave (M/S) Receiver Scheme  
In M/S scheme [18], the receivers are categorized into one 

Master receiver and Slave receivers. Multiple streams are 
received at each receiver and one of these streams acts as 
Master stream in order inter-media synchronization to be 
achieved at each receiver (Fig. 3).  
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 Drop low-priority MUs.

Receiver 
control

 Reactive skips (eliminations or 
discardings) and/or reactive pauses 
(repetitions, insertions or stops).

 Make playout duration extensions or 
reductions (playout rate adjustments).

 Use of virtual time with contractions or 
expansions.

 Master/slave scheme.
 Late event discarding (Event-based).
 Rollback techniques (Event-based) 

III. INTER-DESTINATION MULTIMEDIA SYNCHRONIZATION

Inter-Destination (also known as Inter-Receiver or group or 
multipoint) Multimedia Synchronization (IDMS) has been 
gaining popularity due to the rise of social networking 
applications. IDMS involves the simultaneous synchronization 
of one or more playout receivers of one or several media 

streams at geographically distributed receivers to achieve 
fairness among them. Fairness implies that during a 
multimedia session, all the receivers must play the same MU 
at each media stream. For example, in a networked video wall 
scenario, wherein users are watching an on-line football 
match, all users should experience the goal event almost 
simultaneously (to have a fair shared experience).  

Existing distribution technologies do not handle the IDMS 
problem in an optimal way. Thus, additional adaptive 
techniques must be provided to meet the IDMS 
synchronization requirements in practical content delivery 
networks. The levels of required synchrony among the 
receivers depend on the application on hand. However, the 
exact ranges of asynchrony levels (which could be tolerated by 
users for emerging distributed applications) have not 
sufficiently determined yet [3].  

Akyildiz and Yen [6] introduced group synchronization 
protocols for real-time multimedia applications including 
teleconference, tele-orchestration, and multimedia on demand 
services. Their protocols achieve synchronization for all 
configurations (one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, and 
many-to-many), and do so without prior knowledge of the 
end-to-end delay distribution, or the distribution of the clock 
drift. The only a-priori knowledge the protocols require is an 
upper bound on the end-to-end delay. Boronat et al. [16]
reviewed the most-known multimedia group and inter-stream 
synchronization approaches. Group synchronization 
techniques can be classified at three schemes (discussed later). 
These schemes are based on the Virtual-Time Rendering
(VTR) media synchronization algorithm to determine the 
output timing of each MU so that the timing can be the same 
at all the destinations. VTR algorithm is applicable to 
networks with unknown delay bounds. It makes use of 
globally synchronized clocks. VTR consists of the dynamic 
adjustment of the MUs rendering-time according to the 
network condition. For a better understanding of these 
schemes, let us consider that M sources and N
destinations/receivers are connected through a network. MUs 
of M different streams have been stored with timestamps in M
sources, and they are broadcasted to all the receivers. The 
timestamp contained in a MU indicates its generation time. 
The streams often fall into a Master stream and Slave streams.
At each receiver, the slave streams are synchronized with the 
Master stream by using an inter-media synchronization 
mechanism. 

A. Master/Slave (M/S) Receiver Scheme  
In M/S scheme [18], the receivers are categorized into one 

Master receiver and Slave receivers. Multiple streams are 
received at each receiver and one of these streams acts as 
Master stream in order inter-media synchronization to be 
achieved at each receiver (Fig. 3).  
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It starts with an animation (Animation) which is partially 
commented using an audio sequence (Audio1). Starting the 
animation presentation, a multiple-choice question is 
presented to the user (Interaction). If the user has made a 
selection, a final picture (P1) is shown. Then, the replay of a
recorded user interaction (RI) follows with a slide sequence 
(P2-P5), and a lip-synchronized audio/video sequence (Audio2 
and Video). Blakowski and Steinmetz [5] illustrated the main 
specification methods that can describe synchronization 
scenarios. These methods are interval-based specification, 
control flow-based specification, axes-based synchronization, 
event-based synchronization, scripts, and comments. Among 
them, Scripts is one of the most powerful methods that 
describe the majority of synchronization scenarios. Scripts 
often become full programming languages extended by timing 
operations. Such language is SMIL (Synchronized Multimedia 
Integration Language) that became a standard (W3C SMIL 
3.0, Dec. 2008). Scripts may rely on different specification 
methods. A typical script is a script that is based on a 
hierarchical method and supports three main operations: serial 
presentation, parallel presentation, and the repeated 
presentation of a media object. Below, we write a script for the 
application example depicted in Fig. 1. 

The symbols & and >> denote parallel and serial presentation 
correspondingly. Note that activities and subscripts compose 
the script. A synchronization specification of a multimedia 

object describes all temporal dependencies of the objects 
included in this object. It is comprised of: 

 Intra-object synchronization specifications for the media 
objects of the presentation. 

 QoS descriptions for intra-object synchronization. 
 Inter-object synchronization specifications for media 

objects of the presentation. 
 QoS descriptions for inter-object synchronization. 

To achieve inter-stream synchronization, various algorithms 
have been applied. Also, there are several types of intra-stream 
synchronization control such as Skipping [11], Buffering [11],
Adaptive Buffer Control (ABC) [12], Queue Monitoring (QM) 
[13], Virtual-Time Rendering (VTR) [14], and Media Adaptive 
Buffering [15]. Boronat et al. [16] have reviewed and 
compared the most powerful inter-stream synchronization 
algorithms. The building blocks of these algorithms are the 
synchronization techniques utilized both at the sender and the 
receiver sides. These algorithms can use multiple 
synchronization techniques to achieve synchronization aim 
even from different categories [17]. 

C. Classification of Inter-Media Techniques 
Boronat et al. [16] categorized synchronization techniques 

according to the ‘location’, ‘content’, ‘sync information used’
and ‘purpose’. 
 Location of synchronization technique: The 

synchronization control can be performed either by source 
or receiver. If control is performed by the source, most of 
the time it will require some feedback information from 
the receiver. The receiver will tell the source about the 
degree of asynchrony at the current instance. 

 Live vs. Synthetic synchronization (Type of Media): In 
live media, the temporal relations are exactly reproduced 
at a presentation as they existed during the capture 
process. Synthetic synchronization techniques are used 
for stored media.

 Information used for synchronization technique: The 
information included in the MU for the synchronization 
purpose can be different like timestamp, sequence 
number. Some techniques use either sequence number or 
timestamp, while others may use both. For example, the 
Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) provides timestamps 
to synchronize different media streams. 

 Purpose of synchronization technique: The techniques
can be divided into four subcategories with respect to 
their purpose:  
1. The basic control techniques are required in almost 

all synchronization algorithms. Examples are adding 
synchronization information in MUs at the source 
and buffering of MUs at the receiver.

2. The common control techniques can be applied in 
both ways.  

3. The preventive control techniques are used to prevent 
the asynchrony in the streams. Preventive 
mechanisms minimize latencies and jitters and may 
involve disk-reading scheduling algorithms, network 

Fig. 1. An inter-media synchronization example

activity Picture     Picture1(“picture1.jpeg”); 
activity DigAudio    Audio1(“animation.au”); 
activity RTAnima     Animation(“animation.ani”); 
activity Xrecorder    Recorder(“window.rec”); 
activity StartInteraction Selection; 
activity Picture     Picture2(“picture2.jpeg”); 
activity Picture     Picture3(“picture3.jpeg”); 
activity Picture     Picture4(“picture4.jpeg”); 
activity Picture     Picture5(“picture5.jpeg”); 
 
activity DigAudio    Audio2(“audio2.au”); 
activity SMP       Video(“video.smp”); 
 
script AniComment CC = Animation & 
Audio1.Translate(GR); 
script Picture_sequence 
  4Pictures =    Picture2.Duration(3)>> 
          Picture3.Duration(3)>> 

Picture4.Duration(3)>> 
          Picture5.Duration(3); 
script Lipsynch  AV = Audio2 & Video; 
script Multimedia 
 Application_example { 
          ((Selection Picture1) & CC >> 
          Record.UI >> 
          4Pictures>> 
          AV 
       } 

Fig. 2. A script for the example depicted in Fig. 1
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transport protocols, operating systems, and 
synchronization schedules.

4. The reactive control (or corrective) techniques are 
designed to recover synchronization in the presence 
of synchronization errors. An example of corrective 
mechanisms is included in the Stream 
Synchronization Protocol (SSP). 

Based on these criteria, Table I shows a classification of 
inter-media techniques. 

TABLE I. 
CLASSIFICATION OF INTER-MEDIA TECHNIQUES

Technique Location Description

Basic 
Control

Source 
control

 Add information useful for 
synchronization: timestamps, sequence 
numbers (identifiers), event information 
and/or source identifiers.

Receiver 
control

 Buffering techniques

Common 
Control

Source 
control

 Skip or pause MUs in the transmission 
process.

 Advance the transmission timing 
dynamically.

 Adjust the input rate.
 Media Scaling.

Receiver 
control

 Adjust the playout rate.
 Data Interpolation.

Preventive 
Control

Source 
control

 Initial playout instant calculation.
 Deadline-based transmission scheduling.
 Interleave MUs of different media 

streams in only one transport stream.
Receiver 
control

 Preventive skips of MUs (e.g.,
discardings) and/or preventive pauses of 
MUs (repetitions, insertions or stops).

 Change the buffering waiting time of 
MUs.

 Enlarge or shorten the silence periods of 
the streams.

Reactive 
Control

Source 
control

 Adjust the transmission timing.
 Decrease the media streams transmitted. 
 Drop low-priority MUs.

Receiver 
control

 Reactive skips (eliminations or 
discardings) and/or reactive pauses 
(repetitions, insertions or stops).

 Make playout duration extensions or 
reductions (playout rate adjustments).

 Use of virtual time with contractions or 
expansions.

 Master/slave scheme.
 Late event discarding (Event-based).
 Rollback techniques (Event-based) 

III. INTER-DESTINATION MULTIMEDIA SYNCHRONIZATION

Inter-Destination (also known as Inter-Receiver or group or 
multipoint) Multimedia Synchronization (IDMS) has been 
gaining popularity due to the rise of social networking 
applications. IDMS involves the simultaneous synchronization 
of one or more playout receivers of one or several media 

streams at geographically distributed receivers to achieve 
fairness among them. Fairness implies that during a 
multimedia session, all the receivers must play the same MU 
at each media stream. For example, in a networked video wall 
scenario, wherein users are watching an on-line football 
match, all users should experience the goal event almost 
simultaneously (to have a fair shared experience).  

Existing distribution technologies do not handle the IDMS 
problem in an optimal way. Thus, additional adaptive 
techniques must be provided to meet the IDMS 
synchronization requirements in practical content delivery 
networks. The levels of required synchrony among the 
receivers depend on the application on hand. However, the 
exact ranges of asynchrony levels (which could be tolerated by 
users for emerging distributed applications) have not 
sufficiently determined yet [3].  

Akyildiz and Yen [6] introduced group synchronization 
protocols for real-time multimedia applications including 
teleconference, tele-orchestration, and multimedia on demand 
services. Their protocols achieve synchronization for all 
configurations (one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, and 
many-to-many), and do so without prior knowledge of the 
end-to-end delay distribution, or the distribution of the clock 
drift. The only a-priori knowledge the protocols require is an 
upper bound on the end-to-end delay. Boronat et al. [16]
reviewed the most-known multimedia group and inter-stream 
synchronization approaches. Group synchronization 
techniques can be classified at three schemes (discussed later). 
These schemes are based on the Virtual-Time Rendering
(VTR) media synchronization algorithm to determine the 
output timing of each MU so that the timing can be the same 
at all the destinations. VTR algorithm is applicable to 
networks with unknown delay bounds. It makes use of 
globally synchronized clocks. VTR consists of the dynamic 
adjustment of the MUs rendering-time according to the 
network condition. For a better understanding of these 
schemes, let us consider that M sources and N
destinations/receivers are connected through a network. MUs 
of M different streams have been stored with timestamps in M
sources, and they are broadcasted to all the receivers. The 
timestamp contained in a MU indicates its generation time. 
The streams often fall into a Master stream and Slave streams.
At each receiver, the slave streams are synchronized with the 
Master stream by using an inter-media synchronization 
mechanism. 

A. Master/Slave (M/S) Receiver Scheme  
In M/S scheme [18], the receivers are categorized into one 

Master receiver and Slave receivers. Multiple streams are 
received at each receiver and one of these streams acts as 
Master stream in order inter-media synchronization to be 
achieved at each receiver (Fig. 3).  
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At each receiver, the slave streams are synchronized with the 
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A. Master/Slave (M/S) Receiver Scheme  
In M/S scheme [18], the receivers are categorized into one 

Master receiver and Slave receivers. Multiple streams are 
received at each receiver and one of these streams acts as 
Master stream in order inter-media synchronization to be 
achieved at each receiver (Fig. 3).  
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It starts with an animation (Animation) which is partially 
commented using an audio sequence (Audio1). Starting the 
animation presentation, a multiple-choice question is 
presented to the user (Interaction). If the user has made a 
selection, a final picture (P1) is shown. Then, the replay of a
recorded user interaction (RI) follows with a slide sequence 
(P2-P5), and a lip-synchronized audio/video sequence (Audio2 
and Video). Blakowski and Steinmetz [5] illustrated the main 
specification methods that can describe synchronization 
scenarios. These methods are interval-based specification, 
control flow-based specification, axes-based synchronization, 
event-based synchronization, scripts, and comments. Among 
them, Scripts is one of the most powerful methods that 
describe the majority of synchronization scenarios. Scripts 
often become full programming languages extended by timing 
operations. Such language is SMIL (Synchronized Multimedia 
Integration Language) that became a standard (W3C SMIL 
3.0, Dec. 2008). Scripts may rely on different specification 
methods. A typical script is a script that is based on a 
hierarchical method and supports three main operations: serial 
presentation, parallel presentation, and the repeated 
presentation of a media object. Below, we write a script for the 
application example depicted in Fig. 1. 

The symbols & and >> denote parallel and serial presentation 
correspondingly. Note that activities and subscripts compose 
the script. A synchronization specification of a multimedia 

object describes all temporal dependencies of the objects 
included in this object. It is comprised of: 

 Intra-object synchronization specifications for the media 
objects of the presentation. 

 QoS descriptions for intra-object synchronization. 
 Inter-object synchronization specifications for media 

objects of the presentation. 
 QoS descriptions for inter-object synchronization. 

To achieve inter-stream synchronization, various algorithms 
have been applied. Also, there are several types of intra-stream 
synchronization control such as Skipping [11], Buffering [11],
Adaptive Buffer Control (ABC) [12], Queue Monitoring (QM) 
[13], Virtual-Time Rendering (VTR) [14], and Media Adaptive 
Buffering [15]. Boronat et al. [16] have reviewed and 
compared the most powerful inter-stream synchronization 
algorithms. The building blocks of these algorithms are the 
synchronization techniques utilized both at the sender and the 
receiver sides. These algorithms can use multiple 
synchronization techniques to achieve synchronization aim 
even from different categories [17]. 

C. Classification of Inter-Media Techniques 
Boronat et al. [16] categorized synchronization techniques 

according to the ‘location’, ‘content’, ‘sync information used’
and ‘purpose’. 
 Location of synchronization technique: The 

synchronization control can be performed either by source 
or receiver. If control is performed by the source, most of 
the time it will require some feedback information from 
the receiver. The receiver will tell the source about the 
degree of asynchrony at the current instance. 

 Live vs. Synthetic synchronization (Type of Media): In 
live media, the temporal relations are exactly reproduced 
at a presentation as they existed during the capture 
process. Synthetic synchronization techniques are used 
for stored media.

 Information used for synchronization technique: The 
information included in the MU for the synchronization 
purpose can be different like timestamp, sequence 
number. Some techniques use either sequence number or 
timestamp, while others may use both. For example, the 
Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) provides timestamps 
to synchronize different media streams. 

 Purpose of synchronization technique: The techniques
can be divided into four subcategories with respect to 
their purpose:  
1. The basic control techniques are required in almost 

all synchronization algorithms. Examples are adding 
synchronization information in MUs at the source 
and buffering of MUs at the receiver.

2. The common control techniques can be applied in 
both ways.  

3. The preventive control techniques are used to prevent 
the asynchrony in the streams. Preventive 
mechanisms minimize latencies and jitters and may 
involve disk-reading scheduling algorithms, network 

Fig. 1. An inter-media synchronization example

activity Picture     Picture1(“picture1.jpeg”); 
activity DigAudio    Audio1(“animation.au”); 
activity RTAnima     Animation(“animation.ani”); 
activity Xrecorder    Recorder(“window.rec”); 
activity StartInteraction Selection; 
activity Picture     Picture2(“picture2.jpeg”); 
activity Picture     Picture3(“picture3.jpeg”); 
activity Picture     Picture4(“picture4.jpeg”); 
activity Picture     Picture5(“picture5.jpeg”); 
 
activity DigAudio    Audio2(“audio2.au”); 
activity SMP       Video(“video.smp”); 
 
script AniComment CC = Animation & 
Audio1.Translate(GR); 
script Picture_sequence 
  4Pictures =    Picture2.Duration(3)>> 
          Picture3.Duration(3)>> 

Picture4.Duration(3)>> 
          Picture5.Duration(3); 
script Lipsynch  AV = Audio2 & Video; 
script Multimedia 
 Application_example { 
          ((Selection Picture1) & CC >> 
          Record.UI >> 
          4Pictures>> 
          AV 
       } 

Fig. 2. A script for the example depicted in Fig. 1
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transport protocols, operating systems, and 
synchronization schedules.

4. The reactive control (or corrective) techniques are 
designed to recover synchronization in the presence 
of synchronization errors. An example of corrective 
mechanisms is included in the Stream 
Synchronization Protocol (SSP). 

Based on these criteria, Table I shows a classification of 
inter-media techniques. 

TABLE I. 
CLASSIFICATION OF INTER-MEDIA TECHNIQUES

Technique Location Description

Basic 
Control

Source 
control

 Add information useful for 
synchronization: timestamps, sequence 
numbers (identifiers), event information 
and/or source identifiers.

Receiver 
control

 Buffering techniques

Common 
Control

Source 
control

 Skip or pause MUs in the transmission 
process.

 Advance the transmission timing 
dynamically.

 Adjust the input rate.
 Media Scaling.

Receiver 
control

 Adjust the playout rate.
 Data Interpolation.

Preventive 
Control

Source 
control

 Initial playout instant calculation.
 Deadline-based transmission scheduling.
 Interleave MUs of different media 

streams in only one transport stream.
Receiver 
control

 Preventive skips of MUs (e.g.,
discardings) and/or preventive pauses of 
MUs (repetitions, insertions or stops).

 Change the buffering waiting time of 
MUs.

 Enlarge or shorten the silence periods of 
the streams.

Reactive 
Control

Source 
control

 Adjust the transmission timing.
 Decrease the media streams transmitted. 
 Drop low-priority MUs.

Receiver 
control

 Reactive skips (eliminations or 
discardings) and/or reactive pauses 
(repetitions, insertions or stops).

 Make playout duration extensions or 
reductions (playout rate adjustments).

 Use of virtual time with contractions or 
expansions.

 Master/slave scheme.
 Late event discarding (Event-based).
 Rollback techniques (Event-based) 
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output timing of each MU so that the timing can be the same 
at all the destinations. VTR algorithm is applicable to 
networks with unknown delay bounds. It makes use of 
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adjustment of the MUs rendering-time according to the 
network condition. For a better understanding of these 
schemes, let us consider that M sources and N
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Master receiver and Slave receivers. Multiple streams are 
received at each receiver and one of these streams acts as 
Master stream in order inter-media synchronization to be 
achieved at each receiver (Fig. 3).  
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fairness among them. Fairness implies that during a 
multimedia session, all the receivers must play the same MU 
at each media stream. For example, in a networked video wall 
scenario, wherein users are watching an on-line football 
match, all users should experience the goal event almost 
simultaneously (to have a fair shared experience).  

Existing distribution technologies do not handle the IDMS 
problem in an optimal way. Thus, additional adaptive 
techniques must be provided to meet the IDMS 
synchronization requirements in practical content delivery 
networks. The levels of required synchrony among the 
receivers depend on the application on hand. However, the 
exact ranges of asynchrony levels (which could be tolerated by 
users for emerging distributed applications) have not 
sufficiently determined yet [3].  

Akyildiz and Yen [6] introduced group synchronization 
protocols for real-time multimedia applications including 
teleconference, tele-orchestration, and multimedia on demand 
services. Their protocols achieve synchronization for all 
configurations (one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, and 
many-to-many), and do so without prior knowledge of the 
end-to-end delay distribution, or the distribution of the clock 
drift. The only a-priori knowledge the protocols require is an 
upper bound on the end-to-end delay. Boronat et al. [16]
reviewed the most-known multimedia group and inter-stream 
synchronization approaches. Group synchronization 
techniques can be classified at three schemes (discussed later). 
These schemes are based on the Virtual-Time Rendering
(VTR) media synchronization algorithm to determine the 
output timing of each MU so that the timing can be the same 
at all the destinations. VTR algorithm is applicable to 
networks with unknown delay bounds. It makes use of 
globally synchronized clocks. VTR consists of the dynamic 
adjustment of the MUs rendering-time according to the 
network condition. For a better understanding of these 
schemes, let us consider that M sources and N
destinations/receivers are connected through a network. MUs 
of M different streams have been stored with timestamps in M
sources, and they are broadcasted to all the receivers. The 
timestamp contained in a MU indicates its generation time. 
The streams often fall into a Master stream and Slave streams.
At each receiver, the slave streams are synchronized with the 
Master stream by using an inter-media synchronization 
mechanism. 

A. Master/Slave (M/S) Receiver Scheme  
In M/S scheme [18], the receivers are categorized into one 

Master receiver and Slave receivers. Multiple streams are 
received at each receiver and one of these streams acts as 
Master stream in order inter-media synchronization to be 
achieved at each receiver (Fig. 3).  
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It starts with an animation (Animation) which is partially 
commented using an audio sequence (Audio1). Starting the 
animation presentation, a multiple-choice question is 
presented to the user (Interaction). If the user has made a 
selection, a final picture (P1) is shown. Then, the replay of a
recorded user interaction (RI) follows with a slide sequence 
(P2-P5), and a lip-synchronized audio/video sequence (Audio2 
and Video). Blakowski and Steinmetz [5] illustrated the main 
specification methods that can describe synchronization 
scenarios. These methods are interval-based specification, 
control flow-based specification, axes-based synchronization, 
event-based synchronization, scripts, and comments. Among 
them, Scripts is one of the most powerful methods that 
describe the majority of synchronization scenarios. Scripts 
often become full programming languages extended by timing 
operations. Such language is SMIL (Synchronized Multimedia 
Integration Language) that became a standard (W3C SMIL 
3.0, Dec. 2008). Scripts may rely on different specification 
methods. A typical script is a script that is based on a 
hierarchical method and supports three main operations: serial 
presentation, parallel presentation, and the repeated 
presentation of a media object. Below, we write a script for the 
application example depicted in Fig. 1. 

The symbols & and >> denote parallel and serial presentation 
correspondingly. Note that activities and subscripts compose 
the script. A synchronization specification of a multimedia 

object describes all temporal dependencies of the objects 
included in this object. It is comprised of: 

 Intra-object synchronization specifications for the media 
objects of the presentation. 

 QoS descriptions for intra-object synchronization. 
 Inter-object synchronization specifications for media 

objects of the presentation. 
 QoS descriptions for inter-object synchronization. 

To achieve inter-stream synchronization, various algorithms 
have been applied. Also, there are several types of intra-stream 
synchronization control such as Skipping [11], Buffering [11],
Adaptive Buffer Control (ABC) [12], Queue Monitoring (QM) 
[13], Virtual-Time Rendering (VTR) [14], and Media Adaptive 
Buffering [15]. Boronat et al. [16] have reviewed and 
compared the most powerful inter-stream synchronization 
algorithms. The building blocks of these algorithms are the 
synchronization techniques utilized both at the sender and the 
receiver sides. These algorithms can use multiple 
synchronization techniques to achieve synchronization aim 
even from different categories [17]. 

C. Classification of Inter-Media Techniques 
Boronat et al. [16] categorized synchronization techniques 

according to the ‘location’, ‘content’, ‘sync information used’
and ‘purpose’. 
 Location of synchronization technique: The 

synchronization control can be performed either by source 
or receiver. If control is performed by the source, most of 
the time it will require some feedback information from 
the receiver. The receiver will tell the source about the 
degree of asynchrony at the current instance. 

 Live vs. Synthetic synchronization (Type of Media): In 
live media, the temporal relations are exactly reproduced 
at a presentation as they existed during the capture 
process. Synthetic synchronization techniques are used 
for stored media.

 Information used for synchronization technique: The 
information included in the MU for the synchronization 
purpose can be different like timestamp, sequence 
number. Some techniques use either sequence number or 
timestamp, while others may use both. For example, the 
Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) provides timestamps 
to synchronize different media streams. 

 Purpose of synchronization technique: The techniques
can be divided into four subcategories with respect to 
their purpose:  
1. The basic control techniques are required in almost 

all synchronization algorithms. Examples are adding 
synchronization information in MUs at the source 
and buffering of MUs at the receiver.

2. The common control techniques can be applied in 
both ways.  

3. The preventive control techniques are used to prevent 
the asynchrony in the streams. Preventive 
mechanisms minimize latencies and jitters and may 
involve disk-reading scheduling algorithms, network 

Fig. 1. An inter-media synchronization example

activity Picture     Picture1(“picture1.jpeg”); 
activity DigAudio    Audio1(“animation.au”); 
activity RTAnima     Animation(“animation.ani”); 
activity Xrecorder    Recorder(“window.rec”); 
activity StartInteraction Selection; 
activity Picture     Picture2(“picture2.jpeg”); 
activity Picture     Picture3(“picture3.jpeg”); 
activity Picture     Picture4(“picture4.jpeg”); 
activity Picture     Picture5(“picture5.jpeg”); 
 
activity DigAudio    Audio2(“audio2.au”); 
activity SMP       Video(“video.smp”); 
 
script AniComment CC = Animation & 
Audio1.Translate(GR); 
script Picture_sequence 
  4Pictures =    Picture2.Duration(3)>> 
          Picture3.Duration(3)>> 

Picture4.Duration(3)>> 
          Picture5.Duration(3); 
script Lipsynch  AV = Audio2 & Video; 
script Multimedia 
 Application_example { 
          ((Selection Picture1) & CC >> 
          Record.UI >> 
          4Pictures>> 
          AV 
       } 

Fig. 2. A script for the example depicted in Fig. 1
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transport protocols, operating systems, and 
synchronization schedules.

4. The reactive control (or corrective) techniques are 
designed to recover synchronization in the presence 
of synchronization errors. An example of corrective 
mechanisms is included in the Stream 
Synchronization Protocol (SSP). 

Based on these criteria, Table I shows a classification of 
inter-media techniques. 

TABLE I. 
CLASSIFICATION OF INTER-MEDIA TECHNIQUES

Technique Location Description

Basic 
Control

Source 
control

 Add information useful for 
synchronization: timestamps, sequence 
numbers (identifiers), event information 
and/or source identifiers.

Receiver 
control

 Buffering techniques

Common 
Control

Source 
control

 Skip or pause MUs in the transmission 
process.

 Advance the transmission timing 
dynamically.

 Adjust the input rate.
 Media Scaling.

Receiver 
control

 Adjust the playout rate.
 Data Interpolation.

Preventive 
Control

Source 
control

 Initial playout instant calculation.
 Deadline-based transmission scheduling.
 Interleave MUs of different media 

streams in only one transport stream.
Receiver 
control

 Preventive skips of MUs (e.g.,
discardings) and/or preventive pauses of 
MUs (repetitions, insertions or stops).

 Change the buffering waiting time of 
MUs.

 Enlarge or shorten the silence periods of 
the streams.

Reactive 
Control

Source 
control

 Adjust the transmission timing.
 Decrease the media streams transmitted. 
 Drop low-priority MUs.

Receiver 
control

 Reactive skips (eliminations or 
discardings) and/or reactive pauses 
(repetitions, insertions or stops).

 Make playout duration extensions or 
reductions (playout rate adjustments).

 Use of virtual time with contractions or 
expansions.

 Master/slave scheme.
 Late event discarding (Event-based).
 Rollback techniques (Event-based) 

III. INTER-DESTINATION MULTIMEDIA SYNCHRONIZATION

Inter-Destination (also known as Inter-Receiver or group or 
multipoint) Multimedia Synchronization (IDMS) has been 
gaining popularity due to the rise of social networking 
applications. IDMS involves the simultaneous synchronization 
of one or more playout receivers of one or several media 

streams at geographically distributed receivers to achieve 
fairness among them. Fairness implies that during a 
multimedia session, all the receivers must play the same MU 
at each media stream. For example, in a networked video wall 
scenario, wherein users are watching an on-line football 
match, all users should experience the goal event almost 
simultaneously (to have a fair shared experience).  

Existing distribution technologies do not handle the IDMS 
problem in an optimal way. Thus, additional adaptive 
techniques must be provided to meet the IDMS 
synchronization requirements in practical content delivery 
networks. The levels of required synchrony among the 
receivers depend on the application on hand. However, the 
exact ranges of asynchrony levels (which could be tolerated by 
users for emerging distributed applications) have not 
sufficiently determined yet [3].  

Akyildiz and Yen [6] introduced group synchronization 
protocols for real-time multimedia applications including 
teleconference, tele-orchestration, and multimedia on demand 
services. Their protocols achieve synchronization for all 
configurations (one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, and 
many-to-many), and do so without prior knowledge of the 
end-to-end delay distribution, or the distribution of the clock 
drift. The only a-priori knowledge the protocols require is an 
upper bound on the end-to-end delay. Boronat et al. [16]
reviewed the most-known multimedia group and inter-stream 
synchronization approaches. Group synchronization 
techniques can be classified at three schemes (discussed later). 
These schemes are based on the Virtual-Time Rendering
(VTR) media synchronization algorithm to determine the 
output timing of each MU so that the timing can be the same 
at all the destinations. VTR algorithm is applicable to 
networks with unknown delay bounds. It makes use of 
globally synchronized clocks. VTR consists of the dynamic 
adjustment of the MUs rendering-time according to the 
network condition. For a better understanding of these 
schemes, let us consider that M sources and N
destinations/receivers are connected through a network. MUs 
of M different streams have been stored with timestamps in M
sources, and they are broadcasted to all the receivers. The 
timestamp contained in a MU indicates its generation time. 
The streams often fall into a Master stream and Slave streams.
At each receiver, the slave streams are synchronized with the 
Master stream by using an inter-media synchronization 
mechanism. 

A. Master/Slave (M/S) Receiver Scheme  
In M/S scheme [18], the receivers are categorized into one 

Master receiver and Slave receivers. Multiple streams are 
received at each receiver and one of these streams acts as 
Master stream in order inter-media synchronization to be 
achieved at each receiver (Fig. 3).  
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A. Master/Slave (M/S) Receiver Scheme  
In M/S scheme [18], the receivers are categorized into one 

Master receiver and Slave receivers. Multiple streams are 
received at each receiver and one of these streams acts as 
Master stream in order inter-media synchronization to be 
achieved at each receiver (Fig. 3).  
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It starts with an animation (Animation) which is partially 
commented using an audio sequence (Audio1). Starting the 
animation presentation, a multiple-choice question is 
presented to the user (Interaction). If the user has made a 
selection, a final picture (P1) is shown. Then, the replay of a
recorded user interaction (RI) follows with a slide sequence 
(P2-P5), and a lip-synchronized audio/video sequence (Audio2 
and Video). Blakowski and Steinmetz [5] illustrated the main 
specification methods that can describe synchronization 
scenarios. These methods are interval-based specification, 
control flow-based specification, axes-based synchronization, 
event-based synchronization, scripts, and comments. Among 
them, Scripts is one of the most powerful methods that 
describe the majority of synchronization scenarios. Scripts 
often become full programming languages extended by timing 
operations. Such language is SMIL (Synchronized Multimedia 
Integration Language) that became a standard (W3C SMIL 
3.0, Dec. 2008). Scripts may rely on different specification 
methods. A typical script is a script that is based on a 
hierarchical method and supports three main operations: serial 
presentation, parallel presentation, and the repeated 
presentation of a media object. Below, we write a script for the 
application example depicted in Fig. 1. 

The symbols & and >> denote parallel and serial presentation 
correspondingly. Note that activities and subscripts compose 
the script. A synchronization specification of a multimedia 

object describes all temporal dependencies of the objects 
included in this object. It is comprised of: 

 Intra-object synchronization specifications for the media 
objects of the presentation. 

 QoS descriptions for intra-object synchronization. 
 Inter-object synchronization specifications for media 

objects of the presentation. 
 QoS descriptions for inter-object synchronization. 

To achieve inter-stream synchronization, various algorithms 
have been applied. Also, there are several types of intra-stream 
synchronization control such as Skipping [11], Buffering [11],
Adaptive Buffer Control (ABC) [12], Queue Monitoring (QM) 
[13], Virtual-Time Rendering (VTR) [14], and Media Adaptive 
Buffering [15]. Boronat et al. [16] have reviewed and 
compared the most powerful inter-stream synchronization 
algorithms. The building blocks of these algorithms are the 
synchronization techniques utilized both at the sender and the 
receiver sides. These algorithms can use multiple 
synchronization techniques to achieve synchronization aim 
even from different categories [17]. 

C. Classification of Inter-Media Techniques 
Boronat et al. [16] categorized synchronization techniques 

according to the ‘location’, ‘content’, ‘sync information used’
and ‘purpose’. 
 Location of synchronization technique: The 

synchronization control can be performed either by source 
or receiver. If control is performed by the source, most of 
the time it will require some feedback information from 
the receiver. The receiver will tell the source about the 
degree of asynchrony at the current instance. 

 Live vs. Synthetic synchronization (Type of Media): In 
live media, the temporal relations are exactly reproduced 
at a presentation as they existed during the capture 
process. Synthetic synchronization techniques are used 
for stored media.

 Information used for synchronization technique: The 
information included in the MU for the synchronization 
purpose can be different like timestamp, sequence 
number. Some techniques use either sequence number or 
timestamp, while others may use both. For example, the 
Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) provides timestamps 
to synchronize different media streams. 

 Purpose of synchronization technique: The techniques
can be divided into four subcategories with respect to 
their purpose:  
1. The basic control techniques are required in almost 

all synchronization algorithms. Examples are adding 
synchronization information in MUs at the source 
and buffering of MUs at the receiver.

2. The common control techniques can be applied in 
both ways.  

3. The preventive control techniques are used to prevent 
the asynchrony in the streams. Preventive 
mechanisms minimize latencies and jitters and may 
involve disk-reading scheduling algorithms, network 

Fig. 1. An inter-media synchronization example

activity Picture     Picture1(“picture1.jpeg”); 
activity DigAudio    Audio1(“animation.au”); 
activity RTAnima     Animation(“animation.ani”); 
activity Xrecorder    Recorder(“window.rec”); 
activity StartInteraction Selection; 
activity Picture     Picture2(“picture2.jpeg”); 
activity Picture     Picture3(“picture3.jpeg”); 
activity Picture     Picture4(“picture4.jpeg”); 
activity Picture     Picture5(“picture5.jpeg”); 
 
activity DigAudio    Audio2(“audio2.au”); 
activity SMP       Video(“video.smp”); 
 
script AniComment CC = Animation & 
Audio1.Translate(GR); 
script Picture_sequence 
  4Pictures =    Picture2.Duration(3)>> 
          Picture3.Duration(3)>> 

Picture4.Duration(3)>> 
          Picture5.Duration(3); 
script Lipsynch  AV = Audio2 & Video; 
script Multimedia 
 Application_example { 
          ((Selection Picture1) & CC >> 
          Record.UI >> 
          4Pictures>> 
          AV 
       } 

Fig. 2. A script for the example depicted in Fig. 1
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transport protocols, operating systems, and 
synchronization schedules.

4. The reactive control (or corrective) techniques are 
designed to recover synchronization in the presence 
of synchronization errors. An example of corrective 
mechanisms is included in the Stream 
Synchronization Protocol (SSP). 

Based on these criteria, Table I shows a classification of 
inter-media techniques. 

TABLE I. 
CLASSIFICATION OF INTER-MEDIA TECHNIQUES

Technique Location Description

Basic 
Control

Source 
control

 Add information useful for 
synchronization: timestamps, sequence 
numbers (identifiers), event information 
and/or source identifiers.

Receiver 
control

 Buffering techniques

Common 
Control

Source 
control

 Skip or pause MUs in the transmission 
process.

 Advance the transmission timing 
dynamically.

 Adjust the input rate.
 Media Scaling.

Receiver 
control

 Adjust the playout rate.
 Data Interpolation.

Preventive 
Control

Source 
control

 Initial playout instant calculation.
 Deadline-based transmission scheduling.
 Interleave MUs of different media 

streams in only one transport stream.
Receiver 
control

 Preventive skips of MUs (e.g.,
discardings) and/or preventive pauses of 
MUs (repetitions, insertions or stops).

 Change the buffering waiting time of 
MUs.

 Enlarge or shorten the silence periods of 
the streams.

Reactive 
Control

Source 
control

 Adjust the transmission timing.
 Decrease the media streams transmitted. 
 Drop low-priority MUs.

Receiver 
control

 Reactive skips (eliminations or 
discardings) and/or reactive pauses 
(repetitions, insertions or stops).

 Make playout duration extensions or 
reductions (playout rate adjustments).

 Use of virtual time with contractions or 
expansions.

 Master/slave scheme.
 Late event discarding (Event-based).
 Rollback techniques (Event-based) 
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techniques must be provided to meet the IDMS 
synchronization requirements in practical content delivery 
networks. The levels of required synchrony among the 
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many-to-many), and do so without prior knowledge of the 
end-to-end delay distribution, or the distribution of the clock 
drift. The only a-priori knowledge the protocols require is an 
upper bound on the end-to-end delay. Boronat et al. [16]
reviewed the most-known multimedia group and inter-stream 
synchronization approaches. Group synchronization 
techniques can be classified at three schemes (discussed later). 
These schemes are based on the Virtual-Time Rendering
(VTR) media synchronization algorithm to determine the 
output timing of each MU so that the timing can be the same 
at all the destinations. VTR algorithm is applicable to 
networks with unknown delay bounds. It makes use of 
globally synchronized clocks. VTR consists of the dynamic 
adjustment of the MUs rendering-time according to the 
network condition. For a better understanding of these 
schemes, let us consider that M sources and N
destinations/receivers are connected through a network. MUs 
of M different streams have been stored with timestamps in M
sources, and they are broadcasted to all the receivers. The 
timestamp contained in a MU indicates its generation time. 
The streams often fall into a Master stream and Slave streams.
At each receiver, the slave streams are synchronized with the 
Master stream by using an inter-media synchronization 
mechanism. 

A. Master/Slave (M/S) Receiver Scheme  
In M/S scheme [18], the receivers are categorized into one 

Master receiver and Slave receivers. Multiple streams are 
received at each receiver and one of these streams acts as 
Master stream in order inter-media synchronization to be 
achieved at each receiver (Fig. 3).  
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users for emerging distributed applications) have not 
sufficiently determined yet [3].  

Akyildiz and Yen [6] introduced group synchronization 
protocols for real-time multimedia applications including 
teleconference, tele-orchestration, and multimedia on demand 
services. Their protocols achieve synchronization for all 
configurations (one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, and 
many-to-many), and do so without prior knowledge of the 
end-to-end delay distribution, or the distribution of the clock 
drift. The only a-priori knowledge the protocols require is an 
upper bound on the end-to-end delay. Boronat et al. [16]
reviewed the most-known multimedia group and inter-stream 
synchronization approaches. Group synchronization 
techniques can be classified at three schemes (discussed later). 
These schemes are based on the Virtual-Time Rendering
(VTR) media synchronization algorithm to determine the 
output timing of each MU so that the timing can be the same 
at all the destinations. VTR algorithm is applicable to 
networks with unknown delay bounds. It makes use of 
globally synchronized clocks. VTR consists of the dynamic 
adjustment of the MUs rendering-time according to the 
network condition. For a better understanding of these 
schemes, let us consider that M sources and N
destinations/receivers are connected through a network. MUs 
of M different streams have been stored with timestamps in M
sources, and they are broadcasted to all the receivers. The 
timestamp contained in a MU indicates its generation time. 
The streams often fall into a Master stream and Slave streams.
At each receiver, the slave streams are synchronized with the 
Master stream by using an inter-media synchronization 
mechanism. 

A. Master/Slave (M/S) Receiver Scheme  
In M/S scheme [18], the receivers are categorized into one 

Master receiver and Slave receivers. Multiple streams are 
received at each receiver and one of these streams acts as 
Master stream in order inter-media synchronization to be 
achieved at each receiver (Fig. 3).  
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transport protocols, operating systems, and 
synchronization schedules.

4. The reactive control (or corrective) techniques are 
designed to recover synchronization in the presence 
of synchronization errors. An example of corrective 
mechanisms is included in the Stream 
Synchronization Protocol (SSP). 

Based on these criteria, Table I shows a classification of 
inter-media techniques. 

TABLE I. 
CLASSIFICATION OF INTER-MEDIA TECHNIQUES

Technique Location Description

Basic 
Control

Source 
control

 Add information useful for 
synchronization: timestamps, sequence 
numbers (identifiers), event information 
and/or source identifiers.

Receiver 
control

 Buffering techniques

Common 
Control

Source 
control

 Skip or pause MUs in the transmission 
process.

 Advance the transmission timing 
dynamically.

 Adjust the input rate.
 Media Scaling.

Receiver 
control

 Adjust the playout rate.
 Data Interpolation.

Preventive 
Control

Source 
control

 Initial playout instant calculation.
 Deadline-based transmission scheduling.
 Interleave MUs of different media 

streams in only one transport stream.
Receiver 
control

 Preventive skips of MUs (e.g.,
discardings) and/or preventive pauses of 
MUs (repetitions, insertions or stops).

 Change the buffering waiting time of 
MUs.

 Enlarge or shorten the silence periods of 
the streams.

Reactive 
Control

Source 
control

 Adjust the transmission timing.
 Decrease the media streams transmitted. 
 Drop low-priority MUs.

Receiver 
control

 Reactive skips (eliminations or 
discardings) and/or reactive pauses 
(repetitions, insertions or stops).

 Make playout duration extensions or 
reductions (playout rate adjustments).

 Use of virtual time with contractions or 
expansions.

 Master/slave scheme.
 Late event discarding (Event-based).
 Rollback techniques (Event-based) 
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It starts with an animation (Animation) which is partially 
commented using an audio sequence (Audio1). Starting the 
animation presentation, a multiple-choice question is 
presented to the user (Interaction). If the user has made a 
selection, a final picture (P1) is shown. Then, the replay of a
recorded user interaction (RI) follows with a slide sequence 
(P2-P5), and a lip-synchronized audio/video sequence (Audio2 
and Video). Blakowski and Steinmetz [5] illustrated the main 
specification methods that can describe synchronization 
scenarios. These methods are interval-based specification, 
control flow-based specification, axes-based synchronization, 
event-based synchronization, scripts, and comments. Among 
them, Scripts is one of the most powerful methods that 
describe the majority of synchronization scenarios. Scripts 
often become full programming languages extended by timing 
operations. Such language is SMIL (Synchronized Multimedia 
Integration Language) that became a standard (W3C SMIL 
3.0, Dec. 2008). Scripts may rely on different specification 
methods. A typical script is a script that is based on a 
hierarchical method and supports three main operations: serial 
presentation, parallel presentation, and the repeated 
presentation of a media object. Below, we write a script for the 
application example depicted in Fig. 1. 

The symbols & and >> denote parallel and serial presentation 
correspondingly. Note that activities and subscripts compose 
the script. A synchronization specification of a multimedia 

object describes all temporal dependencies of the objects 
included in this object. It is comprised of: 

 Intra-object synchronization specifications for the media 
objects of the presentation. 

 QoS descriptions for intra-object synchronization. 
 Inter-object synchronization specifications for media 

objects of the presentation. 
 QoS descriptions for inter-object synchronization. 

To achieve inter-stream synchronization, various algorithms 
have been applied. Also, there are several types of intra-stream 
synchronization control such as Skipping [11], Buffering [11],
Adaptive Buffer Control (ABC) [12], Queue Monitoring (QM) 
[13], Virtual-Time Rendering (VTR) [14], and Media Adaptive 
Buffering [15]. Boronat et al. [16] have reviewed and 
compared the most powerful inter-stream synchronization 
algorithms. The building blocks of these algorithms are the 
synchronization techniques utilized both at the sender and the 
receiver sides. These algorithms can use multiple 
synchronization techniques to achieve synchronization aim 
even from different categories [17]. 

C. Classification of Inter-Media Techniques 
Boronat et al. [16] categorized synchronization techniques 

according to the ‘location’, ‘content’, ‘sync information used’
and ‘purpose’. 
 Location of synchronization technique: The 

synchronization control can be performed either by source 
or receiver. If control is performed by the source, most of 
the time it will require some feedback information from 
the receiver. The receiver will tell the source about the 
degree of asynchrony at the current instance. 

 Live vs. Synthetic synchronization (Type of Media): In 
live media, the temporal relations are exactly reproduced 
at a presentation as they existed during the capture 
process. Synthetic synchronization techniques are used 
for stored media.

 Information used for synchronization technique: The 
information included in the MU for the synchronization 
purpose can be different like timestamp, sequence 
number. Some techniques use either sequence number or 
timestamp, while others may use both. For example, the 
Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) provides timestamps 
to synchronize different media streams. 

 Purpose of synchronization technique: The techniques
can be divided into four subcategories with respect to 
their purpose:  
1. The basic control techniques are required in almost 

all synchronization algorithms. Examples are adding 
synchronization information in MUs at the source 
and buffering of MUs at the receiver.

2. The common control techniques can be applied in 
both ways.  

3. The preventive control techniques are used to prevent 
the asynchrony in the streams. Preventive 
mechanisms minimize latencies and jitters and may 
involve disk-reading scheduling algorithms, network 

Fig. 1. An inter-media synchronization example

activity Picture     Picture1(“picture1.jpeg”); 
activity DigAudio    Audio1(“animation.au”); 
activity RTAnima     Animation(“animation.ani”); 
activity Xrecorder    Recorder(“window.rec”); 
activity StartInteraction Selection; 
activity Picture     Picture2(“picture2.jpeg”); 
activity Picture     Picture3(“picture3.jpeg”); 
activity Picture     Picture4(“picture4.jpeg”); 
activity Picture     Picture5(“picture5.jpeg”); 
 
activity DigAudio    Audio2(“audio2.au”); 
activity SMP       Video(“video.smp”); 
 
script AniComment CC = Animation & 
Audio1.Translate(GR); 
script Picture_sequence 
  4Pictures =    Picture2.Duration(3)>> 
          Picture3.Duration(3)>> 

Picture4.Duration(3)>> 
          Picture5.Duration(3); 
script Lipsynch  AV = Audio2 & Video; 
script Multimedia 
 Application_example { 
          ((Selection Picture1) & CC >> 
          Record.UI >> 
          4Pictures>> 
          AV 
       } 

Fig. 2. A script for the example depicted in Fig. 1
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transport protocols, operating systems, and 
synchronization schedules.

4. The reactive control (or corrective) techniques are 
designed to recover synchronization in the presence 
of synchronization errors. An example of corrective 
mechanisms is included in the Stream 
Synchronization Protocol (SSP). 

Based on these criteria, Table I shows a classification of 
inter-media techniques. 
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CLASSIFICATION OF INTER-MEDIA TECHNIQUES

Technique Location Description

Basic 
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Source 
control

 Add information useful for 
synchronization: timestamps, sequence 
numbers (identifiers), event information 
and/or source identifiers.

Receiver 
control

 Buffering techniques
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Control
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control

 Skip or pause MUs in the transmission 
process.

 Advance the transmission timing 
dynamically.

 Adjust the input rate.
 Media Scaling.

Receiver 
control

 Adjust the playout rate.
 Data Interpolation.

Preventive 
Control

Source 
control

 Initial playout instant calculation.
 Deadline-based transmission scheduling.
 Interleave MUs of different media 

streams in only one transport stream.
Receiver 
control

 Preventive skips of MUs (e.g.,
discardings) and/or preventive pauses of 
MUs (repetitions, insertions or stops).

 Change the buffering waiting time of 
MUs.

 Enlarge or shorten the silence periods of 
the streams.

Reactive 
Control

Source 
control

 Adjust the transmission timing.
 Decrease the media streams transmitted. 
 Drop low-priority MUs.

Receiver 
control

 Reactive skips (eliminations or 
discardings) and/or reactive pauses 
(repetitions, insertions or stops).

 Make playout duration extensions or 
reductions (playout rate adjustments).

 Use of virtual time with contractions or 
expansions.

 Master/slave scheme.
 Late event discarding (Event-based).
 Rollback techniques (Event-based) 
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techniques must be provided to meet the IDMS 
synchronization requirements in practical content delivery 
networks. The levels of required synchrony among the 
receivers depend on the application on hand. However, the 
exact ranges of asynchrony levels (which could be tolerated by 
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protocols for real-time multimedia applications including 
teleconference, tele-orchestration, and multimedia on demand 
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configurations (one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, and 
many-to-many), and do so without prior knowledge of the 
end-to-end delay distribution, or the distribution of the clock 
drift. The only a-priori knowledge the protocols require is an 
upper bound on the end-to-end delay. Boronat et al. [16]
reviewed the most-known multimedia group and inter-stream 
synchronization approaches. Group synchronization 
techniques can be classified at three schemes (discussed later). 
These schemes are based on the Virtual-Time Rendering
(VTR) media synchronization algorithm to determine the 
output timing of each MU so that the timing can be the same 
at all the destinations. VTR algorithm is applicable to 
networks with unknown delay bounds. It makes use of 
globally synchronized clocks. VTR consists of the dynamic 
adjustment of the MUs rendering-time according to the 
network condition. For a better understanding of these 
schemes, let us consider that M sources and N
destinations/receivers are connected through a network. MUs 
of M different streams have been stored with timestamps in M
sources, and they are broadcasted to all the receivers. The 
timestamp contained in a MU indicates its generation time. 
The streams often fall into a Master stream and Slave streams.
At each receiver, the slave streams are synchronized with the 
Master stream by using an inter-media synchronization 
mechanism. 

A. Master/Slave (M/S) Receiver Scheme  
In M/S scheme [18], the receivers are categorized into one 

Master receiver and Slave receivers. Multiple streams are 
received at each receiver and one of these streams acts as 
Master stream in order inter-media synchronization to be 
achieved at each receiver (Fig. 3).  
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None of the slave receivers send any feedback information 
about the timing of the playout processes. It only adjusts the 
playout timing of MUs to that of the Master receiver. Only the 
Master receiver sends (multicasts) its playout timing to all the 
other (slave) receivers. The Master receiver controls and 
computes the presentation time of the MUs according to its 
own state of the received stream data. Group synchronization 
is achieved by adjusting the presentation time of the MUs of 
master stream at the slave receivers to that of the Master 
receiver. Therefore, the slave receivers should present MUs at 
the same timing as the Master receiver. The synchronization 
of the slave receivers is achieved as follows: 
 The Master receiver multicasts a control packet to all 

slave receivers. This control packet includes the 
presentation time of its first MU of the master stream. 
This process is called “initial presentation adjustment”. 

 When the target presentation time of the Master receiver 
changes, the Master receiver notifies all the slaves about 
this modification by multicasting a control packet. This 
control packet contains the amount of time that is 
modified and the sequence number of the MU for which 
the target presentation time has been changed.  

 The Master receiver periodically multicasts proper control 
packets to accommodate the newly joined slave receivers. 

Boronat et al. [20] presented the M/S scheme by extending 
the RTP/RTCP (Real-time Transport Protocol/ RTP Control 
Protocol) messages for containing the synchronization 
information. Fig. 3 presents the different type of message 
exchanges in the basic M/S scheme. The advantage of the M/S
technique is its simplicity and the decreased amount of 
information exchange (i.e., control packets) to support group 
synchronization. However, the selection of the Master receiver 
can influence the performance of the scheme because slave 
receivers must present MUs at the same timing as the Master 
receiver. If the fastest (more advanced) receiver is selected as 
the master, the playout point of this receiver is selected as the 
IDMS reference. This will result to poor presentation quality 
at slower (or more lagged) receivers. On the contrary, if the 
slowest receiver is selected as master, this will result in high 
packet drops at faster slave receiver(s). It is noteworthy that 
synchronization can also be based on the mean playout point 

(i.e., the IDMS reference is calculated by averaging the 
playout timing reported from all the distributed receivers). A 
problem with the M/S technique is that the master can act as a 
bottleneck in the system. A second problem deals with the 
associated degree of unfairness with the slave receivers. 
Boronat et al. [21] discussed possible options with pros and 
cons for the master selection in this scheme. 

B. Synchronization Maestro Scheme (SMS) 
In SMS scheme [22], all the receivers are handled fairly as 

master and slaves do not exist. SMS involves a 
Synchronization Manager (SM) which can be performed by 
one of the source or receiver. For example, in Fig. 4, one 
receiver (destination) performs the role of SM.  

Each receiver estimates the network delay and uses the 
estimates to determine the local presentation time of the MU. 
Then, each receiver sends this estimated presentation time of 
MU to the SM. After that, the SM gathers the estimates from 
the receivers and adjusts the presentation timing among the 
receivers by multicasting control packets to receivers. The 
SMS scheme assumes that the clock speed at the sources and 
receivers is the same and that the current local times are also 
the same (i.e., globally synchronized clocks). Figure 4 depicts 
the basic principle of the SMS technique. Boronat et al. [16]
presented the RTCP-based schemes which follow the same 
basic principle. The SMS scheme (like the M/S) is a 
centralized solution, and thus it can confront the bottleneck 
problem. The advantage of the SMS scheme over M/S is its 
fairness to the receivers because the feedback information of 
all the receivers is accounted for determining the presentation 
time of the MU. However, this fairness costs more 
communication overhead among the receiver and the 
Synchronization Manager (SM). 

C. Distributed Control Scheme (DCS) 
Figure 5 illustrates the DCS scheme [23]. Each receiver 
estimates the network delay, and then determines the 
presentation time of the MU. Then, it sends (multicasts) this 
presentation time to all the receivers. After that, every receiver 
will have the entire view of the estimated time of MU. Each 
receiver has the flexibility to decide the reference playout time 
among the timing of all the receivers. The DCS scheme 
provides higher flexibility to each receiver to decide the 

Fig. 4. Synchronization Maestro Scheme [19].

Fig. 3. Master/Slave Receiver Scheme [19].
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presentation time of MU. For example, it is possible that by 
selecting the presentation time of other receiver, it can achieve 
higher group synchronization quality, but it may cause the 
inter-media or intra-media synchronization degradation. In this 
case, the receiver has the flexibility to choose between the 
types of synchronization depending upon the nature of 
application on hand. If the application on hand requires the 
higher inter-media or intra-media synchronization and can 
sacrifice on the group synchronization to certain limit, then the 
receiver can select its own determined presentation time and 
vice versa. DCS is a distributed scheme by nature and does not 
suffer from the bottleneck problem. If one or more receivers 
leave the system, it will not disturb the overall scheme. This 
greater flexibility and the distributed nature of DCS make it 
complex in terms of processing. This happens because the 
receiver does more calculations and comparisons before 
deciding the presentation time of MU. Finally, DCS has a
higher message complexity, because each receiver multicasts 
the estimated presentation time. 

D. Comparison  of Control Schemes - Lessons Learned 
The following factors affect IDMS performance (i.e., the level 
of synchronicity among receivers). These factors can be used 
as evaluation criteria for the comparison of IDMS control 
schemes [3][16]: 

Robustness: Disconnections and failures of some receivers/ 
participants may affect the ability to perform the IDMS 
control. In a distributed control architecture (DCS), the failure 
of any of the participant has a slight effect on the other 
participants because each one of them is independent and has 
locally all the required information to compute the overall 
synchronization status at any time. In SMS, if the Maestro 
cannot communicate with the other terminals owing to some
trouble, no destination can carry out the IDMS control. 
Generally, a centralized scheme (SMS or M/S) is less robust
than distributed schemes. A distributed architecture (DCS) is 
more robust because it can simplify the deployment and 
maintenance of a distributed multimedia application. 

Scalability: This is the ability to handle multiple concurrent 
participants/receivers in an IDMS session. SMS requires the 

maintenance of a dedicated server (Maestro) to which all the 
control information converges. Thus, SMS may present higher 
scalability constraints. For example, multiple receivers may 
send control packets almost simultaneously, thus originating a 
feedback-implosion problem because of the IDMS control. As 
the number of the receivers/participants increases, bursty 
traffic due to control packets can overwhelm the 
synchronization manager and may degrade the output quality 
of the media streams.  

Traffic overhead: It is generated by two factors: (1) the 
distribution of the playout timing messages from the 
participants to the synchronization manager; and (2) the 
transmission of playout setting instructions. Generally, traffic 
overhead may be higher in DCS than in SMS. 

Interactivity (low delays): Each slave destination can 
compute the detected playout asynchrony when it receives the 
control messages from the master destination. Consequently, 
the lowest delays may be achieved using the M/S scheme. In 
DCS, each participant must gather the overall status from all 
the other active participants. As a result, delays in DCS are bit
larger. In SMS, the Maestro must gather the playout timing of 
all the receivers, and then send back to them new control 
messages including IDMS setting instructions. Therefore, the 
highest delay (smallest interactivity) occurs in SMS, but this 
delay depends on the network topology and on the routing tree 
structure. 

Location of control nodes: The location of the multimedia 
source and the location of the synchronization manager affect 
the IDMS performance of the schemes. Centralized control 
schemes are more sensitive to these locations. Under heavily 
loaded network conditions, the IDMS performance with SMS 
can be slightly larger than the one with M/S and DCS 
schemes, if the media source is selected as the Maestro. This is 
due to the fact that IDMS control packets sent by the Maestro 
are sent through the same path as the MUs (e.g., video frames, 
encapsulated in data packets). In SMS scheme, IDMS control 
messages scarcely increase the network load. But, if the 
bandwidth availability is limited, some (data or control) 
packets may be dropped. If a control packet is dropped (lost), 
the destination cannot get the reference output timing until 
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the master, the data packets are less likely dropped on the 
intermediate links because it does not need to receive control 
packets and their own sent control packets may be transmitted 
in the opposite direction to the media data packets. 

Consistency: In media-sharing applications, consistency is 
required to guarantee concurrently synchronized playout states 
in all the distributed participants. In centralized schemes, 
inconsistency between receivers’ states occurs less likely, 
since all of them always receive the same control information 
about IDMS timing from the Maestro (in SMS) or the Master 
receiver (in M/S scheme). On the contrary, in a DCS scheme, 
there is no guarantee that the same reference IDMS timing, 
from among all the collected IDMS control reports, will be 
selected in all the distributed receivers since each one takes its 
own decisions locally. This leads to a more probable potential 
inter-receivers inconsistency.  

Security: Centralized architectures provide higher security 
than distributed architectures. In DCS architectures, we have 
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None of the slave receivers send any feedback information 
about the timing of the playout processes. It only adjusts the 
playout timing of MUs to that of the Master receiver. Only the 
Master receiver sends (multicasts) its playout timing to all the 
other (slave) receivers. The Master receiver controls and 
computes the presentation time of the MUs according to its 
own state of the received stream data. Group synchronization 
is achieved by adjusting the presentation time of the MUs of 
master stream at the slave receivers to that of the Master 
receiver. Therefore, the slave receivers should present MUs at 
the same timing as the Master receiver. The synchronization 
of the slave receivers is achieved as follows: 
 The Master receiver multicasts a control packet to all 

slave receivers. This control packet includes the 
presentation time of its first MU of the master stream. 
This process is called “initial presentation adjustment”. 

 When the target presentation time of the Master receiver 
changes, the Master receiver notifies all the slaves about 
this modification by multicasting a control packet. This 
control packet contains the amount of time that is 
modified and the sequence number of the MU for which 
the target presentation time has been changed.  

 The Master receiver periodically multicasts proper control 
packets to accommodate the newly joined slave receivers. 

Boronat et al. [20] presented the M/S scheme by extending 
the RTP/RTCP (Real-time Transport Protocol/ RTP Control 
Protocol) messages for containing the synchronization 
information. Fig. 3 presents the different type of message 
exchanges in the basic M/S scheme. The advantage of the M/S
technique is its simplicity and the decreased amount of 
information exchange (i.e., control packets) to support group 
synchronization. However, the selection of the Master receiver 
can influence the performance of the scheme because slave 
receivers must present MUs at the same timing as the Master 
receiver. If the fastest (more advanced) receiver is selected as 
the master, the playout point of this receiver is selected as the 
IDMS reference. This will result to poor presentation quality 
at slower (or more lagged) receivers. On the contrary, if the 
slowest receiver is selected as master, this will result in high 
packet drops at faster slave receiver(s). It is noteworthy that 
synchronization can also be based on the mean playout point 

(i.e., the IDMS reference is calculated by averaging the 
playout timing reported from all the distributed receivers). A 
problem with the M/S technique is that the master can act as a 
bottleneck in the system. A second problem deals with the 
associated degree of unfairness with the slave receivers. 
Boronat et al. [21] discussed possible options with pros and 
cons for the master selection in this scheme. 

B. Synchronization Maestro Scheme (SMS) 
In SMS scheme [22], all the receivers are handled fairly as 

master and slaves do not exist. SMS involves a 
Synchronization Manager (SM) which can be performed by 
one of the source or receiver. For example, in Fig. 4, one 
receiver (destination) performs the role of SM.  

Each receiver estimates the network delay and uses the 
estimates to determine the local presentation time of the MU. 
Then, each receiver sends this estimated presentation time of 
MU to the SM. After that, the SM gathers the estimates from 
the receivers and adjusts the presentation timing among the 
receivers by multicasting control packets to receivers. The 
SMS scheme assumes that the clock speed at the sources and 
receivers is the same and that the current local times are also 
the same (i.e., globally synchronized clocks). Figure 4 depicts 
the basic principle of the SMS technique. Boronat et al. [16]
presented the RTCP-based schemes which follow the same 
basic principle. The SMS scheme (like the M/S) is a 
centralized solution, and thus it can confront the bottleneck 
problem. The advantage of the SMS scheme over M/S is its 
fairness to the receivers because the feedback information of 
all the receivers is accounted for determining the presentation 
time of the MU. However, this fairness costs more 
communication overhead among the receiver and the 
Synchronization Manager (SM). 

C. Distributed Control Scheme (DCS) 
Figure 5 illustrates the DCS scheme [23]. Each receiver 
estimates the network delay, and then determines the 
presentation time of the MU. Then, it sends (multicasts) this 
presentation time to all the receivers. After that, every receiver 
will have the entire view of the estimated time of MU. Each 
receiver has the flexibility to decide the reference playout time 
among the timing of all the receivers. The DCS scheme 
provides higher flexibility to each receiver to decide the 
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control packet contains the amount of time that is 
modified and the sequence number of the MU for which 
the target presentation time has been changed.  
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Boronat et al. [20] presented the M/S scheme by extending 
the RTP/RTCP (Real-time Transport Protocol/ RTP Control 
Protocol) messages for containing the synchronization 
information. Fig. 3 presents the different type of message 
exchanges in the basic M/S scheme. The advantage of the M/S
technique is its simplicity and the decreased amount of 
information exchange (i.e., control packets) to support group 
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can influence the performance of the scheme because slave 
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the master, the playout point of this receiver is selected as the 
IDMS reference. This will result to poor presentation quality 
at slower (or more lagged) receivers. On the contrary, if the 
slowest receiver is selected as master, this will result in high 
packet drops at faster slave receiver(s). It is noteworthy that 
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(i.e., the IDMS reference is calculated by averaging the 
playout timing reported from all the distributed receivers). A 
problem with the M/S technique is that the master can act as a 
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associated degree of unfairness with the slave receivers. 
Boronat et al. [21] discussed possible options with pros and 
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Synchronization Manager (SM) which can be performed by 
one of the source or receiver. For example, in Fig. 4, one 
receiver (destination) performs the role of SM.  

Each receiver estimates the network delay and uses the 
estimates to determine the local presentation time of the MU. 
Then, each receiver sends this estimated presentation time of 
MU to the SM. After that, the SM gathers the estimates from 
the receivers and adjusts the presentation timing among the 
receivers by multicasting control packets to receivers. The 
SMS scheme assumes that the clock speed at the sources and 
receivers is the same and that the current local times are also 
the same (i.e., globally synchronized clocks). Figure 4 depicts 
the basic principle of the SMS technique. Boronat et al. [16]
presented the RTCP-based schemes which follow the same 
basic principle. The SMS scheme (like the M/S) is a 
centralized solution, and thus it can confront the bottleneck 
problem. The advantage of the SMS scheme over M/S is its 
fairness to the receivers because the feedback information of 
all the receivers is accounted for determining the presentation 
time of the MU. However, this fairness costs more 
communication overhead among the receiver and the 
Synchronization Manager (SM). 
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Figure 5 illustrates the DCS scheme [23]. Each receiver 
estimates the network delay, and then determines the 
presentation time of the MU. Then, it sends (multicasts) this 
presentation time to all the receivers. After that, every receiver 
will have the entire view of the estimated time of MU. Each 
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among the timing of all the receivers. The DCS scheme 
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control packet contains the amount of time that is 
modified and the sequence number of the MU for which 
the target presentation time has been changed.  
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technique is its simplicity and the decreased amount of 
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the master, the playout point of this receiver is selected as the 
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at slower (or more lagged) receivers. On the contrary, if the 
slowest receiver is selected as master, this will result in high 
packet drops at faster slave receiver(s). It is noteworthy that 
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(i.e., the IDMS reference is calculated by averaging the 
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associated degree of unfairness with the slave receivers. 
Boronat et al. [21] discussed possible options with pros and 
cons for the master selection in this scheme. 
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Synchronization Manager (SM) which can be performed by 
one of the source or receiver. For example, in Fig. 4, one 
receiver (destination) performs the role of SM.  

Each receiver estimates the network delay and uses the 
estimates to determine the local presentation time of the MU. 
Then, each receiver sends this estimated presentation time of 
MU to the SM. After that, the SM gathers the estimates from 
the receivers and adjusts the presentation timing among the 
receivers by multicasting control packets to receivers. The 
SMS scheme assumes that the clock speed at the sources and 
receivers is the same and that the current local times are also 
the same (i.e., globally synchronized clocks). Figure 4 depicts 
the basic principle of the SMS technique. Boronat et al. [16]
presented the RTCP-based schemes which follow the same 
basic principle. The SMS scheme (like the M/S) is a 
centralized solution, and thus it can confront the bottleneck 
problem. The advantage of the SMS scheme over M/S is its 
fairness to the receivers because the feedback information of 
all the receivers is accounted for determining the presentation 
time of the MU. However, this fairness costs more 
communication overhead among the receiver and the 
Synchronization Manager (SM). 

C. Distributed Control Scheme (DCS) 
Figure 5 illustrates the DCS scheme [23]. Each receiver 
estimates the network delay, and then determines the 
presentation time of the MU. Then, it sends (multicasts) this 
presentation time to all the receivers. After that, every receiver 
will have the entire view of the estimated time of MU. Each 
receiver has the flexibility to decide the reference playout time 
among the timing of all the receivers. The DCS scheme 
provides higher flexibility to each receiver to decide the 
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presentation time of MU. For example, it is possible that by 
selecting the presentation time of other receiver, it can achieve 
higher group synchronization quality, but it may cause the 
inter-media or intra-media synchronization degradation. In this 
case, the receiver has the flexibility to choose between the 
types of synchronization depending upon the nature of 
application on hand. If the application on hand requires the 
higher inter-media or intra-media synchronization and can 
sacrifice on the group synchronization to certain limit, then the 
receiver can select its own determined presentation time and 
vice versa. DCS is a distributed scheme by nature and does not 
suffer from the bottleneck problem. If one or more receivers 
leave the system, it will not disturb the overall scheme. This 
greater flexibility and the distributed nature of DCS make it 
complex in terms of processing. This happens because the 
receiver does more calculations and comparisons before 
deciding the presentation time of MU. Finally, DCS has a
higher message complexity, because each receiver multicasts 
the estimated presentation time. 

D. Comparison  of Control Schemes - Lessons Learned 
The following factors affect IDMS performance (i.e., the level 
of synchronicity among receivers). These factors can be used 
as evaluation criteria for the comparison of IDMS control 
schemes [3][16]: 

Robustness: Disconnections and failures of some receivers/ 
participants may affect the ability to perform the IDMS 
control. In a distributed control architecture (DCS), the failure 
of any of the participant has a slight effect on the other 
participants because each one of them is independent and has 
locally all the required information to compute the overall 
synchronization status at any time. In SMS, if the Maestro 
cannot communicate with the other terminals owing to some
trouble, no destination can carry out the IDMS control. 
Generally, a centralized scheme (SMS or M/S) is less robust
than distributed schemes. A distributed architecture (DCS) is 
more robust because it can simplify the deployment and 
maintenance of a distributed multimedia application. 

Scalability: This is the ability to handle multiple concurrent 
participants/receivers in an IDMS session. SMS requires the 

maintenance of a dedicated server (Maestro) to which all the 
control information converges. Thus, SMS may present higher 
scalability constraints. For example, multiple receivers may 
send control packets almost simultaneously, thus originating a 
feedback-implosion problem because of the IDMS control. As 
the number of the receivers/participants increases, bursty 
traffic due to control packets can overwhelm the 
synchronization manager and may degrade the output quality 
of the media streams.  

Traffic overhead: It is generated by two factors: (1) the 
distribution of the playout timing messages from the 
participants to the synchronization manager; and (2) the 
transmission of playout setting instructions. Generally, traffic 
overhead may be higher in DCS than in SMS. 

Interactivity (low delays): Each slave destination can 
compute the detected playout asynchrony when it receives the 
control messages from the master destination. Consequently, 
the lowest delays may be achieved using the M/S scheme. In 
DCS, each participant must gather the overall status from all 
the other active participants. As a result, delays in DCS are bit
larger. In SMS, the Maestro must gather the playout timing of 
all the receivers, and then send back to them new control 
messages including IDMS setting instructions. Therefore, the 
highest delay (smallest interactivity) occurs in SMS, but this 
delay depends on the network topology and on the routing tree 
structure. 

Location of control nodes: The location of the multimedia 
source and the location of the synchronization manager affect 
the IDMS performance of the schemes. Centralized control 
schemes are more sensitive to these locations. Under heavily 
loaded network conditions, the IDMS performance with SMS 
can be slightly larger than the one with M/S and DCS 
schemes, if the media source is selected as the Maestro. This is 
due to the fact that IDMS control packets sent by the Maestro 
are sent through the same path as the MUs (e.g., video frames, 
encapsulated in data packets). In SMS scheme, IDMS control 
messages scarcely increase the network load. But, if the 
bandwidth availability is limited, some (data or control) 
packets may be dropped. If a control packet is dropped (lost), 
the destination cannot get the reference output timing until 
receiving the next control packet. On the other hand, in M/S 
scheme, if the most heavily loaded destination is selected as 
the master, the data packets are less likely dropped on the 
intermediate links because it does not need to receive control 
packets and their own sent control packets may be transmitted 
in the opposite direction to the media data packets. 

Consistency: In media-sharing applications, consistency is 
required to guarantee concurrently synchronized playout states 
in all the distributed participants. In centralized schemes, 
inconsistency between receivers’ states occurs less likely, 
since all of them always receive the same control information 
about IDMS timing from the Maestro (in SMS) or the Master 
receiver (in M/S scheme). On the contrary, in a DCS scheme, 
there is no guarantee that the same reference IDMS timing, 
from among all the collected IDMS control reports, will be 
selected in all the distributed receivers since each one takes its 
own decisions locally. This leads to a more probable potential 
inter-receivers inconsistency.  

Security: Centralized architectures provide higher security 
than distributed architectures. In DCS architectures, we have 
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participants because each one of them is independent and has 
locally all the required information to compute the overall 
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cannot communicate with the other terminals owing to some
trouble, no destination can carry out the IDMS control. 
Generally, a centralized scheme (SMS or M/S) is less robust
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more robust because it can simplify the deployment and 
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distribution of the playout timing messages from the 
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transmission of playout setting instructions. Generally, traffic 
overhead may be higher in DCS than in SMS. 

Interactivity (low delays): Each slave destination can 
compute the detected playout asynchrony when it receives the 
control messages from the master destination. Consequently, 
the lowest delays may be achieved using the M/S scheme. In 
DCS, each participant must gather the overall status from all 
the other active participants. As a result, delays in DCS are bit
larger. In SMS, the Maestro must gather the playout timing of 
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messages including IDMS setting instructions. Therefore, the 
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delay depends on the network topology and on the routing tree 
structure. 
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can be slightly larger than the one with M/S and DCS 
schemes, if the media source is selected as the Maestro. This is 
due to the fact that IDMS control packets sent by the Maestro 
are sent through the same path as the MUs (e.g., video frames, 
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None of the slave receivers send any feedback information 
about the timing of the playout processes. It only adjusts the 
playout timing of MUs to that of the Master receiver. Only the 
Master receiver sends (multicasts) its playout timing to all the 
other (slave) receivers. The Master receiver controls and 
computes the presentation time of the MUs according to its 
own state of the received stream data. Group synchronization 
is achieved by adjusting the presentation time of the MUs of 
master stream at the slave receivers to that of the Master 
receiver. Therefore, the slave receivers should present MUs at 
the same timing as the Master receiver. The synchronization 
of the slave receivers is achieved as follows: 
 The Master receiver multicasts a control packet to all 

slave receivers. This control packet includes the 
presentation time of its first MU of the master stream. 
This process is called “initial presentation adjustment”. 

 When the target presentation time of the Master receiver 
changes, the Master receiver notifies all the slaves about 
this modification by multicasting a control packet. This 
control packet contains the amount of time that is 
modified and the sequence number of the MU for which 
the target presentation time has been changed.  

 The Master receiver periodically multicasts proper control 
packets to accommodate the newly joined slave receivers. 

Boronat et al. [20] presented the M/S scheme by extending 
the RTP/RTCP (Real-time Transport Protocol/ RTP Control 
Protocol) messages for containing the synchronization 
information. Fig. 3 presents the different type of message 
exchanges in the basic M/S scheme. The advantage of the M/S
technique is its simplicity and the decreased amount of 
information exchange (i.e., control packets) to support group 
synchronization. However, the selection of the Master receiver 
can influence the performance of the scheme because slave 
receivers must present MUs at the same timing as the Master 
receiver. If the fastest (more advanced) receiver is selected as 
the master, the playout point of this receiver is selected as the 
IDMS reference. This will result to poor presentation quality 
at slower (or more lagged) receivers. On the contrary, if the 
slowest receiver is selected as master, this will result in high 
packet drops at faster slave receiver(s). It is noteworthy that 
synchronization can also be based on the mean playout point 

(i.e., the IDMS reference is calculated by averaging the 
playout timing reported from all the distributed receivers). A 
problem with the M/S technique is that the master can act as a 
bottleneck in the system. A second problem deals with the 
associated degree of unfairness with the slave receivers. 
Boronat et al. [21] discussed possible options with pros and 
cons for the master selection in this scheme. 

B. Synchronization Maestro Scheme (SMS) 
In SMS scheme [22], all the receivers are handled fairly as 

master and slaves do not exist. SMS involves a 
Synchronization Manager (SM) which can be performed by 
one of the source or receiver. For example, in Fig. 4, one 
receiver (destination) performs the role of SM.  

Each receiver estimates the network delay and uses the 
estimates to determine the local presentation time of the MU. 
Then, each receiver sends this estimated presentation time of 
MU to the SM. After that, the SM gathers the estimates from 
the receivers and adjusts the presentation timing among the 
receivers by multicasting control packets to receivers. The 
SMS scheme assumes that the clock speed at the sources and 
receivers is the same and that the current local times are also 
the same (i.e., globally synchronized clocks). Figure 4 depicts 
the basic principle of the SMS technique. Boronat et al. [16]
presented the RTCP-based schemes which follow the same 
basic principle. The SMS scheme (like the M/S) is a 
centralized solution, and thus it can confront the bottleneck 
problem. The advantage of the SMS scheme over M/S is its 
fairness to the receivers because the feedback information of 
all the receivers is accounted for determining the presentation 
time of the MU. However, this fairness costs more 
communication overhead among the receiver and the 
Synchronization Manager (SM). 

C. Distributed Control Scheme (DCS) 
Figure 5 illustrates the DCS scheme [23]. Each receiver 
estimates the network delay, and then determines the 
presentation time of the MU. Then, it sends (multicasts) this 
presentation time to all the receivers. After that, every receiver 
will have the entire view of the estimated time of MU. Each 
receiver has the flexibility to decide the reference playout time 
among the timing of all the receivers. The DCS scheme 
provides higher flexibility to each receiver to decide the 
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None of the slave receivers send any feedback information 
about the timing of the playout processes. It only adjusts the 
playout timing of MUs to that of the Master receiver. Only the 
Master receiver sends (multicasts) its playout timing to all the 
other (slave) receivers. The Master receiver controls and 
computes the presentation time of the MUs according to its 
own state of the received stream data. Group synchronization 
is achieved by adjusting the presentation time of the MUs of 
master stream at the slave receivers to that of the Master 
receiver. Therefore, the slave receivers should present MUs at 
the same timing as the Master receiver. The synchronization 
of the slave receivers is achieved as follows: 
 The Master receiver multicasts a control packet to all 

slave receivers. This control packet includes the 
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changes, the Master receiver notifies all the slaves about 
this modification by multicasting a control packet. This 
control packet contains the amount of time that is 
modified and the sequence number of the MU for which 
the target presentation time has been changed.  
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packets to accommodate the newly joined slave receivers. 

Boronat et al. [20] presented the M/S scheme by extending 
the RTP/RTCP (Real-time Transport Protocol/ RTP Control 
Protocol) messages for containing the synchronization 
information. Fig. 3 presents the different type of message 
exchanges in the basic M/S scheme. The advantage of the M/S
technique is its simplicity and the decreased amount of 
information exchange (i.e., control packets) to support group 
synchronization. However, the selection of the Master receiver 
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receivers must present MUs at the same timing as the Master 
receiver. If the fastest (more advanced) receiver is selected as 
the master, the playout point of this receiver is selected as the 
IDMS reference. This will result to poor presentation quality 
at slower (or more lagged) receivers. On the contrary, if the 
slowest receiver is selected as master, this will result in high 
packet drops at faster slave receiver(s). It is noteworthy that 
synchronization can also be based on the mean playout point 

(i.e., the IDMS reference is calculated by averaging the 
playout timing reported from all the distributed receivers). A 
problem with the M/S technique is that the master can act as a 
bottleneck in the system. A second problem deals with the 
associated degree of unfairness with the slave receivers. 
Boronat et al. [21] discussed possible options with pros and 
cons for the master selection in this scheme. 

B. Synchronization Maestro Scheme (SMS) 
In SMS scheme [22], all the receivers are handled fairly as 

master and slaves do not exist. SMS involves a 
Synchronization Manager (SM) which can be performed by 
one of the source or receiver. For example, in Fig. 4, one 
receiver (destination) performs the role of SM.  

Each receiver estimates the network delay and uses the 
estimates to determine the local presentation time of the MU. 
Then, each receiver sends this estimated presentation time of 
MU to the SM. After that, the SM gathers the estimates from 
the receivers and adjusts the presentation timing among the 
receivers by multicasting control packets to receivers. The 
SMS scheme assumes that the clock speed at the sources and 
receivers is the same and that the current local times are also 
the same (i.e., globally synchronized clocks). Figure 4 depicts 
the basic principle of the SMS technique. Boronat et al. [16]
presented the RTCP-based schemes which follow the same 
basic principle. The SMS scheme (like the M/S) is a 
centralized solution, and thus it can confront the bottleneck 
problem. The advantage of the SMS scheme over M/S is its 
fairness to the receivers because the feedback information of 
all the receivers is accounted for determining the presentation 
time of the MU. However, this fairness costs more 
communication overhead among the receiver and the 
Synchronization Manager (SM). 

C. Distributed Control Scheme (DCS) 
Figure 5 illustrates the DCS scheme [23]. Each receiver 
estimates the network delay, and then determines the 
presentation time of the MU. Then, it sends (multicasts) this 
presentation time to all the receivers. After that, every receiver 
will have the entire view of the estimated time of MU. Each 
receiver has the flexibility to decide the reference playout time 
among the timing of all the receivers. The DCS scheme 
provides higher flexibility to each receiver to decide the 
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presentation time of MU. For example, it is possible that by 
selecting the presentation time of other receiver, it can achieve 
higher group synchronization quality, but it may cause the 
inter-media or intra-media synchronization degradation. In this 
case, the receiver has the flexibility to choose between the 
types of synchronization depending upon the nature of 
application on hand. If the application on hand requires the 
higher inter-media or intra-media synchronization and can 
sacrifice on the group synchronization to certain limit, then the 
receiver can select its own determined presentation time and 
vice versa. DCS is a distributed scheme by nature and does not 
suffer from the bottleneck problem. If one or more receivers 
leave the system, it will not disturb the overall scheme. This 
greater flexibility and the distributed nature of DCS make it 
complex in terms of processing. This happens because the 
receiver does more calculations and comparisons before 
deciding the presentation time of MU. Finally, DCS has a
higher message complexity, because each receiver multicasts 
the estimated presentation time. 

D. Comparison  of Control Schemes - Lessons Learned 
The following factors affect IDMS performance (i.e., the level 
of synchronicity among receivers). These factors can be used 
as evaluation criteria for the comparison of IDMS control 
schemes [3][16]: 

Robustness: Disconnections and failures of some receivers/ 
participants may affect the ability to perform the IDMS 
control. In a distributed control architecture (DCS), the failure 
of any of the participant has a slight effect on the other 
participants because each one of them is independent and has 
locally all the required information to compute the overall 
synchronization status at any time. In SMS, if the Maestro 
cannot communicate with the other terminals owing to some
trouble, no destination can carry out the IDMS control. 
Generally, a centralized scheme (SMS or M/S) is less robust
than distributed schemes. A distributed architecture (DCS) is 
more robust because it can simplify the deployment and 
maintenance of a distributed multimedia application. 

Scalability: This is the ability to handle multiple concurrent 
participants/receivers in an IDMS session. SMS requires the 

maintenance of a dedicated server (Maestro) to which all the 
control information converges. Thus, SMS may present higher 
scalability constraints. For example, multiple receivers may 
send control packets almost simultaneously, thus originating a 
feedback-implosion problem because of the IDMS control. As 
the number of the receivers/participants increases, bursty 
traffic due to control packets can overwhelm the 
synchronization manager and may degrade the output quality 
of the media streams.  

Traffic overhead: It is generated by two factors: (1) the 
distribution of the playout timing messages from the 
participants to the synchronization manager; and (2) the 
transmission of playout setting instructions. Generally, traffic 
overhead may be higher in DCS than in SMS. 

Interactivity (low delays): Each slave destination can 
compute the detected playout asynchrony when it receives the 
control messages from the master destination. Consequently, 
the lowest delays may be achieved using the M/S scheme. In 
DCS, each participant must gather the overall status from all 
the other active participants. As a result, delays in DCS are bit
larger. In SMS, the Maestro must gather the playout timing of 
all the receivers, and then send back to them new control 
messages including IDMS setting instructions. Therefore, the 
highest delay (smallest interactivity) occurs in SMS, but this 
delay depends on the network topology and on the routing tree 
structure. 

Location of control nodes: The location of the multimedia 
source and the location of the synchronization manager affect 
the IDMS performance of the schemes. Centralized control 
schemes are more sensitive to these locations. Under heavily 
loaded network conditions, the IDMS performance with SMS 
can be slightly larger than the one with M/S and DCS 
schemes, if the media source is selected as the Maestro. This is 
due to the fact that IDMS control packets sent by the Maestro 
are sent through the same path as the MUs (e.g., video frames, 
encapsulated in data packets). In SMS scheme, IDMS control 
messages scarcely increase the network load. But, if the 
bandwidth availability is limited, some (data or control) 
packets may be dropped. If a control packet is dropped (lost), 
the destination cannot get the reference output timing until 
receiving the next control packet. On the other hand, in M/S 
scheme, if the most heavily loaded destination is selected as 
the master, the data packets are less likely dropped on the 
intermediate links because it does not need to receive control 
packets and their own sent control packets may be transmitted 
in the opposite direction to the media data packets. 

Consistency: In media-sharing applications, consistency is 
required to guarantee concurrently synchronized playout states 
in all the distributed participants. In centralized schemes, 
inconsistency between receivers’ states occurs less likely, 
since all of them always receive the same control information 
about IDMS timing from the Maestro (in SMS) or the Master 
receiver (in M/S scheme). On the contrary, in a DCS scheme, 
there is no guarantee that the same reference IDMS timing, 
from among all the collected IDMS control reports, will be 
selected in all the distributed receivers since each one takes its 
own decisions locally. This leads to a more probable potential 
inter-receivers inconsistency.  

Security: Centralized architectures provide higher security 
than distributed architectures. In DCS architectures, we have 

Fig. 5. The Distributed Control Scheme [19]
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None of the slave receivers send any feedback information 
about the timing of the playout processes. It only adjusts the 
playout timing of MUs to that of the Master receiver. Only the 
Master receiver sends (multicasts) its playout timing to all the 
other (slave) receivers. The Master receiver controls and 
computes the presentation time of the MUs according to its 
own state of the received stream data. Group synchronization 
is achieved by adjusting the presentation time of the MUs of 
master stream at the slave receivers to that of the Master 
receiver. Therefore, the slave receivers should present MUs at 
the same timing as the Master receiver. The synchronization 
of the slave receivers is achieved as follows: 
 The Master receiver multicasts a control packet to all 

slave receivers. This control packet includes the 
presentation time of its first MU of the master stream. 
This process is called “initial presentation adjustment”. 

 When the target presentation time of the Master receiver 
changes, the Master receiver notifies all the slaves about 
this modification by multicasting a control packet. This 
control packet contains the amount of time that is 
modified and the sequence number of the MU for which 
the target presentation time has been changed.  

 The Master receiver periodically multicasts proper control 
packets to accommodate the newly joined slave receivers. 

Boronat et al. [20] presented the M/S scheme by extending 
the RTP/RTCP (Real-time Transport Protocol/ RTP Control 
Protocol) messages for containing the synchronization 
information. Fig. 3 presents the different type of message 
exchanges in the basic M/S scheme. The advantage of the M/S
technique is its simplicity and the decreased amount of 
information exchange (i.e., control packets) to support group 
synchronization. However, the selection of the Master receiver 
can influence the performance of the scheme because slave 
receivers must present MUs at the same timing as the Master 
receiver. If the fastest (more advanced) receiver is selected as 
the master, the playout point of this receiver is selected as the 
IDMS reference. This will result to poor presentation quality 
at slower (or more lagged) receivers. On the contrary, if the 
slowest receiver is selected as master, this will result in high 
packet drops at faster slave receiver(s). It is noteworthy that 
synchronization can also be based on the mean playout point 

(i.e., the IDMS reference is calculated by averaging the 
playout timing reported from all the distributed receivers). A 
problem with the M/S technique is that the master can act as a 
bottleneck in the system. A second problem deals with the 
associated degree of unfairness with the slave receivers. 
Boronat et al. [21] discussed possible options with pros and 
cons for the master selection in this scheme. 

B. Synchronization Maestro Scheme (SMS) 
In SMS scheme [22], all the receivers are handled fairly as 

master and slaves do not exist. SMS involves a 
Synchronization Manager (SM) which can be performed by 
one of the source or receiver. For example, in Fig. 4, one 
receiver (destination) performs the role of SM.  

Each receiver estimates the network delay and uses the 
estimates to determine the local presentation time of the MU. 
Then, each receiver sends this estimated presentation time of 
MU to the SM. After that, the SM gathers the estimates from 
the receivers and adjusts the presentation timing among the 
receivers by multicasting control packets to receivers. The 
SMS scheme assumes that the clock speed at the sources and 
receivers is the same and that the current local times are also 
the same (i.e., globally synchronized clocks). Figure 4 depicts 
the basic principle of the SMS technique. Boronat et al. [16]
presented the RTCP-based schemes which follow the same 
basic principle. The SMS scheme (like the M/S) is a 
centralized solution, and thus it can confront the bottleneck 
problem. The advantage of the SMS scheme over M/S is its 
fairness to the receivers because the feedback information of 
all the receivers is accounted for determining the presentation 
time of the MU. However, this fairness costs more 
communication overhead among the receiver and the 
Synchronization Manager (SM). 

C. Distributed Control Scheme (DCS) 
Figure 5 illustrates the DCS scheme [23]. Each receiver 
estimates the network delay, and then determines the 
presentation time of the MU. Then, it sends (multicasts) this 
presentation time to all the receivers. After that, every receiver 
will have the entire view of the estimated time of MU. Each 
receiver has the flexibility to decide the reference playout time 
among the timing of all the receivers. The DCS scheme 
provides higher flexibility to each receiver to decide the 
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Fig. 3. Master/Slave Receiver Scheme [19].
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None of the slave receivers send any feedback information 
about the timing of the playout processes. It only adjusts the 
playout timing of MUs to that of the Master receiver. Only the 
Master receiver sends (multicasts) its playout timing to all the 
other (slave) receivers. The Master receiver controls and 
computes the presentation time of the MUs according to its 
own state of the received stream data. Group synchronization 
is achieved by adjusting the presentation time of the MUs of 
master stream at the slave receivers to that of the Master 
receiver. Therefore, the slave receivers should present MUs at 
the same timing as the Master receiver. The synchronization 
of the slave receivers is achieved as follows: 
 The Master receiver multicasts a control packet to all 

slave receivers. This control packet includes the 
presentation time of its first MU of the master stream. 
This process is called “initial presentation adjustment”. 

 When the target presentation time of the Master receiver 
changes, the Master receiver notifies all the slaves about 
this modification by multicasting a control packet. This 
control packet contains the amount of time that is 
modified and the sequence number of the MU for which 
the target presentation time has been changed.  

 The Master receiver periodically multicasts proper control 
packets to accommodate the newly joined slave receivers. 

Boronat et al. [20] presented the M/S scheme by extending 
the RTP/RTCP (Real-time Transport Protocol/ RTP Control 
Protocol) messages for containing the synchronization 
information. Fig. 3 presents the different type of message 
exchanges in the basic M/S scheme. The advantage of the M/S
technique is its simplicity and the decreased amount of 
information exchange (i.e., control packets) to support group 
synchronization. However, the selection of the Master receiver 
can influence the performance of the scheme because slave 
receivers must present MUs at the same timing as the Master 
receiver. If the fastest (more advanced) receiver is selected as 
the master, the playout point of this receiver is selected as the 
IDMS reference. This will result to poor presentation quality 
at slower (or more lagged) receivers. On the contrary, if the 
slowest receiver is selected as master, this will result in high 
packet drops at faster slave receiver(s). It is noteworthy that 
synchronization can also be based on the mean playout point 

(i.e., the IDMS reference is calculated by averaging the 
playout timing reported from all the distributed receivers). A 
problem with the M/S technique is that the master can act as a 
bottleneck in the system. A second problem deals with the 
associated degree of unfairness with the slave receivers. 
Boronat et al. [21] discussed possible options with pros and 
cons for the master selection in this scheme. 

B. Synchronization Maestro Scheme (SMS) 
In SMS scheme [22], all the receivers are handled fairly as 

master and slaves do not exist. SMS involves a 
Synchronization Manager (SM) which can be performed by 
one of the source or receiver. For example, in Fig. 4, one 
receiver (destination) performs the role of SM.  

Each receiver estimates the network delay and uses the 
estimates to determine the local presentation time of the MU. 
Then, each receiver sends this estimated presentation time of 
MU to the SM. After that, the SM gathers the estimates from 
the receivers and adjusts the presentation timing among the 
receivers by multicasting control packets to receivers. The 
SMS scheme assumes that the clock speed at the sources and 
receivers is the same and that the current local times are also 
the same (i.e., globally synchronized clocks). Figure 4 depicts 
the basic principle of the SMS technique. Boronat et al. [16]
presented the RTCP-based schemes which follow the same 
basic principle. The SMS scheme (like the M/S) is a 
centralized solution, and thus it can confront the bottleneck 
problem. The advantage of the SMS scheme over M/S is its 
fairness to the receivers because the feedback information of 
all the receivers is accounted for determining the presentation 
time of the MU. However, this fairness costs more 
communication overhead among the receiver and the 
Synchronization Manager (SM). 

C. Distributed Control Scheme (DCS) 
Figure 5 illustrates the DCS scheme [23]. Each receiver 
estimates the network delay, and then determines the 
presentation time of the MU. Then, it sends (multicasts) this 
presentation time to all the receivers. After that, every receiver 
will have the entire view of the estimated time of MU. Each 
receiver has the flexibility to decide the reference playout time 
among the timing of all the receivers. The DCS scheme 
provides higher flexibility to each receiver to decide the 
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None of the slave receivers send any feedback information 
about the timing of the playout processes. It only adjusts the 
playout timing of MUs to that of the Master receiver. Only the 
Master receiver sends (multicasts) its playout timing to all the 
other (slave) receivers. The Master receiver controls and 
computes the presentation time of the MUs according to its 
own state of the received stream data. Group synchronization 
is achieved by adjusting the presentation time of the MUs of 
master stream at the slave receivers to that of the Master 
receiver. Therefore, the slave receivers should present MUs at 
the same timing as the Master receiver. The synchronization 
of the slave receivers is achieved as follows: 
 The Master receiver multicasts a control packet to all 

slave receivers. This control packet includes the 
presentation time of its first MU of the master stream. 
This process is called “initial presentation adjustment”. 

 When the target presentation time of the Master receiver 
changes, the Master receiver notifies all the slaves about 
this modification by multicasting a control packet. This 
control packet contains the amount of time that is 
modified and the sequence number of the MU for which 
the target presentation time has been changed.  

 The Master receiver periodically multicasts proper control 
packets to accommodate the newly joined slave receivers. 

Boronat et al. [20] presented the M/S scheme by extending 
the RTP/RTCP (Real-time Transport Protocol/ RTP Control 
Protocol) messages for containing the synchronization 
information. Fig. 3 presents the different type of message 
exchanges in the basic M/S scheme. The advantage of the M/S
technique is its simplicity and the decreased amount of 
information exchange (i.e., control packets) to support group 
synchronization. However, the selection of the Master receiver 
can influence the performance of the scheme because slave 
receivers must present MUs at the same timing as the Master 
receiver. If the fastest (more advanced) receiver is selected as 
the master, the playout point of this receiver is selected as the 
IDMS reference. This will result to poor presentation quality 
at slower (or more lagged) receivers. On the contrary, if the 
slowest receiver is selected as master, this will result in high 
packet drops at faster slave receiver(s). It is noteworthy that 
synchronization can also be based on the mean playout point 

(i.e., the IDMS reference is calculated by averaging the 
playout timing reported from all the distributed receivers). A 
problem with the M/S technique is that the master can act as a 
bottleneck in the system. A second problem deals with the 
associated degree of unfairness with the slave receivers. 
Boronat et al. [21] discussed possible options with pros and 
cons for the master selection in this scheme. 

B. Synchronization Maestro Scheme (SMS) 
In SMS scheme [22], all the receivers are handled fairly as 

master and slaves do not exist. SMS involves a 
Synchronization Manager (SM) which can be performed by 
one of the source or receiver. For example, in Fig. 4, one 
receiver (destination) performs the role of SM.  

Each receiver estimates the network delay and uses the 
estimates to determine the local presentation time of the MU. 
Then, each receiver sends this estimated presentation time of 
MU to the SM. After that, the SM gathers the estimates from 
the receivers and adjusts the presentation timing among the 
receivers by multicasting control packets to receivers. The 
SMS scheme assumes that the clock speed at the sources and 
receivers is the same and that the current local times are also 
the same (i.e., globally synchronized clocks). Figure 4 depicts 
the basic principle of the SMS technique. Boronat et al. [16]
presented the RTCP-based schemes which follow the same 
basic principle. The SMS scheme (like the M/S) is a 
centralized solution, and thus it can confront the bottleneck 
problem. The advantage of the SMS scheme over M/S is its 
fairness to the receivers because the feedback information of 
all the receivers is accounted for determining the presentation 
time of the MU. However, this fairness costs more 
communication overhead among the receiver and the 
Synchronization Manager (SM). 

C. Distributed Control Scheme (DCS) 
Figure 5 illustrates the DCS scheme [23]. Each receiver 
estimates the network delay, and then determines the 
presentation time of the MU. Then, it sends (multicasts) this 
presentation time to all the receivers. After that, every receiver 
will have the entire view of the estimated time of MU. Each 
receiver has the flexibility to decide the reference playout time 
among the timing of all the receivers. The DCS scheme 
provides higher flexibility to each receiver to decide the 
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presentation time of MU. For example, it is possible that by 
selecting the presentation time of other receiver, it can achieve 
higher group synchronization quality, but it may cause the 
inter-media or intra-media synchronization degradation. In this 
case, the receiver has the flexibility to choose between the 
types of synchronization depending upon the nature of 
application on hand. If the application on hand requires the 
higher inter-media or intra-media synchronization and can 
sacrifice on the group synchronization to certain limit, then the 
receiver can select its own determined presentation time and 
vice versa. DCS is a distributed scheme by nature and does not 
suffer from the bottleneck problem. If one or more receivers 
leave the system, it will not disturb the overall scheme. This 
greater flexibility and the distributed nature of DCS make it 
complex in terms of processing. This happens because the 
receiver does more calculations and comparisons before 
deciding the presentation time of MU. Finally, DCS has a
higher message complexity, because each receiver multicasts 
the estimated presentation time. 

D. Comparison  of Control Schemes - Lessons Learned 
The following factors affect IDMS performance (i.e., the level 
of synchronicity among receivers). These factors can be used 
as evaluation criteria for the comparison of IDMS control 
schemes [3][16]: 

Robustness: Disconnections and failures of some receivers/ 
participants may affect the ability to perform the IDMS 
control. In a distributed control architecture (DCS), the failure 
of any of the participant has a slight effect on the other 
participants because each one of them is independent and has 
locally all the required information to compute the overall 
synchronization status at any time. In SMS, if the Maestro 
cannot communicate with the other terminals owing to some
trouble, no destination can carry out the IDMS control. 
Generally, a centralized scheme (SMS or M/S) is less robust
than distributed schemes. A distributed architecture (DCS) is 
more robust because it can simplify the deployment and 
maintenance of a distributed multimedia application. 

Scalability: This is the ability to handle multiple concurrent 
participants/receivers in an IDMS session. SMS requires the 

maintenance of a dedicated server (Maestro) to which all the 
control information converges. Thus, SMS may present higher 
scalability constraints. For example, multiple receivers may 
send control packets almost simultaneously, thus originating a 
feedback-implosion problem because of the IDMS control. As 
the number of the receivers/participants increases, bursty 
traffic due to control packets can overwhelm the 
synchronization manager and may degrade the output quality 
of the media streams.  

Traffic overhead: It is generated by two factors: (1) the 
distribution of the playout timing messages from the 
participants to the synchronization manager; and (2) the 
transmission of playout setting instructions. Generally, traffic 
overhead may be higher in DCS than in SMS. 

Interactivity (low delays): Each slave destination can 
compute the detected playout asynchrony when it receives the 
control messages from the master destination. Consequently, 
the lowest delays may be achieved using the M/S scheme. In 
DCS, each participant must gather the overall status from all 
the other active participants. As a result, delays in DCS are bit
larger. In SMS, the Maestro must gather the playout timing of 
all the receivers, and then send back to them new control 
messages including IDMS setting instructions. Therefore, the 
highest delay (smallest interactivity) occurs in SMS, but this 
delay depends on the network topology and on the routing tree 
structure. 

Location of control nodes: The location of the multimedia 
source and the location of the synchronization manager affect 
the IDMS performance of the schemes. Centralized control 
schemes are more sensitive to these locations. Under heavily 
loaded network conditions, the IDMS performance with SMS 
can be slightly larger than the one with M/S and DCS 
schemes, if the media source is selected as the Maestro. This is 
due to the fact that IDMS control packets sent by the Maestro 
are sent through the same path as the MUs (e.g., video frames, 
encapsulated in data packets). In SMS scheme, IDMS control 
messages scarcely increase the network load. But, if the 
bandwidth availability is limited, some (data or control) 
packets may be dropped. If a control packet is dropped (lost), 
the destination cannot get the reference output timing until 
receiving the next control packet. On the other hand, in M/S 
scheme, if the most heavily loaded destination is selected as 
the master, the data packets are less likely dropped on the 
intermediate links because it does not need to receive control 
packets and their own sent control packets may be transmitted 
in the opposite direction to the media data packets. 

Consistency: In media-sharing applications, consistency is 
required to guarantee concurrently synchronized playout states 
in all the distributed participants. In centralized schemes, 
inconsistency between receivers’ states occurs less likely, 
since all of them always receive the same control information 
about IDMS timing from the Maestro (in SMS) or the Master 
receiver (in M/S scheme). On the contrary, in a DCS scheme, 
there is no guarantee that the same reference IDMS timing, 
from among all the collected IDMS control reports, will be 
selected in all the distributed receivers since each one takes its 
own decisions locally. This leads to a more probable potential 
inter-receivers inconsistency.  

Security: Centralized architectures provide higher security 
than distributed architectures. In DCS architectures, we have 
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presentation time of MU. For example, it is possible that by 
selecting the presentation time of other receiver, it can achieve 
higher group synchronization quality, but it may cause the 
inter-media or intra-media synchronization degradation. In this 
case, the receiver has the flexibility to choose between the 
types of synchronization depending upon the nature of 
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suffer from the bottleneck problem. If one or more receivers 
leave the system, it will not disturb the overall scheme. This 
greater flexibility and the distributed nature of DCS make it 
complex in terms of processing. This happens because the 
receiver does more calculations and comparisons before 
deciding the presentation time of MU. Finally, DCS has a
higher message complexity, because each receiver multicasts 
the estimated presentation time. 

D. Comparison  of Control Schemes - Lessons Learned 
The following factors affect IDMS performance (i.e., the level 
of synchronicity among receivers). These factors can be used 
as evaluation criteria for the comparison of IDMS control 
schemes [3][16]: 

Robustness: Disconnections and failures of some receivers/ 
participants may affect the ability to perform the IDMS 
control. In a distributed control architecture (DCS), the failure 
of any of the participant has a slight effect on the other 
participants because each one of them is independent and has 
locally all the required information to compute the overall 
synchronization status at any time. In SMS, if the Maestro 
cannot communicate with the other terminals owing to some
trouble, no destination can carry out the IDMS control. 
Generally, a centralized scheme (SMS or M/S) is less robust
than distributed schemes. A distributed architecture (DCS) is 
more robust because it can simplify the deployment and 
maintenance of a distributed multimedia application. 

Scalability: This is the ability to handle multiple concurrent 
participants/receivers in an IDMS session. SMS requires the 

maintenance of a dedicated server (Maestro) to which all the 
control information converges. Thus, SMS may present higher 
scalability constraints. For example, multiple receivers may 
send control packets almost simultaneously, thus originating a 
feedback-implosion problem because of the IDMS control. As 
the number of the receivers/participants increases, bursty 
traffic due to control packets can overwhelm the 
synchronization manager and may degrade the output quality 
of the media streams.  

Traffic overhead: It is generated by two factors: (1) the 
distribution of the playout timing messages from the 
participants to the synchronization manager; and (2) the 
transmission of playout setting instructions. Generally, traffic 
overhead may be higher in DCS than in SMS. 

Interactivity (low delays): Each slave destination can 
compute the detected playout asynchrony when it receives the 
control messages from the master destination. Consequently, 
the lowest delays may be achieved using the M/S scheme. In 
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the other active participants. As a result, delays in DCS are bit
larger. In SMS, the Maestro must gather the playout timing of 
all the receivers, and then send back to them new control 
messages including IDMS setting instructions. Therefore, the 
highest delay (smallest interactivity) occurs in SMS, but this 
delay depends on the network topology and on the routing tree 
structure. 

Location of control nodes: The location of the multimedia 
source and the location of the synchronization manager affect 
the IDMS performance of the schemes. Centralized control 
schemes are more sensitive to these locations. Under heavily 
loaded network conditions, the IDMS performance with SMS 
can be slightly larger than the one with M/S and DCS 
schemes, if the media source is selected as the Maestro. This is 
due to the fact that IDMS control packets sent by the Maestro 
are sent through the same path as the MUs (e.g., video frames, 
encapsulated in data packets). In SMS scheme, IDMS control 
messages scarcely increase the network load. But, if the 
bandwidth availability is limited, some (data or control) 
packets may be dropped. If a control packet is dropped (lost), 
the destination cannot get the reference output timing until 
receiving the next control packet. On the other hand, in M/S 
scheme, if the most heavily loaded destination is selected as 
the master, the data packets are less likely dropped on the 
intermediate links because it does not need to receive control 
packets and their own sent control packets may be transmitted 
in the opposite direction to the media data packets. 

Consistency: In media-sharing applications, consistency is 
required to guarantee concurrently synchronized playout states 
in all the distributed participants. In centralized schemes, 
inconsistency between receivers’ states occurs less likely, 
since all of them always receive the same control information 
about IDMS timing from the Maestro (in SMS) or the Master 
receiver (in M/S scheme). On the contrary, in a DCS scheme, 
there is no guarantee that the same reference IDMS timing, 
from among all the collected IDMS control reports, will be 
selected in all the distributed receivers since each one takes its 
own decisions locally. This leads to a more probable potential 
inter-receivers inconsistency.  

Security: Centralized architectures provide higher security 
than distributed architectures. In DCS architectures, we have 
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None of the slave receivers send any feedback information 
about the timing of the playout processes. It only adjusts the 
playout timing of MUs to that of the Master receiver. Only the 
Master receiver sends (multicasts) its playout timing to all the 
other (slave) receivers. The Master receiver controls and 
computes the presentation time of the MUs according to its 
own state of the received stream data. Group synchronization 
is achieved by adjusting the presentation time of the MUs of 
master stream at the slave receivers to that of the Master 
receiver. Therefore, the slave receivers should present MUs at 
the same timing as the Master receiver. The synchronization 
of the slave receivers is achieved as follows: 
 The Master receiver multicasts a control packet to all 

slave receivers. This control packet includes the 
presentation time of its first MU of the master stream. 
This process is called “initial presentation adjustment”. 

 When the target presentation time of the Master receiver 
changes, the Master receiver notifies all the slaves about 
this modification by multicasting a control packet. This 
control packet contains the amount of time that is 
modified and the sequence number of the MU for which 
the target presentation time has been changed.  

 The Master receiver periodically multicasts proper control 
packets to accommodate the newly joined slave receivers. 

Boronat et al. [20] presented the M/S scheme by extending 
the RTP/RTCP (Real-time Transport Protocol/ RTP Control 
Protocol) messages for containing the synchronization 
information. Fig. 3 presents the different type of message 
exchanges in the basic M/S scheme. The advantage of the M/S
technique is its simplicity and the decreased amount of 
information exchange (i.e., control packets) to support group 
synchronization. However, the selection of the Master receiver 
can influence the performance of the scheme because slave 
receivers must present MUs at the same timing as the Master 
receiver. If the fastest (more advanced) receiver is selected as 
the master, the playout point of this receiver is selected as the 
IDMS reference. This will result to poor presentation quality 
at slower (or more lagged) receivers. On the contrary, if the 
slowest receiver is selected as master, this will result in high 
packet drops at faster slave receiver(s). It is noteworthy that 
synchronization can also be based on the mean playout point 

(i.e., the IDMS reference is calculated by averaging the 
playout timing reported from all the distributed receivers). A 
problem with the M/S technique is that the master can act as a 
bottleneck in the system. A second problem deals with the 
associated degree of unfairness with the slave receivers. 
Boronat et al. [21] discussed possible options with pros and 
cons for the master selection in this scheme. 

B. Synchronization Maestro Scheme (SMS) 
In SMS scheme [22], all the receivers are handled fairly as 

master and slaves do not exist. SMS involves a 
Synchronization Manager (SM) which can be performed by 
one of the source or receiver. For example, in Fig. 4, one 
receiver (destination) performs the role of SM.  

Each receiver estimates the network delay and uses the 
estimates to determine the local presentation time of the MU. 
Then, each receiver sends this estimated presentation time of 
MU to the SM. After that, the SM gathers the estimates from 
the receivers and adjusts the presentation timing among the 
receivers by multicasting control packets to receivers. The 
SMS scheme assumes that the clock speed at the sources and 
receivers is the same and that the current local times are also 
the same (i.e., globally synchronized clocks). Figure 4 depicts 
the basic principle of the SMS technique. Boronat et al. [16]
presented the RTCP-based schemes which follow the same 
basic principle. The SMS scheme (like the M/S) is a 
centralized solution, and thus it can confront the bottleneck 
problem. The advantage of the SMS scheme over M/S is its 
fairness to the receivers because the feedback information of 
all the receivers is accounted for determining the presentation 
time of the MU. However, this fairness costs more 
communication overhead among the receiver and the 
Synchronization Manager (SM). 

C. Distributed Control Scheme (DCS) 
Figure 5 illustrates the DCS scheme [23]. Each receiver 
estimates the network delay, and then determines the 
presentation time of the MU. Then, it sends (multicasts) this 
presentation time to all the receivers. After that, every receiver 
will have the entire view of the estimated time of MU. Each 
receiver has the flexibility to decide the reference playout time 
among the timing of all the receivers. The DCS scheme 
provides higher flexibility to each receiver to decide the 
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None of the slave receivers send any feedback information 
about the timing of the playout processes. It only adjusts the 
playout timing of MUs to that of the Master receiver. Only the 
Master receiver sends (multicasts) its playout timing to all the 
other (slave) receivers. The Master receiver controls and 
computes the presentation time of the MUs according to its 
own state of the received stream data. Group synchronization 
is achieved by adjusting the presentation time of the MUs of 
master stream at the slave receivers to that of the Master 
receiver. Therefore, the slave receivers should present MUs at 
the same timing as the Master receiver. The synchronization 
of the slave receivers is achieved as follows: 
 The Master receiver multicasts a control packet to all 

slave receivers. This control packet includes the 
presentation time of its first MU of the master stream. 
This process is called “initial presentation adjustment”. 

 When the target presentation time of the Master receiver 
changes, the Master receiver notifies all the slaves about 
this modification by multicasting a control packet. This 
control packet contains the amount of time that is 
modified and the sequence number of the MU for which 
the target presentation time has been changed.  

 The Master receiver periodically multicasts proper control 
packets to accommodate the newly joined slave receivers. 

Boronat et al. [20] presented the M/S scheme by extending 
the RTP/RTCP (Real-time Transport Protocol/ RTP Control 
Protocol) messages for containing the synchronization 
information. Fig. 3 presents the different type of message 
exchanges in the basic M/S scheme. The advantage of the M/S
technique is its simplicity and the decreased amount of 
information exchange (i.e., control packets) to support group 
synchronization. However, the selection of the Master receiver 
can influence the performance of the scheme because slave 
receivers must present MUs at the same timing as the Master 
receiver. If the fastest (more advanced) receiver is selected as 
the master, the playout point of this receiver is selected as the 
IDMS reference. This will result to poor presentation quality 
at slower (or more lagged) receivers. On the contrary, if the 
slowest receiver is selected as master, this will result in high 
packet drops at faster slave receiver(s). It is noteworthy that 
synchronization can also be based on the mean playout point 

(i.e., the IDMS reference is calculated by averaging the 
playout timing reported from all the distributed receivers). A 
problem with the M/S technique is that the master can act as a 
bottleneck in the system. A second problem deals with the 
associated degree of unfairness with the slave receivers. 
Boronat et al. [21] discussed possible options with pros and 
cons for the master selection in this scheme. 

B. Synchronization Maestro Scheme (SMS) 
In SMS scheme [22], all the receivers are handled fairly as 

master and slaves do not exist. SMS involves a 
Synchronization Manager (SM) which can be performed by 
one of the source or receiver. For example, in Fig. 4, one 
receiver (destination) performs the role of SM.  

Each receiver estimates the network delay and uses the 
estimates to determine the local presentation time of the MU. 
Then, each receiver sends this estimated presentation time of 
MU to the SM. After that, the SM gathers the estimates from 
the receivers and adjusts the presentation timing among the 
receivers by multicasting control packets to receivers. The 
SMS scheme assumes that the clock speed at the sources and 
receivers is the same and that the current local times are also 
the same (i.e., globally synchronized clocks). Figure 4 depicts 
the basic principle of the SMS technique. Boronat et al. [16]
presented the RTCP-based schemes which follow the same 
basic principle. The SMS scheme (like the M/S) is a 
centralized solution, and thus it can confront the bottleneck 
problem. The advantage of the SMS scheme over M/S is its 
fairness to the receivers because the feedback information of 
all the receivers is accounted for determining the presentation 
time of the MU. However, this fairness costs more 
communication overhead among the receiver and the 
Synchronization Manager (SM). 

C. Distributed Control Scheme (DCS) 
Figure 5 illustrates the DCS scheme [23]. Each receiver 
estimates the network delay, and then determines the 
presentation time of the MU. Then, it sends (multicasts) this 
presentation time to all the receivers. After that, every receiver 
will have the entire view of the estimated time of MU. Each 
receiver has the flexibility to decide the reference playout time 
among the timing of all the receivers. The DCS scheme 
provides higher flexibility to each receiver to decide the 
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presentation time of MU. For example, it is possible that by 
selecting the presentation time of other receiver, it can achieve 
higher group synchronization quality, but it may cause the 
inter-media or intra-media synchronization degradation. In this 
case, the receiver has the flexibility to choose between the 
types of synchronization depending upon the nature of 
application on hand. If the application on hand requires the 
higher inter-media or intra-media synchronization and can 
sacrifice on the group synchronization to certain limit, then the 
receiver can select its own determined presentation time and 
vice versa. DCS is a distributed scheme by nature and does not 
suffer from the bottleneck problem. If one or more receivers 
leave the system, it will not disturb the overall scheme. This 
greater flexibility and the distributed nature of DCS make it 
complex in terms of processing. This happens because the 
receiver does more calculations and comparisons before 
deciding the presentation time of MU. Finally, DCS has a
higher message complexity, because each receiver multicasts 
the estimated presentation time. 

D. Comparison  of Control Schemes - Lessons Learned 
The following factors affect IDMS performance (i.e., the level 
of synchronicity among receivers). These factors can be used 
as evaluation criteria for the comparison of IDMS control 
schemes [3][16]: 

Robustness: Disconnections and failures of some receivers/ 
participants may affect the ability to perform the IDMS 
control. In a distributed control architecture (DCS), the failure 
of any of the participant has a slight effect on the other 
participants because each one of them is independent and has 
locally all the required information to compute the overall 
synchronization status at any time. In SMS, if the Maestro 
cannot communicate with the other terminals owing to some
trouble, no destination can carry out the IDMS control. 
Generally, a centralized scheme (SMS or M/S) is less robust
than distributed schemes. A distributed architecture (DCS) is 
more robust because it can simplify the deployment and 
maintenance of a distributed multimedia application. 

Scalability: This is the ability to handle multiple concurrent 
participants/receivers in an IDMS session. SMS requires the 

maintenance of a dedicated server (Maestro) to which all the 
control information converges. Thus, SMS may present higher 
scalability constraints. For example, multiple receivers may 
send control packets almost simultaneously, thus originating a 
feedback-implosion problem because of the IDMS control. As 
the number of the receivers/participants increases, bursty 
traffic due to control packets can overwhelm the 
synchronization manager and may degrade the output quality 
of the media streams.  

Traffic overhead: It is generated by two factors: (1) the 
distribution of the playout timing messages from the 
participants to the synchronization manager; and (2) the 
transmission of playout setting instructions. Generally, traffic 
overhead may be higher in DCS than in SMS. 

Interactivity (low delays): Each slave destination can 
compute the detected playout asynchrony when it receives the 
control messages from the master destination. Consequently, 
the lowest delays may be achieved using the M/S scheme. In 
DCS, each participant must gather the overall status from all 
the other active participants. As a result, delays in DCS are bit
larger. In SMS, the Maestro must gather the playout timing of 
all the receivers, and then send back to them new control 
messages including IDMS setting instructions. Therefore, the 
highest delay (smallest interactivity) occurs in SMS, but this 
delay depends on the network topology and on the routing tree 
structure. 

Location of control nodes: The location of the multimedia 
source and the location of the synchronization manager affect 
the IDMS performance of the schemes. Centralized control 
schemes are more sensitive to these locations. Under heavily 
loaded network conditions, the IDMS performance with SMS 
can be slightly larger than the one with M/S and DCS 
schemes, if the media source is selected as the Maestro. This is 
due to the fact that IDMS control packets sent by the Maestro 
are sent through the same path as the MUs (e.g., video frames, 
encapsulated in data packets). In SMS scheme, IDMS control 
messages scarcely increase the network load. But, if the 
bandwidth availability is limited, some (data or control) 
packets may be dropped. If a control packet is dropped (lost), 
the destination cannot get the reference output timing until 
receiving the next control packet. On the other hand, in M/S 
scheme, if the most heavily loaded destination is selected as 
the master, the data packets are less likely dropped on the 
intermediate links because it does not need to receive control 
packets and their own sent control packets may be transmitted 
in the opposite direction to the media data packets. 

Consistency: In media-sharing applications, consistency is 
required to guarantee concurrently synchronized playout states 
in all the distributed participants. In centralized schemes, 
inconsistency between receivers’ states occurs less likely, 
since all of them always receive the same control information 
about IDMS timing from the Maestro (in SMS) or the Master 
receiver (in M/S scheme). On the contrary, in a DCS scheme, 
there is no guarantee that the same reference IDMS timing, 
from among all the collected IDMS control reports, will be 
selected in all the distributed receivers since each one takes its 
own decisions locally. This leads to a more probable potential 
inter-receivers inconsistency.  

Security: Centralized architectures provide higher security 
than distributed architectures. In DCS architectures, we have 
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None of the slave receivers send any feedback information 
about the timing of the playout processes. It only adjusts the 
playout timing of MUs to that of the Master receiver. Only the 
Master receiver sends (multicasts) its playout timing to all the 
other (slave) receivers. The Master receiver controls and 
computes the presentation time of the MUs according to its 
own state of the received stream data. Group synchronization 
is achieved by adjusting the presentation time of the MUs of 
master stream at the slave receivers to that of the Master 
receiver. Therefore, the slave receivers should present MUs at 
the same timing as the Master receiver. The synchronization 
of the slave receivers is achieved as follows: 
 The Master receiver multicasts a control packet to all 

slave receivers. This control packet includes the 
presentation time of its first MU of the master stream. 
This process is called “initial presentation adjustment”. 

 When the target presentation time of the Master receiver 
changes, the Master receiver notifies all the slaves about 
this modification by multicasting a control packet. This 
control packet contains the amount of time that is 
modified and the sequence number of the MU for which 
the target presentation time has been changed.  

 The Master receiver periodically multicasts proper control 
packets to accommodate the newly joined slave receivers. 

Boronat et al. [20] presented the M/S scheme by extending 
the RTP/RTCP (Real-time Transport Protocol/ RTP Control 
Protocol) messages for containing the synchronization 
information. Fig. 3 presents the different type of message 
exchanges in the basic M/S scheme. The advantage of the M/S
technique is its simplicity and the decreased amount of 
information exchange (i.e., control packets) to support group 
synchronization. However, the selection of the Master receiver 
can influence the performance of the scheme because slave 
receivers must present MUs at the same timing as the Master 
receiver. If the fastest (more advanced) receiver is selected as 
the master, the playout point of this receiver is selected as the 
IDMS reference. This will result to poor presentation quality 
at slower (or more lagged) receivers. On the contrary, if the 
slowest receiver is selected as master, this will result in high 
packet drops at faster slave receiver(s). It is noteworthy that 
synchronization can also be based on the mean playout point 

(i.e., the IDMS reference is calculated by averaging the 
playout timing reported from all the distributed receivers). A 
problem with the M/S technique is that the master can act as a 
bottleneck in the system. A second problem deals with the 
associated degree of unfairness with the slave receivers. 
Boronat et al. [21] discussed possible options with pros and 
cons for the master selection in this scheme. 

B. Synchronization Maestro Scheme (SMS) 
In SMS scheme [22], all the receivers are handled fairly as 

master and slaves do not exist. SMS involves a 
Synchronization Manager (SM) which can be performed by 
one of the source or receiver. For example, in Fig. 4, one 
receiver (destination) performs the role of SM.  

Each receiver estimates the network delay and uses the 
estimates to determine the local presentation time of the MU. 
Then, each receiver sends this estimated presentation time of 
MU to the SM. After that, the SM gathers the estimates from 
the receivers and adjusts the presentation timing among the 
receivers by multicasting control packets to receivers. The 
SMS scheme assumes that the clock speed at the sources and 
receivers is the same and that the current local times are also 
the same (i.e., globally synchronized clocks). Figure 4 depicts 
the basic principle of the SMS technique. Boronat et al. [16]
presented the RTCP-based schemes which follow the same 
basic principle. The SMS scheme (like the M/S) is a 
centralized solution, and thus it can confront the bottleneck 
problem. The advantage of the SMS scheme over M/S is its 
fairness to the receivers because the feedback information of 
all the receivers is accounted for determining the presentation 
time of the MU. However, this fairness costs more 
communication overhead among the receiver and the 
Synchronization Manager (SM). 

C. Distributed Control Scheme (DCS) 
Figure 5 illustrates the DCS scheme [23]. Each receiver 
estimates the network delay, and then determines the 
presentation time of the MU. Then, it sends (multicasts) this 
presentation time to all the receivers. After that, every receiver 
will have the entire view of the estimated time of MU. Each 
receiver has the flexibility to decide the reference playout time 
among the timing of all the receivers. The DCS scheme 
provides higher flexibility to each receiver to decide the 
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None of the slave receivers send any feedback information 
about the timing of the playout processes. It only adjusts the 
playout timing of MUs to that of the Master receiver. Only the 
Master receiver sends (multicasts) its playout timing to all the 
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is achieved by adjusting the presentation time of the MUs of 
master stream at the slave receivers to that of the Master 
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the same timing as the Master receiver. The synchronization 
of the slave receivers is achieved as follows: 
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slave receivers. This control packet includes the 
presentation time of its first MU of the master stream. 
This process is called “initial presentation adjustment”. 

 When the target presentation time of the Master receiver 
changes, the Master receiver notifies all the slaves about 
this modification by multicasting a control packet. This 
control packet contains the amount of time that is 
modified and the sequence number of the MU for which 
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master and slaves do not exist. SMS involves a 
Synchronization Manager (SM) which can be performed by 
one of the source or receiver. For example, in Fig. 4, one 
receiver (destination) performs the role of SM.  

Each receiver estimates the network delay and uses the 
estimates to determine the local presentation time of the MU. 
Then, each receiver sends this estimated presentation time of 
MU to the SM. After that, the SM gathers the estimates from 
the receivers and adjusts the presentation timing among the 
receivers by multicasting control packets to receivers. The 
SMS scheme assumes that the clock speed at the sources and 
receivers is the same and that the current local times are also 
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the basic principle of the SMS technique. Boronat et al. [16]
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centralized solution, and thus it can confront the bottleneck 
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None of the slave receivers send any feedback information 
about the timing of the playout processes. It only adjusts the 
playout timing of MUs to that of the Master receiver. Only the 
Master receiver sends (multicasts) its playout timing to all the 
other (slave) receivers. The Master receiver controls and 
computes the presentation time of the MUs according to its 
own state of the received stream data. Group synchronization 
is achieved by adjusting the presentation time of the MUs of 
master stream at the slave receivers to that of the Master 
receiver. Therefore, the slave receivers should present MUs at 
the same timing as the Master receiver. The synchronization 
of the slave receivers is achieved as follows: 
 The Master receiver multicasts a control packet to all 

slave receivers. This control packet includes the 
presentation time of its first MU of the master stream. 
This process is called “initial presentation adjustment”. 

 When the target presentation time of the Master receiver 
changes, the Master receiver notifies all the slaves about 
this modification by multicasting a control packet. This 
control packet contains the amount of time that is 
modified and the sequence number of the MU for which 
the target presentation time has been changed.  

 The Master receiver periodically multicasts proper control 
packets to accommodate the newly joined slave receivers. 

Boronat et al. [20] presented the M/S scheme by extending 
the RTP/RTCP (Real-time Transport Protocol/ RTP Control 
Protocol) messages for containing the synchronization 
information. Fig. 3 presents the different type of message 
exchanges in the basic M/S scheme. The advantage of the M/S
technique is its simplicity and the decreased amount of 
information exchange (i.e., control packets) to support group 
synchronization. However, the selection of the Master receiver 
can influence the performance of the scheme because slave 
receivers must present MUs at the same timing as the Master 
receiver. If the fastest (more advanced) receiver is selected as 
the master, the playout point of this receiver is selected as the 
IDMS reference. This will result to poor presentation quality 
at slower (or more lagged) receivers. On the contrary, if the 
slowest receiver is selected as master, this will result in high 
packet drops at faster slave receiver(s). It is noteworthy that 
synchronization can also be based on the mean playout point 

(i.e., the IDMS reference is calculated by averaging the 
playout timing reported from all the distributed receivers). A 
problem with the M/S technique is that the master can act as a 
bottleneck in the system. A second problem deals with the 
associated degree of unfairness with the slave receivers. 
Boronat et al. [21] discussed possible options with pros and 
cons for the master selection in this scheme. 

B. Synchronization Maestro Scheme (SMS) 
In SMS scheme [22], all the receivers are handled fairly as 

master and slaves do not exist. SMS involves a 
Synchronization Manager (SM) which can be performed by 
one of the source or receiver. For example, in Fig. 4, one 
receiver (destination) performs the role of SM.  

Each receiver estimates the network delay and uses the 
estimates to determine the local presentation time of the MU. 
Then, each receiver sends this estimated presentation time of 
MU to the SM. After that, the SM gathers the estimates from 
the receivers and adjusts the presentation timing among the 
receivers by multicasting control packets to receivers. The 
SMS scheme assumes that the clock speed at the sources and 
receivers is the same and that the current local times are also 
the same (i.e., globally synchronized clocks). Figure 4 depicts 
the basic principle of the SMS technique. Boronat et al. [16]
presented the RTCP-based schemes which follow the same 
basic principle. The SMS scheme (like the M/S) is a 
centralized solution, and thus it can confront the bottleneck 
problem. The advantage of the SMS scheme over M/S is its 
fairness to the receivers because the feedback information of 
all the receivers is accounted for determining the presentation 
time of the MU. However, this fairness costs more 
communication overhead among the receiver and the 
Synchronization Manager (SM). 

C. Distributed Control Scheme (DCS) 
Figure 5 illustrates the DCS scheme [23]. Each receiver 
estimates the network delay, and then determines the 
presentation time of the MU. Then, it sends (multicasts) this 
presentation time to all the receivers. After that, every receiver 
will have the entire view of the estimated time of MU. Each 
receiver has the flexibility to decide the reference playout time 
among the timing of all the receivers. The DCS scheme 
provides higher flexibility to each receiver to decide the 

Fig. 4. Synchronization Maestro Scheme [19].

Fig. 3. Master/Slave Receiver Scheme [19].
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presentation time of MU. For example, it is possible that by 
selecting the presentation time of other receiver, it can achieve 
higher group synchronization quality, but it may cause the 
inter-media or intra-media synchronization degradation. In this 
case, the receiver has the flexibility to choose between the 
types of synchronization depending upon the nature of 
application on hand. If the application on hand requires the 
higher inter-media or intra-media synchronization and can 
sacrifice on the group synchronization to certain limit, then the 
receiver can select its own determined presentation time and 
vice versa. DCS is a distributed scheme by nature and does not 
suffer from the bottleneck problem. If one or more receivers 
leave the system, it will not disturb the overall scheme. This 
greater flexibility and the distributed nature of DCS make it 
complex in terms of processing. This happens because the 
receiver does more calculations and comparisons before 
deciding the presentation time of MU. Finally, DCS has a
higher message complexity, because each receiver multicasts 
the estimated presentation time. 

D. Comparison  of Control Schemes - Lessons Learned 
The following factors affect IDMS performance (i.e., the level 
of synchronicity among receivers). These factors can be used 
as evaluation criteria for the comparison of IDMS control 
schemes [3][16]: 

Robustness: Disconnections and failures of some receivers/ 
participants may affect the ability to perform the IDMS 
control. In a distributed control architecture (DCS), the failure 
of any of the participant has a slight effect on the other 
participants because each one of them is independent and has 
locally all the required information to compute the overall 
synchronization status at any time. In SMS, if the Maestro 
cannot communicate with the other terminals owing to some
trouble, no destination can carry out the IDMS control. 
Generally, a centralized scheme (SMS or M/S) is less robust
than distributed schemes. A distributed architecture (DCS) is 
more robust because it can simplify the deployment and 
maintenance of a distributed multimedia application. 

Scalability: This is the ability to handle multiple concurrent 
participants/receivers in an IDMS session. SMS requires the 

maintenance of a dedicated server (Maestro) to which all the 
control information converges. Thus, SMS may present higher 
scalability constraints. For example, multiple receivers may 
send control packets almost simultaneously, thus originating a 
feedback-implosion problem because of the IDMS control. As 
the number of the receivers/participants increases, bursty 
traffic due to control packets can overwhelm the 
synchronization manager and may degrade the output quality 
of the media streams.  

Traffic overhead: It is generated by two factors: (1) the 
distribution of the playout timing messages from the 
participants to the synchronization manager; and (2) the 
transmission of playout setting instructions. Generally, traffic 
overhead may be higher in DCS than in SMS. 

Interactivity (low delays): Each slave destination can 
compute the detected playout asynchrony when it receives the 
control messages from the master destination. Consequently, 
the lowest delays may be achieved using the M/S scheme. In 
DCS, each participant must gather the overall status from all 
the other active participants. As a result, delays in DCS are bit
larger. In SMS, the Maestro must gather the playout timing of 
all the receivers, and then send back to them new control 
messages including IDMS setting instructions. Therefore, the 
highest delay (smallest interactivity) occurs in SMS, but this 
delay depends on the network topology and on the routing tree 
structure. 

Location of control nodes: The location of the multimedia 
source and the location of the synchronization manager affect 
the IDMS performance of the schemes. Centralized control 
schemes are more sensitive to these locations. Under heavily 
loaded network conditions, the IDMS performance with SMS 
can be slightly larger than the one with M/S and DCS 
schemes, if the media source is selected as the Maestro. This is 
due to the fact that IDMS control packets sent by the Maestro 
are sent through the same path as the MUs (e.g., video frames, 
encapsulated in data packets). In SMS scheme, IDMS control 
messages scarcely increase the network load. But, if the 
bandwidth availability is limited, some (data or control) 
packets may be dropped. If a control packet is dropped (lost), 
the destination cannot get the reference output timing until 
receiving the next control packet. On the other hand, in M/S 
scheme, if the most heavily loaded destination is selected as 
the master, the data packets are less likely dropped on the 
intermediate links because it does not need to receive control 
packets and their own sent control packets may be transmitted 
in the opposite direction to the media data packets. 

Consistency: In media-sharing applications, consistency is 
required to guarantee concurrently synchronized playout states 
in all the distributed participants. In centralized schemes, 
inconsistency between receivers’ states occurs less likely, 
since all of them always receive the same control information 
about IDMS timing from the Maestro (in SMS) or the Master 
receiver (in M/S scheme). On the contrary, in a DCS scheme, 
there is no guarantee that the same reference IDMS timing, 
from among all the collected IDMS control reports, will be 
selected in all the distributed receivers since each one takes its 
own decisions locally. This leads to a more probable potential 
inter-receivers inconsistency.  

Security: Centralized architectures provide higher security 
than distributed architectures. In DCS architectures, we have 
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presentation time of MU. For example, it is possible that by 
selecting the presentation time of other receiver, it can achieve 
higher group synchronization quality, but it may cause the 
inter-media or intra-media synchronization degradation. In this 
case, the receiver has the flexibility to choose between the 
types of synchronization depending upon the nature of 
application on hand. If the application on hand requires the 
higher inter-media or intra-media synchronization and can 
sacrifice on the group synchronization to certain limit, then the 
receiver can select its own determined presentation time and 
vice versa. DCS is a distributed scheme by nature and does not 
suffer from the bottleneck problem. If one or more receivers 
leave the system, it will not disturb the overall scheme. This 
greater flexibility and the distributed nature of DCS make it 
complex in terms of processing. This happens because the 
receiver does more calculations and comparisons before 
deciding the presentation time of MU. Finally, DCS has a
higher message complexity, because each receiver multicasts 
the estimated presentation time. 

D. Comparison  of Control Schemes - Lessons Learned 
The following factors affect IDMS performance (i.e., the level 
of synchronicity among receivers). These factors can be used 
as evaluation criteria for the comparison of IDMS control 
schemes [3][16]: 

Robustness: Disconnections and failures of some receivers/ 
participants may affect the ability to perform the IDMS 
control. In a distributed control architecture (DCS), the failure 
of any of the participant has a slight effect on the other 
participants because each one of them is independent and has 
locally all the required information to compute the overall 
synchronization status at any time. In SMS, if the Maestro 
cannot communicate with the other terminals owing to some
trouble, no destination can carry out the IDMS control. 
Generally, a centralized scheme (SMS or M/S) is less robust
than distributed schemes. A distributed architecture (DCS) is 
more robust because it can simplify the deployment and 
maintenance of a distributed multimedia application. 

Scalability: This is the ability to handle multiple concurrent 
participants/receivers in an IDMS session. SMS requires the 

maintenance of a dedicated server (Maestro) to which all the 
control information converges. Thus, SMS may present higher 
scalability constraints. For example, multiple receivers may 
send control packets almost simultaneously, thus originating a 
feedback-implosion problem because of the IDMS control. As 
the number of the receivers/participants increases, bursty 
traffic due to control packets can overwhelm the 
synchronization manager and may degrade the output quality 
of the media streams.  

Traffic overhead: It is generated by two factors: (1) the 
distribution of the playout timing messages from the 
participants to the synchronization manager; and (2) the 
transmission of playout setting instructions. Generally, traffic 
overhead may be higher in DCS than in SMS. 

Interactivity (low delays): Each slave destination can 
compute the detected playout asynchrony when it receives the 
control messages from the master destination. Consequently, 
the lowest delays may be achieved using the M/S scheme. In 
DCS, each participant must gather the overall status from all 
the other active participants. As a result, delays in DCS are bit
larger. In SMS, the Maestro must gather the playout timing of 
all the receivers, and then send back to them new control 
messages including IDMS setting instructions. Therefore, the 
highest delay (smallest interactivity) occurs in SMS, but this 
delay depends on the network topology and on the routing tree 
structure. 

Location of control nodes: The location of the multimedia 
source and the location of the synchronization manager affect 
the IDMS performance of the schemes. Centralized control 
schemes are more sensitive to these locations. Under heavily 
loaded network conditions, the IDMS performance with SMS 
can be slightly larger than the one with M/S and DCS 
schemes, if the media source is selected as the Maestro. This is 
due to the fact that IDMS control packets sent by the Maestro 
are sent through the same path as the MUs (e.g., video frames, 
encapsulated in data packets). In SMS scheme, IDMS control 
messages scarcely increase the network load. But, if the 
bandwidth availability is limited, some (data or control) 
packets may be dropped. If a control packet is dropped (lost), 
the destination cannot get the reference output timing until 
receiving the next control packet. On the other hand, in M/S 
scheme, if the most heavily loaded destination is selected as 
the master, the data packets are less likely dropped on the 
intermediate links because it does not need to receive control 
packets and their own sent control packets may be transmitted 
in the opposite direction to the media data packets. 

Consistency: In media-sharing applications, consistency is 
required to guarantee concurrently synchronized playout states 
in all the distributed participants. In centralized schemes, 
inconsistency between receivers’ states occurs less likely, 
since all of them always receive the same control information 
about IDMS timing from the Maestro (in SMS) or the Master 
receiver (in M/S scheme). On the contrary, in a DCS scheme, 
there is no guarantee that the same reference IDMS timing, 
from among all the collected IDMS control reports, will be 
selected in all the distributed receivers since each one takes its 
own decisions locally. This leads to a more probable potential 
inter-receivers inconsistency.  

Security: Centralized architectures provide higher security 
than distributed architectures. In DCS architectures, we have 
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None of the slave receivers send any feedback information 
about the timing of the playout processes. It only adjusts the 
playout timing of MUs to that of the Master receiver. Only the 
Master receiver sends (multicasts) its playout timing to all the 
other (slave) receivers. The Master receiver controls and 
computes the presentation time of the MUs according to its 
own state of the received stream data. Group synchronization 
is achieved by adjusting the presentation time of the MUs of 
master stream at the slave receivers to that of the Master 
receiver. Therefore, the slave receivers should present MUs at 
the same timing as the Master receiver. The synchronization 
of the slave receivers is achieved as follows: 
 The Master receiver multicasts a control packet to all 

slave receivers. This control packet includes the 
presentation time of its first MU of the master stream. 
This process is called “initial presentation adjustment”. 

 When the target presentation time of the Master receiver 
changes, the Master receiver notifies all the slaves about 
this modification by multicasting a control packet. This 
control packet contains the amount of time that is 
modified and the sequence number of the MU for which 
the target presentation time has been changed.  

 The Master receiver periodically multicasts proper control 
packets to accommodate the newly joined slave receivers. 

Boronat et al. [20] presented the M/S scheme by extending 
the RTP/RTCP (Real-time Transport Protocol/ RTP Control 
Protocol) messages for containing the synchronization 
information. Fig. 3 presents the different type of message 
exchanges in the basic M/S scheme. The advantage of the M/S
technique is its simplicity and the decreased amount of 
information exchange (i.e., control packets) to support group 
synchronization. However, the selection of the Master receiver 
can influence the performance of the scheme because slave 
receivers must present MUs at the same timing as the Master 
receiver. If the fastest (more advanced) receiver is selected as 
the master, the playout point of this receiver is selected as the 
IDMS reference. This will result to poor presentation quality 
at slower (or more lagged) receivers. On the contrary, if the 
slowest receiver is selected as master, this will result in high 
packet drops at faster slave receiver(s). It is noteworthy that 
synchronization can also be based on the mean playout point 

(i.e., the IDMS reference is calculated by averaging the 
playout timing reported from all the distributed receivers). A 
problem with the M/S technique is that the master can act as a 
bottleneck in the system. A second problem deals with the 
associated degree of unfairness with the slave receivers. 
Boronat et al. [21] discussed possible options with pros and 
cons for the master selection in this scheme. 

B. Synchronization Maestro Scheme (SMS) 
In SMS scheme [22], all the receivers are handled fairly as 

master and slaves do not exist. SMS involves a 
Synchronization Manager (SM) which can be performed by 
one of the source or receiver. For example, in Fig. 4, one 
receiver (destination) performs the role of SM.  

Each receiver estimates the network delay and uses the 
estimates to determine the local presentation time of the MU. 
Then, each receiver sends this estimated presentation time of 
MU to the SM. After that, the SM gathers the estimates from 
the receivers and adjusts the presentation timing among the 
receivers by multicasting control packets to receivers. The 
SMS scheme assumes that the clock speed at the sources and 
receivers is the same and that the current local times are also 
the same (i.e., globally synchronized clocks). Figure 4 depicts 
the basic principle of the SMS technique. Boronat et al. [16]
presented the RTCP-based schemes which follow the same 
basic principle. The SMS scheme (like the M/S) is a 
centralized solution, and thus it can confront the bottleneck 
problem. The advantage of the SMS scheme over M/S is its 
fairness to the receivers because the feedback information of 
all the receivers is accounted for determining the presentation 
time of the MU. However, this fairness costs more 
communication overhead among the receiver and the 
Synchronization Manager (SM). 

C. Distributed Control Scheme (DCS) 
Figure 5 illustrates the DCS scheme [23]. Each receiver 
estimates the network delay, and then determines the 
presentation time of the MU. Then, it sends (multicasts) this 
presentation time to all the receivers. After that, every receiver 
will have the entire view of the estimated time of MU. Each 
receiver has the flexibility to decide the reference playout time 
among the timing of all the receivers. The DCS scheme 
provides higher flexibility to each receiver to decide the 
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Fig. 3. Master/Slave Receiver Scheme [19].
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None of the slave receivers send any feedback information 
about the timing of the playout processes. It only adjusts the 
playout timing of MUs to that of the Master receiver. Only the 
Master receiver sends (multicasts) its playout timing to all the 
other (slave) receivers. The Master receiver controls and 
computes the presentation time of the MUs according to its 
own state of the received stream data. Group synchronization 
is achieved by adjusting the presentation time of the MUs of 
master stream at the slave receivers to that of the Master 
receiver. Therefore, the slave receivers should present MUs at 
the same timing as the Master receiver. The synchronization 
of the slave receivers is achieved as follows: 
 The Master receiver multicasts a control packet to all 

slave receivers. This control packet includes the 
presentation time of its first MU of the master stream. 
This process is called “initial presentation adjustment”. 

 When the target presentation time of the Master receiver 
changes, the Master receiver notifies all the slaves about 
this modification by multicasting a control packet. This 
control packet contains the amount of time that is 
modified and the sequence number of the MU for which 
the target presentation time has been changed.  

 The Master receiver periodically multicasts proper control 
packets to accommodate the newly joined slave receivers. 

Boronat et al. [20] presented the M/S scheme by extending 
the RTP/RTCP (Real-time Transport Protocol/ RTP Control 
Protocol) messages for containing the synchronization 
information. Fig. 3 presents the different type of message 
exchanges in the basic M/S scheme. The advantage of the M/S
technique is its simplicity and the decreased amount of 
information exchange (i.e., control packets) to support group 
synchronization. However, the selection of the Master receiver 
can influence the performance of the scheme because slave 
receivers must present MUs at the same timing as the Master 
receiver. If the fastest (more advanced) receiver is selected as 
the master, the playout point of this receiver is selected as the 
IDMS reference. This will result to poor presentation quality 
at slower (or more lagged) receivers. On the contrary, if the 
slowest receiver is selected as master, this will result in high 
packet drops at faster slave receiver(s). It is noteworthy that 
synchronization can also be based on the mean playout point 

(i.e., the IDMS reference is calculated by averaging the 
playout timing reported from all the distributed receivers). A 
problem with the M/S technique is that the master can act as a 
bottleneck in the system. A second problem deals with the 
associated degree of unfairness with the slave receivers. 
Boronat et al. [21] discussed possible options with pros and 
cons for the master selection in this scheme. 

B. Synchronization Maestro Scheme (SMS) 
In SMS scheme [22], all the receivers are handled fairly as 

master and slaves do not exist. SMS involves a 
Synchronization Manager (SM) which can be performed by 
one of the source or receiver. For example, in Fig. 4, one 
receiver (destination) performs the role of SM.  

Each receiver estimates the network delay and uses the 
estimates to determine the local presentation time of the MU. 
Then, each receiver sends this estimated presentation time of 
MU to the SM. After that, the SM gathers the estimates from 
the receivers and adjusts the presentation timing among the 
receivers by multicasting control packets to receivers. The 
SMS scheme assumes that the clock speed at the sources and 
receivers is the same and that the current local times are also 
the same (i.e., globally synchronized clocks). Figure 4 depicts 
the basic principle of the SMS technique. Boronat et al. [16]
presented the RTCP-based schemes which follow the same 
basic principle. The SMS scheme (like the M/S) is a 
centralized solution, and thus it can confront the bottleneck 
problem. The advantage of the SMS scheme over M/S is its 
fairness to the receivers because the feedback information of 
all the receivers is accounted for determining the presentation 
time of the MU. However, this fairness costs more 
communication overhead among the receiver and the 
Synchronization Manager (SM). 

C. Distributed Control Scheme (DCS) 
Figure 5 illustrates the DCS scheme [23]. Each receiver 
estimates the network delay, and then determines the 
presentation time of the MU. Then, it sends (multicasts) this 
presentation time to all the receivers. After that, every receiver 
will have the entire view of the estimated time of MU. Each 
receiver has the flexibility to decide the reference playout time 
among the timing of all the receivers. The DCS scheme 
provides higher flexibility to each receiver to decide the 
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presentation time of MU. For example, it is possible that by 
selecting the presentation time of other receiver, it can achieve 
higher group synchronization quality, but it may cause the 
inter-media or intra-media synchronization degradation. In this 
case, the receiver has the flexibility to choose between the 
types of synchronization depending upon the nature of 
application on hand. If the application on hand requires the 
higher inter-media or intra-media synchronization and can 
sacrifice on the group synchronization to certain limit, then the 
receiver can select its own determined presentation time and 
vice versa. DCS is a distributed scheme by nature and does not 
suffer from the bottleneck problem. If one or more receivers 
leave the system, it will not disturb the overall scheme. This 
greater flexibility and the distributed nature of DCS make it 
complex in terms of processing. This happens because the 
receiver does more calculations and comparisons before 
deciding the presentation time of MU. Finally, DCS has a
higher message complexity, because each receiver multicasts 
the estimated presentation time. 

D. Comparison  of Control Schemes - Lessons Learned 
The following factors affect IDMS performance (i.e., the level 
of synchronicity among receivers). These factors can be used 
as evaluation criteria for the comparison of IDMS control 
schemes [3][16]: 

Robustness: Disconnections and failures of some receivers/ 
participants may affect the ability to perform the IDMS 
control. In a distributed control architecture (DCS), the failure 
of any of the participant has a slight effect on the other 
participants because each one of them is independent and has 
locally all the required information to compute the overall 
synchronization status at any time. In SMS, if the Maestro 
cannot communicate with the other terminals owing to some
trouble, no destination can carry out the IDMS control. 
Generally, a centralized scheme (SMS or M/S) is less robust
than distributed schemes. A distributed architecture (DCS) is 
more robust because it can simplify the deployment and 
maintenance of a distributed multimedia application. 

Scalability: This is the ability to handle multiple concurrent 
participants/receivers in an IDMS session. SMS requires the 

maintenance of a dedicated server (Maestro) to which all the 
control information converges. Thus, SMS may present higher 
scalability constraints. For example, multiple receivers may 
send control packets almost simultaneously, thus originating a 
feedback-implosion problem because of the IDMS control. As 
the number of the receivers/participants increases, bursty 
traffic due to control packets can overwhelm the 
synchronization manager and may degrade the output quality 
of the media streams.  

Traffic overhead: It is generated by two factors: (1) the 
distribution of the playout timing messages from the 
participants to the synchronization manager; and (2) the 
transmission of playout setting instructions. Generally, traffic 
overhead may be higher in DCS than in SMS. 

Interactivity (low delays): Each slave destination can 
compute the detected playout asynchrony when it receives the 
control messages from the master destination. Consequently, 
the lowest delays may be achieved using the M/S scheme. In 
DCS, each participant must gather the overall status from all 
the other active participants. As a result, delays in DCS are bit
larger. In SMS, the Maestro must gather the playout timing of 
all the receivers, and then send back to them new control 
messages including IDMS setting instructions. Therefore, the 
highest delay (smallest interactivity) occurs in SMS, but this 
delay depends on the network topology and on the routing tree 
structure. 

Location of control nodes: The location of the multimedia 
source and the location of the synchronization manager affect 
the IDMS performance of the schemes. Centralized control 
schemes are more sensitive to these locations. Under heavily 
loaded network conditions, the IDMS performance with SMS 
can be slightly larger than the one with M/S and DCS 
schemes, if the media source is selected as the Maestro. This is 
due to the fact that IDMS control packets sent by the Maestro 
are sent through the same path as the MUs (e.g., video frames, 
encapsulated in data packets). In SMS scheme, IDMS control 
messages scarcely increase the network load. But, if the 
bandwidth availability is limited, some (data or control) 
packets may be dropped. If a control packet is dropped (lost), 
the destination cannot get the reference output timing until 
receiving the next control packet. On the other hand, in M/S 
scheme, if the most heavily loaded destination is selected as 
the master, the data packets are less likely dropped on the 
intermediate links because it does not need to receive control 
packets and their own sent control packets may be transmitted 
in the opposite direction to the media data packets. 

Consistency: In media-sharing applications, consistency is 
required to guarantee concurrently synchronized playout states 
in all the distributed participants. In centralized schemes, 
inconsistency between receivers’ states occurs less likely, 
since all of them always receive the same control information 
about IDMS timing from the Maestro (in SMS) or the Master 
receiver (in M/S scheme). On the contrary, in a DCS scheme, 
there is no guarantee that the same reference IDMS timing, 
from among all the collected IDMS control reports, will be 
selected in all the distributed receivers since each one takes its 
own decisions locally. This leads to a more probable potential 
inter-receivers inconsistency.  

Security: Centralized architectures provide higher security 
than distributed architectures. In DCS architectures, we have 
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presentation time of MU. For example, it is possible that by 
selecting the presentation time of other receiver, it can achieve 
higher group synchronization quality, but it may cause the 
inter-media or intra-media synchronization degradation. In this 
case, the receiver has the flexibility to choose between the 
types of synchronization depending upon the nature of 
application on hand. If the application on hand requires the 
higher inter-media or intra-media synchronization and can 
sacrifice on the group synchronization to certain limit, then the 
receiver can select its own determined presentation time and 
vice versa. DCS is a distributed scheme by nature and does not 
suffer from the bottleneck problem. If one or more receivers 
leave the system, it will not disturb the overall scheme. This 
greater flexibility and the distributed nature of DCS make it 
complex in terms of processing. This happens because the 
receiver does more calculations and comparisons before 
deciding the presentation time of MU. Finally, DCS has a
higher message complexity, because each receiver multicasts 
the estimated presentation time. 

D. Comparison  of Control Schemes - Lessons Learned 
The following factors affect IDMS performance (i.e., the level 
of synchronicity among receivers). These factors can be used 
as evaluation criteria for the comparison of IDMS control 
schemes [3][16]: 

Robustness: Disconnections and failures of some receivers/ 
participants may affect the ability to perform the IDMS 
control. In a distributed control architecture (DCS), the failure 
of any of the participant has a slight effect on the other 
participants because each one of them is independent and has 
locally all the required information to compute the overall 
synchronization status at any time. In SMS, if the Maestro 
cannot communicate with the other terminals owing to some
trouble, no destination can carry out the IDMS control. 
Generally, a centralized scheme (SMS or M/S) is less robust
than distributed schemes. A distributed architecture (DCS) is 
more robust because it can simplify the deployment and 
maintenance of a distributed multimedia application. 

Scalability: This is the ability to handle multiple concurrent 
participants/receivers in an IDMS session. SMS requires the 

maintenance of a dedicated server (Maestro) to which all the 
control information converges. Thus, SMS may present higher 
scalability constraints. For example, multiple receivers may 
send control packets almost simultaneously, thus originating a 
feedback-implosion problem because of the IDMS control. As 
the number of the receivers/participants increases, bursty 
traffic due to control packets can overwhelm the 
synchronization manager and may degrade the output quality 
of the media streams.  

Traffic overhead: It is generated by two factors: (1) the 
distribution of the playout timing messages from the 
participants to the synchronization manager; and (2) the 
transmission of playout setting instructions. Generally, traffic 
overhead may be higher in DCS than in SMS. 

Interactivity (low delays): Each slave destination can 
compute the detected playout asynchrony when it receives the 
control messages from the master destination. Consequently, 
the lowest delays may be achieved using the M/S scheme. In 
DCS, each participant must gather the overall status from all 
the other active participants. As a result, delays in DCS are bit
larger. In SMS, the Maestro must gather the playout timing of 
all the receivers, and then send back to them new control 
messages including IDMS setting instructions. Therefore, the 
highest delay (smallest interactivity) occurs in SMS, but this 
delay depends on the network topology and on the routing tree 
structure. 

Location of control nodes: The location of the multimedia 
source and the location of the synchronization manager affect 
the IDMS performance of the schemes. Centralized control 
schemes are more sensitive to these locations. Under heavily 
loaded network conditions, the IDMS performance with SMS 
can be slightly larger than the one with M/S and DCS 
schemes, if the media source is selected as the Maestro. This is 
due to the fact that IDMS control packets sent by the Maestro 
are sent through the same path as the MUs (e.g., video frames, 
encapsulated in data packets). In SMS scheme, IDMS control 
messages scarcely increase the network load. But, if the 
bandwidth availability is limited, some (data or control) 
packets may be dropped. If a control packet is dropped (lost), 
the destination cannot get the reference output timing until 
receiving the next control packet. On the other hand, in M/S 
scheme, if the most heavily loaded destination is selected as 
the master, the data packets are less likely dropped on the 
intermediate links because it does not need to receive control 
packets and their own sent control packets may be transmitted 
in the opposite direction to the media data packets. 

Consistency: In media-sharing applications, consistency is 
required to guarantee concurrently synchronized playout states 
in all the distributed participants. In centralized schemes, 
inconsistency between receivers’ states occurs less likely, 
since all of them always receive the same control information 
about IDMS timing from the Maestro (in SMS) or the Master 
receiver (in M/S scheme). On the contrary, in a DCS scheme, 
there is no guarantee that the same reference IDMS timing, 
from among all the collected IDMS control reports, will be 
selected in all the distributed receivers since each one takes its 
own decisions locally. This leads to a more probable potential 
inter-receivers inconsistency.  

Security: Centralized architectures provide higher security 
than distributed architectures. In DCS architectures, we have 
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None of the slave receivers send any feedback information 
about the timing of the playout processes. It only adjusts the 
playout timing of MUs to that of the Master receiver. Only the 
Master receiver sends (multicasts) its playout timing to all the 
other (slave) receivers. The Master receiver controls and 
computes the presentation time of the MUs according to its 
own state of the received stream data. Group synchronization 
is achieved by adjusting the presentation time of the MUs of 
master stream at the slave receivers to that of the Master 
receiver. Therefore, the slave receivers should present MUs at 
the same timing as the Master receiver. The synchronization 
of the slave receivers is achieved as follows: 
 The Master receiver multicasts a control packet to all 

slave receivers. This control packet includes the 
presentation time of its first MU of the master stream. 
This process is called “initial presentation adjustment”. 

 When the target presentation time of the Master receiver 
changes, the Master receiver notifies all the slaves about 
this modification by multicasting a control packet. This 
control packet contains the amount of time that is 
modified and the sequence number of the MU for which 
the target presentation time has been changed.  

 The Master receiver periodically multicasts proper control 
packets to accommodate the newly joined slave receivers. 

Boronat et al. [20] presented the M/S scheme by extending 
the RTP/RTCP (Real-time Transport Protocol/ RTP Control 
Protocol) messages for containing the synchronization 
information. Fig. 3 presents the different type of message 
exchanges in the basic M/S scheme. The advantage of the M/S
technique is its simplicity and the decreased amount of 
information exchange (i.e., control packets) to support group 
synchronization. However, the selection of the Master receiver 
can influence the performance of the scheme because slave 
receivers must present MUs at the same timing as the Master 
receiver. If the fastest (more advanced) receiver is selected as 
the master, the playout point of this receiver is selected as the 
IDMS reference. This will result to poor presentation quality 
at slower (or more lagged) receivers. On the contrary, if the 
slowest receiver is selected as master, this will result in high 
packet drops at faster slave receiver(s). It is noteworthy that 
synchronization can also be based on the mean playout point 

(i.e., the IDMS reference is calculated by averaging the 
playout timing reported from all the distributed receivers). A 
problem with the M/S technique is that the master can act as a 
bottleneck in the system. A second problem deals with the 
associated degree of unfairness with the slave receivers. 
Boronat et al. [21] discussed possible options with pros and 
cons for the master selection in this scheme. 

B. Synchronization Maestro Scheme (SMS) 
In SMS scheme [22], all the receivers are handled fairly as 

master and slaves do not exist. SMS involves a 
Synchronization Manager (SM) which can be performed by 
one of the source or receiver. For example, in Fig. 4, one 
receiver (destination) performs the role of SM.  

Each receiver estimates the network delay and uses the 
estimates to determine the local presentation time of the MU. 
Then, each receiver sends this estimated presentation time of 
MU to the SM. After that, the SM gathers the estimates from 
the receivers and adjusts the presentation timing among the 
receivers by multicasting control packets to receivers. The 
SMS scheme assumes that the clock speed at the sources and 
receivers is the same and that the current local times are also 
the same (i.e., globally synchronized clocks). Figure 4 depicts 
the basic principle of the SMS technique. Boronat et al. [16]
presented the RTCP-based schemes which follow the same 
basic principle. The SMS scheme (like the M/S) is a 
centralized solution, and thus it can confront the bottleneck 
problem. The advantage of the SMS scheme over M/S is its 
fairness to the receivers because the feedback information of 
all the receivers is accounted for determining the presentation 
time of the MU. However, this fairness costs more 
communication overhead among the receiver and the 
Synchronization Manager (SM). 

C. Distributed Control Scheme (DCS) 
Figure 5 illustrates the DCS scheme [23]. Each receiver 
estimates the network delay, and then determines the 
presentation time of the MU. Then, it sends (multicasts) this 
presentation time to all the receivers. After that, every receiver 
will have the entire view of the estimated time of MU. Each 
receiver has the flexibility to decide the reference playout time 
among the timing of all the receivers. The DCS scheme 
provides higher flexibility to each receiver to decide the 

Fig. 4. Synchronization Maestro Scheme [19].

Fig. 3. Master/Slave Receiver Scheme [19].
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presentation time of MU. For example, it is possible that by 
selecting the presentation time of other receiver, it can achieve 
higher group synchronization quality, but it may cause the 
inter-media or intra-media synchronization degradation. In this 
case, the receiver has the flexibility to choose between the 
types of synchronization depending upon the nature of 
application on hand. If the application on hand requires the 
higher inter-media or intra-media synchronization and can 
sacrifice on the group synchronization to certain limit, then the 
receiver can select its own determined presentation time and 
vice versa. DCS is a distributed scheme by nature and does not 
suffer from the bottleneck problem. If one or more receivers 
leave the system, it will not disturb the overall scheme. This 
greater flexibility and the distributed nature of DCS make it 
complex in terms of processing. This happens because the 
receiver does more calculations and comparisons before 
deciding the presentation time of MU. Finally, DCS has a
higher message complexity, because each receiver multicasts 
the estimated presentation time. 

D. Comparison  of Control Schemes - Lessons Learned 
The following factors affect IDMS performance (i.e., the level 
of synchronicity among receivers). These factors can be used 
as evaluation criteria for the comparison of IDMS control 
schemes [3][16]: 

Robustness: Disconnections and failures of some receivers/ 
participants may affect the ability to perform the IDMS 
control. In a distributed control architecture (DCS), the failure 
of any of the participant has a slight effect on the other 
participants because each one of them is independent and has 
locally all the required information to compute the overall 
synchronization status at any time. In SMS, if the Maestro 
cannot communicate with the other terminals owing to some
trouble, no destination can carry out the IDMS control. 
Generally, a centralized scheme (SMS or M/S) is less robust
than distributed schemes. A distributed architecture (DCS) is 
more robust because it can simplify the deployment and 
maintenance of a distributed multimedia application. 

Scalability: This is the ability to handle multiple concurrent 
participants/receivers in an IDMS session. SMS requires the 

maintenance of a dedicated server (Maestro) to which all the 
control information converges. Thus, SMS may present higher 
scalability constraints. For example, multiple receivers may 
send control packets almost simultaneously, thus originating a 
feedback-implosion problem because of the IDMS control. As 
the number of the receivers/participants increases, bursty 
traffic due to control packets can overwhelm the 
synchronization manager and may degrade the output quality 
of the media streams.  

Traffic overhead: It is generated by two factors: (1) the 
distribution of the playout timing messages from the 
participants to the synchronization manager; and (2) the 
transmission of playout setting instructions. Generally, traffic 
overhead may be higher in DCS than in SMS. 

Interactivity (low delays): Each slave destination can 
compute the detected playout asynchrony when it receives the 
control messages from the master destination. Consequently, 
the lowest delays may be achieved using the M/S scheme. In 
DCS, each participant must gather the overall status from all 
the other active participants. As a result, delays in DCS are bit
larger. In SMS, the Maestro must gather the playout timing of 
all the receivers, and then send back to them new control 
messages including IDMS setting instructions. Therefore, the 
highest delay (smallest interactivity) occurs in SMS, but this 
delay depends on the network topology and on the routing tree 
structure. 

Location of control nodes: The location of the multimedia 
source and the location of the synchronization manager affect 
the IDMS performance of the schemes. Centralized control 
schemes are more sensitive to these locations. Under heavily 
loaded network conditions, the IDMS performance with SMS 
can be slightly larger than the one with M/S and DCS 
schemes, if the media source is selected as the Maestro. This is 
due to the fact that IDMS control packets sent by the Maestro 
are sent through the same path as the MUs (e.g., video frames, 
encapsulated in data packets). In SMS scheme, IDMS control 
messages scarcely increase the network load. But, if the 
bandwidth availability is limited, some (data or control) 
packets may be dropped. If a control packet is dropped (lost), 
the destination cannot get the reference output timing until 
receiving the next control packet. On the other hand, in M/S 
scheme, if the most heavily loaded destination is selected as 
the master, the data packets are less likely dropped on the 
intermediate links because it does not need to receive control 
packets and their own sent control packets may be transmitted 
in the opposite direction to the media data packets. 

Consistency: In media-sharing applications, consistency is 
required to guarantee concurrently synchronized playout states 
in all the distributed participants. In centralized schemes, 
inconsistency between receivers’ states occurs less likely, 
since all of them always receive the same control information 
about IDMS timing from the Maestro (in SMS) or the Master 
receiver (in M/S scheme). On the contrary, in a DCS scheme, 
there is no guarantee that the same reference IDMS timing, 
from among all the collected IDMS control reports, will be 
selected in all the distributed receivers since each one takes its 
own decisions locally. This leads to a more probable potential 
inter-receivers inconsistency.  

Security: Centralized architectures provide higher security 
than distributed architectures. In DCS architectures, we have 
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None of the slave receivers send any feedback information 
about the timing of the playout processes. It only adjusts the 
playout timing of MUs to that of the Master receiver. Only the 
Master receiver sends (multicasts) its playout timing to all the 
other (slave) receivers. The Master receiver controls and 
computes the presentation time of the MUs according to its 
own state of the received stream data. Group synchronization 
is achieved by adjusting the presentation time of the MUs of 
master stream at the slave receivers to that of the Master 
receiver. Therefore, the slave receivers should present MUs at 
the same timing as the Master receiver. The synchronization 
of the slave receivers is achieved as follows: 
 The Master receiver multicasts a control packet to all 

slave receivers. This control packet includes the 
presentation time of its first MU of the master stream. 
This process is called “initial presentation adjustment”. 

 When the target presentation time of the Master receiver 
changes, the Master receiver notifies all the slaves about 
this modification by multicasting a control packet. This 
control packet contains the amount of time that is 
modified and the sequence number of the MU for which 
the target presentation time has been changed.  

 The Master receiver periodically multicasts proper control 
packets to accommodate the newly joined slave receivers. 

Boronat et al. [20] presented the M/S scheme by extending 
the RTP/RTCP (Real-time Transport Protocol/ RTP Control 
Protocol) messages for containing the synchronization 
information. Fig. 3 presents the different type of message 
exchanges in the basic M/S scheme. The advantage of the M/S
technique is its simplicity and the decreased amount of 
information exchange (i.e., control packets) to support group 
synchronization. However, the selection of the Master receiver 
can influence the performance of the scheme because slave 
receivers must present MUs at the same timing as the Master 
receiver. If the fastest (more advanced) receiver is selected as 
the master, the playout point of this receiver is selected as the 
IDMS reference. This will result to poor presentation quality 
at slower (or more lagged) receivers. On the contrary, if the 
slowest receiver is selected as master, this will result in high 
packet drops at faster slave receiver(s). It is noteworthy that 
synchronization can also be based on the mean playout point 

(i.e., the IDMS reference is calculated by averaging the 
playout timing reported from all the distributed receivers). A 
problem with the M/S technique is that the master can act as a 
bottleneck in the system. A second problem deals with the 
associated degree of unfairness with the slave receivers. 
Boronat et al. [21] discussed possible options with pros and 
cons for the master selection in this scheme. 

B. Synchronization Maestro Scheme (SMS) 
In SMS scheme [22], all the receivers are handled fairly as 

master and slaves do not exist. SMS involves a 
Synchronization Manager (SM) which can be performed by 
one of the source or receiver. For example, in Fig. 4, one 
receiver (destination) performs the role of SM.  

Each receiver estimates the network delay and uses the 
estimates to determine the local presentation time of the MU. 
Then, each receiver sends this estimated presentation time of 
MU to the SM. After that, the SM gathers the estimates from 
the receivers and adjusts the presentation timing among the 
receivers by multicasting control packets to receivers. The 
SMS scheme assumes that the clock speed at the sources and 
receivers is the same and that the current local times are also 
the same (i.e., globally synchronized clocks). Figure 4 depicts 
the basic principle of the SMS technique. Boronat et al. [16]
presented the RTCP-based schemes which follow the same 
basic principle. The SMS scheme (like the M/S) is a 
centralized solution, and thus it can confront the bottleneck 
problem. The advantage of the SMS scheme over M/S is its 
fairness to the receivers because the feedback information of 
all the receivers is accounted for determining the presentation 
time of the MU. However, this fairness costs more 
communication overhead among the receiver and the 
Synchronization Manager (SM). 

C. Distributed Control Scheme (DCS) 
Figure 5 illustrates the DCS scheme [23]. Each receiver 
estimates the network delay, and then determines the 
presentation time of the MU. Then, it sends (multicasts) this 
presentation time to all the receivers. After that, every receiver 
will have the entire view of the estimated time of MU. Each 
receiver has the flexibility to decide the reference playout time 
among the timing of all the receivers. The DCS scheme 
provides higher flexibility to each receiver to decide the 

Fig. 4. Synchronization Maestro Scheme [19].

Fig. 3. Master/Slave Receiver Scheme [19].
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presentation time of MU. For example, it is possible that by 
selecting the presentation time of other receiver, it can achieve 
higher group synchronization quality, but it may cause the 
inter-media or intra-media synchronization degradation. In this 
case, the receiver has the flexibility to choose between the 
types of synchronization depending upon the nature of 
application on hand. If the application on hand requires the 
higher inter-media or intra-media synchronization and can 
sacrifice on the group synchronization to certain limit, then the 
receiver can select its own determined presentation time and 
vice versa. DCS is a distributed scheme by nature and does not 
suffer from the bottleneck problem. If one or more receivers 
leave the system, it will not disturb the overall scheme. This 
greater flexibility and the distributed nature of DCS make it 
complex in terms of processing. This happens because the 
receiver does more calculations and comparisons before 
deciding the presentation time of MU. Finally, DCS has a
higher message complexity, because each receiver multicasts 
the estimated presentation time. 

D. Comparison  of Control Schemes - Lessons Learned 
The following factors affect IDMS performance (i.e., the level 
of synchronicity among receivers). These factors can be used 
as evaluation criteria for the comparison of IDMS control 
schemes [3][16]: 

Robustness: Disconnections and failures of some receivers/ 
participants may affect the ability to perform the IDMS 
control. In a distributed control architecture (DCS), the failure 
of any of the participant has a slight effect on the other 
participants because each one of them is independent and has 
locally all the required information to compute the overall 
synchronization status at any time. In SMS, if the Maestro 
cannot communicate with the other terminals owing to some
trouble, no destination can carry out the IDMS control. 
Generally, a centralized scheme (SMS or M/S) is less robust
than distributed schemes. A distributed architecture (DCS) is 
more robust because it can simplify the deployment and 
maintenance of a distributed multimedia application. 

Scalability: This is the ability to handle multiple concurrent 
participants/receivers in an IDMS session. SMS requires the 

maintenance of a dedicated server (Maestro) to which all the 
control information converges. Thus, SMS may present higher 
scalability constraints. For example, multiple receivers may 
send control packets almost simultaneously, thus originating a 
feedback-implosion problem because of the IDMS control. As 
the number of the receivers/participants increases, bursty 
traffic due to control packets can overwhelm the 
synchronization manager and may degrade the output quality 
of the media streams.  

Traffic overhead: It is generated by two factors: (1) the 
distribution of the playout timing messages from the 
participants to the synchronization manager; and (2) the 
transmission of playout setting instructions. Generally, traffic 
overhead may be higher in DCS than in SMS. 

Interactivity (low delays): Each slave destination can 
compute the detected playout asynchrony when it receives the 
control messages from the master destination. Consequently, 
the lowest delays may be achieved using the M/S scheme. In 
DCS, each participant must gather the overall status from all 
the other active participants. As a result, delays in DCS are bit
larger. In SMS, the Maestro must gather the playout timing of 
all the receivers, and then send back to them new control 
messages including IDMS setting instructions. Therefore, the 
highest delay (smallest interactivity) occurs in SMS, but this 
delay depends on the network topology and on the routing tree 
structure. 

Location of control nodes: The location of the multimedia 
source and the location of the synchronization manager affect 
the IDMS performance of the schemes. Centralized control 
schemes are more sensitive to these locations. Under heavily 
loaded network conditions, the IDMS performance with SMS 
can be slightly larger than the one with M/S and DCS 
schemes, if the media source is selected as the Maestro. This is 
due to the fact that IDMS control packets sent by the Maestro 
are sent through the same path as the MUs (e.g., video frames, 
encapsulated in data packets). In SMS scheme, IDMS control 
messages scarcely increase the network load. But, if the 
bandwidth availability is limited, some (data or control) 
packets may be dropped. If a control packet is dropped (lost), 
the destination cannot get the reference output timing until 
receiving the next control packet. On the other hand, in M/S 
scheme, if the most heavily loaded destination is selected as 
the master, the data packets are less likely dropped on the 
intermediate links because it does not need to receive control 
packets and their own sent control packets may be transmitted 
in the opposite direction to the media data packets. 

Consistency: In media-sharing applications, consistency is 
required to guarantee concurrently synchronized playout states 
in all the distributed participants. In centralized schemes, 
inconsistency between receivers’ states occurs less likely, 
since all of them always receive the same control information 
about IDMS timing from the Maestro (in SMS) or the Master 
receiver (in M/S scheme). On the contrary, in a DCS scheme, 
there is no guarantee that the same reference IDMS timing, 
from among all the collected IDMS control reports, will be 
selected in all the distributed receivers since each one takes its 
own decisions locally. This leads to a more probable potential 
inter-receivers inconsistency.  

Security: Centralized architectures provide higher security 
than distributed architectures. In DCS architectures, we have 
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presentation time of MU. For example, it is possible that by 
selecting the presentation time of other receiver, it can achieve 
higher group synchronization quality, but it may cause the 
inter-media or intra-media synchronization degradation. In this 
case, the receiver has the flexibility to choose between the 
types of synchronization depending upon the nature of 
application on hand. If the application on hand requires the 
higher inter-media or intra-media synchronization and can 
sacrifice on the group synchronization to certain limit, then the 
receiver can select its own determined presentation time and 
vice versa. DCS is a distributed scheme by nature and does not 
suffer from the bottleneck problem. If one or more receivers 
leave the system, it will not disturb the overall scheme. This 
greater flexibility and the distributed nature of DCS make it 
complex in terms of processing. This happens because the 
receiver does more calculations and comparisons before 
deciding the presentation time of MU. Finally, DCS has a
higher message complexity, because each receiver multicasts 
the estimated presentation time. 

D. Comparison  of Control Schemes - Lessons Learned 
The following factors affect IDMS performance (i.e., the level 
of synchronicity among receivers). These factors can be used 
as evaluation criteria for the comparison of IDMS control 
schemes [3][16]: 

Robustness: Disconnections and failures of some receivers/ 
participants may affect the ability to perform the IDMS 
control. In a distributed control architecture (DCS), the failure 
of any of the participant has a slight effect on the other 
participants because each one of them is independent and has 
locally all the required information to compute the overall 
synchronization status at any time. In SMS, if the Maestro 
cannot communicate with the other terminals owing to some
trouble, no destination can carry out the IDMS control. 
Generally, a centralized scheme (SMS or M/S) is less robust
than distributed schemes. A distributed architecture (DCS) is 
more robust because it can simplify the deployment and 
maintenance of a distributed multimedia application. 

Scalability: This is the ability to handle multiple concurrent 
participants/receivers in an IDMS session. SMS requires the 

maintenance of a dedicated server (Maestro) to which all the 
control information converges. Thus, SMS may present higher 
scalability constraints. For example, multiple receivers may 
send control packets almost simultaneously, thus originating a 
feedback-implosion problem because of the IDMS control. As 
the number of the receivers/participants increases, bursty 
traffic due to control packets can overwhelm the 
synchronization manager and may degrade the output quality 
of the media streams.  

Traffic overhead: It is generated by two factors: (1) the 
distribution of the playout timing messages from the 
participants to the synchronization manager; and (2) the 
transmission of playout setting instructions. Generally, traffic 
overhead may be higher in DCS than in SMS. 

Interactivity (low delays): Each slave destination can 
compute the detected playout asynchrony when it receives the 
control messages from the master destination. Consequently, 
the lowest delays may be achieved using the M/S scheme. In 
DCS, each participant must gather the overall status from all 
the other active participants. As a result, delays in DCS are bit
larger. In SMS, the Maestro must gather the playout timing of 
all the receivers, and then send back to them new control 
messages including IDMS setting instructions. Therefore, the 
highest delay (smallest interactivity) occurs in SMS, but this 
delay depends on the network topology and on the routing tree 
structure. 

Location of control nodes: The location of the multimedia 
source and the location of the synchronization manager affect 
the IDMS performance of the schemes. Centralized control 
schemes are more sensitive to these locations. Under heavily 
loaded network conditions, the IDMS performance with SMS 
can be slightly larger than the one with M/S and DCS 
schemes, if the media source is selected as the Maestro. This is 
due to the fact that IDMS control packets sent by the Maestro 
are sent through the same path as the MUs (e.g., video frames, 
encapsulated in data packets). In SMS scheme, IDMS control 
messages scarcely increase the network load. But, if the 
bandwidth availability is limited, some (data or control) 
packets may be dropped. If a control packet is dropped (lost), 
the destination cannot get the reference output timing until 
receiving the next control packet. On the other hand, in M/S 
scheme, if the most heavily loaded destination is selected as 
the master, the data packets are less likely dropped on the 
intermediate links because it does not need to receive control 
packets and their own sent control packets may be transmitted 
in the opposite direction to the media data packets. 

Consistency: In media-sharing applications, consistency is 
required to guarantee concurrently synchronized playout states 
in all the distributed participants. In centralized schemes, 
inconsistency between receivers’ states occurs less likely, 
since all of them always receive the same control information 
about IDMS timing from the Maestro (in SMS) or the Master 
receiver (in M/S scheme). On the contrary, in a DCS scheme, 
there is no guarantee that the same reference IDMS timing, 
from among all the collected IDMS control reports, will be 
selected in all the distributed receivers since each one takes its 
own decisions locally. This leads to a more probable potential 
inter-receivers inconsistency.  

Security: Centralized architectures provide higher security 
than distributed architectures. In DCS architectures, we have 
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None of the slave receivers send any feedback information 
about the timing of the playout processes. It only adjusts the 
playout timing of MUs to that of the Master receiver. Only the 
Master receiver sends (multicasts) its playout timing to all the 
other (slave) receivers. The Master receiver controls and 
computes the presentation time of the MUs according to its 
own state of the received stream data. Group synchronization 
is achieved by adjusting the presentation time of the MUs of 
master stream at the slave receivers to that of the Master 
receiver. Therefore, the slave receivers should present MUs at 
the same timing as the Master receiver. The synchronization 
of the slave receivers is achieved as follows: 
 The Master receiver multicasts a control packet to all 

slave receivers. This control packet includes the 
presentation time of its first MU of the master stream. 
This process is called “initial presentation adjustment”. 

 When the target presentation time of the Master receiver 
changes, the Master receiver notifies all the slaves about 
this modification by multicasting a control packet. This 
control packet contains the amount of time that is 
modified and the sequence number of the MU for which 
the target presentation time has been changed.  

 The Master receiver periodically multicasts proper control 
packets to accommodate the newly joined slave receivers. 

Boronat et al. [20] presented the M/S scheme by extending 
the RTP/RTCP (Real-time Transport Protocol/ RTP Control 
Protocol) messages for containing the synchronization 
information. Fig. 3 presents the different type of message 
exchanges in the basic M/S scheme. The advantage of the M/S
technique is its simplicity and the decreased amount of 
information exchange (i.e., control packets) to support group 
synchronization. However, the selection of the Master receiver 
can influence the performance of the scheme because slave 
receivers must present MUs at the same timing as the Master 
receiver. If the fastest (more advanced) receiver is selected as 
the master, the playout point of this receiver is selected as the 
IDMS reference. This will result to poor presentation quality 
at slower (or more lagged) receivers. On the contrary, if the 
slowest receiver is selected as master, this will result in high 
packet drops at faster slave receiver(s). It is noteworthy that 
synchronization can also be based on the mean playout point 

(i.e., the IDMS reference is calculated by averaging the 
playout timing reported from all the distributed receivers). A 
problem with the M/S technique is that the master can act as a 
bottleneck in the system. A second problem deals with the 
associated degree of unfairness with the slave receivers. 
Boronat et al. [21] discussed possible options with pros and 
cons for the master selection in this scheme. 

B. Synchronization Maestro Scheme (SMS) 
In SMS scheme [22], all the receivers are handled fairly as 

master and slaves do not exist. SMS involves a 
Synchronization Manager (SM) which can be performed by 
one of the source or receiver. For example, in Fig. 4, one 
receiver (destination) performs the role of SM.  

Each receiver estimates the network delay and uses the 
estimates to determine the local presentation time of the MU. 
Then, each receiver sends this estimated presentation time of 
MU to the SM. After that, the SM gathers the estimates from 
the receivers and adjusts the presentation timing among the 
receivers by multicasting control packets to receivers. The 
SMS scheme assumes that the clock speed at the sources and 
receivers is the same and that the current local times are also 
the same (i.e., globally synchronized clocks). Figure 4 depicts 
the basic principle of the SMS technique. Boronat et al. [16]
presented the RTCP-based schemes which follow the same 
basic principle. The SMS scheme (like the M/S) is a 
centralized solution, and thus it can confront the bottleneck 
problem. The advantage of the SMS scheme over M/S is its 
fairness to the receivers because the feedback information of 
all the receivers is accounted for determining the presentation 
time of the MU. However, this fairness costs more 
communication overhead among the receiver and the 
Synchronization Manager (SM). 

C. Distributed Control Scheme (DCS) 
Figure 5 illustrates the DCS scheme [23]. Each receiver 
estimates the network delay, and then determines the 
presentation time of the MU. Then, it sends (multicasts) this 
presentation time to all the receivers. After that, every receiver 
will have the entire view of the estimated time of MU. Each 
receiver has the flexibility to decide the reference playout time 
among the timing of all the receivers. The DCS scheme 
provides higher flexibility to each receiver to decide the 
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None of the slave receivers send any feedback information 
about the timing of the playout processes. It only adjusts the 
playout timing of MUs to that of the Master receiver. Only the 
Master receiver sends (multicasts) its playout timing to all the 
other (slave) receivers. The Master receiver controls and 
computes the presentation time of the MUs according to its 
own state of the received stream data. Group synchronization 
is achieved by adjusting the presentation time of the MUs of 
master stream at the slave receivers to that of the Master 
receiver. Therefore, the slave receivers should present MUs at 
the same timing as the Master receiver. The synchronization 
of the slave receivers is achieved as follows: 
 The Master receiver multicasts a control packet to all 

slave receivers. This control packet includes the 
presentation time of its first MU of the master stream. 
This process is called “initial presentation adjustment”. 

 When the target presentation time of the Master receiver 
changes, the Master receiver notifies all the slaves about 
this modification by multicasting a control packet. This 
control packet contains the amount of time that is 
modified and the sequence number of the MU for which 
the target presentation time has been changed.  

 The Master receiver periodically multicasts proper control 
packets to accommodate the newly joined slave receivers. 

Boronat et al. [20] presented the M/S scheme by extending 
the RTP/RTCP (Real-time Transport Protocol/ RTP Control 
Protocol) messages for containing the synchronization 
information. Fig. 3 presents the different type of message 
exchanges in the basic M/S scheme. The advantage of the M/S
technique is its simplicity and the decreased amount of 
information exchange (i.e., control packets) to support group 
synchronization. However, the selection of the Master receiver 
can influence the performance of the scheme because slave 
receivers must present MUs at the same timing as the Master 
receiver. If the fastest (more advanced) receiver is selected as 
the master, the playout point of this receiver is selected as the 
IDMS reference. This will result to poor presentation quality 
at slower (or more lagged) receivers. On the contrary, if the 
slowest receiver is selected as master, this will result in high 
packet drops at faster slave receiver(s). It is noteworthy that 
synchronization can also be based on the mean playout point 

(i.e., the IDMS reference is calculated by averaging the 
playout timing reported from all the distributed receivers). A 
problem with the M/S technique is that the master can act as a 
bottleneck in the system. A second problem deals with the 
associated degree of unfairness with the slave receivers. 
Boronat et al. [21] discussed possible options with pros and 
cons for the master selection in this scheme. 

B. Synchronization Maestro Scheme (SMS) 
In SMS scheme [22], all the receivers are handled fairly as 

master and slaves do not exist. SMS involves a 
Synchronization Manager (SM) which can be performed by 
one of the source or receiver. For example, in Fig. 4, one 
receiver (destination) performs the role of SM.  

Each receiver estimates the network delay and uses the 
estimates to determine the local presentation time of the MU. 
Then, each receiver sends this estimated presentation time of 
MU to the SM. After that, the SM gathers the estimates from 
the receivers and adjusts the presentation timing among the 
receivers by multicasting control packets to receivers. The 
SMS scheme assumes that the clock speed at the sources and 
receivers is the same and that the current local times are also 
the same (i.e., globally synchronized clocks). Figure 4 depicts 
the basic principle of the SMS technique. Boronat et al. [16]
presented the RTCP-based schemes which follow the same 
basic principle. The SMS scheme (like the M/S) is a 
centralized solution, and thus it can confront the bottleneck 
problem. The advantage of the SMS scheme over M/S is its 
fairness to the receivers because the feedback information of 
all the receivers is accounted for determining the presentation 
time of the MU. However, this fairness costs more 
communication overhead among the receiver and the 
Synchronization Manager (SM). 

C. Distributed Control Scheme (DCS) 
Figure 5 illustrates the DCS scheme [23]. Each receiver 
estimates the network delay, and then determines the 
presentation time of the MU. Then, it sends (multicasts) this 
presentation time to all the receivers. After that, every receiver 
will have the entire view of the estimated time of MU. Each 
receiver has the flexibility to decide the reference playout time 
among the timing of all the receivers. The DCS scheme 
provides higher flexibility to each receiver to decide the 
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presentation time of MU. For example, it is possible that by 
selecting the presentation time of other receiver, it can achieve 
higher group synchronization quality, but it may cause the 
inter-media or intra-media synchronization degradation. In this 
case, the receiver has the flexibility to choose between the 
types of synchronization depending upon the nature of 
application on hand. If the application on hand requires the 
higher inter-media or intra-media synchronization and can 
sacrifice on the group synchronization to certain limit, then the 
receiver can select its own determined presentation time and 
vice versa. DCS is a distributed scheme by nature and does not 
suffer from the bottleneck problem. If one or more receivers 
leave the system, it will not disturb the overall scheme. This 
greater flexibility and the distributed nature of DCS make it 
complex in terms of processing. This happens because the 
receiver does more calculations and comparisons before 
deciding the presentation time of MU. Finally, DCS has a
higher message complexity, because each receiver multicasts 
the estimated presentation time. 

D. Comparison  of Control Schemes - Lessons Learned 
The following factors affect IDMS performance (i.e., the level 
of synchronicity among receivers). These factors can be used 
as evaluation criteria for the comparison of IDMS control 
schemes [3][16]: 

Robustness: Disconnections and failures of some receivers/ 
participants may affect the ability to perform the IDMS 
control. In a distributed control architecture (DCS), the failure 
of any of the participant has a slight effect on the other 
participants because each one of them is independent and has 
locally all the required information to compute the overall 
synchronization status at any time. In SMS, if the Maestro 
cannot communicate with the other terminals owing to some
trouble, no destination can carry out the IDMS control. 
Generally, a centralized scheme (SMS or M/S) is less robust
than distributed schemes. A distributed architecture (DCS) is 
more robust because it can simplify the deployment and 
maintenance of a distributed multimedia application. 

Scalability: This is the ability to handle multiple concurrent 
participants/receivers in an IDMS session. SMS requires the 

maintenance of a dedicated server (Maestro) to which all the 
control information converges. Thus, SMS may present higher 
scalability constraints. For example, multiple receivers may 
send control packets almost simultaneously, thus originating a 
feedback-implosion problem because of the IDMS control. As 
the number of the receivers/participants increases, bursty 
traffic due to control packets can overwhelm the 
synchronization manager and may degrade the output quality 
of the media streams.  

Traffic overhead: It is generated by two factors: (1) the 
distribution of the playout timing messages from the 
participants to the synchronization manager; and (2) the 
transmission of playout setting instructions. Generally, traffic 
overhead may be higher in DCS than in SMS. 

Interactivity (low delays): Each slave destination can 
compute the detected playout asynchrony when it receives the 
control messages from the master destination. Consequently, 
the lowest delays may be achieved using the M/S scheme. In 
DCS, each participant must gather the overall status from all 
the other active participants. As a result, delays in DCS are bit
larger. In SMS, the Maestro must gather the playout timing of 
all the receivers, and then send back to them new control 
messages including IDMS setting instructions. Therefore, the 
highest delay (smallest interactivity) occurs in SMS, but this 
delay depends on the network topology and on the routing tree 
structure. 

Location of control nodes: The location of the multimedia 
source and the location of the synchronization manager affect 
the IDMS performance of the schemes. Centralized control 
schemes are more sensitive to these locations. Under heavily 
loaded network conditions, the IDMS performance with SMS 
can be slightly larger than the one with M/S and DCS 
schemes, if the media source is selected as the Maestro. This is 
due to the fact that IDMS control packets sent by the Maestro 
are sent through the same path as the MUs (e.g., video frames, 
encapsulated in data packets). In SMS scheme, IDMS control 
messages scarcely increase the network load. But, if the 
bandwidth availability is limited, some (data or control) 
packets may be dropped. If a control packet is dropped (lost), 
the destination cannot get the reference output timing until 
receiving the next control packet. On the other hand, in M/S 
scheme, if the most heavily loaded destination is selected as 
the master, the data packets are less likely dropped on the 
intermediate links because it does not need to receive control 
packets and their own sent control packets may be transmitted 
in the opposite direction to the media data packets. 

Consistency: In media-sharing applications, consistency is 
required to guarantee concurrently synchronized playout states 
in all the distributed participants. In centralized schemes, 
inconsistency between receivers’ states occurs less likely, 
since all of them always receive the same control information 
about IDMS timing from the Maestro (in SMS) or the Master 
receiver (in M/S scheme). On the contrary, in a DCS scheme, 
there is no guarantee that the same reference IDMS timing, 
from among all the collected IDMS control reports, will be 
selected in all the distributed receivers since each one takes its 
own decisions locally. This leads to a more probable potential 
inter-receivers inconsistency.  

Security: Centralized architectures provide higher security 
than distributed architectures. In DCS architectures, we have 
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presentation time of MU. For example, it is possible that by 
selecting the presentation time of other receiver, it can achieve 
higher group synchronization quality, but it may cause the 
inter-media or intra-media synchronization degradation. In this 
case, the receiver has the flexibility to choose between the 
types of synchronization depending upon the nature of 
application on hand. If the application on hand requires the 
higher inter-media or intra-media synchronization and can 
sacrifice on the group synchronization to certain limit, then the 
receiver can select its own determined presentation time and 
vice versa. DCS is a distributed scheme by nature and does not 
suffer from the bottleneck problem. If one or more receivers 
leave the system, it will not disturb the overall scheme. This 
greater flexibility and the distributed nature of DCS make it 
complex in terms of processing. This happens because the 
receiver does more calculations and comparisons before 
deciding the presentation time of MU. Finally, DCS has a
higher message complexity, because each receiver multicasts 
the estimated presentation time. 

D. Comparison  of Control Schemes - Lessons Learned 
The following factors affect IDMS performance (i.e., the level 
of synchronicity among receivers). These factors can be used 
as evaluation criteria for the comparison of IDMS control 
schemes [3][16]: 

Robustness: Disconnections and failures of some receivers/ 
participants may affect the ability to perform the IDMS 
control. In a distributed control architecture (DCS), the failure 
of any of the participant has a slight effect on the other 
participants because each one of them is independent and has 
locally all the required information to compute the overall 
synchronization status at any time. In SMS, if the Maestro 
cannot communicate with the other terminals owing to some
trouble, no destination can carry out the IDMS control. 
Generally, a centralized scheme (SMS or M/S) is less robust
than distributed schemes. A distributed architecture (DCS) is 
more robust because it can simplify the deployment and 
maintenance of a distributed multimedia application. 

Scalability: This is the ability to handle multiple concurrent 
participants/receivers in an IDMS session. SMS requires the 

maintenance of a dedicated server (Maestro) to which all the 
control information converges. Thus, SMS may present higher 
scalability constraints. For example, multiple receivers may 
send control packets almost simultaneously, thus originating a 
feedback-implosion problem because of the IDMS control. As 
the number of the receivers/participants increases, bursty 
traffic due to control packets can overwhelm the 
synchronization manager and may degrade the output quality 
of the media streams.  

Traffic overhead: It is generated by two factors: (1) the 
distribution of the playout timing messages from the 
participants to the synchronization manager; and (2) the 
transmission of playout setting instructions. Generally, traffic 
overhead may be higher in DCS than in SMS. 

Interactivity (low delays): Each slave destination can 
compute the detected playout asynchrony when it receives the 
control messages from the master destination. Consequently, 
the lowest delays may be achieved using the M/S scheme. In 
DCS, each participant must gather the overall status from all 
the other active participants. As a result, delays in DCS are bit
larger. In SMS, the Maestro must gather the playout timing of 
all the receivers, and then send back to them new control 
messages including IDMS setting instructions. Therefore, the 
highest delay (smallest interactivity) occurs in SMS, but this 
delay depends on the network topology and on the routing tree 
structure. 

Location of control nodes: The location of the multimedia 
source and the location of the synchronization manager affect 
the IDMS performance of the schemes. Centralized control 
schemes are more sensitive to these locations. Under heavily 
loaded network conditions, the IDMS performance with SMS 
can be slightly larger than the one with M/S and DCS 
schemes, if the media source is selected as the Maestro. This is 
due to the fact that IDMS control packets sent by the Maestro 
are sent through the same path as the MUs (e.g., video frames, 
encapsulated in data packets). In SMS scheme, IDMS control 
messages scarcely increase the network load. But, if the 
bandwidth availability is limited, some (data or control) 
packets may be dropped. If a control packet is dropped (lost), 
the destination cannot get the reference output timing until 
receiving the next control packet. On the other hand, in M/S 
scheme, if the most heavily loaded destination is selected as 
the master, the data packets are less likely dropped on the 
intermediate links because it does not need to receive control 
packets and their own sent control packets may be transmitted 
in the opposite direction to the media data packets. 

Consistency: In media-sharing applications, consistency is 
required to guarantee concurrently synchronized playout states 
in all the distributed participants. In centralized schemes, 
inconsistency between receivers’ states occurs less likely, 
since all of them always receive the same control information 
about IDMS timing from the Maestro (in SMS) or the Master 
receiver (in M/S scheme). On the contrary, in a DCS scheme, 
there is no guarantee that the same reference IDMS timing, 
from among all the collected IDMS control reports, will be 
selected in all the distributed receivers since each one takes its 
own decisions locally. This leads to a more probable potential 
inter-receivers inconsistency.  

Security: Centralized architectures provide higher security 
than distributed architectures. In DCS architectures, we have 
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None of the slave receivers send any feedback information 
about the timing of the playout processes. It only adjusts the 
playout timing of MUs to that of the Master receiver. Only the 
Master receiver sends (multicasts) its playout timing to all the 
other (slave) receivers. The Master receiver controls and 
computes the presentation time of the MUs according to its 
own state of the received stream data. Group synchronization 
is achieved by adjusting the presentation time of the MUs of 
master stream at the slave receivers to that of the Master 
receiver. Therefore, the slave receivers should present MUs at 
the same timing as the Master receiver. The synchronization 
of the slave receivers is achieved as follows: 
 The Master receiver multicasts a control packet to all 

slave receivers. This control packet includes the 
presentation time of its first MU of the master stream. 
This process is called “initial presentation adjustment”. 

 When the target presentation time of the Master receiver 
changes, the Master receiver notifies all the slaves about 
this modification by multicasting a control packet. This 
control packet contains the amount of time that is 
modified and the sequence number of the MU for which 
the target presentation time has been changed.  

 The Master receiver periodically multicasts proper control 
packets to accommodate the newly joined slave receivers. 

Boronat et al. [20] presented the M/S scheme by extending 
the RTP/RTCP (Real-time Transport Protocol/ RTP Control 
Protocol) messages for containing the synchronization 
information. Fig. 3 presents the different type of message 
exchanges in the basic M/S scheme. The advantage of the M/S
technique is its simplicity and the decreased amount of 
information exchange (i.e., control packets) to support group 
synchronization. However, the selection of the Master receiver 
can influence the performance of the scheme because slave 
receivers must present MUs at the same timing as the Master 
receiver. If the fastest (more advanced) receiver is selected as 
the master, the playout point of this receiver is selected as the 
IDMS reference. This will result to poor presentation quality 
at slower (or more lagged) receivers. On the contrary, if the 
slowest receiver is selected as master, this will result in high 
packet drops at faster slave receiver(s). It is noteworthy that 
synchronization can also be based on the mean playout point 

(i.e., the IDMS reference is calculated by averaging the 
playout timing reported from all the distributed receivers). A 
problem with the M/S technique is that the master can act as a 
bottleneck in the system. A second problem deals with the 
associated degree of unfairness with the slave receivers. 
Boronat et al. [21] discussed possible options with pros and 
cons for the master selection in this scheme. 

B. Synchronization Maestro Scheme (SMS) 
In SMS scheme [22], all the receivers are handled fairly as 

master and slaves do not exist. SMS involves a 
Synchronization Manager (SM) which can be performed by 
one of the source or receiver. For example, in Fig. 4, one 
receiver (destination) performs the role of SM.  

Each receiver estimates the network delay and uses the 
estimates to determine the local presentation time of the MU. 
Then, each receiver sends this estimated presentation time of 
MU to the SM. After that, the SM gathers the estimates from 
the receivers and adjusts the presentation timing among the 
receivers by multicasting control packets to receivers. The 
SMS scheme assumes that the clock speed at the sources and 
receivers is the same and that the current local times are also 
the same (i.e., globally synchronized clocks). Figure 4 depicts 
the basic principle of the SMS technique. Boronat et al. [16]
presented the RTCP-based schemes which follow the same 
basic principle. The SMS scheme (like the M/S) is a 
centralized solution, and thus it can confront the bottleneck 
problem. The advantage of the SMS scheme over M/S is its 
fairness to the receivers because the feedback information of 
all the receivers is accounted for determining the presentation 
time of the MU. However, this fairness costs more 
communication overhead among the receiver and the 
Synchronization Manager (SM). 

C. Distributed Control Scheme (DCS) 
Figure 5 illustrates the DCS scheme [23]. Each receiver 
estimates the network delay, and then determines the 
presentation time of the MU. Then, it sends (multicasts) this 
presentation time to all the receivers. After that, every receiver 
will have the entire view of the estimated time of MU. Each 
receiver has the flexibility to decide the reference playout time 
among the timing of all the receivers. The DCS scheme 
provides higher flexibility to each receiver to decide the 
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Fig. 3. Master/Slave Receiver Scheme [19].
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presentation time of MU. For example, it is possible that by 
selecting the presentation time of other receiver, it can achieve 
higher group synchronization quality, but it may cause the 
inter-media or intra-media synchronization degradation. In this 
case, the receiver has the flexibility to choose between the 
types of synchronization depending upon the nature of 
application on hand. If the application on hand requires the 
higher inter-media or intra-media synchronization and can 
sacrifice on the group synchronization to certain limit, then the 
receiver can select its own determined presentation time and 
vice versa. DCS is a distributed scheme by nature and does not 
suffer from the bottleneck problem. If one or more receivers 
leave the system, it will not disturb the overall scheme. This 
greater flexibility and the distributed nature of DCS make it 
complex in terms of processing. This happens because the 
receiver does more calculations and comparisons before 
deciding the presentation time of MU. Finally, DCS has a
higher message complexity, because each receiver multicasts 
the estimated presentation time. 

D. Comparison  of Control Schemes - Lessons Learned 
The following factors affect IDMS performance (i.e., the level 
of synchronicity among receivers). These factors can be used 
as evaluation criteria for the comparison of IDMS control 
schemes [3][16]: 

Robustness: Disconnections and failures of some receivers/ 
participants may affect the ability to perform the IDMS 
control. In a distributed control architecture (DCS), the failure 
of any of the participant has a slight effect on the other 
participants because each one of them is independent and has 
locally all the required information to compute the overall 
synchronization status at any time. In SMS, if the Maestro 
cannot communicate with the other terminals owing to some
trouble, no destination can carry out the IDMS control. 
Generally, a centralized scheme (SMS or M/S) is less robust
than distributed schemes. A distributed architecture (DCS) is 
more robust because it can simplify the deployment and 
maintenance of a distributed multimedia application. 

Scalability: This is the ability to handle multiple concurrent 
participants/receivers in an IDMS session. SMS requires the 

maintenance of a dedicated server (Maestro) to which all the 
control information converges. Thus, SMS may present higher 
scalability constraints. For example, multiple receivers may 
send control packets almost simultaneously, thus originating a 
feedback-implosion problem because of the IDMS control. As 
the number of the receivers/participants increases, bursty 
traffic due to control packets can overwhelm the 
synchronization manager and may degrade the output quality 
of the media streams.  

Traffic overhead: It is generated by two factors: (1) the 
distribution of the playout timing messages from the 
participants to the synchronization manager; and (2) the 
transmission of playout setting instructions. Generally, traffic 
overhead may be higher in DCS than in SMS. 

Interactivity (low delays): Each slave destination can 
compute the detected playout asynchrony when it receives the 
control messages from the master destination. Consequently, 
the lowest delays may be achieved using the M/S scheme. In 
DCS, each participant must gather the overall status from all 
the other active participants. As a result, delays in DCS are bit
larger. In SMS, the Maestro must gather the playout timing of 
all the receivers, and then send back to them new control 
messages including IDMS setting instructions. Therefore, the 
highest delay (smallest interactivity) occurs in SMS, but this 
delay depends on the network topology and on the routing tree 
structure. 

Location of control nodes: The location of the multimedia 
source and the location of the synchronization manager affect 
the IDMS performance of the schemes. Centralized control 
schemes are more sensitive to these locations. Under heavily 
loaded network conditions, the IDMS performance with SMS 
can be slightly larger than the one with M/S and DCS 
schemes, if the media source is selected as the Maestro. This is 
due to the fact that IDMS control packets sent by the Maestro 
are sent through the same path as the MUs (e.g., video frames, 
encapsulated in data packets). In SMS scheme, IDMS control 
messages scarcely increase the network load. But, if the 
bandwidth availability is limited, some (data or control) 
packets may be dropped. If a control packet is dropped (lost), 
the destination cannot get the reference output timing until 
receiving the next control packet. On the other hand, in M/S 
scheme, if the most heavily loaded destination is selected as 
the master, the data packets are less likely dropped on the 
intermediate links because it does not need to receive control 
packets and their own sent control packets may be transmitted 
in the opposite direction to the media data packets. 

Consistency: In media-sharing applications, consistency is 
required to guarantee concurrently synchronized playout states 
in all the distributed participants. In centralized schemes, 
inconsistency between receivers’ states occurs less likely, 
since all of them always receive the same control information 
about IDMS timing from the Maestro (in SMS) or the Master 
receiver (in M/S scheme). On the contrary, in a DCS scheme, 
there is no guarantee that the same reference IDMS timing, 
from among all the collected IDMS control reports, will be 
selected in all the distributed receivers since each one takes its 
own decisions locally. This leads to a more probable potential 
inter-receivers inconsistency.  

Security: Centralized architectures provide higher security 
than distributed architectures. In DCS architectures, we have 
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presentation time of MU. For example, it is possible that by 
selecting the presentation time of other receiver, it can achieve 
higher group synchronization quality, but it may cause the 
inter-media or intra-media synchronization degradation. In this 
case, the receiver has the flexibility to choose between the 
types of synchronization depending upon the nature of 
application on hand. If the application on hand requires the 
higher inter-media or intra-media synchronization and can 
sacrifice on the group synchronization to certain limit, then the 
receiver can select its own determined presentation time and 
vice versa. DCS is a distributed scheme by nature and does not 
suffer from the bottleneck problem. If one or more receivers 
leave the system, it will not disturb the overall scheme. This 
greater flexibility and the distributed nature of DCS make it 
complex in terms of processing. This happens because the 
receiver does more calculations and comparisons before 
deciding the presentation time of MU. Finally, DCS has a
higher message complexity, because each receiver multicasts 
the estimated presentation time. 

D. Comparison  of Control Schemes - Lessons Learned 
The following factors affect IDMS performance (i.e., the level 
of synchronicity among receivers). These factors can be used 
as evaluation criteria for the comparison of IDMS control 
schemes [3][16]: 

Robustness: Disconnections and failures of some receivers/ 
participants may affect the ability to perform the IDMS 
control. In a distributed control architecture (DCS), the failure 
of any of the participant has a slight effect on the other 
participants because each one of them is independent and has 
locally all the required information to compute the overall 
synchronization status at any time. In SMS, if the Maestro 
cannot communicate with the other terminals owing to some
trouble, no destination can carry out the IDMS control. 
Generally, a centralized scheme (SMS or M/S) is less robust
than distributed schemes. A distributed architecture (DCS) is 
more robust because it can simplify the deployment and 
maintenance of a distributed multimedia application. 

Scalability: This is the ability to handle multiple concurrent 
participants/receivers in an IDMS session. SMS requires the 

maintenance of a dedicated server (Maestro) to which all the 
control information converges. Thus, SMS may present higher 
scalability constraints. For example, multiple receivers may 
send control packets almost simultaneously, thus originating a 
feedback-implosion problem because of the IDMS control. As 
the number of the receivers/participants increases, bursty 
traffic due to control packets can overwhelm the 
synchronization manager and may degrade the output quality 
of the media streams.  

Traffic overhead: It is generated by two factors: (1) the 
distribution of the playout timing messages from the 
participants to the synchronization manager; and (2) the 
transmission of playout setting instructions. Generally, traffic 
overhead may be higher in DCS than in SMS. 

Interactivity (low delays): Each slave destination can 
compute the detected playout asynchrony when it receives the 
control messages from the master destination. Consequently, 
the lowest delays may be achieved using the M/S scheme. In 
DCS, each participant must gather the overall status from all 
the other active participants. As a result, delays in DCS are bit
larger. In SMS, the Maestro must gather the playout timing of 
all the receivers, and then send back to them new control 
messages including IDMS setting instructions. Therefore, the 
highest delay (smallest interactivity) occurs in SMS, but this 
delay depends on the network topology and on the routing tree 
structure. 

Location of control nodes: The location of the multimedia 
source and the location of the synchronization manager affect 
the IDMS performance of the schemes. Centralized control 
schemes are more sensitive to these locations. Under heavily 
loaded network conditions, the IDMS performance with SMS 
can be slightly larger than the one with M/S and DCS 
schemes, if the media source is selected as the Maestro. This is 
due to the fact that IDMS control packets sent by the Maestro 
are sent through the same path as the MUs (e.g., video frames, 
encapsulated in data packets). In SMS scheme, IDMS control 
messages scarcely increase the network load. But, if the 
bandwidth availability is limited, some (data or control) 
packets may be dropped. If a control packet is dropped (lost), 
the destination cannot get the reference output timing until 
receiving the next control packet. On the other hand, in M/S 
scheme, if the most heavily loaded destination is selected as 
the master, the data packets are less likely dropped on the 
intermediate links because it does not need to receive control 
packets and their own sent control packets may be transmitted 
in the opposite direction to the media data packets. 

Consistency: In media-sharing applications, consistency is 
required to guarantee concurrently synchronized playout states 
in all the distributed participants. In centralized schemes, 
inconsistency between receivers’ states occurs less likely, 
since all of them always receive the same control information 
about IDMS timing from the Maestro (in SMS) or the Master 
receiver (in M/S scheme). On the contrary, in a DCS scheme, 
there is no guarantee that the same reference IDMS timing, 
from among all the collected IDMS control reports, will be 
selected in all the distributed receivers since each one takes its 
own decisions locally. This leads to a more probable potential 
inter-receivers inconsistency.  

Security: Centralized architectures provide higher security 
than distributed architectures. In DCS architectures, we have 

Fig. 5. The Distributed Control Scheme [19]
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None of the slave receivers send any feedback information 
about the timing of the playout processes. It only adjusts the 
playout timing of MUs to that of the Master receiver. Only the 
Master receiver sends (multicasts) its playout timing to all the 
other (slave) receivers. The Master receiver controls and 
computes the presentation time of the MUs according to its 
own state of the received stream data. Group synchronization 
is achieved by adjusting the presentation time of the MUs of 
master stream at the slave receivers to that of the Master 
receiver. Therefore, the slave receivers should present MUs at 
the same timing as the Master receiver. The synchronization 
of the slave receivers is achieved as follows: 
 The Master receiver multicasts a control packet to all 

slave receivers. This control packet includes the 
presentation time of its first MU of the master stream. 
This process is called “initial presentation adjustment”. 

 When the target presentation time of the Master receiver 
changes, the Master receiver notifies all the slaves about 
this modification by multicasting a control packet. This 
control packet contains the amount of time that is 
modified and the sequence number of the MU for which 
the target presentation time has been changed.  

 The Master receiver periodically multicasts proper control 
packets to accommodate the newly joined slave receivers. 

Boronat et al. [20] presented the M/S scheme by extending 
the RTP/RTCP (Real-time Transport Protocol/ RTP Control 
Protocol) messages for containing the synchronization 
information. Fig. 3 presents the different type of message 
exchanges in the basic M/S scheme. The advantage of the M/S
technique is its simplicity and the decreased amount of 
information exchange (i.e., control packets) to support group 
synchronization. However, the selection of the Master receiver 
can influence the performance of the scheme because slave 
receivers must present MUs at the same timing as the Master 
receiver. If the fastest (more advanced) receiver is selected as 
the master, the playout point of this receiver is selected as the 
IDMS reference. This will result to poor presentation quality 
at slower (or more lagged) receivers. On the contrary, if the 
slowest receiver is selected as master, this will result in high 
packet drops at faster slave receiver(s). It is noteworthy that 
synchronization can also be based on the mean playout point 

(i.e., the IDMS reference is calculated by averaging the 
playout timing reported from all the distributed receivers). A 
problem with the M/S technique is that the master can act as a 
bottleneck in the system. A second problem deals with the 
associated degree of unfairness with the slave receivers. 
Boronat et al. [21] discussed possible options with pros and 
cons for the master selection in this scheme. 

B. Synchronization Maestro Scheme (SMS) 
In SMS scheme [22], all the receivers are handled fairly as 

master and slaves do not exist. SMS involves a 
Synchronization Manager (SM) which can be performed by 
one of the source or receiver. For example, in Fig. 4, one 
receiver (destination) performs the role of SM.  

Each receiver estimates the network delay and uses the 
estimates to determine the local presentation time of the MU. 
Then, each receiver sends this estimated presentation time of 
MU to the SM. After that, the SM gathers the estimates from 
the receivers and adjusts the presentation timing among the 
receivers by multicasting control packets to receivers. The 
SMS scheme assumes that the clock speed at the sources and 
receivers is the same and that the current local times are also 
the same (i.e., globally synchronized clocks). Figure 4 depicts 
the basic principle of the SMS technique. Boronat et al. [16]
presented the RTCP-based schemes which follow the same 
basic principle. The SMS scheme (like the M/S) is a 
centralized solution, and thus it can confront the bottleneck 
problem. The advantage of the SMS scheme over M/S is its 
fairness to the receivers because the feedback information of 
all the receivers is accounted for determining the presentation 
time of the MU. However, this fairness costs more 
communication overhead among the receiver and the 
Synchronization Manager (SM). 

C. Distributed Control Scheme (DCS) 
Figure 5 illustrates the DCS scheme [23]. Each receiver 
estimates the network delay, and then determines the 
presentation time of the MU. Then, it sends (multicasts) this 
presentation time to all the receivers. After that, every receiver 
will have the entire view of the estimated time of MU. Each 
receiver has the flexibility to decide the reference playout time 
among the timing of all the receivers. The DCS scheme 
provides higher flexibility to each receiver to decide the 

Fig. 4. Synchronization Maestro Scheme [19].

Fig. 3. Master/Slave Receiver Scheme [19].
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None of the slave receivers send any feedback information 
about the timing of the playout processes. It only adjusts the 
playout timing of MUs to that of the Master receiver. Only the 
Master receiver sends (multicasts) its playout timing to all the 
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computes the presentation time of the MUs according to its 
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is achieved by adjusting the presentation time of the MUs of 
master stream at the slave receivers to that of the Master 
receiver. Therefore, the slave receivers should present MUs at 
the same timing as the Master receiver. The synchronization 
of the slave receivers is achieved as follows: 
 The Master receiver multicasts a control packet to all 

slave receivers. This control packet includes the 
presentation time of its first MU of the master stream. 
This process is called “initial presentation adjustment”. 

 When the target presentation time of the Master receiver 
changes, the Master receiver notifies all the slaves about 
this modification by multicasting a control packet. This 
control packet contains the amount of time that is 
modified and the sequence number of the MU for which 
the target presentation time has been changed.  

 The Master receiver periodically multicasts proper control 
packets to accommodate the newly joined slave receivers. 

Boronat et al. [20] presented the M/S scheme by extending 
the RTP/RTCP (Real-time Transport Protocol/ RTP Control 
Protocol) messages for containing the synchronization 
information. Fig. 3 presents the different type of message 
exchanges in the basic M/S scheme. The advantage of the M/S
technique is its simplicity and the decreased amount of 
information exchange (i.e., control packets) to support group 
synchronization. However, the selection of the Master receiver 
can influence the performance of the scheme because slave 
receivers must present MUs at the same timing as the Master 
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the master, the playout point of this receiver is selected as the 
IDMS reference. This will result to poor presentation quality 
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slowest receiver is selected as master, this will result in high 
packet drops at faster slave receiver(s). It is noteworthy that 
synchronization can also be based on the mean playout point 

(i.e., the IDMS reference is calculated by averaging the 
playout timing reported from all the distributed receivers). A 
problem with the M/S technique is that the master can act as a 
bottleneck in the system. A second problem deals with the 
associated degree of unfairness with the slave receivers. 
Boronat et al. [21] discussed possible options with pros and 
cons for the master selection in this scheme. 

B. Synchronization Maestro Scheme (SMS) 
In SMS scheme [22], all the receivers are handled fairly as 

master and slaves do not exist. SMS involves a 
Synchronization Manager (SM) which can be performed by 
one of the source or receiver. For example, in Fig. 4, one 
receiver (destination) performs the role of SM.  

Each receiver estimates the network delay and uses the 
estimates to determine the local presentation time of the MU. 
Then, each receiver sends this estimated presentation time of 
MU to the SM. After that, the SM gathers the estimates from 
the receivers and adjusts the presentation timing among the 
receivers by multicasting control packets to receivers. The 
SMS scheme assumes that the clock speed at the sources and 
receivers is the same and that the current local times are also 
the same (i.e., globally synchronized clocks). Figure 4 depicts 
the basic principle of the SMS technique. Boronat et al. [16]
presented the RTCP-based schemes which follow the same 
basic principle. The SMS scheme (like the M/S) is a 
centralized solution, and thus it can confront the bottleneck 
problem. The advantage of the SMS scheme over M/S is its 
fairness to the receivers because the feedback information of 
all the receivers is accounted for determining the presentation 
time of the MU. However, this fairness costs more 
communication overhead among the receiver and the 
Synchronization Manager (SM). 

C. Distributed Control Scheme (DCS) 
Figure 5 illustrates the DCS scheme [23]. Each receiver 
estimates the network delay, and then determines the 
presentation time of the MU. Then, it sends (multicasts) this 
presentation time to all the receivers. After that, every receiver 
will have the entire view of the estimated time of MU. Each 
receiver has the flexibility to decide the reference playout time 
among the timing of all the receivers. The DCS scheme 
provides higher flexibility to each receiver to decide the 
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presentation time of MU. For example, it is possible that by 
selecting the presentation time of other receiver, it can achieve 
higher group synchronization quality, but it may cause the 
inter-media or intra-media synchronization degradation. In this 
case, the receiver has the flexibility to choose between the 
types of synchronization depending upon the nature of 
application on hand. If the application on hand requires the 
higher inter-media or intra-media synchronization and can 
sacrifice on the group synchronization to certain limit, then the 
receiver can select its own determined presentation time and 
vice versa. DCS is a distributed scheme by nature and does not 
suffer from the bottleneck problem. If one or more receivers 
leave the system, it will not disturb the overall scheme. This 
greater flexibility and the distributed nature of DCS make it 
complex in terms of processing. This happens because the 
receiver does more calculations and comparisons before 
deciding the presentation time of MU. Finally, DCS has a
higher message complexity, because each receiver multicasts 
the estimated presentation time. 

D. Comparison  of Control Schemes - Lessons Learned 
The following factors affect IDMS performance (i.e., the level 
of synchronicity among receivers). These factors can be used 
as evaluation criteria for the comparison of IDMS control 
schemes [3][16]: 

Robustness: Disconnections and failures of some receivers/ 
participants may affect the ability to perform the IDMS 
control. In a distributed control architecture (DCS), the failure 
of any of the participant has a slight effect on the other 
participants because each one of them is independent and has 
locally all the required information to compute the overall 
synchronization status at any time. In SMS, if the Maestro 
cannot communicate with the other terminals owing to some
trouble, no destination can carry out the IDMS control. 
Generally, a centralized scheme (SMS or M/S) is less robust
than distributed schemes. A distributed architecture (DCS) is 
more robust because it can simplify the deployment and 
maintenance of a distributed multimedia application. 

Scalability: This is the ability to handle multiple concurrent 
participants/receivers in an IDMS session. SMS requires the 

maintenance of a dedicated server (Maestro) to which all the 
control information converges. Thus, SMS may present higher 
scalability constraints. For example, multiple receivers may 
send control packets almost simultaneously, thus originating a 
feedback-implosion problem because of the IDMS control. As 
the number of the receivers/participants increases, bursty 
traffic due to control packets can overwhelm the 
synchronization manager and may degrade the output quality 
of the media streams.  

Traffic overhead: It is generated by two factors: (1) the 
distribution of the playout timing messages from the 
participants to the synchronization manager; and (2) the 
transmission of playout setting instructions. Generally, traffic 
overhead may be higher in DCS than in SMS. 

Interactivity (low delays): Each slave destination can 
compute the detected playout asynchrony when it receives the 
control messages from the master destination. Consequently, 
the lowest delays may be achieved using the M/S scheme. In 
DCS, each participant must gather the overall status from all 
the other active participants. As a result, delays in DCS are bit
larger. In SMS, the Maestro must gather the playout timing of 
all the receivers, and then send back to them new control 
messages including IDMS setting instructions. Therefore, the 
highest delay (smallest interactivity) occurs in SMS, but this 
delay depends on the network topology and on the routing tree 
structure. 

Location of control nodes: The location of the multimedia 
source and the location of the synchronization manager affect 
the IDMS performance of the schemes. Centralized control 
schemes are more sensitive to these locations. Under heavily 
loaded network conditions, the IDMS performance with SMS 
can be slightly larger than the one with M/S and DCS 
schemes, if the media source is selected as the Maestro. This is 
due to the fact that IDMS control packets sent by the Maestro 
are sent through the same path as the MUs (e.g., video frames, 
encapsulated in data packets). In SMS scheme, IDMS control 
messages scarcely increase the network load. But, if the 
bandwidth availability is limited, some (data or control) 
packets may be dropped. If a control packet is dropped (lost), 
the destination cannot get the reference output timing until 
receiving the next control packet. On the other hand, in M/S 
scheme, if the most heavily loaded destination is selected as 
the master, the data packets are less likely dropped on the 
intermediate links because it does not need to receive control 
packets and their own sent control packets may be transmitted 
in the opposite direction to the media data packets. 

Consistency: In media-sharing applications, consistency is 
required to guarantee concurrently synchronized playout states 
in all the distributed participants. In centralized schemes, 
inconsistency between receivers’ states occurs less likely, 
since all of them always receive the same control information 
about IDMS timing from the Maestro (in SMS) or the Master 
receiver (in M/S scheme). On the contrary, in a DCS scheme, 
there is no guarantee that the same reference IDMS timing, 
from among all the collected IDMS control reports, will be 
selected in all the distributed receivers since each one takes its 
own decisions locally. This leads to a more probable potential 
inter-receivers inconsistency.  

Security: Centralized architectures provide higher security 
than distributed architectures. In DCS architectures, we have 

Fig. 5. The Distributed Control Scheme [19]
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[28] Seq. number and 
Recei-
ver 

techniques for intra- stream 
synchronization. 

RTP-FGP  
[29] 

SMS Timestamps  
Source id. 

Source 
and 
Recei-
ver 

Initial playout instant. 
Reactive skips and pauses 
at the receiver side. 
Playout rate adjustment. 
Virtual time expansion. 
Master/slave receiver 
switching (group 
synchronization). 

SMS 
[11], 
[18], 
[30], 
[31], 
[22]  

SMS Timestamps  
Seq. number 

Recei-
ver 

Initial transmission instant  
(only in [22]) 

BS: bucket synchronization; DSC: distributed control scheme;  
ILA: interactivity-loss avoidance;  
LL-TW: local-lag and time warp algorithms;  
RTP-FGP: RTP-based feedback-global protocol;  
SMS: synchronization maestro scheme; TSS: trailing state synchronization;  
VTR: virtual time rendering algorithm 

 
Moreover, many different reactive techniques have been 

proposed. For example, receivers can discard late events in 
[24]. In addition, receivers in [25] can use rollback techniques, 
such as maintaining late events and using them to compensate 
for inconsistency at the receiving end. In the Timewarp 
algorithm [23], this can cause an extra overhead in terms of 
memory space and computation for inconsistency 
compensation. To re-establish the consistency of the game 
state, rollback-based techniques were developed in [23]. 
Copies of the states are maintained after command executions 
and events received after their playout time are stored locally 
instead of being dropped and used to compensate for the 
inconsistency among receivers’ views. Then, visual rendering 
of significant events can be delayed (to avoid inconsistencies 
if corrections occur). In this case, the difficulty is that the use 
of these realignment techniques may further impact on the 
responsiveness of the system. The Trailing State 
Synchronization (TSS) algorithm [26] uses dynamically 
changing states as the source of rollbacks as opposed to static 
snapshots, which is the fundamental difference between it and 
Timewarp [23]. TSS preserves more than a few instances of 
the applications running with different synchronization delays. 
In TSS, inconsistencies are noticed by detecting when the 
leading state and the correct state diverge, and at that point are 
corrected. From another perspective, a proactive event 
discarding mechanism is used in [27]. This mechanism is 
based on the discrimination of obsolete events. In particular, 
obsolete events are discarded with a probability depending on 
the level of interactivity.  

In the next section, we present IDMS standardization efforts 
and some state-of-the-art IDMS solutions. 

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS AND SOLUTIONS 

A. Standardization efforts 
ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute) 
TISPAN (Telecoms & Internet converged Services & 
Protocols for Advanced Networking) has been carried out 
standardization efforts of IDMS. This standardization is also a 
highlight for the IETF AVTCORE WG (Internet Engineering 

Task Force - Audio/Video Transport Core Maintenance 
Working Group). The specification [33] does pose IDMS and 
the synchronization of media streams from different sources as 
a requirement for providing synchronization-sensitive 
interactive services. These use cases are mostly in the 
categories of ‘low’ or ‘medium’ synchronization, and not very 
high requirements are posed to delay differences between 
various user equipments. However, Montagud et al. [3] 
presented up to 19 use cases for IDMS, each one having its 
own (very high) synchronization requirements. The most of 
these use cases are not supported by the protocol specification, 
which gives a delay difference of between 150 and 400 ms as 
a guideline for achieving transparent interactivity, based on 
ITU guidelines for interactivity in person-to-person 
communication.  

ETSI TISPAN has done the first work on standardizing 
RTCP usage for IDMS. The ETSI proposal is a dedicated 
solution for use in large scale IPTV deployments with ‘low’ to 
‘medium’ level synchronization requirements. The ETSI 
solution [34] is an evolved version of an RTCP-based IDMS 
approach including an AMP scheme that adjusts the playout 
timing of each one of the geographically distributed 
consumers in a specific cluster if an allowable asynchrony 
threshold between their playout states is exceeded. Still, there 
are use cases [3] that require higher levels of synchronization 
and are not supported efficiently by the ETSI solution.  

Within the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), the 
AVTCORE working group [35] carries out standardization of 
the RTCP-based IDMS protocol. This is the core group that is 
responsible for the RTP and accompanying RTCP protocol. 
Actually, most RTCP extensions are developed within the 
IETF. van Deventer et al. [36] provided an overview of 
recently published standards for media synchronization from 
the most relevant bodies: IETF, ETSI, MPEG, DVB, HbbTV, 
and W3C.  

B. Solutions  
Boronat et al. [16] described most IDMS solutions that define 
new proprietary protocols with specific control messages 
which increase the network load. Montagud et al. [37] 
reviewed the existing sync reference models by examining the 
involved features, components, and layers in each one of 
them. Their study reflects the need for a new modular and 
extensible theoretical framework to efficiently comprehend 
the overall media sync research area. From another 
perspective, Huang et al. [38] presented a historical view of 
temporal synchronization studies focusing on continuous 
multimedia. They demonstrated how the development of 
multimedia systems has created new challenges for 
synchronization technologies. They concluded with a new 
application dependent, multi-location, multi-requirement 
synchronization framework to address these new challenges. 

The realization of synchronous shared experiences requires 
that users feel that they are coherently communicating with 
each other. Vaishnavi et al. [1] analyzed challenges that need 
to be tackled to achieve coherence: QoS, mobility, and 
distributed media synchronization. They presented their 
solution to distributed media synchronization. Their design 
uses the local lag mechanism over a distributed control or 
master–slave signaling architecture. Montagud et al. [39] 
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lack of control because each participant has the responsibility 
of what is doing, and some participants may be malicious. 
Synchronization entities (Maestro in SMS, or each destination 
in DCS and in M/S) must consider inconsistent playout 
information (exceeding configuration limits) as a 
malfunctioning service and reject that information in the 
calculation of the necessary playout adjustments 
(synchronization actions).  
 Coherence: This is the ability to synchronously and 
simultaneously coordinate the media playout timing according 
to a reference timing for IDMS. For this reason, the maximum 
playout asynchrony (between the most lagged and the most 
advanced receiver) must be estimated. And this is easy in DCS 
and SMS schemes. But, in M/S scheme, each receiver can 
only know the asynchrony between its local playout process 
and that of the Master. Using M/S scheme, the reactive 
synchronization actions will not be performed simultaneously 
because slave receivers adjust their playout timing when they 
detect an asynchrony value (regarding the playout state of the 
master) exceeding an allowable threshold and this situation 
may not be detected at the same time in all the slave receivers. 
Consequently, SMS outperforms the M/S and DCS in terms of 
coherence.  
 Fairness: M/S scheme is appropriate for applications in 
which a single receiver has a certain priority level over the 
others. For example, in multi-point video conferencing (e.g., 
synchronous e-learning), the teacher’s terminal can be selected 
as the Master receiver, which directs to the students’ devices 
the required playout adjustments to get in sync. However, M/S 
scheme cannot treat all the receivers fairly. This problem is 
minimized when SMS or DCS are employed because the 
reference output timing is selected after a comparison among 
the output timing of all the receivers. 
 Flexibility: Using M/S scheme, there is no option for 
selecting the reference output timing since it is taken from the 
one reported by the master destination. Conversely, the 
Maestro, in SMS, and the distributed receivers, in DCS, can 
employ several dynamic policies for selecting an IDMS 
reference from the collected output timings. 
 Conclusively, M/S scheme can provide the best 
performance in terms of scalability, traffic overhead, and 
interactivity. Moreover, M/S scheme can be proper in those 
scenarios in which the bandwidth availability is limited, and 
also in those use cases in which a single participant (e.g., a 
teacher in a synchronous e-learning scenario) has a certain 
priority level over the others. However, the M/S scheme 
presents serious drawbacks, if some features such as 
robustness, coherence, flexibility, and fairness are required. 
Finally, M/S and SMS control schemes are the most 
appropriate in terms of consistency. Centralized schemes (M/S 
and SMS) have larger network delays (low interactivity), 
lower robustness with poorer flexibility and scalability. 

E. Classification of Group Synchronization Solutions 
In Table II, we summarize the most well-known 

synchronization solutions by presenting the above schemes 
and other features of interest such as the following ones: 

 Group synchronization schemes: The control schemes 
(M/S receiver scheme, SMS, and/or DCS) included in 
the solutions are indicated.  

 Synchronization information: The information used for 
synchronization (included in the transmitted MUs) is 
indicated. 

 Location of the synchronization techniques: The 
synchronization control is made by the source(s) or by 
the receiver(s) or both. 

 Synchronization techniques: The most representative 
techniques included in each solution have been 
indicated in Table II. 

 

In the first column (Table II), the Name of the group 
synchronization solution and the corresponding cited work are 
included. Several solutions use RTP/RTCP protocols [32]. 
Particularly, they use feedback and time information 
(timestamps) included in the RTP/RTCP. These solutions 
exploit the use of control RTCP report packets for including 
feedback information for multimedia synchronization 
purposes. The VTR media synchronization algorithm [18] has 
been used in media synchronization between voice and 
movement of avatars in networked virtual environments. The 
synchronization maestro scheme (SMS) for group 
synchronization, employed together with the VTR media 
synchronization algorithm, has been enhanced so that the SMS 
scheme can be used efficiently in a networked real-time game 
with collaborative work [31], and in a P2P-based system [28]. 

 
TABLE II:  

CLASSIFICATION OF SOME GROUP SYNCHRONIZATION SOLUTIONS 
Name Sche-

me 
Sync 
information 

Loca-
tion 

Synchronization  
techniques 

VTR 
[18] 

M
as

te
r/S

la
ve

  
re

ce
iv

er
 sc

he
m
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Timestamps  
Seq. number 

Source 
and 
Recei-
ver 

Change of the buffering 
time according to the delay 
estimation. 
Decreasing the number of 
media streams.  
Preventive pauses.  
Reactive skips and pauses.  
Skips at the source side.  
Playout duration 
extensions or reductions.  
Virtual local time 
expansions or contractions.  

[6] DCS Timestamp  
in 1st packet 

-- Initial transmission and 
playout instant. 
Playout rate adjustments 
(receiver’s clock). 
Master/slave receiver 
switching (chairman). 

BS [24] DCS Timestamps  
Seq. number 

Recei-
ver 

Skips (discarding) and 
pauses (duplicates). 
Late events are dropped. 

LL-TW 
[23] 

DCS Timestamps Recei-
ver 

Event-based 
synchronization control. 
Playout duration extension. 
Rollback-based techniques. 

DCS 
[25] 

DCS Timestamps Recei-
ver 

VTR techniques 

TSS [26] DCS  Timestamps Recei-
ver 

Event-based 
synchronization control. 
Playout duration extension. 
Rollback-based techniques. 

ILA [27] DCS Timestamps Recei-
ver 

Event-based 
synchronization control.  
Preventive MDU/event 
discarding. 
Reactive events discarding. 

ESMS SMS Timestamps  Source Skipping and VTR 
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[28] Seq. number and 
Recei-
ver 

techniques for intra- stream 
synchronization. 

RTP-FGP  
[29] 

SMS Timestamps  
Source id. 

Source 
and 
Recei-
ver 

Initial playout instant. 
Reactive skips and pauses 
at the receiver side. 
Playout rate adjustment. 
Virtual time expansion. 
Master/slave receiver 
switching (group 
synchronization). 

SMS 
[11], 
[18], 
[30], 
[31], 
[22]  

SMS Timestamps  
Seq. number 

Recei-
ver 

Initial transmission instant  
(only in [22]) 

BS: bucket synchronization; DSC: distributed control scheme;  
ILA: interactivity-loss avoidance;  
LL-TW: local-lag and time warp algorithms;  
RTP-FGP: RTP-based feedback-global protocol;  
SMS: synchronization maestro scheme; TSS: trailing state synchronization;  
VTR: virtual time rendering algorithm 

 
Moreover, many different reactive techniques have been 

proposed. For example, receivers can discard late events in 
[24]. In addition, receivers in [25] can use rollback techniques, 
such as maintaining late events and using them to compensate 
for inconsistency at the receiving end. In the Timewarp 
algorithm [23], this can cause an extra overhead in terms of 
memory space and computation for inconsistency 
compensation. To re-establish the consistency of the game 
state, rollback-based techniques were developed in [23]. 
Copies of the states are maintained after command executions 
and events received after their playout time are stored locally 
instead of being dropped and used to compensate for the 
inconsistency among receivers’ views. Then, visual rendering 
of significant events can be delayed (to avoid inconsistencies 
if corrections occur). In this case, the difficulty is that the use 
of these realignment techniques may further impact on the 
responsiveness of the system. The Trailing State 
Synchronization (TSS) algorithm [26] uses dynamically 
changing states as the source of rollbacks as opposed to static 
snapshots, which is the fundamental difference between it and 
Timewarp [23]. TSS preserves more than a few instances of 
the applications running with different synchronization delays. 
In TSS, inconsistencies are noticed by detecting when the 
leading state and the correct state diverge, and at that point are 
corrected. From another perspective, a proactive event 
discarding mechanism is used in [27]. This mechanism is 
based on the discrimination of obsolete events. In particular, 
obsolete events are discarded with a probability depending on 
the level of interactivity.  

In the next section, we present IDMS standardization efforts 
and some state-of-the-art IDMS solutions. 

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS AND SOLUTIONS 

A. Standardization efforts 
ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute) 
TISPAN (Telecoms & Internet converged Services & 
Protocols for Advanced Networking) has been carried out 
standardization efforts of IDMS. This standardization is also a 
highlight for the IETF AVTCORE WG (Internet Engineering 

Task Force - Audio/Video Transport Core Maintenance 
Working Group). The specification [33] does pose IDMS and 
the synchronization of media streams from different sources as 
a requirement for providing synchronization-sensitive 
interactive services. These use cases are mostly in the 
categories of ‘low’ or ‘medium’ synchronization, and not very 
high requirements are posed to delay differences between 
various user equipments. However, Montagud et al. [3] 
presented up to 19 use cases for IDMS, each one having its 
own (very high) synchronization requirements. The most of 
these use cases are not supported by the protocol specification, 
which gives a delay difference of between 150 and 400 ms as 
a guideline for achieving transparent interactivity, based on 
ITU guidelines for interactivity in person-to-person 
communication.  

ETSI TISPAN has done the first work on standardizing 
RTCP usage for IDMS. The ETSI proposal is a dedicated 
solution for use in large scale IPTV deployments with ‘low’ to 
‘medium’ level synchronization requirements. The ETSI 
solution [34] is an evolved version of an RTCP-based IDMS 
approach including an AMP scheme that adjusts the playout 
timing of each one of the geographically distributed 
consumers in a specific cluster if an allowable asynchrony 
threshold between their playout states is exceeded. Still, there 
are use cases [3] that require higher levels of synchronization 
and are not supported efficiently by the ETSI solution.  

Within the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), the 
AVTCORE working group [35] carries out standardization of 
the RTCP-based IDMS protocol. This is the core group that is 
responsible for the RTP and accompanying RTCP protocol. 
Actually, most RTCP extensions are developed within the 
IETF. van Deventer et al. [36] provided an overview of 
recently published standards for media synchronization from 
the most relevant bodies: IETF, ETSI, MPEG, DVB, HbbTV, 
and W3C.  

B. Solutions  
Boronat et al. [16] described most IDMS solutions that define 
new proprietary protocols with specific control messages 
which increase the network load. Montagud et al. [37] 
reviewed the existing sync reference models by examining the 
involved features, components, and layers in each one of 
them. Their study reflects the need for a new modular and 
extensible theoretical framework to efficiently comprehend 
the overall media sync research area. From another 
perspective, Huang et al. [38] presented a historical view of 
temporal synchronization studies focusing on continuous 
multimedia. They demonstrated how the development of 
multimedia systems has created new challenges for 
synchronization technologies. They concluded with a new 
application dependent, multi-location, multi-requirement 
synchronization framework to address these new challenges. 

The realization of synchronous shared experiences requires 
that users feel that they are coherently communicating with 
each other. Vaishnavi et al. [1] analyzed challenges that need 
to be tackled to achieve coherence: QoS, mobility, and 
distributed media synchronization. They presented their 
solution to distributed media synchronization. Their design 
uses the local lag mechanism over a distributed control or 
master–slave signaling architecture. Montagud et al. [39] 
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lack of control because each participant has the responsibility 
of what is doing, and some participants may be malicious. 
Synchronization entities (Maestro in SMS, or each destination 
in DCS and in M/S) must consider inconsistent playout 
information (exceeding configuration limits) as a 
malfunctioning service and reject that information in the 
calculation of the necessary playout adjustments 
(synchronization actions).  
 Coherence: This is the ability to synchronously and 
simultaneously coordinate the media playout timing according 
to a reference timing for IDMS. For this reason, the maximum 
playout asynchrony (between the most lagged and the most 
advanced receiver) must be estimated. And this is easy in DCS 
and SMS schemes. But, in M/S scheme, each receiver can 
only know the asynchrony between its local playout process 
and that of the Master. Using M/S scheme, the reactive 
synchronization actions will not be performed simultaneously 
because slave receivers adjust their playout timing when they 
detect an asynchrony value (regarding the playout state of the 
master) exceeding an allowable threshold and this situation 
may not be detected at the same time in all the slave receivers. 
Consequently, SMS outperforms the M/S and DCS in terms of 
coherence.  
 Fairness: M/S scheme is appropriate for applications in 
which a single receiver has a certain priority level over the 
others. For example, in multi-point video conferencing (e.g., 
synchronous e-learning), the teacher’s terminal can be selected 
as the Master receiver, which directs to the students’ devices 
the required playout adjustments to get in sync. However, M/S 
scheme cannot treat all the receivers fairly. This problem is 
minimized when SMS or DCS are employed because the 
reference output timing is selected after a comparison among 
the output timing of all the receivers. 
 Flexibility: Using M/S scheme, there is no option for 
selecting the reference output timing since it is taken from the 
one reported by the master destination. Conversely, the 
Maestro, in SMS, and the distributed receivers, in DCS, can 
employ several dynamic policies for selecting an IDMS 
reference from the collected output timings. 
 Conclusively, M/S scheme can provide the best 
performance in terms of scalability, traffic overhead, and 
interactivity. Moreover, M/S scheme can be proper in those 
scenarios in which the bandwidth availability is limited, and 
also in those use cases in which a single participant (e.g., a 
teacher in a synchronous e-learning scenario) has a certain 
priority level over the others. However, the M/S scheme 
presents serious drawbacks, if some features such as 
robustness, coherence, flexibility, and fairness are required. 
Finally, M/S and SMS control schemes are the most 
appropriate in terms of consistency. Centralized schemes (M/S 
and SMS) have larger network delays (low interactivity), 
lower robustness with poorer flexibility and scalability. 

E. Classification of Group Synchronization Solutions 
In Table II, we summarize the most well-known 

synchronization solutions by presenting the above schemes 
and other features of interest such as the following ones: 

 Group synchronization schemes: The control schemes 
(M/S receiver scheme, SMS, and/or DCS) included in 
the solutions are indicated.  

 Synchronization information: The information used for 
synchronization (included in the transmitted MUs) is 
indicated. 

 Location of the synchronization techniques: The 
synchronization control is made by the source(s) or by 
the receiver(s) or both. 

 Synchronization techniques: The most representative 
techniques included in each solution have been 
indicated in Table II. 

 

In the first column (Table II), the Name of the group 
synchronization solution and the corresponding cited work are 
included. Several solutions use RTP/RTCP protocols [32]. 
Particularly, they use feedback and time information 
(timestamps) included in the RTP/RTCP. These solutions 
exploit the use of control RTCP report packets for including 
feedback information for multimedia synchronization 
purposes. The VTR media synchronization algorithm [18] has 
been used in media synchronization between voice and 
movement of avatars in networked virtual environments. The 
synchronization maestro scheme (SMS) for group 
synchronization, employed together with the VTR media 
synchronization algorithm, has been enhanced so that the SMS 
scheme can be used efficiently in a networked real-time game 
with collaborative work [31], and in a P2P-based system [28]. 

 
TABLE II:  

CLASSIFICATION OF SOME GROUP SYNCHRONIZATION SOLUTIONS 
Name Sche-

me 
Sync 
information 

Loca-
tion 

Synchronization  
techniques 

VTR 
[18] 

M
as

te
r/S

la
ve

  
re

ce
iv

er
 sc

he
m

e 

Timestamps  
Seq. number 

Source 
and 
Recei-
ver 

Change of the buffering 
time according to the delay 
estimation. 
Decreasing the number of 
media streams.  
Preventive pauses.  
Reactive skips and pauses.  
Skips at the source side.  
Playout duration 
extensions or reductions.  
Virtual local time 
expansions or contractions.  

[6] DCS Timestamp  
in 1st packet 

-- Initial transmission and 
playout instant. 
Playout rate adjustments 
(receiver’s clock). 
Master/slave receiver 
switching (chairman). 

BS [24] DCS Timestamps  
Seq. number 

Recei-
ver 

Skips (discarding) and 
pauses (duplicates). 
Late events are dropped. 

LL-TW 
[23] 

DCS Timestamps Recei-
ver 

Event-based 
synchronization control. 
Playout duration extension. 
Rollback-based techniques. 

DCS 
[25] 

DCS Timestamps Recei-
ver 

VTR techniques 

TSS [26] DCS  Timestamps Recei-
ver 

Event-based 
synchronization control. 
Playout duration extension. 
Rollback-based techniques. 

ILA [27] DCS Timestamps Recei-
ver 

Event-based 
synchronization control.  
Preventive MDU/event 
discarding. 
Reactive events discarding. 

ESMS SMS Timestamps  Source Skipping and VTR 
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playback position errors corrects those on the media client 
devices according to the expected playback position for the 
time elapsed since the last synchronization. Rare and periodic 
synchronization is applied in preparation for control packet 
loss, correcting the local adjustment errors when no event 
occurs. To evaluate the performance of PlaySharing, the 
average synchronization errors (between the source device and 
the client devices) were measured in an IEEE 802.11 
infrastructure network configuration and a hierarchical 
wireless media streaming network (HSN) configuration. For 
these measurements, two protocols were used: the user 
datagram protocol unicast and broadcast for control packet 
transmission. The experimental results showed that 
PlaySharing, with user datagram protocol unicast transmission 
of control messages in the HSN, has the lowest 
synchronization errors in the experiments. 

Last but not least, an additional challenge in IDMS is 
securing group communication that involves Multicast Group 
Key Management. Such management is the management of the 
keys in a group communication. Developing group key 
management faces additional challenges in wireless mobile 
networks (e.g., MANETs) due to their inherent complexities. 
The constraints of wireless devices in terms of resources 
scarcity and the mobility of group members increase the 
complexity of designing a group key management scheme. 
Daghighi et al. [50] surveyed existing group key management 
schemes that consider the host mobility issue in secure group 
communications in wireless mobile environments. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
This paper has illustrated various issues on multimedia 

synchronization. It has presented the basic control schemes for 
IDMS and has focused on IDMS solutions and standardization 
efforts for emerging distributed multimedia applications.  

 
Lessons Learned 

 
IDMS is essential in various emerging distributed 

multimedia applications such as social TV, hybrid 
broadcast/broadband services, networked quiz shows, 
networked video wall, multi-party multimedia conferencing, 
and interactive 3D tele-immersive applications. 3D tele-
immersive applications provide geographically distributed 
users with a realistic and immersive multimedia experience 
[51]. The protocol software developer must take into account: 
(1) the context and space in which the IDMS solution is going 
to be deployed; and (2) the multimedia application 
requirements that must be satisfied. The key-point in IDMS is 
to minimize the delay differences among different receivers by 
introducing proper buffering mechanisms. The primary 
latency in IDMS scenario is the playout delay that consists of 
the sending buffer delay, packet transfer delay, and receiving 
buffer delay. The transfer delay (which includes packet 
transmission and path propagation delay) of the same (media) 
video packet to different destinations often differs 
significantly because of the variations in available bandwidth 
and path propagation delays. These packet transfer delay 
differences are the main barrier for IDMS because they affect 
the receivers’ synchronous playout possibility substantially. 

Existing control schemes (i.e., M/S, SMS, DCS) for IDMS 
have their own strengths and weaknesses. However, the choice 
between these schemes is largely application-dependent. For 
their evaluation, certain metrics must be used such as 
robustness, fairness, scalability, traffic overhead, interactivity 
(low delay), location of control nodes, consistency, coherence, 
security, and flexibility.  

Precise group synchronization schemes can be deployed by 
using event-based synchronization. This kind of 
synchronization implies that the synchronization controller 
can transfer a synchronization control message to the media 
client devices when an event (e.g., Play, Pause, Resume, Stop, 
and Seek) in a media source device occurs. The control 
message may include an event time, an event type, a playback 
position, etc. Then, media client devices could synchronize 
their playback states with the media source device after 
correcting errors, based on the received control message.   

The current industry pushes for new IDMS services, both at 
the IP media stream level (IETF RTCP, ETSI TISPAN) and 
the MPEG-2 transport stream level (DVB CSS, MPEG 
TEMI). It also includes more fundamental standards [(W3C 
SMIL and ITU - NCL (Nested Context Language)] that can 
serve as models for future and more general synchronization 
primitives. The standardization of IDMS will facilitate the 
uptake of implementations and of the interoperability between 
different implementations. Such standardization will ensure a 
more extensive use of IDMS. 

 
Future Work  

 
 The basic control schemes for IDMS must be compared 

and evaluated under various types of wireless networks 
(e.g., MANETs, VANETs). The evaluation metrics must 
cover many aspects such as robustness, interactivity, etc. 

 Future IDMS techniques could benefit from cross-layer 
optimization. Such optimization allows communication 
between OSI-RM layers by permitting one layer to access 
the data of another layer to exchange information and 
enable interaction [52]. It contributes to an improvement 
of QoS under various operational conditions. The cross-
layer control mechanism can provide feedback on 
concurrent quality information for the adaptive setting of 
control parameters of a multimedia system. As a result, it 
could help to the utilization of synchronization techniques 
such as preventive control. A comprehensive multimedia 
synchronization subsystem will integrate preventive and 
reactive methods and will use a cross-layer optimization 
method and other components (e.g., the IP Multimedia 
Subsystem).  

 In RTP-based multimedia streaming services, client-
driven media synchronization mechanisms must be 
developed to provide accurate media synchronization 
such as to reduce: (1) the initial synchronization delay; (2) 
the processing complexity at the client device; (3) the 
number of required user datagram protocol ports; and (4) 
the amount of control traffic injected into the network. 
Such a synchronization mechanism was recently proposed 
in [53]. In this mechanism, the server does not need to 
send any RTCP sender report packets for synchronization. 
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presented an IDMS solution based on extending the 
capabilities of RTP/RTCP protocols. To enable an adaptive, 
highly accurate, and standard compliant IDMS solution, they 
specified RTCP extensions in combination with several 
control algorithms and adjustment techniques.  

Focused on the TV area, Costa and Santos [40] surveyed the 
existing media sync solutions, classifying them in terms of 
types of involved devices, types of media content, types of 
sync techniques, targeted applications or scenarios, and 
evaluation methodologies. The following sync specific aspects 
were considered to classify the existing solutions: protocols, 
algorithms, delivery channels, specification methods, 
architectural schemes, allowable asynchrony levels, and 
evaluation metrics. Marfil et al. [41] presented an adaptive, 
accurate and standard-compliant IDMS solution for hybrid 
broadcast and broadband delivery. Their solution can 
accomplish synchronization when different formats/versions 
of the same (or even related) contents are being played out in a 
shared session. It can also independently manage the playout 
processes of different groups of users. Their IDMS solution 
has been integrated within an end-to-end platform, which is 
compatible with the Hybrid broadcast broadband TV 
(HbbTV) standard. It has been applied to digital video 
broadcasting-terrestrial technology and tested for a social TV 
scenario, by also including an ad-hoc chat tool as an 
interaction channel.  

Ishibashi et al. [42] carried out QoE assessment of fairness 
between players in a networked game with olfaction. They 
investigated the influence of the time it takes for a smell to 
reach a player on fairness. They illustrated that fairness is 
hardly damaged when the constant delays are smaller than 
about 500 ms. The used media synchronization algorithm 
considers the human perception of intra-stream and inter-
stream synchronization errors. Ghinea and Ademoye [43] 
conducted a perceptual measurement of the impact of a 
synchronization error between smell sensory data and 
audiovisual content, assuming the audiovisual lip skew is zero. 
Their results showed a synchronization threshold of 30 s, 
when olfaction is ahead of audiovisual data, and of 20 s when 
olfaction is behind. In joint musical performance, multiple 
users play their respective same or different types of musical 
instruments together. However, the media synchronization 
quality and interactivity may seriously be deteriorated owing 
to the network delay. Sithu and Ishibashi [19] proposed a new 
media synchronization control called the ‘dynamic local lag 
control’. By QoE assessment, they demonstrated that this new 
control can achieve a high quality of media synchronization 
and keep the interactivity high in joint musical performance.  

Bello et al. [44] presented a distributed multimedia 
synchronization protocol oriented to satisfy logical and 
temporal dependencies in the exchange of real-time data in 
mobile distributed systems by using logical mapping, avoiding 
the use of global references. Two main aspects of their 
protocol include: (1) the computation of the deadline for 
messages by using only relative time points, and (2) by 
dividing the processing stage to achieve synchronization with 
an asymmetric principle of design. Simulations results showed 
that their protocol is effective in diminishing the 
synchronization error. Furthermore, their protocol is efficient 
as regards processing and storage costs at the mobile hosts, 

and in the overhead attached per message with a reduced 
usage of bandwidth across the wired and wireless channels in 
comparison with the RTP. 

Internet-based video services can also benefit from IDMS. 
We can achieve a smooth multiple-stream distributed 
multimedia presentation over the Internet if we apply 
presentation adaptation and flow control. Huang et al. [45] 
proposed the Pause-And-Run approach for k-stream (PARK) 
multimedia presentations over the Internet to achieve reliable 
transmission of continuous media. They evaluated the 
application of the PARK approach over the Internet. The 
evaluation results revealed a suitable buffering control policy 
for the audio and video media respectively. The characteristics 
of the PARK approach are: 

 PARK adopts TCP to achieve reliable transmission for 
continuous media. 

 A novel flow adaptation scheme reduces the overhead 
of the network and end-hosts because the slow-start 
scheme is embedded in TCP. The server adapts its 
transmission rates to the buffer situation of the client 
and prevents the client’s buffers from overflow and 
underflow as much as possible. 

 With the provision of multiple-stream synchronization 
and the multi-level adaptation control, the client 
achieves smooth multimedia presentations and graceful 
presentation degradation. 

 
From another perspective, Wersync [46] is a novel web-

based platform that enables distributed media synchronization 
and social interaction across remote users. By using Wersync, 
users can create or join on-going sessions for concurrently 
consuming the same media content with other remote users in 
a synchronized manner.  

Rainer et al. [47] presented Merge and Forward, an IDMS 
scheme for adaptive HTTP streaming as a distributed control 
scheme and adopting the MPEG-DASH standard [48] as a 
representation format. They introduced so-called IDMS 
sessions and described how an unstructured peer-to-peer 
overlay can be created using the session information and using 
the MPEG-DASH. They assessed the performance of Merge 
and Forward with respect to convergence time (time needed 
until all clients hold the same reference time stamp) and 
scalability. After the negotiation on a reference time stamp, 
the clients have to synchronize their multimedia playback to 
the agreed reference time stamp. In order to achieve this, the 
authors proposed a new AMP approach minimizing the impact 
of playback synchronization on the QoE. The proposed AMP 
was assessed subjectively using crowdsourcing.  

Kwon et al. [49] proposed a media sharing scheme (named 
PlaySharing) for scalable media streaming and precise group 
synchronization services. PlaySharing combines event-based 
synchronization, local adjustment of playback position errors, 
and rare and periodic synchronization. It achieves sustained 
precise synchronization by minimizing synchronization 
control packets during network congestion. Event-based 
synchronization manages the synchronization between a 
media source device and client devices using event messages 
from the source device. To reduce the number of 
synchronization control packets, the local adjustment of 
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playback position errors corrects those on the media client 
devices according to the expected playback position for the 
time elapsed since the last synchronization. Rare and periodic 
synchronization is applied in preparation for control packet 
loss, correcting the local adjustment errors when no event 
occurs. To evaluate the performance of PlaySharing, the 
average synchronization errors (between the source device and 
the client devices) were measured in an IEEE 802.11 
infrastructure network configuration and a hierarchical 
wireless media streaming network (HSN) configuration. For 
these measurements, two protocols were used: the user 
datagram protocol unicast and broadcast for control packet 
transmission. The experimental results showed that 
PlaySharing, with user datagram protocol unicast transmission 
of control messages in the HSN, has the lowest 
synchronization errors in the experiments. 

Last but not least, an additional challenge in IDMS is 
securing group communication that involves Multicast Group 
Key Management. Such management is the management of the 
keys in a group communication. Developing group key 
management faces additional challenges in wireless mobile 
networks (e.g., MANETs) due to their inherent complexities. 
The constraints of wireless devices in terms of resources 
scarcity and the mobility of group members increase the 
complexity of designing a group key management scheme. 
Daghighi et al. [50] surveyed existing group key management 
schemes that consider the host mobility issue in secure group 
communications in wireless mobile environments. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
This paper has illustrated various issues on multimedia 

synchronization. It has presented the basic control schemes for 
IDMS and has focused on IDMS solutions and standardization 
efforts for emerging distributed multimedia applications.  

 
Lessons Learned 

 
IDMS is essential in various emerging distributed 

multimedia applications such as social TV, hybrid 
broadcast/broadband services, networked quiz shows, 
networked video wall, multi-party multimedia conferencing, 
and interactive 3D tele-immersive applications. 3D tele-
immersive applications provide geographically distributed 
users with a realistic and immersive multimedia experience 
[51]. The protocol software developer must take into account: 
(1) the context and space in which the IDMS solution is going 
to be deployed; and (2) the multimedia application 
requirements that must be satisfied. The key-point in IDMS is 
to minimize the delay differences among different receivers by 
introducing proper buffering mechanisms. The primary 
latency in IDMS scenario is the playout delay that consists of 
the sending buffer delay, packet transfer delay, and receiving 
buffer delay. The transfer delay (which includes packet 
transmission and path propagation delay) of the same (media) 
video packet to different destinations often differs 
significantly because of the variations in available bandwidth 
and path propagation delays. These packet transfer delay 
differences are the main barrier for IDMS because they affect 
the receivers’ synchronous playout possibility substantially. 

Existing control schemes (i.e., M/S, SMS, DCS) for IDMS 
have their own strengths and weaknesses. However, the choice 
between these schemes is largely application-dependent. For 
their evaluation, certain metrics must be used such as 
robustness, fairness, scalability, traffic overhead, interactivity 
(low delay), location of control nodes, consistency, coherence, 
security, and flexibility.  

Precise group synchronization schemes can be deployed by 
using event-based synchronization. This kind of 
synchronization implies that the synchronization controller 
can transfer a synchronization control message to the media 
client devices when an event (e.g., Play, Pause, Resume, Stop, 
and Seek) in a media source device occurs. The control 
message may include an event time, an event type, a playback 
position, etc. Then, media client devices could synchronize 
their playback states with the media source device after 
correcting errors, based on the received control message.   

The current industry pushes for new IDMS services, both at 
the IP media stream level (IETF RTCP, ETSI TISPAN) and 
the MPEG-2 transport stream level (DVB CSS, MPEG 
TEMI). It also includes more fundamental standards [(W3C 
SMIL and ITU - NCL (Nested Context Language)] that can 
serve as models for future and more general synchronization 
primitives. The standardization of IDMS will facilitate the 
uptake of implementations and of the interoperability between 
different implementations. Such standardization will ensure a 
more extensive use of IDMS. 

 
Future Work  

 
 The basic control schemes for IDMS must be compared 

and evaluated under various types of wireless networks 
(e.g., MANETs, VANETs). The evaluation metrics must 
cover many aspects such as robustness, interactivity, etc. 

 Future IDMS techniques could benefit from cross-layer 
optimization. Such optimization allows communication 
between OSI-RM layers by permitting one layer to access 
the data of another layer to exchange information and 
enable interaction [52]. It contributes to an improvement 
of QoS under various operational conditions. The cross-
layer control mechanism can provide feedback on 
concurrent quality information for the adaptive setting of 
control parameters of a multimedia system. As a result, it 
could help to the utilization of synchronization techniques 
such as preventive control. A comprehensive multimedia 
synchronization subsystem will integrate preventive and 
reactive methods and will use a cross-layer optimization 
method and other components (e.g., the IP Multimedia 
Subsystem).  

 In RTP-based multimedia streaming services, client-
driven media synchronization mechanisms must be 
developed to provide accurate media synchronization 
such as to reduce: (1) the initial synchronization delay; (2) 
the processing complexity at the client device; (3) the 
number of required user datagram protocol ports; and (4) 
the amount of control traffic injected into the network. 
Such a synchronization mechanism was recently proposed 
in [53]. In this mechanism, the server does not need to 
send any RTCP sender report packets for synchronization. 
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presented an IDMS solution based on extending the 
capabilities of RTP/RTCP protocols. To enable an adaptive, 
highly accurate, and standard compliant IDMS solution, they 
specified RTCP extensions in combination with several 
control algorithms and adjustment techniques.  

Focused on the TV area, Costa and Santos [40] surveyed the 
existing media sync solutions, classifying them in terms of 
types of involved devices, types of media content, types of 
sync techniques, targeted applications or scenarios, and 
evaluation methodologies. The following sync specific aspects 
were considered to classify the existing solutions: protocols, 
algorithms, delivery channels, specification methods, 
architectural schemes, allowable asynchrony levels, and 
evaluation metrics. Marfil et al. [41] presented an adaptive, 
accurate and standard-compliant IDMS solution for hybrid 
broadcast and broadband delivery. Their solution can 
accomplish synchronization when different formats/versions 
of the same (or even related) contents are being played out in a 
shared session. It can also independently manage the playout 
processes of different groups of users. Their IDMS solution 
has been integrated within an end-to-end platform, which is 
compatible with the Hybrid broadcast broadband TV 
(HbbTV) standard. It has been applied to digital video 
broadcasting-terrestrial technology and tested for a social TV 
scenario, by also including an ad-hoc chat tool as an 
interaction channel.  

Ishibashi et al. [42] carried out QoE assessment of fairness 
between players in a networked game with olfaction. They 
investigated the influence of the time it takes for a smell to 
reach a player on fairness. They illustrated that fairness is 
hardly damaged when the constant delays are smaller than 
about 500 ms. The used media synchronization algorithm 
considers the human perception of intra-stream and inter-
stream synchronization errors. Ghinea and Ademoye [43] 
conducted a perceptual measurement of the impact of a 
synchronization error between smell sensory data and 
audiovisual content, assuming the audiovisual lip skew is zero. 
Their results showed a synchronization threshold of 30 s, 
when olfaction is ahead of audiovisual data, and of 20 s when 
olfaction is behind. In joint musical performance, multiple 
users play their respective same or different types of musical 
instruments together. However, the media synchronization 
quality and interactivity may seriously be deteriorated owing 
to the network delay. Sithu and Ishibashi [19] proposed a new 
media synchronization control called the ‘dynamic local lag 
control’. By QoE assessment, they demonstrated that this new 
control can achieve a high quality of media synchronization 
and keep the interactivity high in joint musical performance.  

Bello et al. [44] presented a distributed multimedia 
synchronization protocol oriented to satisfy logical and 
temporal dependencies in the exchange of real-time data in 
mobile distributed systems by using logical mapping, avoiding 
the use of global references. Two main aspects of their 
protocol include: (1) the computation of the deadline for 
messages by using only relative time points, and (2) by 
dividing the processing stage to achieve synchronization with 
an asymmetric principle of design. Simulations results showed 
that their protocol is effective in diminishing the 
synchronization error. Furthermore, their protocol is efficient 
as regards processing and storage costs at the mobile hosts, 

and in the overhead attached per message with a reduced 
usage of bandwidth across the wired and wireless channels in 
comparison with the RTP. 

Internet-based video services can also benefit from IDMS. 
We can achieve a smooth multiple-stream distributed 
multimedia presentation over the Internet if we apply 
presentation adaptation and flow control. Huang et al. [45] 
proposed the Pause-And-Run approach for k-stream (PARK) 
multimedia presentations over the Internet to achieve reliable 
transmission of continuous media. They evaluated the 
application of the PARK approach over the Internet. The 
evaluation results revealed a suitable buffering control policy 
for the audio and video media respectively. The characteristics 
of the PARK approach are: 

 PARK adopts TCP to achieve reliable transmission for 
continuous media. 

 A novel flow adaptation scheme reduces the overhead 
of the network and end-hosts because the slow-start 
scheme is embedded in TCP. The server adapts its 
transmission rates to the buffer situation of the client 
and prevents the client’s buffers from overflow and 
underflow as much as possible. 

 With the provision of multiple-stream synchronization 
and the multi-level adaptation control, the client 
achieves smooth multimedia presentations and graceful 
presentation degradation. 

 
From another perspective, Wersync [46] is a novel web-

based platform that enables distributed media synchronization 
and social interaction across remote users. By using Wersync, 
users can create or join on-going sessions for concurrently 
consuming the same media content with other remote users in 
a synchronized manner.  

Rainer et al. [47] presented Merge and Forward, an IDMS 
scheme for adaptive HTTP streaming as a distributed control 
scheme and adopting the MPEG-DASH standard [48] as a 
representation format. They introduced so-called IDMS 
sessions and described how an unstructured peer-to-peer 
overlay can be created using the session information and using 
the MPEG-DASH. They assessed the performance of Merge 
and Forward with respect to convergence time (time needed 
until all clients hold the same reference time stamp) and 
scalability. After the negotiation on a reference time stamp, 
the clients have to synchronize their multimedia playback to 
the agreed reference time stamp. In order to achieve this, the 
authors proposed a new AMP approach minimizing the impact 
of playback synchronization on the QoE. The proposed AMP 
was assessed subjectively using crowdsourcing.  

Kwon et al. [49] proposed a media sharing scheme (named 
PlaySharing) for scalable media streaming and precise group 
synchronization services. PlaySharing combines event-based 
synchronization, local adjustment of playback position errors, 
and rare and periodic synchronization. It achieves sustained 
precise synchronization by minimizing synchronization 
control packets during network congestion. Event-based 
synchronization manages the synchronization between a 
media source device and client devices using event messages 
from the source device. To reduce the number of 
synchronization control packets, the local adjustment of 
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Instead, the client device derives the precise normal play 
time for each video and audio stream from the received 
RTP packets containing an RTP timestamp.  

 Intelligent distributed control schemes are required to 
develop IDMS for pull-based streaming. Such schemes 
must negotiate a reference playback timestamp among the 
peers participating in an IDMS session. The MPEG-
DASH standard can be used to incorporate these IDMS 
sessions in the Media Presentation Description (MPD). In 
this way, the proposed solutions will remain compliant to 
the MPEG-DASH because non-IDMS peers will ignore 
the additional session description when parsing the MPD. 

 Finally, we must introduce and evaluate transmission 
schemes that will minimize the transmission loss rate, 
while still ensuring the synchronous arrival of video 
packets. The main principle of their design will be to 
leverage the packet transfer delay differences among 
different destinations for spreading the departures of 
video/audio packets. The integration of such transmission 
schemes with dynamic AMP solutions will be a 
challenge. 
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Instead, the client device derives the precise normal play 
time for each video and audio stream from the received 
RTP packets containing an RTP timestamp.  

 Intelligent distributed control schemes are required to 
develop IDMS for pull-based streaming. Such schemes 
must negotiate a reference playback timestamp among the 
peers participating in an IDMS session. The MPEG-
DASH standard can be used to incorporate these IDMS 
sessions in the Media Presentation Description (MPD). In 
this way, the proposed solutions will remain compliant to 
the MPEG-DASH because non-IDMS peers will ignore 
the additional session description when parsing the MPD. 

 Finally, we must introduce and evaluate transmission 
schemes that will minimize the transmission loss rate, 
while still ensuring the synchronous arrival of video 
packets. The main principle of their design will be to 
leverage the packet transfer delay differences among 
different destinations for spreading the departures of 
video/audio packets. The integration of such transmission 
schemes with dynamic AMP solutions will be a 
challenge. 
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Instead, the client device derives the precise normal play 
time for each video and audio stream from the received 
RTP packets containing an RTP timestamp.  

 Intelligent distributed control schemes are required to 
develop IDMS for pull-based streaming. Such schemes 
must negotiate a reference playback timestamp among the 
peers participating in an IDMS session. The MPEG-
DASH standard can be used to incorporate these IDMS 
sessions in the Media Presentation Description (MPD). In 
this way, the proposed solutions will remain compliant to 
the MPEG-DASH because non-IDMS peers will ignore 
the additional session description when parsing the MPD. 

 Finally, we must introduce and evaluate transmission 
schemes that will minimize the transmission loss rate, 
while still ensuring the synchronous arrival of video 
packets. The main principle of their design will be to 
leverage the packet transfer delay differences among 
different destinations for spreading the departures of 
video/audio packets. The integration of such transmission 
schemes with dynamic AMP solutions will be a 
challenge. 
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Instead, the client device derives the precise normal play 
time for each video and audio stream from the received 
RTP packets containing an RTP timestamp.  

 Intelligent distributed control schemes are required to 
develop IDMS for pull-based streaming. Such schemes 
must negotiate a reference playback timestamp among the 
peers participating in an IDMS session. The MPEG-
DASH standard can be used to incorporate these IDMS 
sessions in the Media Presentation Description (MPD). In 
this way, the proposed solutions will remain compliant to 
the MPEG-DASH because non-IDMS peers will ignore 
the additional session description when parsing the MPD. 

 Finally, we must introduce and evaluate transmission 
schemes that will minimize the transmission loss rate, 
while still ensuring the synchronous arrival of video 
packets. The main principle of their design will be to 
leverage the packet transfer delay differences among 
different destinations for spreading the departures of 
video/audio packets. The integration of such transmission 
schemes with dynamic AMP solutions will be a 
challenge. 
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network’s mobile communication system. 
 
 

  
 

Fig. 1.  Block diagram of the proposed MU-MIMO system, s is the data of 1st 
user and z is the data of 2nd user. 
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  Abstract— Wireless communication faces a number of 
adversities and obstacles as a result of fading and co-channel 
interference (CCI). Diversity with beamformer techniques may 
be used to mitigate degradation in the system performance. 
Alamouti space-time-block-code (STBC) is a strong scheme 
focused on accomplishing spatial diversity at the transmitter, 
which needs a straightforward linear processing in the receiver. 
Also, high bit-error-rate (BER) performance can be achieved by 
using the multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system with 
beamforming technology. This approach is particularly useful for 
CCI suppression. Exploiting the channel state information (CSI) 
at the transmitter can improve the STBC through the use of a 
beamforming precoding. In this paper, we propose the 
combination between Alamouti STBC and block diagonalization 
(BD) for downlink multi-user MIMO system. Also, this paper 
evaluates the system performance improvement of the extended 
Alamouti scheme, with the implementation of BD precoding over 
a Rayleigh and Rician channel. Simulation results show that the 
combined system has performance better than the performance 
of beamforming system. Also, it shows that the combined system 
performance of extended Alamouti outperforms the combined 
system performance without extended Alamouti. Furthermore, 
numerical results confirm that the Rician channel can 
significantly improve the combined system performance. 
 

Index Terms— Fading, CCI, STBC, Alamouti, MIMO, 
Beamforming, BD, CSI. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
oday’s wireless network’s customers need to more quality 
of service (QoS). Therefore, fifth generation (5G) of 

wireless networks promises to deliver that and much more. It 
is highly expected that future 5G networks should achieve a 
10-fold increase in connection density, i.e., 106connections 
per square kilometers [1] and increase in the volume of mobile 
traffic, e.g., beyond a 500-1000-fold increase in mobile traffic 
[2]. Unfortunately, the current radio access technology, within 
the limited available time/frequency spectrum, is facing 
challenges to meet the requirements of technological advances 
presented by the 5G network. Therefore, new solutions must 
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be identified and developed that can make significant gains in 
capacity and QoS for network customers to ensure continued 
sustainability of radio access technologies. To date, 5G is still 
being studied; and research groups and companies are working 
together to determine the exact nature of 5G. On the other 
hand, it is not yet clear which technologies will do the most 
for 5G in the long run, but a few early favorites have emerged. 
The front-runners include beamforming technology. At once, 
it is possible to achieve signal-to-noise-plus-interference-ratio 
(SINR) improvements through the adoption of beamforming 
precoding at the transmit side [3]. There is the potential to 
utilise a block diagonalization (BD) initiative to design 
transmitting beamforming vectors without any degree of 
complexity. One such approach is to secure a precoding 
matrix for all mobile stations. This type of matrix will lie in 
the null spaces of other mobile stations’ channel matrix, and 
thus, the beamforming approach may be seen to depend on 
each mobile station’s spatial data [4]. Unfortunately, the 
desired power of the received signal will be decreased. The 
BD algorithm that supports multiple-stream transmissions for 
multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO) systems, in which every user 
has several antennas trying to connect with the base station, 
can eliminate the co-channel interference (CCI) completely 
[5]. When no information concerning the channel state 
information (CSI) is held by a MIMO system sender, spatial 
multiplexing and multi-user diversity are not possible [6]. 
Additional profits can accrue when the CSI at the transmitter 
is available and using a MIMO system with a liner precoding 
technique [7]. If all mobile stations’ channel state information 
is available in the transmitter, the precoder would then have 
the ability to completely remove CCI. By removing CCI, each 
user can communicate with the transmitter over an 
interference-free way, as single-user channel [3]. Therefore, 
through an imperfect feedback channel, reconnaissance of 
limited CSI and employment of CSI are critical points for a 
MIMO system [8]. CSI is very important, because when it is 
fully available at the base station, the MIMO system performs 
best in numerous ways via using the precoding method. For 
example, to mitigate symbol interference, precoding can be 
used with spatial diversity and spatial multiplexing provided 
by the MIMO system. Besides high gain coding, if space-time-
block-code (STBC) can be combined with precoding, 
maximum gain diversity is available [9]. Owing to the use of 
wireless fading channels, it is common for error performance 
to demonstrate further degradation in terms of the wireless 
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be identified and developed that can make significant gains in 
capacity and QoS for network customers to ensure continued 
sustainability of radio access technologies. To date, 5G is still 
being studied; and research groups and companies are working 
together to determine the exact nature of 5G. On the other 
hand, it is not yet clear which technologies will do the most 
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can eliminate the co-channel interference (CCI) completely 
[5]. When no information concerning the channel state 
information (CSI) is held by a MIMO system sender, spatial 
multiplexing and multi-user diversity are not possible [6]. 
Additional profits can accrue when the CSI at the transmitter 
is available and using a MIMO system with a liner precoding 
technique [7]. If all mobile stations’ channel state information 
is available in the transmitter, the precoder would then have 
the ability to completely remove CCI. By removing CCI, each 
user can communicate with the transmitter over an 
interference-free way, as single-user channel [3]. Therefore, 
through an imperfect feedback channel, reconnaissance of 
limited CSI and employment of CSI are critical points for a 
MIMO system [8]. CSI is very important, because when it is 
fully available at the base station, the MIMO system performs 
best in numerous ways via using the precoding method. For 
example, to mitigate symbol interference, precoding can be 
used with spatial diversity and spatial multiplexing provided 
by the MIMO system. Besides high gain coding, if space-time-
block-code (STBC) can be combined with precoding, 
maximum gain diversity is available [9]. Owing to the use of 
wireless fading channels, it is common for error performance 
to demonstrate further degradation in terms of the wireless 
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Fig. 1.  Block diagram of the proposed MU-MIMO system, s is the data of 1st 
user and z is the data of 2nd user. 

  
It is important to note that, diversity has become recognised as 
a key communication approach when seeking to enhance the 
performance of wireless systems without incurring significant 
expense [10] [11]. Diversity, in essence, may be achieved at 
the transmitter and/or the receiver side [10]. However, should 
diversity be received in an instance of downlink, there will be 
a notably high consumption of power, owing to the fact that 
the majority of computational burden is assigned to the mobile 
side. Accordingly, a non-complex decoding processing can be 
achieved at the mobile side through the base station-located 
application of STBC [10] [12] [13] [14]. 
The primary and most well-recognised diversity is identified 
as the STBC, which has come to be accepted as a powerful 
and extremely valuable diversity approach in overcoming the 
effects of wireless channel fading. In this regard, the Alamouti 
scheme is seen to be a complicated orthogonal STBC; this 
affords simplistic decoding and encoding processing at the 
receiver and transmitter side, respectively. This was originally 
devised and presented by Alamouti [15]. In an effort to 
decrease error performance degradation levels in mobile units 
and accordingly attain greater improvements in wireless links, 
the Alamouti scheme can be combined with beamforming 
precoding [16] [17] [18] [19]. Beamforming scheme based on 
BD technology combined with STBC enables the multi-user 
MIMO (MU-MIMO) system to provide good QoS, thereby 
absorbing more users, and makes it promising to address the 
5G requirement of massive connectivity, specifically in the 
Internet of things (IoT) and massive machine-type 
communications (mMTC) scenarios, which are considered as 
types of 5G application scenarios [20]. In these scenarios, 
users may be low-cost sensors deployed in a small area, where 
both the line-of-sight (LoS) and the non-line-of-sight (NLoS) 
exist, which can be better modeled by the Rician fading 
channel. In [21] and [22], 5G cellular systems on MU-MIMO 
transmitters use linear precoding. In this report, the system 
performance within regards to the Alamouti scheme undergoes 
both analysis and evaluation, with BD precoding applied when 
there is the presence of CSI. Furthermore, the performance of 
an MU-MIMO beamforming system, alongside the utilisation 

of BD with the extended Alamouti scheme, is discussed, with 
the signal in the NLoS setting transmitted (Rayleigh fading 
channel) as well as in the LoS environment (correlated 
realistic Rician fading channel).  
The superscripts(·)T, (·)∗ and (·)H denote transpose, complex 
conjugate, and Hermitian operations, respectively. 

 

II.  ALAMOUTI CODING 
The Alamouti code is recognised as being the first and most 

widely known STBC, and is described as being a complicated 
orthogonal spice-time-code most applicable in the case of two 
transmits antennas [15].  

Primarily, the Alamouti space-time-coding approach is 
taken into account, with generalisation in relation to the three 
transmits antennas then considered [23].  

a. Alamouti Space-Time Code 
Alamouti designed and presented a complicated orthogonal 
space-time block code for two transmit antennas [15]. In the 
case of the Alamouti encoder, there is the encoding of 
𝑠𝑠1 and 𝑠𝑠2 , notably two consecutive symbols complete with the 
space-time codeword matrix outlined below: 
 

𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴  2.𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = [𝑠𝑠1 −𝑠𝑠2
∗

𝑠𝑠2    𝑠𝑠1
∗]                               (1) 

As can be seen when reviewing the equation (1), there is the 
transmission of the Alamouti encoded signal from the two 
transmit antennas over the two different symbol periods. 
Throughout the preliminary symbol period, 𝑠𝑠1 and 𝑠𝑠2 are 
transmitted at the same time from the two transmit antennas. 
Throughout the secondary period, there is the repeated 
transmission of the symbols, with the first transmit antenna 
transmitting −𝑠𝑠2

∗ whilst the second transmit antenna 
transmits 𝑠𝑠1

∗.  
b. Extended Alamouti  

As it has been discussed in other works [24], the Alamouti 
scheme has the underpinning foundation of extension, which 
is seen to derive through extension for 4x1-diversity order. In 
this case, it is further extended in mind of the 3x3-diversity 
order [10]. Accordingly, it is necessary to take into account 
the block diagram representation depicted in the Fig. 2 below, 
which shows the extended Alamouti code for 3 transmit 
antennas and 3 receive antennas over the eight different 
symbol periods for four symbols s1, s2, s3 and  s4. 
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  Abstract— Wireless communication faces a number of 
adversities and obstacles as a result of fading and co-channel 
interference (CCI). Diversity with beamformer techniques may 
be used to mitigate degradation in the system performance. 
Alamouti space-time-block-code (STBC) is a strong scheme 
focused on accomplishing spatial diversity at the transmitter, 
which needs a straightforward linear processing in the receiver. 
Also, high bit-error-rate (BER) performance can be achieved by 
using the multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system with 
beamforming technology. This approach is particularly useful for 
CCI suppression. Exploiting the channel state information (CSI) 
at the transmitter can improve the STBC through the use of a 
beamforming precoding. In this paper, we propose the 
combination between Alamouti STBC and block diagonalization 
(BD) for downlink multi-user MIMO system. Also, this paper 
evaluates the system performance improvement of the extended 
Alamouti scheme, with the implementation of BD precoding over 
a Rayleigh and Rician channel. Simulation results show that the 
combined system has performance better than the performance 
of beamforming system. Also, it shows that the combined system 
performance of extended Alamouti outperforms the combined 
system performance without extended Alamouti. Furthermore, 
numerical results confirm that the Rician channel can 
significantly improve the combined system performance. 
 

Index Terms— Fading, CCI, STBC, Alamouti, MIMO, 
Beamforming, BD, CSI. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
oday’s wireless network’s customers need to more quality 
of service (QoS). Therefore, fifth generation (5G) of 

wireless networks promises to deliver that and much more. It 
is highly expected that future 5G networks should achieve a 
10-fold increase in connection density, i.e., 106connections 
per square kilometers [1] and increase in the volume of mobile 
traffic, e.g., beyond a 500-1000-fold increase in mobile traffic 
[2]. Unfortunately, the current radio access technology, within 
the limited available time/frequency spectrum, is facing 
challenges to meet the requirements of technological advances 
presented by the 5G network. Therefore, new solutions must 
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be identified and developed that can make significant gains in 
capacity and QoS for network customers to ensure continued 
sustainability of radio access technologies. To date, 5G is still 
being studied; and research groups and companies are working 
together to determine the exact nature of 5G. On the other 
hand, it is not yet clear which technologies will do the most 
for 5G in the long run, but a few early favorites have emerged. 
The front-runners include beamforming technology. At once, 
it is possible to achieve signal-to-noise-plus-interference-ratio 
(SINR) improvements through the adoption of beamforming 
precoding at the transmit side [3]. There is the potential to 
utilise a block diagonalization (BD) initiative to design 
transmitting beamforming vectors without any degree of 
complexity. One such approach is to secure a precoding 
matrix for all mobile stations. This type of matrix will lie in 
the null spaces of other mobile stations’ channel matrix, and 
thus, the beamforming approach may be seen to depend on 
each mobile station’s spatial data [4]. Unfortunately, the 
desired power of the received signal will be decreased. The 
BD algorithm that supports multiple-stream transmissions for 
multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO) systems, in which every user 
has several antennas trying to connect with the base station, 
can eliminate the co-channel interference (CCI) completely 
[5]. When no information concerning the channel state 
information (CSI) is held by a MIMO system sender, spatial 
multiplexing and multi-user diversity are not possible [6]. 
Additional profits can accrue when the CSI at the transmitter 
is available and using a MIMO system with a liner precoding 
technique [7]. If all mobile stations’ channel state information 
is available in the transmitter, the precoder would then have 
the ability to completely remove CCI. By removing CCI, each 
user can communicate with the transmitter over an 
interference-free way, as single-user channel [3]. Therefore, 
through an imperfect feedback channel, reconnaissance of 
limited CSI and employment of CSI are critical points for a 
MIMO system [8]. CSI is very important, because when it is 
fully available at the base station, the MIMO system performs 
best in numerous ways via using the precoding method. For 
example, to mitigate symbol interference, precoding can be 
used with spatial diversity and spatial multiplexing provided 
by the MIMO system. Besides high gain coding, if space-time-
block-code (STBC) can be combined with precoding, 
maximum gain diversity is available [9]. Owing to the use of 
wireless fading channels, it is common for error performance 
to demonstrate further degradation in terms of the wireless 
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It is important to note that, diversity has become recognised as 
a key communication approach when seeking to enhance the 
performance of wireless systems without incurring significant 
expense [10] [11]. Diversity, in essence, may be achieved at 
the transmitter and/or the receiver side [10]. However, should 
diversity be received in an instance of downlink, there will be 
a notably high consumption of power, owing to the fact that 
the majority of computational burden is assigned to the mobile 
side. Accordingly, a non-complex decoding processing can be 
achieved at the mobile side through the base station-located 
application of STBC [10] [12] [13] [14]. 
The primary and most well-recognised diversity is identified 
as the STBC, which has come to be accepted as a powerful 
and extremely valuable diversity approach in overcoming the 
effects of wireless channel fading. In this regard, the Alamouti 
scheme is seen to be a complicated orthogonal STBC; this 
affords simplistic decoding and encoding processing at the 
receiver and transmitter side, respectively. This was originally 
devised and presented by Alamouti [15]. In an effort to 
decrease error performance degradation levels in mobile units 
and accordingly attain greater improvements in wireless links, 
the Alamouti scheme can be combined with beamforming 
precoding [16] [17] [18] [19]. Beamforming scheme based on 
BD technology combined with STBC enables the multi-user 
MIMO (MU-MIMO) system to provide good QoS, thereby 
absorbing more users, and makes it promising to address the 
5G requirement of massive connectivity, specifically in the 
Internet of things (IoT) and massive machine-type 
communications (mMTC) scenarios, which are considered as 
types of 5G application scenarios [20]. In these scenarios, 
users may be low-cost sensors deployed in a small area, where 
both the line-of-sight (LoS) and the non-line-of-sight (NLoS) 
exist, which can be better modeled by the Rician fading 
channel. In [21] and [22], 5G cellular systems on MU-MIMO 
transmitters use linear precoding. In this report, the system 
performance within regards to the Alamouti scheme undergoes 
both analysis and evaluation, with BD precoding applied when 
there is the presence of CSI. Furthermore, the performance of 
an MU-MIMO beamforming system, alongside the utilisation 

of BD with the extended Alamouti scheme, is discussed, with 
the signal in the NLoS setting transmitted (Rayleigh fading 
channel) as well as in the LoS environment (correlated 
realistic Rician fading channel).  
The superscripts(·)T, (·)∗ and (·)H denote transpose, complex 
conjugate, and Hermitian operations, respectively. 

 

II.  ALAMOUTI CODING 
The Alamouti code is recognised as being the first and most 

widely known STBC, and is described as being a complicated 
orthogonal spice-time-code most applicable in the case of two 
transmits antennas [15].  

Primarily, the Alamouti space-time-coding approach is 
taken into account, with generalisation in relation to the three 
transmits antennas then considered [23].  

a. Alamouti Space-Time Code 
Alamouti designed and presented a complicated orthogonal 
space-time block code for two transmit antennas [15]. In the 
case of the Alamouti encoder, there is the encoding of 
𝑠𝑠1 and 𝑠𝑠2 , notably two consecutive symbols complete with the 
space-time codeword matrix outlined below: 
 

𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴  2.𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = [𝑠𝑠1 −𝑠𝑠2
∗

𝑠𝑠2    𝑠𝑠1
∗]                               (1) 

As can be seen when reviewing the equation (1), there is the 
transmission of the Alamouti encoded signal from the two 
transmit antennas over the two different symbol periods. 
Throughout the preliminary symbol period, 𝑠𝑠1 and 𝑠𝑠2 are 
transmitted at the same time from the two transmit antennas. 
Throughout the secondary period, there is the repeated 
transmission of the symbols, with the first transmit antenna 
transmitting −𝑠𝑠2

∗ whilst the second transmit antenna 
transmits 𝑠𝑠1

∗.  
b. Extended Alamouti  

As it has been discussed in other works [24], the Alamouti 
scheme has the underpinning foundation of extension, which 
is seen to derive through extension for 4x1-diversity order. In 
this case, it is further extended in mind of the 3x3-diversity 
order [10]. Accordingly, it is necessary to take into account 
the block diagram representation depicted in the Fig. 2 below, 
which shows the extended Alamouti code for 3 transmit 
antennas and 3 receive antennas over the eight different 
symbol periods for four symbols s1, s2, s3 and  s4. 
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a notably high consumption of power, owing to the fact that 
the majority of computational burden is assigned to the mobile 
side. Accordingly, a non-complex decoding processing can be 
achieved at the mobile side through the base station-located 
application of STBC [10] [12] [13] [14]. 
The primary and most well-recognised diversity is identified 
as the STBC, which has come to be accepted as a powerful 
and extremely valuable diversity approach in overcoming the 
effects of wireless channel fading. In this regard, the Alamouti 
scheme is seen to be a complicated orthogonal STBC; this 
affords simplistic decoding and encoding processing at the 
receiver and transmitter side, respectively. This was originally 
devised and presented by Alamouti [15]. In an effort to 
decrease error performance degradation levels in mobile units 
and accordingly attain greater improvements in wireless links, 
the Alamouti scheme can be combined with beamforming 
precoding [16] [17] [18] [19]. Beamforming scheme based on 
BD technology combined with STBC enables the multi-user 
MIMO (MU-MIMO) system to provide good QoS, thereby 
absorbing more users, and makes it promising to address the 
5G requirement of massive connectivity, specifically in the 
Internet of things (IoT) and massive machine-type 
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exist, which can be better modeled by the Rician fading 
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transmitters use linear precoding. In this report, the system 
performance within regards to the Alamouti scheme undergoes 
both analysis and evaluation, with BD precoding applied when 
there is the presence of CSI. Furthermore, the performance of 
an MU-MIMO beamforming system, alongside the utilisation 

of BD with the extended Alamouti scheme, is discussed, with 
the signal in the NLoS setting transmitted (Rayleigh fading 
channel) as well as in the LoS environment (correlated 
realistic Rician fading channel).  
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It is important to note that, diversity has become recognised as 
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The primary and most well-recognised diversity is identified 
as the STBC, which has come to be accepted as a powerful 
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scheme is seen to be a complicated orthogonal STBC; this 
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Fig. 2  Extended Alamouti Scheme for 3x3. 

III.  MU-MIMO BEAMFORMING SYSTEM MODEL 
In MU-MIMO system we have considered an 

environment of 𝑈𝑈 geographically sparse mobile stations as 
multi-user (MU) communicates with the MIMO base station 
(BS) which has 𝑀𝑀 antennas. In such a system environment, 
each mobile station is independent and employing Nu 
antennas of user 𝑢𝑢. These users will receive their own signal, 
as shown in Fig.1 (block diagram of 2 users). The total 
number of users’ antennas is defined as; 

 

𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 =  ∑ 𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢

𝑈𝑈

𝑢𝑢
                                         (3) 

 
Also, this system has an operation condition which is 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇= 𝑀𝑀 
with the independent channels of flat fading. The meant 
message signal for the 𝑢𝑢th user is the scalar 𝑆𝑆𝑢𝑢. Thereby, the 
transmitted symbol vector to 𝑈𝑈 users is: 
 

 𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇 = [𝑠𝑠1, . . . , 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢, . . . , 𝑠𝑠𝑈𝑈 ]𝑇𝑇                             (4) 
 
It should be mentioned that  𝑆𝑆𝑢𝑢 = 𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴  2.𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎  for two 
transmit antennas and  𝑆𝑆𝑢𝑢 = 𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴  3.𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎  for three transmit 
antennas. In the second step, we denote to precoding matrix 
step as: 
 

𝑊𝑊 = [𝑤𝑤1, . . . , 𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢, . . . , 𝑤𝑤𝑈𝑈 ]                            (5) 
 

where  𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢 ∈ 𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 is the joint beamforming coefficients for 
𝑢𝑢th user. Then the transmitted symbol vector is multiplied by 
the precoding matrix as third step to produce the precoding 
data as: 
 

𝑋𝑋 = ∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢

𝑈𝑈

𝑢𝑢=1
= 𝑊𝑊𝑆𝑆                               (6) 

 
The symbol su and the coefficients of beamforming precoding 
𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢 will be normalized as follows:  
 

E|𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢|2 = 1, ‖𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢‖2 = 1 
for u={1, …, U}. 

 
In the broadcast step, we assumed that signals WS ∈ 
𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 are broadcasted over the channels denoted as: 
 

𝐻𝐻 = [𝐻𝐻1
𝑇𝑇 , … , 𝐻𝐻𝑢𝑢

𝑇𝑇, … , 𝐻𝐻𝑈𝑈
𝑇𝑇]𝑇𝑇                               (7) 

 
where 𝐻𝐻𝑢𝑢∈𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥describes the channel coefficients between 
Nu receiver antenna at 𝑢𝑢th user and BS antennas as: 
 

𝐻𝐻𝑢𝑢 = [
ℎ𝑢𝑢

(1,1) … ℎ𝑢𝑢
(1,𝑥𝑥)

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
ℎ𝑢𝑢

(𝑁𝑁𝑈𝑈,1) … ℎ𝑢𝑢
(𝑁𝑁𝑈𝑈,𝑥𝑥)

]                              (8) 

 
where ℎ𝑢𝑢

(𝑎𝑎,𝑚𝑚) denotes the channel matrix ingredient, which is 
located between the mth transmitter array antenna of base 
station and the nth receiver array antenna of uth user.   
Thus, at users’ antennas the received signals are:   
 

𝑦𝑦 = [𝑦𝑦1
𝑇𝑇, … , 𝑦𝑦𝑢𝑢

𝑇𝑇, … , 𝑦𝑦𝑈𝑈
𝑇𝑇]𝑇𝑇 =H WS + n                        (9) 

 
where 𝑦𝑦𝑢𝑢 ∈ 𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥 is representing the signal which is 
received at uth recipient, whilst for the additive noise is 
denoted by n. When we have given careful consideration to 
each user separately, we will find the received signal at an ith 
recipient as: 

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 ∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

𝑈𝑈

𝑢𝑢=1
 

 

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 + 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 ∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

𝑈𝑈

𝑢𝑢=1,𝑢𝑢≠𝑖𝑖
 

 

 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 + 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 ∑ 𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

𝑈𝑈

𝑢𝑢=1,𝑢𝑢≠𝑖𝑖
                        (10) 

 
where 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 is precoding data of ith user and 𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢 is precoding data 
of other users as interference for uth user. The 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖  vector has 
complex Gaussian variable components with unit-variance and 
zero-mean. Moreover, the components of the additive noise 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 
have distribution as 𝑁𝑁(0,𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖

2) and are temporarily white. 
 

IV. DOWNLINK CHANNEL MODEL     
Due to LoS propagation the strongest propagation component 
of MIMO channel corresponds to deterministic component 
(also referred to as specular components). On the other hand, 
all the other components are random components (due to 
NLoS also referred to as scattering components) [10]. The 
broadcast channel distribution has been following the 
Rayleigh channel distribution, which is Gaussian distribution 
with a variance of 𝜎𝜎2 and zero mean. That means there is no 

component of LoS (K= 0): 𝜎𝜎 = √ 1
𝐾𝐾+1. On the other hand, 

when there is any component of LoS (For K > 0) the broadcast 
channel distribution has been following the Gaussian 
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𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 are broadcasted over the channels denoted as: 
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where ℎ𝑢𝑢
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where 𝑦𝑦𝑢𝑢 ∈ 𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥 is representing the signal which is 
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denoted by n. When we have given careful consideration to 
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where 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 is precoding data of ith user and 𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢 is precoding data 
of other users as interference for uth user. The 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖  vector has 
complex Gaussian variable components with unit-variance and 
zero-mean. Moreover, the components of the additive noise 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 
have distribution as 𝑁𝑁(0,𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖

2) and are temporarily white. 
 

IV. DOWNLINK CHANNEL MODEL     
Due to LoS propagation the strongest propagation component 
of MIMO channel corresponds to deterministic component 
(also referred to as specular components). On the other hand, 
all the other components are random components (due to 
NLoS also referred to as scattering components) [10]. The 
broadcast channel distribution has been following the 
Rayleigh channel distribution, which is Gaussian distribution 
with a variance of 𝜎𝜎2 and zero mean. That means there is no 

component of LoS (K= 0): 𝜎𝜎 = √ 1
𝐾𝐾+1. On the other hand, 

when there is any component of LoS (For K > 0) the broadcast 
channel distribution has been following the Gaussian 
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III.  MU-MIMO BEAMFORMING SYSTEM MODEL 
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multi-user (MU) communicates with the MIMO base station 
(BS) which has 𝑀𝑀 antennas. In such a system environment, 
each mobile station is independent and employing Nu 
antennas of user 𝑢𝑢. These users will receive their own signal, 
as shown in Fig.1 (block diagram of 2 users). The total 
number of users’ antennas is defined as; 
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Also, this system has an operation condition which is 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇= 𝑀𝑀 
with the independent channels of flat fading. The meant 
message signal for the 𝑢𝑢th user is the scalar 𝑆𝑆𝑢𝑢. Thereby, the 
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where  𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢 ∈ 𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 is the joint beamforming coefficients for 
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𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢 will be normalized as follows:  
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have distribution as 𝑁𝑁(0,𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖
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of other users as interference for uth user. The 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖  vector has 
complex Gaussian variable components with unit-variance and 
zero-mean. Moreover, the components of the additive noise 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 
have distribution as 𝑁𝑁(0,𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖
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Due to LoS propagation the strongest propagation component 
of MIMO channel corresponds to deterministic component 
(also referred to as specular components). On the other hand, 
all the other components are random components (due to 
NLoS also referred to as scattering components) [10]. The 
broadcast channel distribution has been following the 
Rayleigh channel distribution, which is Gaussian distribution 
with a variance of 𝜎𝜎2 and zero mean. That means there is no 

component of LoS (K= 0): 𝜎𝜎 = √ 1
𝐾𝐾+1. On the other hand, 

when there is any component of LoS (For K > 0) the broadcast 
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(BS) which has 𝑀𝑀 antennas. In such a system environment, 
each mobile station is independent and employing Nu 
antennas of user 𝑢𝑢. These users will receive their own signal, 
as shown in Fig.1 (block diagram of 2 users). The total 
number of users’ antennas is defined as; 
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Also, this system has an operation condition which is 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇= 𝑀𝑀 
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𝑢𝑢th user. Then the transmitted symbol vector is multiplied by 
the precoding matrix as third step to produce the precoding 
data as: 
 

𝑋𝑋 = ∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢

𝑈𝑈

𝑢𝑢=1
= 𝑊𝑊𝑆𝑆                               (6) 

 
The symbol su and the coefficients of beamforming precoding 
𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢 will be normalized as follows:  
 

E|𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢|2 = 1, ‖𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢‖2 = 1 
for u={1, …, U}. 

 
In the broadcast step, we assumed that signals WS ∈ 
𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 are broadcasted over the channels denoted as: 
 

𝐻𝐻 = [𝐻𝐻1
𝑇𝑇 , … , 𝐻𝐻𝑢𝑢

𝑇𝑇, … , 𝐻𝐻𝑈𝑈
𝑇𝑇]𝑇𝑇                               (7) 

 
where 𝐻𝐻𝑢𝑢∈𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥describes the channel coefficients between 
Nu receiver antenna at 𝑢𝑢th user and BS antennas as: 
 

𝐻𝐻𝑢𝑢 = [
ℎ𝑢𝑢

(1,1) … ℎ𝑢𝑢
(1,𝑥𝑥)

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
ℎ𝑢𝑢

(𝑁𝑁𝑈𝑈,1) … ℎ𝑢𝑢
(𝑁𝑁𝑈𝑈,𝑥𝑥)

]                              (8) 

 
where ℎ𝑢𝑢

(𝑎𝑎,𝑚𝑚) denotes the channel matrix ingredient, which is 
located between the mth transmitter array antenna of base 
station and the nth receiver array antenna of uth user.   
Thus, at users’ antennas the received signals are:   
 

𝑦𝑦 = [𝑦𝑦1
𝑇𝑇, … , 𝑦𝑦𝑢𝑢

𝑇𝑇, … , 𝑦𝑦𝑈𝑈
𝑇𝑇]𝑇𝑇 =H WS + n                        (9) 

 
where 𝑦𝑦𝑢𝑢 ∈ 𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥 is representing the signal which is 
received at uth recipient, whilst for the additive noise is 
denoted by n. When we have given careful consideration to 
each user separately, we will find the received signal at an ith 
recipient as: 

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 ∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

𝑈𝑈

𝑢𝑢=1
 

 

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 + 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 ∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

𝑈𝑈

𝑢𝑢=1,𝑢𝑢≠𝑖𝑖
 

 

 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 + 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 ∑ 𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

𝑈𝑈

𝑢𝑢=1,𝑢𝑢≠𝑖𝑖
                        (10) 

 
where 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 is precoding data of ith user and 𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢 is precoding data 
of other users as interference for uth user. The 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖  vector has 
complex Gaussian variable components with unit-variance and 
zero-mean. Moreover, the components of the additive noise 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 
have distribution as 𝑁𝑁(0,𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖

2) and are temporarily white. 
 

IV. DOWNLINK CHANNEL MODEL     
Due to LoS propagation the strongest propagation component 
of MIMO channel corresponds to deterministic component 
(also referred to as specular components). On the other hand, 
all the other components are random components (due to 
NLoS also referred to as scattering components) [10]. The 
broadcast channel distribution has been following the 
Rayleigh channel distribution, which is Gaussian distribution 
with a variance of 𝜎𝜎2 and zero mean. That means there is no 

component of LoS (K= 0): 𝜎𝜎 = √ 1
𝐾𝐾+1. On the other hand, 

when there is any component of LoS (For K > 0) the broadcast 
channel distribution has been following the Gaussian 
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Fig. 2  Extended Alamouti Scheme for 3x3. 
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where  𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢 ∈ 𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 is the joint beamforming coefficients for 
𝑢𝑢th user. Then the transmitted symbol vector is multiplied by 
the precoding matrix as third step to produce the precoding 
data as: 
 

𝑋𝑋 = ∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢
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𝑢𝑢=1
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The symbol su and the coefficients of beamforming precoding 
𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢 will be normalized as follows:  
 

E|𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢|2 = 1, ‖𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢‖2 = 1 
for u={1, …, U}. 

 
In the broadcast step, we assumed that signals WS ∈ 
𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 are broadcasted over the channels denoted as: 
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where 𝐻𝐻𝑢𝑢∈𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥describes the channel coefficients between 
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where ℎ𝑢𝑢

(𝑎𝑎,𝑚𝑚) denotes the channel matrix ingredient, which is 
located between the mth transmitter array antenna of base 
station and the nth receiver array antenna of uth user.   
Thus, at users’ antennas the received signals are:   
 

𝑦𝑦 = [𝑦𝑦1
𝑇𝑇, … , 𝑦𝑦𝑢𝑢

𝑇𝑇, … , 𝑦𝑦𝑈𝑈
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where 𝑦𝑦𝑢𝑢 ∈ 𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥 is representing the signal which is 
received at uth recipient, whilst for the additive noise is 
denoted by n. When we have given careful consideration to 
each user separately, we will find the received signal at an ith 
recipient as: 

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 ∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖
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where 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 is precoding data of ith user and 𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢 is precoding data 
of other users as interference for uth user. The 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖  vector has 
complex Gaussian variable components with unit-variance and 
zero-mean. Moreover, the components of the additive noise 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 
have distribution as 𝑁𝑁(0,𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖

2) and are temporarily white. 
 

IV. DOWNLINK CHANNEL MODEL     
Due to LoS propagation the strongest propagation component 
of MIMO channel corresponds to deterministic component 
(also referred to as specular components). On the other hand, 
all the other components are random components (due to 
NLoS also referred to as scattering components) [10]. The 
broadcast channel distribution has been following the 
Rayleigh channel distribution, which is Gaussian distribution 
with a variance of 𝜎𝜎2 and zero mean. That means there is no 

component of LoS (K= 0): 𝜎𝜎 = √ 1
𝐾𝐾+1. On the other hand, 

when there is any component of LoS (For K > 0) the broadcast 
channel distribution has been following the Gaussian 
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distribution with a variance of 𝜎𝜎2 and mean of q or Rician 

distribution when K increases as: 𝑞𝑞 = √ 𝐾𝐾
𝐾𝐾+1 , 𝜎𝜎 = √ 1

𝐾𝐾+1 .  
Therefore, in this work, channel matrix of the MIMO system 
described as [25]: 

𝐻𝐻 = √ 𝐾𝐾
𝐾𝐾 + 1 𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑 + √ 1

𝐾𝐾 + 1   𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟                   (11) 

where 𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑  representing the component of the normalized 
deterministic channel matrix, while  𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟 representing the 
component of random channel matrix, with || 𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑 ||2 = 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 𝑀𝑀, 
E{ |[𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟]𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗|2}= 1, 𝑖𝑖 = 1: 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇, 𝑗𝑗 = 1: 𝑀𝑀 [25]. While 𝐾𝐾 is known 
as factor of the Rician channel which is the relation between 
the component of the specular power 𝑐𝑐2 and the component of 
scattering power 2𝜎𝜎2 , displayed as [10]: 
 

𝐾𝐾 =
‖𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑‖2

𝐸𝐸 {|[𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟]𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗|2}
= 𝑐𝑐2

2𝜎𝜎2                     (12) 

 

V. BLOCK DIAGONALIZATION PRECODING 
 

Block Diagonalization precoding (BD) method is 
compatible with the multiple users, every user has multiple 
antennas. By the precoding process of this method, the 
interference signal which is coming from other user signals 
will be canceled. Therefore, MU-MIMO channel model will 
be converted into multiple independent single user MIMO 
channels model by BD method [10]. 
Briefly, definition of BD precoding matrix starts from the 
channel of all users except ith user as: 
 

𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 = [𝐻𝐻1 …  𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖−1  𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖+1 … 𝐻𝐻𝑈𝑈 ]𝑇𝑇                     (13) 
 
where 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 is H with out Hi , then we should compute the null 
space �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛  of all users except ith user by singular value 
decomposition (SVD) to 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖:  
  

𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 =  𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 �̃�𝛬 [ �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑏𝑏  �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ]𝐻𝐻                     (14)  
 
where (. )𝐻𝐻 denotes Hermitian transposition. To prevent other 
users interference multiplies  𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖  by �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 , and then uses SVD 
again: 
 

𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖�̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 =  𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 𝛬𝛬 [ 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑏𝑏  𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ]𝐻𝐻                (15)  

where 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 is the null space of ith user, while 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑏𝑏 is the beam 
of ith user. Therefore, we can get the precoding matrix 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  for 
ith user from �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 and 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑏𝑏 under the condition 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 ≤ 𝑀𝑀 as: 

 
𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 = [�̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑏𝑏 ]                                 (16)   

 

Now under the condition 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖�̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 0, we substitute (16) into 

(10), we can obtain:  
 

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 + 0 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖                             (17)    
 
where 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 represents the received signal which is consisted of 
the required signal of ith user and noise without multiuser 
interference. Note that 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 is Alamouti space-time coding. 
Therefore, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖  is represented by 1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎  , 1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 , 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 and 2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎: 

[1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎
1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎  2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎

] = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [𝑠𝑠1 −𝑠𝑠2
∗

𝑠𝑠2    𝑠𝑠1
∗] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖        (18)  

where 1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 and 1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 represents the received signals at the 
first time in first and second antenna respectively, while 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 
and 2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 represents the received signals at the second time in 
first and second antenna respectively: 

1st time 

1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑖
(1,1) …  ℎ𝑖𝑖

(1,𝑀𝑀)] 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [𝑠𝑠1
𝑠𝑠2

] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖          (19) 
 

1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑖
(2,1) …  ℎ𝑖𝑖

(2,𝑀𝑀)] 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [𝑠𝑠1
𝑠𝑠2

] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖          (20) 
 
2nd time 

2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑖
(1,1) …  ℎ𝑖𝑖

(1,𝑀𝑀)] 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [−𝑠𝑠2
∗

   𝑠𝑠1
∗ ] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖       (21) 

 

2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑖
(2,1) …  ℎ𝑖𝑖

(2,𝑀𝑀)] 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [−𝑠𝑠2
∗

   𝑠𝑠1
∗ ] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖       (22) 
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III.  MU-MIMO BEAMFORMING SYSTEM MODEL 
In MU-MIMO system we have considered an 

environment of 𝑈𝑈 geographically sparse mobile stations as 
multi-user (MU) communicates with the MIMO base station 
(BS) which has 𝑀𝑀 antennas. In such a system environment, 
each mobile station is independent and employing Nu 
antennas of user 𝑢𝑢. These users will receive their own signal, 
as shown in Fig.1 (block diagram of 2 users). The total 
number of users’ antennas is defined as; 
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𝑢𝑢
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Also, this system has an operation condition which is 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇= 𝑀𝑀 
with the independent channels of flat fading. The meant 
message signal for the 𝑢𝑢th user is the scalar 𝑆𝑆𝑢𝑢. Thereby, the 
transmitted symbol vector to 𝑈𝑈 users is: 
 

 𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇 = [𝑠𝑠1, . . . , 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢, . . . , 𝑠𝑠𝑈𝑈 ]𝑇𝑇                             (4) 
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antennas. In the second step, we denote to precoding matrix 
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𝑊𝑊 = [𝑤𝑤1, . . . , 𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢, . . . , 𝑤𝑤𝑈𝑈 ]                            (5) 
 

where  𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢 ∈ 𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 is the joint beamforming coefficients for 
𝑢𝑢th user. Then the transmitted symbol vector is multiplied by 
the precoding matrix as third step to produce the precoding 
data as: 
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𝑢𝑢=1
= 𝑊𝑊𝑆𝑆                               (6) 

 
The symbol su and the coefficients of beamforming precoding 
𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢 will be normalized as follows:  
 

E|𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢|2 = 1, ‖𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢‖2 = 1 
for u={1, …, U}. 

 
In the broadcast step, we assumed that signals WS ∈ 
𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 are broadcasted over the channels denoted as: 
 

𝐻𝐻 = [𝐻𝐻1
𝑇𝑇 , … , 𝐻𝐻𝑢𝑢
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where 𝐻𝐻𝑢𝑢∈𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥describes the channel coefficients between 
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where ℎ𝑢𝑢

(𝑎𝑎,𝑚𝑚) denotes the channel matrix ingredient, which is 
located between the mth transmitter array antenna of base 
station and the nth receiver array antenna of uth user.   
Thus, at users’ antennas the received signals are:   
 

𝑦𝑦 = [𝑦𝑦1
𝑇𝑇, … , 𝑦𝑦𝑢𝑢

𝑇𝑇, … , 𝑦𝑦𝑈𝑈
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where 𝑦𝑦𝑢𝑢 ∈ 𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥 is representing the signal which is 
received at uth recipient, whilst for the additive noise is 
denoted by n. When we have given careful consideration to 
each user separately, we will find the received signal at an ith 
recipient as: 

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 ∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖
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where 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 is precoding data of ith user and 𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢 is precoding data 
of other users as interference for uth user. The 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖  vector has 
complex Gaussian variable components with unit-variance and 
zero-mean. Moreover, the components of the additive noise 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 
have distribution as 𝑁𝑁(0,𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖

2) and are temporarily white. 
 

IV. DOWNLINK CHANNEL MODEL     
Due to LoS propagation the strongest propagation component 
of MIMO channel corresponds to deterministic component 
(also referred to as specular components). On the other hand, 
all the other components are random components (due to 
NLoS also referred to as scattering components) [10]. The 
broadcast channel distribution has been following the 
Rayleigh channel distribution, which is Gaussian distribution 
with a variance of 𝜎𝜎2 and zero mean. That means there is no 

component of LoS (K= 0): 𝜎𝜎 = √ 1
𝐾𝐾+1. On the other hand, 

when there is any component of LoS (For K > 0) the broadcast 
channel distribution has been following the Gaussian 
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where 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 is precoding data of ith user and 𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢 is precoding data 
of other users as interference for uth user. The 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖  vector has 
complex Gaussian variable components with unit-variance and 
zero-mean. Moreover, the components of the additive noise 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 
have distribution as 𝑁𝑁(0,𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖

2) and are temporarily white. 
 

IV. DOWNLINK CHANNEL MODEL     
Due to LoS propagation the strongest propagation component 
of MIMO channel corresponds to deterministic component 
(also referred to as specular components). On the other hand, 
all the other components are random components (due to 
NLoS also referred to as scattering components) [10]. The 
broadcast channel distribution has been following the 
Rayleigh channel distribution, which is Gaussian distribution 
with a variance of 𝜎𝜎2 and zero mean. That means there is no 

component of LoS (K= 0): 𝜎𝜎 = √ 1
𝐾𝐾+1. On the other hand, 

when there is any component of LoS (For K > 0) the broadcast 
channel distribution has been following the Gaussian 
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message signal for the 𝑢𝑢th user is the scalar 𝑆𝑆𝑢𝑢. Thereby, the 
transmitted symbol vector to 𝑈𝑈 users is: 
 

 𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇 = [𝑠𝑠1, . . . , 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢, . . . , 𝑠𝑠𝑈𝑈 ]𝑇𝑇                             (4) 
 
It should be mentioned that  𝑆𝑆𝑢𝑢 = 𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴  2.𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎  for two 
transmit antennas and  𝑆𝑆𝑢𝑢 = 𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴  3.𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎  for three transmit 
antennas. In the second step, we denote to precoding matrix 
step as: 
 

𝑊𝑊 = [𝑤𝑤1, . . . , 𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢, . . . , 𝑤𝑤𝑈𝑈 ]                            (5) 
 

where  𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢 ∈ 𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 is the joint beamforming coefficients for 
𝑢𝑢th user. Then the transmitted symbol vector is multiplied by 
the precoding matrix as third step to produce the precoding 
data as: 
 

𝑋𝑋 = ∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢

𝑈𝑈

𝑢𝑢=1
= 𝑊𝑊𝑆𝑆                               (6) 

 
The symbol su and the coefficients of beamforming precoding 
𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢 will be normalized as follows:  
 

E|𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢|2 = 1, ‖𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢‖2 = 1 
for u={1, …, U}. 

 
In the broadcast step, we assumed that signals WS ∈ 
𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 are broadcasted over the channels denoted as: 
 

𝐻𝐻 = [𝐻𝐻1
𝑇𝑇 , … , 𝐻𝐻𝑢𝑢

𝑇𝑇, … , 𝐻𝐻𝑈𝑈
𝑇𝑇]𝑇𝑇                               (7) 

 
where 𝐻𝐻𝑢𝑢∈𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥describes the channel coefficients between 
Nu receiver antenna at 𝑢𝑢th user and BS antennas as: 
 

𝐻𝐻𝑢𝑢 = [
ℎ𝑢𝑢

(1,1) … ℎ𝑢𝑢
(1,𝑥𝑥)

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
ℎ𝑢𝑢

(𝑁𝑁𝑈𝑈,1) … ℎ𝑢𝑢
(𝑁𝑁𝑈𝑈,𝑥𝑥)

]                              (8) 

 
where ℎ𝑢𝑢

(𝑎𝑎,𝑚𝑚) denotes the channel matrix ingredient, which is 
located between the mth transmitter array antenna of base 
station and the nth receiver array antenna of uth user.   
Thus, at users’ antennas the received signals are:   
 

𝑦𝑦 = [𝑦𝑦1
𝑇𝑇, … , 𝑦𝑦𝑢𝑢

𝑇𝑇, … , 𝑦𝑦𝑈𝑈
𝑇𝑇]𝑇𝑇 =H WS + n                        (9) 

 
where 𝑦𝑦𝑢𝑢 ∈ 𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥 is representing the signal which is 
received at uth recipient, whilst for the additive noise is 
denoted by n. When we have given careful consideration to 
each user separately, we will find the received signal at an ith 
recipient as: 

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 ∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

𝑈𝑈

𝑢𝑢=1
 

 

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 + 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 ∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

𝑈𝑈

𝑢𝑢=1,𝑢𝑢≠𝑖𝑖
 

 

 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 + 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 ∑ 𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

𝑈𝑈

𝑢𝑢=1,𝑢𝑢≠𝑖𝑖
                        (10) 

 
where 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 is precoding data of ith user and 𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢 is precoding data 
of other users as interference for uth user. The 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖  vector has 
complex Gaussian variable components with unit-variance and 
zero-mean. Moreover, the components of the additive noise 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 
have distribution as 𝑁𝑁(0,𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖

2) and are temporarily white. 
 

IV. DOWNLINK CHANNEL MODEL     
Due to LoS propagation the strongest propagation component 
of MIMO channel corresponds to deterministic component 
(also referred to as specular components). On the other hand, 
all the other components are random components (due to 
NLoS also referred to as scattering components) [10]. The 
broadcast channel distribution has been following the 
Rayleigh channel distribution, which is Gaussian distribution 
with a variance of 𝜎𝜎2 and zero mean. That means there is no 

component of LoS (K= 0): 𝜎𝜎 = √ 1
𝐾𝐾+1. On the other hand, 

when there is any component of LoS (For K > 0) the broadcast 
channel distribution has been following the Gaussian 
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distribution with a variance of 𝜎𝜎2 and mean of q or Rician 

distribution when K increases as: 𝑞𝑞 = √ 𝐾𝐾
𝐾𝐾+1 , 𝜎𝜎 = √ 1

𝐾𝐾+1 .  
Therefore, in this work, channel matrix of the MIMO system 
described as [25]: 

𝐻𝐻 = √ 𝐾𝐾
𝐾𝐾 + 1 𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑 + √ 1

𝐾𝐾 + 1   𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟                   (11) 

where 𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑  representing the component of the normalized 
deterministic channel matrix, while  𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟 representing the 
component of random channel matrix, with || 𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑 ||2 = 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 𝑀𝑀, 
E{ |[𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟]𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗|2}= 1, 𝑖𝑖 = 1: 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇, 𝑗𝑗 = 1: 𝑀𝑀 [25]. While 𝐾𝐾 is known 
as factor of the Rician channel which is the relation between 
the component of the specular power 𝑐𝑐2 and the component of 
scattering power 2𝜎𝜎2 , displayed as [10]: 
 

𝐾𝐾 =
‖𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑‖2

𝐸𝐸 {|[𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟]𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗|2}
= 𝑐𝑐2

2𝜎𝜎2                     (12) 

 

V. BLOCK DIAGONALIZATION PRECODING 
 

Block Diagonalization precoding (BD) method is 
compatible with the multiple users, every user has multiple 
antennas. By the precoding process of this method, the 
interference signal which is coming from other user signals 
will be canceled. Therefore, MU-MIMO channel model will 
be converted into multiple independent single user MIMO 
channels model by BD method [10]. 
Briefly, definition of BD precoding matrix starts from the 
channel of all users except ith user as: 
 

𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 = [𝐻𝐻1 …  𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖−1  𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖+1 … 𝐻𝐻𝑈𝑈 ]𝑇𝑇                     (13) 
 
where 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 is H with out Hi , then we should compute the null 
space �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛  of all users except ith user by singular value 
decomposition (SVD) to 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖:  
  

𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 =  𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 �̃�𝛬 [ �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑏𝑏  �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ]𝐻𝐻                     (14)  
 
where (. )𝐻𝐻 denotes Hermitian transposition. To prevent other 
users interference multiplies  𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖  by �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 , and then uses SVD 
again: 
 

𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖�̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 =  𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 𝛬𝛬 [ 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑏𝑏  𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ]𝐻𝐻                (15)  

where 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 is the null space of ith user, while 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑏𝑏 is the beam 
of ith user. Therefore, we can get the precoding matrix 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  for 
ith user from �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 and 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑏𝑏 under the condition 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 ≤ 𝑀𝑀 as: 

 
𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 = [�̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑏𝑏 ]                                 (16)   

 

Now under the condition 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖�̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 0, we substitute (16) into 

(10), we can obtain:  
 

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 + 0 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖                             (17)    
 
where 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 represents the received signal which is consisted of 
the required signal of ith user and noise without multiuser 
interference. Note that 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 is Alamouti space-time coding. 
Therefore, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖  is represented by 1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎  , 1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 , 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 and 2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎: 

[1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎
1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎  2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎

] = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [𝑠𝑠1 −𝑠𝑠2
∗

𝑠𝑠2    𝑠𝑠1
∗] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖        (18)  

where 1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 and 1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 represents the received signals at the 
first time in first and second antenna respectively, while 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 
and 2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 represents the received signals at the second time in 
first and second antenna respectively: 

1st time 

1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑖
(1,1) …  ℎ𝑖𝑖

(1,𝑀𝑀)] 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [𝑠𝑠1
𝑠𝑠2

] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖          (19) 
 

1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑖
(2,1) …  ℎ𝑖𝑖

(2,𝑀𝑀)] 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [𝑠𝑠1
𝑠𝑠2

] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖          (20) 
 
2nd time 

2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑖
(1,1) …  ℎ𝑖𝑖

(1,𝑀𝑀)] 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [−𝑠𝑠2
∗

   𝑠𝑠1
∗ ] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖       (21) 

 

2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑖
(2,1) …  ℎ𝑖𝑖

(2,𝑀𝑀)] 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [−𝑠𝑠2
∗

   𝑠𝑠1
∗ ] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖       (22) 

then: 
 

1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 = C 𝑠𝑠1 + D 𝑠𝑠2 +𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖,     2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 = D 𝑠𝑠1
∗ − C 𝑠𝑠2

∗ + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖     (23) 
 

1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 = Q 𝑠𝑠1 + P 𝑠𝑠2 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖,     2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 = P 𝑠𝑠1
∗ − Q 𝑠𝑠2

∗ + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖     (24) 
 

where C, D, Q and P represents the multiplication of channel 
by precoding of each antenna. 
To find 𝑠𝑠1 and 𝑠𝑠2, we assume that CSI at the mobile stations is 
available. Then multiplying the received signals by the 
Hermitian transpose of the CSI matrix and using Maximum 
Likelihood (ML) concepts: 
 

�̂�𝑠1 = 𝐶𝐶∗ 1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎  +  𝑄𝑄∗1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎  +  𝑆𝑆 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎
∗  +  𝑃𝑃  2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎

∗

𝐶𝐶∗𝐶𝐶  +   𝑄𝑄∗𝑄𝑄  +   𝑆𝑆∗𝑆𝑆  +   𝑃𝑃∗𝑃𝑃         (25) 

 
 

�̂�𝑠2 = 𝑆𝑆∗ 1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎  +  𝑃𝑃∗ 1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 −   𝐶𝐶 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎
∗ −  𝑄𝑄 2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎

∗

𝐶𝐶∗𝐶𝐶  +   𝑄𝑄∗𝑄𝑄  +   𝑆𝑆∗𝑆𝑆  +   𝑃𝑃∗𝑃𝑃          (26) 

where �̂�𝑠𝑢𝑢  denote noisy version of 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢. 
 

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND EVALUATION 
In the present work, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in 

comparison to the BER undergoes assessment as a precoding 
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distribution with a variance of 𝜎𝜎2 and mean of q or Rician 

distribution when K increases as: 𝑞𝑞 = √ 𝐾𝐾
𝐾𝐾+1 , 𝜎𝜎 = √ 1

𝐾𝐾+1 .  
Therefore, in this work, channel matrix of the MIMO system 
described as [25]: 

𝐻𝐻 = √ 𝐾𝐾
𝐾𝐾 + 1 𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑 + √ 1

𝐾𝐾 + 1   𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟                   (11) 

where 𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑  representing the component of the normalized 
deterministic channel matrix, while  𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟 representing the 
component of random channel matrix, with || 𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑 ||2 = 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 𝑀𝑀, 
E{ |[𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟]𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗|2}= 1, 𝑖𝑖 = 1: 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇, 𝑗𝑗 = 1: 𝑀𝑀 [25]. While 𝐾𝐾 is known 
as factor of the Rician channel which is the relation between 
the component of the specular power 𝑐𝑐2 and the component of 
scattering power 2𝜎𝜎2 , displayed as [10]: 
 

𝐾𝐾 =
‖𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑‖2

𝐸𝐸 {|[𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟]𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗|2}
= 𝑐𝑐2

2𝜎𝜎2                     (12) 

 

V. BLOCK DIAGONALIZATION PRECODING 
 

Block Diagonalization precoding (BD) method is 
compatible with the multiple users, every user has multiple 
antennas. By the precoding process of this method, the 
interference signal which is coming from other user signals 
will be canceled. Therefore, MU-MIMO channel model will 
be converted into multiple independent single user MIMO 
channels model by BD method [10]. 
Briefly, definition of BD precoding matrix starts from the 
channel of all users except ith user as: 
 

𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 = [𝐻𝐻1 …  𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖−1  𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖+1 … 𝐻𝐻𝑈𝑈 ]𝑇𝑇                     (13) 
 
where 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 is H with out Hi , then we should compute the null 
space �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛  of all users except ith user by singular value 
decomposition (SVD) to 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖:  
  

𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 =  𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 �̃�𝛬 [ �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑏𝑏  �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ]𝐻𝐻                     (14)  
 
where (. )𝐻𝐻 denotes Hermitian transposition. To prevent other 
users interference multiplies  𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖  by �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 , and then uses SVD 
again: 
 

𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖�̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 =  𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 𝛬𝛬 [ 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑏𝑏  𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ]𝐻𝐻                (15)  

where 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 is the null space of ith user, while 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑏𝑏 is the beam 
of ith user. Therefore, we can get the precoding matrix 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  for 
ith user from �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 and 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑏𝑏 under the condition 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 ≤ 𝑀𝑀 as: 

 
𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 = [�̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑏𝑏 ]                                 (16)   

 

Now under the condition 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖�̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 0, we substitute (16) into 

(10), we can obtain:  
 

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 + 0 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖                             (17)    
 
where 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 represents the received signal which is consisted of 
the required signal of ith user and noise without multiuser 
interference. Note that 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 is Alamouti space-time coding. 
Therefore, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖  is represented by 1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎  , 1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 , 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 and 2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎: 

[1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎
1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎  2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎

] = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [𝑠𝑠1 −𝑠𝑠2
∗

𝑠𝑠2    𝑠𝑠1
∗] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖        (18)  

where 1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 and 1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 represents the received signals at the 
first time in first and second antenna respectively, while 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 
and 2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 represents the received signals at the second time in 
first and second antenna respectively: 

1st time 

1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑖
(1,1) …  ℎ𝑖𝑖

(1,𝑀𝑀)] 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [𝑠𝑠1
𝑠𝑠2

] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖          (19) 
 

1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑖
(2,1) …  ℎ𝑖𝑖

(2,𝑀𝑀)] 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [𝑠𝑠1
𝑠𝑠2

] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖          (20) 
 
2nd time 

2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑖
(1,1) …  ℎ𝑖𝑖

(1,𝑀𝑀)] 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [−𝑠𝑠2
∗

   𝑠𝑠1
∗ ] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖       (21) 

 

2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑖
(2,1) …  ℎ𝑖𝑖

(2,𝑀𝑀)] 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [−𝑠𝑠2
∗

   𝑠𝑠1
∗ ] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖       (22) 

then: 
 

1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 = C 𝑠𝑠1 + D 𝑠𝑠2 +𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖,     2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 = D 𝑠𝑠1
∗ − C 𝑠𝑠2

∗ + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖     (23) 
 

1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 = Q 𝑠𝑠1 + P 𝑠𝑠2 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖,     2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 = P 𝑠𝑠1
∗ − Q 𝑠𝑠2

∗ + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖     (24) 
 

where C, D, Q and P represents the multiplication of channel 
by precoding of each antenna. 
To find 𝑠𝑠1 and 𝑠𝑠2, we assume that CSI at the mobile stations is 
available. Then multiplying the received signals by the 
Hermitian transpose of the CSI matrix and using Maximum 
Likelihood (ML) concepts: 
 

�̂�𝑠1 = 𝐶𝐶∗ 1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎  +  𝑄𝑄∗1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎  +  𝑆𝑆 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎
∗  +  𝑃𝑃  2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎

∗

𝐶𝐶∗𝐶𝐶  +   𝑄𝑄∗𝑄𝑄  +   𝑆𝑆∗𝑆𝑆  +   𝑃𝑃∗𝑃𝑃         (25) 

 
 

�̂�𝑠2 = 𝑆𝑆∗ 1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎  +  𝑃𝑃∗ 1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 −   𝐶𝐶 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎
∗ −  𝑄𝑄 2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎

∗

𝐶𝐶∗𝐶𝐶  +   𝑄𝑄∗𝑄𝑄  +   𝑆𝑆∗𝑆𝑆  +   𝑃𝑃∗𝑃𝑃          (26) 

where �̂�𝑠𝑢𝑢  denote noisy version of 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢. 
 

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND EVALUATION 
In the present work, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in 

comparison to the BER undergoes assessment as a precoding 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Fig. 2  Extended Alamouti Scheme for 3x3. 

III.  MU-MIMO BEAMFORMING SYSTEM MODEL 
In MU-MIMO system we have considered an 

environment of 𝑈𝑈 geographically sparse mobile stations as 
multi-user (MU) communicates with the MIMO base station 
(BS) which has 𝑀𝑀 antennas. In such a system environment, 
each mobile station is independent and employing Nu 
antennas of user 𝑢𝑢. These users will receive their own signal, 
as shown in Fig.1 (block diagram of 2 users). The total 
number of users’ antennas is defined as; 

 

𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 =  ∑ 𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢

𝑈𝑈

𝑢𝑢
                                         (3) 

 
Also, this system has an operation condition which is 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇= 𝑀𝑀 
with the independent channels of flat fading. The meant 
message signal for the 𝑢𝑢th user is the scalar 𝑆𝑆𝑢𝑢. Thereby, the 
transmitted symbol vector to 𝑈𝑈 users is: 
 

 𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇 = [𝑠𝑠1, . . . , 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢, . . . , 𝑠𝑠𝑈𝑈 ]𝑇𝑇                             (4) 
 
It should be mentioned that  𝑆𝑆𝑢𝑢 = 𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴  2.𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎  for two 
transmit antennas and  𝑆𝑆𝑢𝑢 = 𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴  3.𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎  for three transmit 
antennas. In the second step, we denote to precoding matrix 
step as: 
 

𝑊𝑊 = [𝑤𝑤1, . . . , 𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢, . . . , 𝑤𝑤𝑈𝑈 ]                            (5) 
 

where  𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢 ∈ 𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 is the joint beamforming coefficients for 
𝑢𝑢th user. Then the transmitted symbol vector is multiplied by 
the precoding matrix as third step to produce the precoding 
data as: 
 

𝑋𝑋 = ∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢

𝑈𝑈

𝑢𝑢=1
= 𝑊𝑊𝑆𝑆                               (6) 

 
The symbol su and the coefficients of beamforming precoding 
𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢 will be normalized as follows:  
 

E|𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢|2 = 1, ‖𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢‖2 = 1 
for u={1, …, U}. 

 
In the broadcast step, we assumed that signals WS ∈ 
𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 are broadcasted over the channels denoted as: 
 

𝐻𝐻 = [𝐻𝐻1
𝑇𝑇 , … , 𝐻𝐻𝑢𝑢

𝑇𝑇, … , 𝐻𝐻𝑈𝑈
𝑇𝑇]𝑇𝑇                               (7) 

 
where 𝐻𝐻𝑢𝑢∈𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥describes the channel coefficients between 
Nu receiver antenna at 𝑢𝑢th user and BS antennas as: 
 

𝐻𝐻𝑢𝑢 = [
ℎ𝑢𝑢

(1,1) … ℎ𝑢𝑢
(1,𝑥𝑥)

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
ℎ𝑢𝑢

(𝑁𝑁𝑈𝑈,1) … ℎ𝑢𝑢
(𝑁𝑁𝑈𝑈,𝑥𝑥)

]                              (8) 

 
where ℎ𝑢𝑢

(𝑎𝑎,𝑚𝑚) denotes the channel matrix ingredient, which is 
located between the mth transmitter array antenna of base 
station and the nth receiver array antenna of uth user.   
Thus, at users’ antennas the received signals are:   
 

𝑦𝑦 = [𝑦𝑦1
𝑇𝑇, … , 𝑦𝑦𝑢𝑢

𝑇𝑇, … , 𝑦𝑦𝑈𝑈
𝑇𝑇]𝑇𝑇 =H WS + n                        (9) 

 
where 𝑦𝑦𝑢𝑢 ∈ 𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥 is representing the signal which is 
received at uth recipient, whilst for the additive noise is 
denoted by n. When we have given careful consideration to 
each user separately, we will find the received signal at an ith 
recipient as: 

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 ∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

𝑈𝑈

𝑢𝑢=1
 

 

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 + 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 ∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

𝑈𝑈

𝑢𝑢=1,𝑢𝑢≠𝑖𝑖
 

 

 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 + 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 ∑ 𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

𝑈𝑈

𝑢𝑢=1,𝑢𝑢≠𝑖𝑖
                        (10) 

 
where 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 is precoding data of ith user and 𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢 is precoding data 
of other users as interference for uth user. The 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖  vector has 
complex Gaussian variable components with unit-variance and 
zero-mean. Moreover, the components of the additive noise 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 
have distribution as 𝑁𝑁(0,𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖

2) and are temporarily white. 
 

IV. DOWNLINK CHANNEL MODEL     
Due to LoS propagation the strongest propagation component 
of MIMO channel corresponds to deterministic component 
(also referred to as specular components). On the other hand, 
all the other components are random components (due to 
NLoS also referred to as scattering components) [10]. The 
broadcast channel distribution has been following the 
Rayleigh channel distribution, which is Gaussian distribution 
with a variance of 𝜎𝜎2 and zero mean. That means there is no 

component of LoS (K= 0): 𝜎𝜎 = √ 1
𝐾𝐾+1. On the other hand, 

when there is any component of LoS (For K > 0) the broadcast 
channel distribution has been following the Gaussian 
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distribution with a variance of 𝜎𝜎2 and mean of q or Rician 

distribution when K increases as: 𝑞𝑞 = √ 𝐾𝐾
𝐾𝐾+1 , 𝜎𝜎 = √ 1

𝐾𝐾+1 .  
Therefore, in this work, channel matrix of the MIMO system 
described as [25]: 

𝐻𝐻 = √ 𝐾𝐾
𝐾𝐾 + 1 𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑 + √ 1

𝐾𝐾 + 1   𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟                   (11) 

where 𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑  representing the component of the normalized 
deterministic channel matrix, while  𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟 representing the 
component of random channel matrix, with || 𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑 ||2 = 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 𝑀𝑀, 
E{ |[𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟]𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗|2}= 1, 𝑖𝑖 = 1: 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇, 𝑗𝑗 = 1: 𝑀𝑀 [25]. While 𝐾𝐾 is known 
as factor of the Rician channel which is the relation between 
the component of the specular power 𝑐𝑐2 and the component of 
scattering power 2𝜎𝜎2 , displayed as [10]: 
 

𝐾𝐾 =
‖𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑‖2

𝐸𝐸 {|[𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟]𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗|2}
= 𝑐𝑐2

2𝜎𝜎2                     (12) 

 

V. BLOCK DIAGONALIZATION PRECODING 
 

Block Diagonalization precoding (BD) method is 
compatible with the multiple users, every user has multiple 
antennas. By the precoding process of this method, the 
interference signal which is coming from other user signals 
will be canceled. Therefore, MU-MIMO channel model will 
be converted into multiple independent single user MIMO 
channels model by BD method [10]. 
Briefly, definition of BD precoding matrix starts from the 
channel of all users except ith user as: 
 

𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 = [𝐻𝐻1 …  𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖−1  𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖+1 … 𝐻𝐻𝑈𝑈 ]𝑇𝑇                     (13) 
 
where 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 is H with out Hi , then we should compute the null 
space �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛  of all users except ith user by singular value 
decomposition (SVD) to 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖:  
  

𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 =  𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 �̃�𝛬 [ �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑏𝑏  �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ]𝐻𝐻                     (14)  
 
where (. )𝐻𝐻 denotes Hermitian transposition. To prevent other 
users interference multiplies  𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖  by �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 , and then uses SVD 
again: 
 

𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖�̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 =  𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 𝛬𝛬 [ 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑏𝑏  𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ]𝐻𝐻                (15)  

where 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 is the null space of ith user, while 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑏𝑏 is the beam 
of ith user. Therefore, we can get the precoding matrix 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  for 
ith user from �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 and 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑏𝑏 under the condition 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 ≤ 𝑀𝑀 as: 

 
𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 = [�̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑏𝑏 ]                                 (16)   

 

Now under the condition 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖�̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 0, we substitute (16) into 

(10), we can obtain:  
 

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 + 0 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖                             (17)    
 
where 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 represents the received signal which is consisted of 
the required signal of ith user and noise without multiuser 
interference. Note that 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 is Alamouti space-time coding. 
Therefore, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖  is represented by 1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎  , 1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 , 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 and 2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎: 

[1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎
1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎  2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎

] = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [𝑠𝑠1 −𝑠𝑠2
∗

𝑠𝑠2    𝑠𝑠1
∗] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖        (18)  

where 1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 and 1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 represents the received signals at the 
first time in first and second antenna respectively, while 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 
and 2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 represents the received signals at the second time in 
first and second antenna respectively: 

1st time 

1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑖
(1,1) …  ℎ𝑖𝑖

(1,𝑀𝑀)] 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [𝑠𝑠1
𝑠𝑠2

] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖          (19) 
 

1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑖
(2,1) …  ℎ𝑖𝑖

(2,𝑀𝑀)] 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [𝑠𝑠1
𝑠𝑠2

] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖          (20) 
 
2nd time 

2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑖
(1,1) …  ℎ𝑖𝑖

(1,𝑀𝑀)] 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [−𝑠𝑠2
∗

   𝑠𝑠1
∗ ] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖       (21) 

 

2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑖
(2,1) …  ℎ𝑖𝑖

(2,𝑀𝑀)] 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [−𝑠𝑠2
∗

   𝑠𝑠1
∗ ] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖       (22) 

then: 
 

1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 = C 𝑠𝑠1 + D 𝑠𝑠2 +𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖,     2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 = D 𝑠𝑠1
∗ − C 𝑠𝑠2

∗ + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖     (23) 
 

1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 = Q 𝑠𝑠1 + P 𝑠𝑠2 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖,     2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 = P 𝑠𝑠1
∗ − Q 𝑠𝑠2

∗ + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖     (24) 
 

where C, D, Q and P represents the multiplication of channel 
by precoding of each antenna. 
To find 𝑠𝑠1 and 𝑠𝑠2, we assume that CSI at the mobile stations is 
available. Then multiplying the received signals by the 
Hermitian transpose of the CSI matrix and using Maximum 
Likelihood (ML) concepts: 
 

�̂�𝑠1 = 𝐶𝐶∗ 1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎  +  𝑄𝑄∗1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎  +  𝑆𝑆 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎
∗  +  𝑃𝑃  2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎

∗

𝐶𝐶∗𝐶𝐶  +   𝑄𝑄∗𝑄𝑄  +   𝑆𝑆∗𝑆𝑆  +   𝑃𝑃∗𝑃𝑃         (25) 

 
 

�̂�𝑠2 = 𝑆𝑆∗ 1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎  +  𝑃𝑃∗ 1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 −   𝐶𝐶 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎
∗ −  𝑄𝑄 2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎

∗

𝐶𝐶∗𝐶𝐶  +   𝑄𝑄∗𝑄𝑄  +   𝑆𝑆∗𝑆𝑆  +   𝑃𝑃∗𝑃𝑃          (26) 

where �̂�𝑠𝑢𝑢  denote noisy version of 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢. 
 

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND EVALUATION 
In the present work, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in 

comparison to the BER undergoes assessment as a precoding 

 

distribution with a variance of 𝜎𝜎2 and mean of q or Rician 

distribution when K increases as: 𝑞𝑞 = √ 𝐾𝐾
𝐾𝐾+1 , 𝜎𝜎 = √ 1

𝐾𝐾+1 .  
Therefore, in this work, channel matrix of the MIMO system 
described as [25]: 

𝐻𝐻 = √ 𝐾𝐾
𝐾𝐾 + 1 𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑 + √ 1

𝐾𝐾 + 1   𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟                   (11) 

where 𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑  representing the component of the normalized 
deterministic channel matrix, while  𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟 representing the 
component of random channel matrix, with || 𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑 ||2 = 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 𝑀𝑀, 
E{ |[𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟]𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗|2}= 1, 𝑖𝑖 = 1: 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇, 𝑗𝑗 = 1: 𝑀𝑀 [25]. While 𝐾𝐾 is known 
as factor of the Rician channel which is the relation between 
the component of the specular power 𝑐𝑐2 and the component of 
scattering power 2𝜎𝜎2 , displayed as [10]: 
 

𝐾𝐾 =
‖𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑‖2

𝐸𝐸 {|[𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟]𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗|2}
= 𝑐𝑐2

2𝜎𝜎2                     (12) 

 

V. BLOCK DIAGONALIZATION PRECODING 
 

Block Diagonalization precoding (BD) method is 
compatible with the multiple users, every user has multiple 
antennas. By the precoding process of this method, the 
interference signal which is coming from other user signals 
will be canceled. Therefore, MU-MIMO channel model will 
be converted into multiple independent single user MIMO 
channels model by BD method [10]. 
Briefly, definition of BD precoding matrix starts from the 
channel of all users except ith user as: 
 

𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 = [𝐻𝐻1 …  𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖−1  𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖+1 … 𝐻𝐻𝑈𝑈 ]𝑇𝑇                     (13) 
 
where 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 is H with out Hi , then we should compute the null 
space �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛  of all users except ith user by singular value 
decomposition (SVD) to 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖:  
  

𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 =  𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 �̃�𝛬 [ �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑏𝑏  �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ]𝐻𝐻                     (14)  
 
where (. )𝐻𝐻 denotes Hermitian transposition. To prevent other 
users interference multiplies  𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖  by �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 , and then uses SVD 
again: 
 

𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖�̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 =  𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 𝛬𝛬 [ 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑏𝑏  𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ]𝐻𝐻                (15)  

where 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 is the null space of ith user, while 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑏𝑏 is the beam 
of ith user. Therefore, we can get the precoding matrix 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  for 
ith user from �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 and 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑏𝑏 under the condition 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 ≤ 𝑀𝑀 as: 

 
𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 = [�̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑏𝑏 ]                                 (16)   

 

Now under the condition 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖�̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 0, we substitute (16) into 

(10), we can obtain:  
 

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 + 0 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖                             (17)    
 
where 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 represents the received signal which is consisted of 
the required signal of ith user and noise without multiuser 
interference. Note that 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 is Alamouti space-time coding. 
Therefore, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖  is represented by 1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎  , 1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 , 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 and 2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎: 

[1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎
1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎  2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎

] = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [𝑠𝑠1 −𝑠𝑠2
∗

𝑠𝑠2    𝑠𝑠1
∗] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖        (18)  

where 1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 and 1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 represents the received signals at the 
first time in first and second antenna respectively, while 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 
and 2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 represents the received signals at the second time in 
first and second antenna respectively: 

1st time 

1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑖
(1,1) …  ℎ𝑖𝑖

(1,𝑀𝑀)] 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [𝑠𝑠1
𝑠𝑠2

] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖          (19) 
 

1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑖
(2,1) …  ℎ𝑖𝑖

(2,𝑀𝑀)] 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [𝑠𝑠1
𝑠𝑠2

] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖          (20) 
 
2nd time 

2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑖
(1,1) …  ℎ𝑖𝑖

(1,𝑀𝑀)] 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [−𝑠𝑠2
∗

   𝑠𝑠1
∗ ] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖       (21) 

 

2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑖
(2,1) …  ℎ𝑖𝑖

(2,𝑀𝑀)] 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [−𝑠𝑠2
∗

   𝑠𝑠1
∗ ] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖       (22) 

then: 
 

1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 = C 𝑠𝑠1 + D 𝑠𝑠2 +𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖,     2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 = D 𝑠𝑠1
∗ − C 𝑠𝑠2

∗ + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖     (23) 
 

1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 = Q 𝑠𝑠1 + P 𝑠𝑠2 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖,     2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 = P 𝑠𝑠1
∗ − Q 𝑠𝑠2

∗ + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖     (24) 
 

where C, D, Q and P represents the multiplication of channel 
by precoding of each antenna. 
To find 𝑠𝑠1 and 𝑠𝑠2, we assume that CSI at the mobile stations is 
available. Then multiplying the received signals by the 
Hermitian transpose of the CSI matrix and using Maximum 
Likelihood (ML) concepts: 
 

�̂�𝑠1 = 𝐶𝐶∗ 1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎  +  𝑄𝑄∗1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎  +  𝑆𝑆 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎
∗  +  𝑃𝑃  2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎

∗

𝐶𝐶∗𝐶𝐶  +   𝑄𝑄∗𝑄𝑄  +   𝑆𝑆∗𝑆𝑆  +   𝑃𝑃∗𝑃𝑃         (25) 

 
 

�̂�𝑠2 = 𝑆𝑆∗ 1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎  +  𝑃𝑃∗ 1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 −   𝐶𝐶 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎
∗ −  𝑄𝑄 2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎

∗

𝐶𝐶∗𝐶𝐶  +   𝑄𝑄∗𝑄𝑄  +   𝑆𝑆∗𝑆𝑆  +   𝑃𝑃∗𝑃𝑃          (26) 

where �̂�𝑠𝑢𝑢  denote noisy version of 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢. 
 

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND EVALUATION 
In the present work, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in 

comparison to the BER undergoes assessment as a precoding 

 

efficiency scale. A common MU-MIMO scheme was 
completed in mind of predicting the performance of the MU-
MIMO beamforming precoding suggestion, alongside with the 
Alamouti STBC scheme over a Rician fading channel in 
contrast to the same scheme in the case of a Rayleigh fading 
channel. The parameter samples have been devised up to 
10,000, encompassing elements created as zero-mean in the 
case of the Rayleigh fading channel, whereas for the Rician 
fading channel, there was the m-mean and unit-variance 
independently and identically distributed (i.i.d) complex 
Gaussian random variables. Notably, the M antennas of BS 
transmitted the signal across all users over the noise and flat 
fading channel, while each user employed Nu antennas to 
receive the signal. There was the application of a QPSK signal 
constellation as a form of broadcast modulation across all 
instances of simulation, with the findings then undergoing 
averaging through the implementation of different channel 
investigations. For all receivers, the noise variance per 
receiver antenna should be equal, 𝜎𝜎1

2 = . . . = 𝜎𝜎𝐾𝐾
2 = 𝜎𝜎2. The 

typical values and simulation parameters are presented in 
Table 1. 
 

Table 1. 
Typical values and simulation parameters 

 
Parameters Definition 

Channel type Rayleigh and Rician 

Number of users ( U  ) 2, 3 

Number of antenna for BS ( M  ) 4, 6, 9 

Number of antenna for each user ( Ni ) 2, 3 

Rician channel factor ( K ) 5, 10, 15 

 

 
Fig. 3.  A MU-MIMO system over Rayleigh channel, U = 2 and 

Ni=2. 

 

As can be seen in Fig. 3, in the scenario of classical BD 

beamforming precoding scheme, system performance 
demonstrates improvement, albeit in a gradual but continuous 
pattern, with SNR values showing increases. While in the case 
of combined BD beamforming with Alamouti STBC, 
significant improvement could be seen at any value of SNR.  
In other words, the combined scheme enjoys better 
performance than the classical BD beamforming precoding 
scheme. This is because we use both BD beamforming and 
Alamouti STBC: for multiuser interference, we use the 
advantage of BD beamforming; for fading channel, we use the 
advantage of STBC. 
 

 
Fig. 4. A combined scheme over Rayleigh channel for different 

scenarios 

 

Fig. 4 demonstrates the performance of the combined BD 
beamforming with Alamouti STBC scheme with different 
value of  𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖  and U. In the first scenario, each user has two 
receives antennas (𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 = 2), two cases are investigated: two 
users system with 4 transmit antennas at the BS; and 3 users 
system with 6 transmit antennas at BS. The second scenario 
has the extended Alamouti STBC scheme when each user has 
three receives antennas (𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 = 3), two cases are investigated: 
two users system with 6 transmit antennas at the BS; and 3 
users system with 9 transmit antennas at BS. In Fig. 4, it is 
shown that the two user system achieves almost the same 
performance with a 3-user system in first scenario, which is 
consistent with our analysis in BD beamforming and Alamouti 
STBC. The downlink precoder completely eliminates 
multiuser interference at each mobile, and full spatial diversity 
is achieved by Alamouti codes. Similarly, in the second 
scenario, the two user system achieves the same performance 
with a 3-user system. In the second scenario higher diversity 
gain greatly improves the BER performance, as compared to 
the performance of the first scenario. Figs. 5 and 6 further 
show that in the LoS environment (over a correlated realistic 
Rician fading channel) the performance of combined system is 
greater when contrasted alongside the performance of the 
NLoS (over a Rayleigh fading channel) setting. The high 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Fig. 2  Extended Alamouti Scheme for 3x3. 

III.  MU-MIMO BEAMFORMING SYSTEM MODEL 
In MU-MIMO system we have considered an 

environment of 𝑈𝑈 geographically sparse mobile stations as 
multi-user (MU) communicates with the MIMO base station 
(BS) which has 𝑀𝑀 antennas. In such a system environment, 
each mobile station is independent and employing Nu 
antennas of user 𝑢𝑢. These users will receive their own signal, 
as shown in Fig.1 (block diagram of 2 users). The total 
number of users’ antennas is defined as; 

 

𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 =  ∑ 𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢

𝑈𝑈

𝑢𝑢
                                         (3) 

 
Also, this system has an operation condition which is 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇= 𝑀𝑀 
with the independent channels of flat fading. The meant 
message signal for the 𝑢𝑢th user is the scalar 𝑆𝑆𝑢𝑢. Thereby, the 
transmitted symbol vector to 𝑈𝑈 users is: 
 

 𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇 = [𝑠𝑠1, . . . , 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢, . . . , 𝑠𝑠𝑈𝑈 ]𝑇𝑇                             (4) 
 
It should be mentioned that  𝑆𝑆𝑢𝑢 = 𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴  2.𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎  for two 
transmit antennas and  𝑆𝑆𝑢𝑢 = 𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴  3.𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎  for three transmit 
antennas. In the second step, we denote to precoding matrix 
step as: 
 

𝑊𝑊 = [𝑤𝑤1, . . . , 𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢, . . . , 𝑤𝑤𝑈𝑈 ]                            (5) 
 

where  𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢 ∈ 𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 is the joint beamforming coefficients for 
𝑢𝑢th user. Then the transmitted symbol vector is multiplied by 
the precoding matrix as third step to produce the precoding 
data as: 
 

𝑋𝑋 = ∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢

𝑈𝑈

𝑢𝑢=1
= 𝑊𝑊𝑆𝑆                               (6) 

 
The symbol su and the coefficients of beamforming precoding 
𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢 will be normalized as follows:  
 

E|𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢|2 = 1, ‖𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢‖2 = 1 
for u={1, …, U}. 

 
In the broadcast step, we assumed that signals WS ∈ 
𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 are broadcasted over the channels denoted as: 
 

𝐻𝐻 = [𝐻𝐻1
𝑇𝑇 , … , 𝐻𝐻𝑢𝑢

𝑇𝑇, … , 𝐻𝐻𝑈𝑈
𝑇𝑇]𝑇𝑇                               (7) 

 
where 𝐻𝐻𝑢𝑢∈𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥describes the channel coefficients between 
Nu receiver antenna at 𝑢𝑢th user and BS antennas as: 
 

𝐻𝐻𝑢𝑢 = [
ℎ𝑢𝑢

(1,1) … ℎ𝑢𝑢
(1,𝑥𝑥)

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
ℎ𝑢𝑢

(𝑁𝑁𝑈𝑈,1) … ℎ𝑢𝑢
(𝑁𝑁𝑈𝑈,𝑥𝑥)

]                              (8) 

 
where ℎ𝑢𝑢

(𝑎𝑎,𝑚𝑚) denotes the channel matrix ingredient, which is 
located between the mth transmitter array antenna of base 
station and the nth receiver array antenna of uth user.   
Thus, at users’ antennas the received signals are:   
 

𝑦𝑦 = [𝑦𝑦1
𝑇𝑇, … , 𝑦𝑦𝑢𝑢

𝑇𝑇, … , 𝑦𝑦𝑈𝑈
𝑇𝑇]𝑇𝑇 =H WS + n                        (9) 

 
where 𝑦𝑦𝑢𝑢 ∈ 𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢 𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥 is representing the signal which is 
received at uth recipient, whilst for the additive noise is 
denoted by n. When we have given careful consideration to 
each user separately, we will find the received signal at an ith 
recipient as: 

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 ∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

𝑈𝑈

𝑢𝑢=1
 

 

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 + 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 ∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

𝑈𝑈

𝑢𝑢=1,𝑢𝑢≠𝑖𝑖
 

 

 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 + 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 ∑ 𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖

𝑈𝑈

𝑢𝑢=1,𝑢𝑢≠𝑖𝑖
                        (10) 

 
where 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 is precoding data of ith user and 𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢 is precoding data 
of other users as interference for uth user. The 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖  vector has 
complex Gaussian variable components with unit-variance and 
zero-mean. Moreover, the components of the additive noise 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 
have distribution as 𝑁𝑁(0,𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖

2) and are temporarily white. 
 

IV. DOWNLINK CHANNEL MODEL     
Due to LoS propagation the strongest propagation component 
of MIMO channel corresponds to deterministic component 
(also referred to as specular components). On the other hand, 
all the other components are random components (due to 
NLoS also referred to as scattering components) [10]. The 
broadcast channel distribution has been following the 
Rayleigh channel distribution, which is Gaussian distribution 
with a variance of 𝜎𝜎2 and zero mean. That means there is no 

component of LoS (K= 0): 𝜎𝜎 = √ 1
𝐾𝐾+1. On the other hand, 

when there is any component of LoS (For K > 0) the broadcast 
channel distribution has been following the Gaussian 
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distribution with a variance of 𝜎𝜎2 and mean of q or Rician 

distribution when K increases as: 𝑞𝑞 = √ 𝐾𝐾
𝐾𝐾+1 , 𝜎𝜎 = √ 1

𝐾𝐾+1 .  
Therefore, in this work, channel matrix of the MIMO system 
described as [25]: 

𝐻𝐻 = √ 𝐾𝐾
𝐾𝐾 + 1 𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑 + √ 1

𝐾𝐾 + 1   𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟                   (11) 

where 𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑  representing the component of the normalized 
deterministic channel matrix, while  𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟 representing the 
component of random channel matrix, with || 𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑 ||2 = 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 𝑀𝑀, 
E{ |[𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟]𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗|2}= 1, 𝑖𝑖 = 1: 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇, 𝑗𝑗 = 1: 𝑀𝑀 [25]. While 𝐾𝐾 is known 
as factor of the Rician channel which is the relation between 
the component of the specular power 𝑐𝑐2 and the component of 
scattering power 2𝜎𝜎2 , displayed as [10]: 
 

𝐾𝐾 =
‖𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑‖2

𝐸𝐸 {|[𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟]𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗|2}
= 𝑐𝑐2

2𝜎𝜎2                     (12) 

 

V. BLOCK DIAGONALIZATION PRECODING 
 

Block Diagonalization precoding (BD) method is 
compatible with the multiple users, every user has multiple 
antennas. By the precoding process of this method, the 
interference signal which is coming from other user signals 
will be canceled. Therefore, MU-MIMO channel model will 
be converted into multiple independent single user MIMO 
channels model by BD method [10]. 
Briefly, definition of BD precoding matrix starts from the 
channel of all users except ith user as: 
 

𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 = [𝐻𝐻1 …  𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖−1  𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖+1 … 𝐻𝐻𝑈𝑈 ]𝑇𝑇                     (13) 
 
where 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 is H with out Hi , then we should compute the null 
space �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛  of all users except ith user by singular value 
decomposition (SVD) to 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖:  
  

𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 =  𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 �̃�𝛬 [ �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑏𝑏  �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ]𝐻𝐻                     (14)  
 
where (. )𝐻𝐻 denotes Hermitian transposition. To prevent other 
users interference multiplies  𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖  by �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 , and then uses SVD 
again: 
 

𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖�̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 =  𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 𝛬𝛬 [ 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑏𝑏  𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ]𝐻𝐻                (15)  

where 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 is the null space of ith user, while 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑏𝑏 is the beam 
of ith user. Therefore, we can get the precoding matrix 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  for 
ith user from �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 and 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑏𝑏 under the condition 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 ≤ 𝑀𝑀 as: 

 
𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 = [�̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑏𝑏 ]                                 (16)   

 

Now under the condition 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖�̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 0, we substitute (16) into 

(10), we can obtain:  
 

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 + 0 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖                             (17)    
 
where 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 represents the received signal which is consisted of 
the required signal of ith user and noise without multiuser 
interference. Note that 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 is Alamouti space-time coding. 
Therefore, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖  is represented by 1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎  , 1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 , 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 and 2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎: 

[1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎
1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎  2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎

] = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [𝑠𝑠1 −𝑠𝑠2
∗

𝑠𝑠2    𝑠𝑠1
∗] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖        (18)  

where 1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 and 1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 represents the received signals at the 
first time in first and second antenna respectively, while 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 
and 2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 represents the received signals at the second time in 
first and second antenna respectively: 

1st time 

1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑖
(1,1) …  ℎ𝑖𝑖

(1,𝑀𝑀)] 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [𝑠𝑠1
𝑠𝑠2

] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖          (19) 
 

1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑖
(2,1) …  ℎ𝑖𝑖

(2,𝑀𝑀)] 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [𝑠𝑠1
𝑠𝑠2

] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖          (20) 
 
2nd time 

2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑖
(1,1) …  ℎ𝑖𝑖

(1,𝑀𝑀)] 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [−𝑠𝑠2
∗

   𝑠𝑠1
∗ ] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖       (21) 

 

2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑖
(2,1) …  ℎ𝑖𝑖

(2,𝑀𝑀)] 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [−𝑠𝑠2
∗

   𝑠𝑠1
∗ ] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖       (22) 

then: 
 

1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 = C 𝑠𝑠1 + D 𝑠𝑠2 +𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖,     2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 = D 𝑠𝑠1
∗ − C 𝑠𝑠2

∗ + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖     (23) 
 

1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 = Q 𝑠𝑠1 + P 𝑠𝑠2 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖,     2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 = P 𝑠𝑠1
∗ − Q 𝑠𝑠2

∗ + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖     (24) 
 

where C, D, Q and P represents the multiplication of channel 
by precoding of each antenna. 
To find 𝑠𝑠1 and 𝑠𝑠2, we assume that CSI at the mobile stations is 
available. Then multiplying the received signals by the 
Hermitian transpose of the CSI matrix and using Maximum 
Likelihood (ML) concepts: 
 

�̂�𝑠1 = 𝐶𝐶∗ 1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎  +  𝑄𝑄∗1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎  +  𝑆𝑆 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎
∗  +  𝑃𝑃  2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎

∗

𝐶𝐶∗𝐶𝐶  +   𝑄𝑄∗𝑄𝑄  +   𝑆𝑆∗𝑆𝑆  +   𝑃𝑃∗𝑃𝑃         (25) 

 
 

�̂�𝑠2 = 𝑆𝑆∗ 1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎  +  𝑃𝑃∗ 1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 −   𝐶𝐶 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎
∗ −  𝑄𝑄 2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎

∗

𝐶𝐶∗𝐶𝐶  +   𝑄𝑄∗𝑄𝑄  +   𝑆𝑆∗𝑆𝑆  +   𝑃𝑃∗𝑃𝑃          (26) 

where �̂�𝑠𝑢𝑢  denote noisy version of 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢. 
 

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND EVALUATION 
In the present work, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in 

comparison to the BER undergoes assessment as a precoding 

 

distribution with a variance of 𝜎𝜎2 and mean of q or Rician 

distribution when K increases as: 𝑞𝑞 = √ 𝐾𝐾
𝐾𝐾+1 , 𝜎𝜎 = √ 1

𝐾𝐾+1 .  
Therefore, in this work, channel matrix of the MIMO system 
described as [25]: 

𝐻𝐻 = √ 𝐾𝐾
𝐾𝐾 + 1 𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑 + √ 1

𝐾𝐾 + 1   𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟                   (11) 

where 𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑  representing the component of the normalized 
deterministic channel matrix, while  𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟 representing the 
component of random channel matrix, with || 𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑 ||2 = 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 𝑀𝑀, 
E{ |[𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟]𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗|2}= 1, 𝑖𝑖 = 1: 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇, 𝑗𝑗 = 1: 𝑀𝑀 [25]. While 𝐾𝐾 is known 
as factor of the Rician channel which is the relation between 
the component of the specular power 𝑐𝑐2 and the component of 
scattering power 2𝜎𝜎2 , displayed as [10]: 
 

𝐾𝐾 =
‖𝐻𝐻𝑑𝑑‖2

𝐸𝐸 {|[𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟]𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗|2}
= 𝑐𝑐2

2𝜎𝜎2                     (12) 

 

V. BLOCK DIAGONALIZATION PRECODING 
 

Block Diagonalization precoding (BD) method is 
compatible with the multiple users, every user has multiple 
antennas. By the precoding process of this method, the 
interference signal which is coming from other user signals 
will be canceled. Therefore, MU-MIMO channel model will 
be converted into multiple independent single user MIMO 
channels model by BD method [10]. 
Briefly, definition of BD precoding matrix starts from the 
channel of all users except ith user as: 
 

𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 = [𝐻𝐻1 …  𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖−1  𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖+1 … 𝐻𝐻𝑈𝑈 ]𝑇𝑇                     (13) 
 
where 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 is H with out Hi , then we should compute the null 
space �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛  of all users except ith user by singular value 
decomposition (SVD) to 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖:  
  

𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 =  𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 �̃�𝛬 [ �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑏𝑏  �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ]𝐻𝐻                     (14)  
 
where (. )𝐻𝐻 denotes Hermitian transposition. To prevent other 
users interference multiplies  𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖  by �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 , and then uses SVD 
again: 
 

𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉𝑆𝑆 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖�̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 =  𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 𝛬𝛬 [ 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑏𝑏  𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ]𝐻𝐻                (15)  

where 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 is the null space of ith user, while 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑏𝑏 is the beam 
of ith user. Therefore, we can get the precoding matrix 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  for 
ith user from �̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 and 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑏𝑏 under the condition 𝑁𝑁𝑇𝑇 ≤ 𝑀𝑀 as: 

 
𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 = [�̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑏𝑏 ]                                 (16)   

 

Now under the condition 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖�̃�𝑉𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 0, we substitute (16) into 

(10), we can obtain:  
 

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 + 0 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖                             (17)    
 
where 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 represents the received signal which is consisted of 
the required signal of ith user and noise without multiuser 
interference. Note that 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 is Alamouti space-time coding. 
Therefore, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖  is represented by 1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎  , 1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 , 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 and 2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎: 

[1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎
1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎  2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎

] = 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [𝑠𝑠1 −𝑠𝑠2
∗

𝑠𝑠2    𝑠𝑠1
∗] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖        (18)  

where 1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 and 1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 represents the received signals at the 
first time in first and second antenna respectively, while 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 
and 2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 represents the received signals at the second time in 
first and second antenna respectively: 

1st time 

1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑖
(1,1) …  ℎ𝑖𝑖

(1,𝑀𝑀)] 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [𝑠𝑠1
𝑠𝑠2

] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖          (19) 
 

1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑖
(2,1) …  ℎ𝑖𝑖

(2,𝑀𝑀)] 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [𝑠𝑠1
𝑠𝑠2

] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖          (20) 
 
2nd time 

2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑖
(1,1) …  ℎ𝑖𝑖

(1,𝑀𝑀)] 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [−𝑠𝑠2
∗

   𝑠𝑠1
∗ ] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖       (21) 

 

2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑖
(2,1) …  ℎ𝑖𝑖

(2,𝑀𝑀)] 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖  [−𝑠𝑠2
∗

   𝑠𝑠1
∗ ] + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖       (22) 

then: 
 

1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 = C 𝑠𝑠1 + D 𝑠𝑠2 +𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖,     2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎 = D 𝑠𝑠1
∗ − C 𝑠𝑠2

∗ + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖     (23) 
 

1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 = Q 𝑠𝑠1 + P 𝑠𝑠2 + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖,     2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 = P 𝑠𝑠1
∗ − Q 𝑠𝑠2

∗ + 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖     (24) 
 

where C, D, Q and P represents the multiplication of channel 
by precoding of each antenna. 
To find 𝑠𝑠1 and 𝑠𝑠2, we assume that CSI at the mobile stations is 
available. Then multiplying the received signals by the 
Hermitian transpose of the CSI matrix and using Maximum 
Likelihood (ML) concepts: 
 

�̂�𝑠1 = 𝐶𝐶∗ 1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎  +  𝑄𝑄∗1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎  +  𝑆𝑆 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎
∗  +  𝑃𝑃  2𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎

∗

𝐶𝐶∗𝐶𝐶  +   𝑄𝑄∗𝑄𝑄  +   𝑆𝑆∗𝑆𝑆  +   𝑃𝑃∗𝑃𝑃         (25) 

 
 

�̂�𝑠2 = 𝑆𝑆∗ 1𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎  +  𝑃𝑃∗ 1𝑦𝑦2𝑎𝑎 −   𝐶𝐶 2𝑦𝑦1𝑎𝑎
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efficiency scale. A common MU-MIMO scheme was 
completed in mind of predicting the performance of the MU-
MIMO beamforming precoding suggestion, alongside with the 
Alamouti STBC scheme over a Rician fading channel in 
contrast to the same scheme in the case of a Rayleigh fading 
channel. The parameter samples have been devised up to 
10,000, encompassing elements created as zero-mean in the 
case of the Rayleigh fading channel, whereas for the Rician 
fading channel, there was the m-mean and unit-variance 
independently and identically distributed (i.i.d) complex 
Gaussian random variables. Notably, the M antennas of BS 
transmitted the signal across all users over the noise and flat 
fading channel, while each user employed Nu antennas to 
receive the signal. There was the application of a QPSK signal 
constellation as a form of broadcast modulation across all 
instances of simulation, with the findings then undergoing 
averaging through the implementation of different channel 
investigations. For all receivers, the noise variance per 
receiver antenna should be equal, 𝜎𝜎1

2 = . . . = 𝜎𝜎𝐾𝐾
2 = 𝜎𝜎2. The 

typical values and simulation parameters are presented in 
Table 1. 
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Fig. 3.  A MU-MIMO system over Rayleigh channel, U = 2 and 

Ni=2. 

 

As can be seen in Fig. 3, in the scenario of classical BD 

beamforming precoding scheme, system performance 
demonstrates improvement, albeit in a gradual but continuous 
pattern, with SNR values showing increases. While in the case 
of combined BD beamforming with Alamouti STBC, 
significant improvement could be seen at any value of SNR.  
In other words, the combined scheme enjoys better 
performance than the classical BD beamforming precoding 
scheme. This is because we use both BD beamforming and 
Alamouti STBC: for multiuser interference, we use the 
advantage of BD beamforming; for fading channel, we use the 
advantage of STBC. 
 

 
Fig. 4. A combined scheme over Rayleigh channel for different 

scenarios 

 

Fig. 4 demonstrates the performance of the combined BD 
beamforming with Alamouti STBC scheme with different 
value of  𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖  and U. In the first scenario, each user has two 
receives antennas (𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 = 2), two cases are investigated: two 
users system with 4 transmit antennas at the BS; and 3 users 
system with 6 transmit antennas at BS. The second scenario 
has the extended Alamouti STBC scheme when each user has 
three receives antennas (𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 = 3), two cases are investigated: 
two users system with 6 transmit antennas at the BS; and 3 
users system with 9 transmit antennas at BS. In Fig. 4, it is 
shown that the two user system achieves almost the same 
performance with a 3-user system in first scenario, which is 
consistent with our analysis in BD beamforming and Alamouti 
STBC. The downlink precoder completely eliminates 
multiuser interference at each mobile, and full spatial diversity 
is achieved by Alamouti codes. Similarly, in the second 
scenario, the two user system achieves the same performance 
with a 3-user system. In the second scenario higher diversity 
gain greatly improves the BER performance, as compared to 
the performance of the first scenario. Figs. 5 and 6 further 
show that in the LoS environment (over a correlated realistic 
Rician fading channel) the performance of combined system is 
greater when contrasted alongside the performance of the 
NLoS (over a Rayleigh fading channel) setting. The high 
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STBC. The downlink precoder completely eliminates 
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spends some of power as leakage power, which is represented 
as the interference power and it does completely cancel after 
the transmission. Therefore, the system over wireless channel 
will suffer from low desired power of the received signal, 
impact of fading channel and noise factors. For the system 

over Rayleigh fading channel (K< 0), the number of users does 
not affect the performance of the system along of SNR’s 
values because the effect of fading channel was bigger than 
the effect of the leakage power and noise. Therefore, the 
system of two users and the system of three users have same 
performance. 

On the other hand, for the system over Ricain fading channel 
(K > 0), the low number of users does affect the performance 
of the system at high value of SNR because the major factor 
limiting the performance of the system was the leakage power 
and noise. Thus, over Ricain fading channel, the combined 
system with low number of users enjoys better performance 
when compared to high number of users at high SNR. 
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channel frameworks with the implementation of pragmatic 
beamforming through the approach of downlink precoding, 
encompassing STBC system’s spatial diversity. Moreover, it 
further provides an analysis and evaluation centred on the 
application of a simple BD precoding method, which is seen to 
entirely eradicate CCI between any and all users at the same 
cell location. The broadcast through the downlink MU-MIMO 
channel by any transmitter uses the BD beamforming 
algorithm to look like as the broadcast through a downlink 
multiple independent single-users MIMO (SU-MIMO) 
channel system.  
Consequently, a suitable environment for the use of Alamouti 
STBC scheme, which works in SU-MIMO system, was 
provided. It can be seen, when reviewing the simulation 
results, that the BD precoding with Alamouti STBC scheme’s 
BER performance is better than only BD precoding 
performance, because BD beamforming precoding achieves 
more diversity when it combines with Alamouti STBC 
scheme. Furthermore, an extended Alamouti STBC scheme is 
able to provide significant improvements in performance of a 
combined system. The findings further demonstrate the effect 
of Rician fading channel on the proposed system, which it is 
represented the environment of some typical of 5G application 
scenarios.  
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Alamouti STBC scheme over a Rician fading channel in 
contrast to the same scheme in the case of a Rayleigh fading 
channel. The parameter samples have been devised up to 
10,000, encompassing elements created as zero-mean in the 
case of the Rayleigh fading channel, whereas for the Rician 
fading channel, there was the m-mean and unit-variance 
independently and identically distributed (i.i.d) complex 
Gaussian random variables. Notably, the M antennas of BS 
transmitted the signal across all users over the noise and flat 
fading channel, while each user employed Nu antennas to 
receive the signal. There was the application of a QPSK signal 
constellation as a form of broadcast modulation across all 
instances of simulation, with the findings then undergoing 
averaging through the implementation of different channel 
investigations. For all receivers, the noise variance per 
receiver antenna should be equal, 𝜎𝜎1
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STBC. The downlink precoder completely eliminates 
multiuser interference at each mobile, and full spatial diversity 
is achieved by Alamouti codes. Similarly, in the second 
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with a 3-user system. In the second scenario higher diversity 
gain greatly improves the BER performance, as compared to 
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show that in the LoS environment (over a correlated realistic 
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To better understand the behavior of the combined scheme, 
the BER is plotted with different values of K to show and 
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The traditional combined beamforming with STBC have 
sensitive BER performance depending on the coefficient of 
the channel (K). This sensitivity of the system is also increased 
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In other words, unfortunately, the desired power of the 
signal reception will be reduced because the BD algorithm 
spends some of power as leakage power, which is represented 
as the interference power and it does completely cancel after 
the transmission. Therefore, the system over wireless channel 
will suffer from low desired power of the received signal, 
impact of fading channel and noise factors. For the system 

over Rayleigh fading channel (K< 0), the number of users does 
not affect the performance of the system along of SNR’s 
values because the effect of fading channel was bigger than 
the effect of the leakage power and noise. Therefore, the 
system of two users and the system of three users have same 
performance. 

On the other hand, for the system over Ricain fading channel 
(K > 0), the low number of users does affect the performance 
of the system at high value of SNR because the major factor 
limiting the performance of the system was the leakage power 
and noise. Thus, over Ricain fading channel, the combined 
system with low number of users enjoys better performance 
when compared to high number of users at high SNR. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION  
This report has suggested MU-MIMO download fading 

channel frameworks with the implementation of pragmatic 
beamforming through the approach of downlink precoding, 
encompassing STBC system’s spatial diversity. Moreover, it 
further provides an analysis and evaluation centred on the 
application of a simple BD precoding method, which is seen to 
entirely eradicate CCI between any and all users at the same 
cell location. The broadcast through the downlink MU-MIMO 
channel by any transmitter uses the BD beamforming 
algorithm to look like as the broadcast through a downlink 
multiple independent single-users MIMO (SU-MIMO) 
channel system.  
Consequently, a suitable environment for the use of Alamouti 
STBC scheme, which works in SU-MIMO system, was 
provided. It can be seen, when reviewing the simulation 
results, that the BD precoding with Alamouti STBC scheme’s 
BER performance is better than only BD precoding 
performance, because BD beamforming precoding achieves 
more diversity when it combines with Alamouti STBC 
scheme. Furthermore, an extended Alamouti STBC scheme is 
able to provide significant improvements in performance of a 
combined system. The findings further demonstrate the effect 
of Rician fading channel on the proposed system, which it is 
represented the environment of some typical of 5G application 
scenarios.  
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value of Rician’s factor has the ability to decrease error rate. 
To better understand the behavior of the combined scheme, 
the BER is plotted with different values of K to show and 
compare the two cases of first scenario in Fig. 5 and the two 
cases of second scenario in Fig. 6. 

 
Fig.5  A MU-MIMO system employed BD precoding with Alamouti STBC in 
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The traditional combined beamforming with STBC have 
sensitive BER performance depending on the coefficient of 
the channel (K). This sensitivity of the system is also increased 
by increasing the value of SNR. 
 

 
Fig. 6  A MU-MIMO system employed BD precoding with extended 

Alamouti STBC in the LoS and NLoS environment with Ni=3.  

 

In other words, unfortunately, the desired power of the 
signal reception will be reduced because the BD algorithm 
spends some of power as leakage power, which is represented 
as the interference power and it does completely cancel after 
the transmission. Therefore, the system over wireless channel 
will suffer from low desired power of the received signal, 
impact of fading channel and noise factors. For the system 

over Rayleigh fading channel (K< 0), the number of users does 
not affect the performance of the system along of SNR’s 
values because the effect of fading channel was bigger than 
the effect of the leakage power and noise. Therefore, the 
system of two users and the system of three users have same 
performance. 

On the other hand, for the system over Ricain fading channel 
(K > 0), the low number of users does affect the performance 
of the system at high value of SNR because the major factor 
limiting the performance of the system was the leakage power 
and noise. Thus, over Ricain fading channel, the combined 
system with low number of users enjoys better performance 
when compared to high number of users at high SNR. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION  
This report has suggested MU-MIMO download fading 

channel frameworks with the implementation of pragmatic 
beamforming through the approach of downlink precoding, 
encompassing STBC system’s spatial diversity. Moreover, it 
further provides an analysis and evaluation centred on the 
application of a simple BD precoding method, which is seen to 
entirely eradicate CCI between any and all users at the same 
cell location. The broadcast through the downlink MU-MIMO 
channel by any transmitter uses the BD beamforming 
algorithm to look like as the broadcast through a downlink 
multiple independent single-users MIMO (SU-MIMO) 
channel system.  
Consequently, a suitable environment for the use of Alamouti 
STBC scheme, which works in SU-MIMO system, was 
provided. It can be seen, when reviewing the simulation 
results, that the BD precoding with Alamouti STBC scheme’s 
BER performance is better than only BD precoding 
performance, because BD beamforming precoding achieves 
more diversity when it combines with Alamouti STBC 
scheme. Furthermore, an extended Alamouti STBC scheme is 
able to provide significant improvements in performance of a 
combined system. The findings further demonstrate the effect 
of Rician fading channel on the proposed system, which it is 
represented the environment of some typical of 5G application 
scenarios.  
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Abstract— Underwater Acoustic (UWA) communication is 

mainly characterized by bandwidth limited complex UWA 
channels. Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) 
solves the bandwidth problem and an efficient channel estimation 
scheme estimates the channel parameters. Iterative channel 
estimation refines the channel estimation by reducing the number 
of pilots and coupling the channel estimator with channel 
decoder. This paper proposes an iterative receiver for OFDM 
UWA communication, based on a novel cost function threshold 
driven soft decision feedback iterative channel estimation 
technique. The receiver exploits orthogonal matching pursuit 
(OMP) channel estimation and low density parity check (LDPC) 
coding techniques after comparing different channel estimation 
and coding schemes. The performance of the proposed receiver is 
verified by simulations as well as sea experiments. Furthermore, 
the proposed iterative receiver is compared with other non-
iterative and soft decision feedback iterative receivers. 
 

Index Terms— Channel Estimation, Equalization, Iterative 
Receiver, OFDM, Underwater Communication.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
NDERWATER Acoustic (UWA)  communication is 

challenging because of the extremely limited bandwidth, 
slow speed of sound, multipath, delay spread, signal 
attenuation and ambient noise.  The UWA channel makes it 
different from terrestrial communication. . Inter-symbol 
interference (ISI) and Inter-carrier interference (ICI) are 
introduced into the transmitted signal by the channel.  Channel 
estimation estimates the channel parameters and equalization 
removes the effects of the channel on the received signal [1]. 
The role of channel estimation is of prime importance in 
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designing any communication model.  Different channel 
estimation schemes were applied to OFDM UWA 
communication depending upon the requirement of the model 
[2]. Many such scheme are summarized and compared with 
each other in our review article previously [3]. Least Square 
(LS) is one of commonly used channel estimation scheme, 
where pilot tones are used for channel estimation [4]. In this 
case many subcarriers need to be assigned to pilot subcarriers 
and therefore the data rate is affected. To increase the 
efficiency, many iterative/adaptive channel estimation 
schemes were introduced and were proved to be more efficient 
as it reduces the number of pilots [5, 6]. Furthermore the 
performance of the iterative channel estimation depends on the 
type of decision feedback used; feedback methods like hard 
decision and soft decision feedback methods were introduced 
[7, 8]. Compressed sensing based channel estimation was 
introduced for sparse channels where a dictionary was used to 
formulate the channel coefficient vector [9]. Orthogonal 
Matching Pursuit is one such algorithm widely used for 
OFDM UWA communication [10]. 

Channel coding adds some redundancy in the useful bits in 
order to protect the data in noisy channel. Trellis Coded 
Modulation (TCM), convolutional codes, Reed Solomon (RS) 
codes, turbo codes, Space time trellis codes and low density 
parity check codes (LDPC) are the commonly used coding 
schemes used for UWA communication. LDPC code is 
preferred for noisy channels as its check matrix is sparse and 
the threshold can be set very near to Shannon capacity limit 
[11].  

In this paper we propose an iterative receiver which exploits 
cost function based soft decision feedback orthogonal 
matching pursuit (OMP) channel estimation and LDPC coding 
/decoding schemes. The performance of the receiver is 
analyzed via simulations as well as experiments. The 
performance of the proposed receiver is compared with non-
iterative and others soft and hard decision feedback iterative 
receivers. Furthermore in the experimental analysis, different 
combinations of channel estimation techniques and coding 
techniques are compared using the proposed feedback method. 

The rest of the paper is organized as: section 2 gives the 
system model, section 3 proposes the receiver design and 
explains cost function based soft decision feedback method, 
the OMP channel estimation for UWA communication and 
LDPC coding scheme. Section 4 gives the results including 
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, the iterative receiver input is taken from the 

demodulated received symbols, that serves as auxiliary pilots. 
The modified signal model at the iterative receiver is given by: 
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where m is given by: 

  ,m m m m mX X H       
(7) 

The decision feedback induces this additional noise 
component, that can be approximated as Additive White 
Gaussian Noise with zero mean and its variance is given by: 
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with the initial cost function   0ˆ
mH , which can be derived 

by using the initial estimates based on pilot symbols. The 
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III. ITERATIVE RECEIVER DESIGN 
An iterative receiver is proposed here, which uses cost 

function based soft decision feedback OMP channel 
estimation and LDPC coding /decoding algorithm as shown in 
Figure 1. In the preprocessing block, the value of I  is taken 
as zero, which will make the receiver similar to non-iterative 
receiver, where the pilot symbols will be used for channel 
estimation. After the decoding, the cost function based soft 
information will be compared with the previous iteration 
value, which serves as threshold and value of I  is 
incremented for next iteration. The cost function based soft 
decision feedback method, OMP channel estimation and 
LDPC decoding are explained in detail as follows. 
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improves. Furthermore in [15], pilot-assisted channel 
estimation was performed based on the hard feedback method. 
We use soft feedback and OMP channel estimation, which 
obviously improves the channel estimation performance [3]. 
Furthermore we also compare LS channel estimation with 
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Figure 1: Iterative Receiver Block Diagram
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m E m v  ,which depends 
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Where sE is the energy per information bit of the mapped 
symbol mX . To carry out the threshold test, only the 
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mX is required, as the soft LLR information is 

available at the decoder output. 
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continues to search for the element that has the best match 
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invariant for each OFDM block, the channel estimation needs 
to determine the corresponding delay p for each path. The 
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which can be put in vector-matrix form as: 

0 1 1p p N   z = a a a ξ + η  (11) 

pz = Aξ + η  (12) 

where 1pa denotes the thp  dictionary element and is of size 
1K p  , pz shows the received pilot information, η  is the 

noise vector, ξ shows the channel information to be estimated 
and A  is the constructed dictionary vector of size K Np .  
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which can be put in vector-matrix form as: 

0 1 1p p N   z = a a a ξ + η  (11) 

pz = Aξ + η  (12) 

where 1pa denotes the thp  dictionary element and is of size 
1K p  , pz shows the received pilot information, η  is the 

noise vector, ξ shows the channel information to be estimated 
and A  is the constructed dictionary vector of size K Np .  
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simulation and experimental results, while section 5 concludes 
our work. 

II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODEL 
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Assume that the channel is time-invariant channel within each 
OFDM symbol, and the channel impulse response of the 
multipath channel with L  number of paths can be given by: 
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Where l and l respectively denote the amplitude and delay 
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Let pr be the residual after p iterations with initial value 

0 pr z , search for the elements in the dictionary that have the 
largest inner product of residuals and get the index of the 
matching element in the dictionary: 
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Where iu  is the value of the orthogonalized element chosen 
for the first time and the estimated values of elements in signal 
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And the residual signal is calculated as: 
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Stop the iterations when 
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2pr  (where  is the residual 

threshold). Finally the channel coefficients at all subcarriers 
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C. LDPC Coding 
 Low-density parity-check (LDPC) code is a linear block 

error correcting code, used for transmitting a message over 
a noisy transmission channel. Its check matrix is sparse and 
the codes are capacity-approaching codes, means that the 
threshold can be set very much close to Shannon capacity 
limit. The description format of LDPC codes is relatively 
simple and has strong error correction capability and excellent 
flexibility, which makes LDPC codes suitable for almost all 
channels. The amount of computation does not increase 
dramatically with the increase in code length, therefore 
keeping the complexity low. There are many design 
approaches to construct LDPC code check matrix, such as 
Gallager’s construction method, MacKay construction 
method, repeated accumulation design construction method, - 

rotation matrix construction method, etc. We used the regular 
LPDC Gallager codes here with ½ code rate and block size of 
851. 

 

IV. RESULTS 

A. Simulation Results 
A shallow water channel is modeled using Bellhop and the 

channel impulse response is given in Figure 2, while the 
simulation parameters for the OFDM system are given in 
Table 1 below. First of all the iterative and non-iterative 
receivers are compared, then different feedback methods are 
compared. The soft feedback method is analyzed for reduced 
number of pilots and the proposed design is then compared 
with other soft decision feedback methods. 
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01 Sampling frequency 48 kHz 
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First of all we compare the BER and NMSE of the iterative 
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We use soft information feedback in our design, as the overall 
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performance of soft-decision feedback is better than that of 
hard-decision feedback, because soft information feedback can 

generally make more use of symbol statistics than hard 
information feedback [14, 15] . 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Next, we compare the performance of iterative channel 

estimation at different pilot intervals by changing the pilot 
interval from 4 to 8 and 12 while using soft decision feedback 
method with 4 iterations, as shown in Figure 4. The curves in 
figure 4 (a), (b) and (c) show the comparison between iterative 
and non-iterative channel estimation for the pilot intervals 12, 
8 and 4 respectively. It can be seen that when the pilot interval 
increases, the channel estimation performance decreases, i.e., 
smaller number of pilots cause a decrease in channel 
estimation performance. Furthermore, when the pilot interval 
is large, the performance gap between the iterative and non-
iterative channel estimations is more obvious, whereas, the 

difference is less obvious in case of smaller pilot interval. This 
shows that the additional pilot information feedback when the 
number of pilots is small is more important for the channel 
estimation. 

In the Figure 4(d), the comparison of pilot spacing 4, 8 and 
12 shows a significant difference in the performance of the 
iterative channel estimation and the performance degrades for 
the larger pilot interval. This Figure 4 further shows that the 
performance of pilot spacing 4 and 8 is very close in case of 
iterative channel estimation, which shows that the use of 
iterative method can easily reduce the number of pilots used. 
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Figure 4: Comparison of Iterative Channel Estimation Performance at different Pilot intervals using Soft feedback method
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performance of soft-decision feedback is better than that of 
hard-decision feedback, because soft information feedback can 
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information feedback [14, 15] . 
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Serial # Parameter Value 
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performance of soft-decision feedback is better than that of 
hard-decision feedback, because soft information feedback can 

generally make more use of symbol statistics than hard 
information feedback [14, 15] . 
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Figure 5 compares the BER and NMSE the performances of 

the proposed feedback method based on the cost function for 
different number of iterations. It can be seen from the figure 
that system's BER and NMSE is significantly reduced with the 
increase in number of iterations and the system's performance 
is gradually improved until it reaches stability. 
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iteration as shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that the 
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figures that the gap is more in the first iteration and is reduced 
in the fourth iteration when the system stabilizes, however the 
performance of soft feedback based on cost function is still 
better than soft feedback method. It is also concluded that as 
the proposed method performs better even in the first and 
second iterations, the processing time and complexity can be 
reduced if we reduce the number of iterations for this method. 
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communication system is verified via sea trials. The 
experimental data was collected in experiments conducted in 

South China sea. The OFDM system experimental parameters 
are shown in Table 2. The depth of sea water was 60 to 70 
meters with good sea conditions. Two ships were used to 
verify the communication performance. The receiving vessel 
was anchored and four hydrophones were deployed 30m deep; 
the transmitter was deployed 27m below the launching ship. 
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The launching ship was moving towards the receiving ship at 
a speed of 2 knots and kept moving from a position 3km away 
to 1km and was continuously sending test signals.  

 
Table 2 

Sea Experiment OFDM System Parameters 
Serial # Parameter Value 
01 Sampling frequency 48 kHz 
02 Communication bandwidth 6 kHz-10 kHz 
03 Total number of subcarriers per transmitter 681 
04 Number of data carriers per transmitter 595 
05 The number of pilots at each transmitter 86 
06 OFDM symbol period 170.25 ms 
07 Cyclic prefix length 20 ms 
08 Cyclic Suffix Length 5 ms 
09 Spectrum utilization 0.76 b/s/Hz 
10 Communication rate 3.05 kb/s 
 
Each frame of data contains 8 OFDM symbols, while QPSK 

mapping is used. Two encoding methods are used: 1/2 code 
rate convolutional code and 1/2 code rate LDPC, both with the 
same information sequence length. 

The performance of the convolutional code and LDPC code, 
and the performance of the LS channel estimation algorithm 
and the OMP algorithm are compared and analyzed. The 
signals of the second receiver and fourth receiver are 
processed respectively, as shown in Figure 7.  

Comparing the two upper curves in Figure 7 (a) & (b), it can 
be observed that with the same channel coding scheme, the 
performance of OMP channel estimation is better than the 
traditional LS channel estimation. Comparing the second and 
third curves, we can see that when the same channel 

estimation algorithm is used, the LDPC code performs better 
than the convolutional code. Therefore it is concluded that a 
combination of LDPC code and OMP channel estimation 
gives the best performance. 

Next we verify the performance of the iterative reception 
algorithm. Taking 7 frames of data from the hydrophone 4 for 
the analysis. The number of bits transmitted in each frame of 
data is 595 8 2 9520   , as there are 8 OFDM symbols in 
each frame and each symbol has 595 data carriers, while the 
modulation is QPSK so there are two bits in each symbol. 
Table 3 lists the number of error bits for different data frames 
at different iterations. 

It can be observed from Table 3 that the performance of 
different data frames after receiver’s initial processing 
(without iterations) is quite different. The relative movements 
of the transmitter and receiver during the experiment and the 
different interference of frames with the background noise and 
the channel conditions can be the reasons for these large 
differences. Let us take the first frame and the fourth frame of 
the received data that are widely different in performance, as 
an example for analysis.   

Figure 8 (a) &(b) shows the data signal received for these 
two frames, normalization is performed and the frame header 
LFM signal is used to measure the channel impulse response 
experienced by the two frames of data, as shown in Figure 9. 
It can be seen that the data of the first frame is more affected 
by noise than the data of the fourth frame, furthermore the 
experienced channel for the first frame is more complicated 
than the fourth frame. This is the reason why the bit error rate 
of the first frame data is high. 
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Figure 5 compares the BER and NMSE the performances of 

the proposed feedback method based on the cost function for 
different number of iterations. It can be seen from the figure 
that system's BER and NMSE is significantly reduced with the 
increase in number of iterations and the system's performance 
is gradually improved until it reaches stability. 

Next we compare the BER performance of the proposed 
feedback method with soft decision feedback for every 
iteration as shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that the 
performance of the proposed method is better than the soft 

decision feedback in each iteration. The performance gap 
decreases with the increase in iterations as can be seen in the 
figures that the gap is more in the first iteration and is reduced 
in the fourth iteration when the system stabilizes, however the 
performance of soft feedback based on cost function is still 
better than soft feedback method. It is also concluded that as 
the proposed method performs better even in the first and 
second iterations, the processing time and complexity can be 
reduced if we reduce the number of iterations for this method. 
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meters with good sea conditions. Two ships were used to 
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The launching ship was moving towards the receiving ship at 
a speed of 2 knots and kept moving from a position 3km away 
to 1km and was continuously sending test signals.  

 
Table 2 

Sea Experiment OFDM System Parameters 
Serial # Parameter Value 
01 Sampling frequency 48 kHz 
02 Communication bandwidth 6 kHz-10 kHz 
03 Total number of subcarriers per transmitter 681 
04 Number of data carriers per transmitter 595 
05 The number of pilots at each transmitter 86 
06 OFDM symbol period 170.25 ms 
07 Cyclic prefix length 20 ms 
08 Cyclic Suffix Length 5 ms 
09 Spectrum utilization 0.76 b/s/Hz 
10 Communication rate 3.05 kb/s 
 
Each frame of data contains 8 OFDM symbols, while QPSK 

mapping is used. Two encoding methods are used: 1/2 code 
rate convolutional code and 1/2 code rate LDPC, both with the 
same information sequence length. 

The performance of the convolutional code and LDPC code, 
and the performance of the LS channel estimation algorithm 
and the OMP algorithm are compared and analyzed. The 
signals of the second receiver and fourth receiver are 
processed respectively, as shown in Figure 7.  

Comparing the two upper curves in Figure 7 (a) & (b), it can 
be observed that with the same channel coding scheme, the 
performance of OMP channel estimation is better than the 
traditional LS channel estimation. Comparing the second and 
third curves, we can see that when the same channel 

estimation algorithm is used, the LDPC code performs better 
than the convolutional code. Therefore it is concluded that a 
combination of LDPC code and OMP channel estimation 
gives the best performance. 

Next we verify the performance of the iterative reception 
algorithm. Taking 7 frames of data from the hydrophone 4 for 
the analysis. The number of bits transmitted in each frame of 
data is 595 8 2 9520   , as there are 8 OFDM symbols in 
each frame and each symbol has 595 data carriers, while the 
modulation is QPSK so there are two bits in each symbol. 
Table 3 lists the number of error bits for different data frames 
at different iterations. 

It can be observed from Table 3 that the performance of 
different data frames after receiver’s initial processing 
(without iterations) is quite different. The relative movements 
of the transmitter and receiver during the experiment and the 
different interference of frames with the background noise and 
the channel conditions can be the reasons for these large 
differences. Let us take the first frame and the fourth frame of 
the received data that are widely different in performance, as 
an example for analysis.   

Figure 8 (a) &(b) shows the data signal received for these 
two frames, normalization is performed and the frame header 
LFM signal is used to measure the channel impulse response 
experienced by the two frames of data, as shown in Figure 9. 
It can be seen that the data of the first frame is more affected 
by noise than the data of the fourth frame, furthermore the 
experienced channel for the first frame is more complicated 
than the fourth frame. This is the reason why the bit error rate 
of the first frame data is high. 
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Table 3 lists the number of error bits for different data frames 
at different iterations. 

It can be observed from Table 3 that the performance of 
different data frames after receiver’s initial processing 
(without iterations) is quite different. The relative movements 
of the transmitter and receiver during the experiment and the 
different interference of frames with the background noise and 
the channel conditions can be the reasons for these large 
differences. Let us take the first frame and the fourth frame of 
the received data that are widely different in performance, as 
an example for analysis.   

Figure 8 (a) &(b) shows the data signal received for these 
two frames, normalization is performed and the frame header 
LFM signal is used to measure the channel impulse response 
experienced by the two frames of data, as shown in Figure 9. 
It can be seen that the data of the first frame is more affected 
by noise than the data of the fourth frame, furthermore the 
experienced channel for the first frame is more complicated 
than the fourth frame. This is the reason why the bit error rate 
of the first frame data is high. 
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Figure 5 compares the BER and NMSE the performances of 

the proposed feedback method based on the cost function for 
different number of iterations. It can be seen from the figure 
that system's BER and NMSE is significantly reduced with the 
increase in number of iterations and the system's performance 
is gradually improved until it reaches stability. 

Next we compare the BER performance of the proposed 
feedback method with soft decision feedback for every 
iteration as shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that the 
performance of the proposed method is better than the soft 

decision feedback in each iteration. The performance gap 
decreases with the increase in iterations as can be seen in the 
figures that the gap is more in the first iteration and is reduced 
in the fourth iteration when the system stabilizes, however the 
performance of soft feedback based on cost function is still 
better than soft feedback method. It is also concluded that as 
the proposed method performs better even in the first and 
second iterations, the processing time and complexity can be 
reduced if we reduce the number of iterations for this method. 
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experimental data was collected in experiments conducted in 

South China sea. The OFDM system experimental parameters 
are shown in Table 2. The depth of sea water was 60 to 70 
meters with good sea conditions. Two ships were used to 
verify the communication performance. The receiving vessel 
was anchored and four hydrophones were deployed 30m deep; 
the transmitter was deployed 27m below the launching ship. 
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Table 3  
Statistics of the number of bit errors at different iteration times for different data frames 

Frame No. No iteration 1st Iteration 2nd Iteration 3rd Iteration 4th Iteration 5th Iteration 
01 1086 526 270 162 36 0 
02 512 228 48 0 0 0 
03 881 346 150 4 0 0 
04 0 0 0 0 0 0 
05 116 0 0 0 0 0 
06 184 0 0 0 0 0 
07 2146 2146 2262 2476 2684 2904 
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number of erroneous bits almost halves. If the number of 
erroneous bits is more, it needs multiple iterations to reduce 

this number to 0 as obvious for the first frame, whereas the 
number of the initial erroneous bits of the 5th and 6th frames 
is less; therefore the number of erroneous bits is reduced to 0 
right after the first iteration. 

The effectiveness of the iterative reception algorithm is 

 
 

 
 

 

 
Figure 8 : Received signal in the sea experiment 
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verified, however the iterative reception algorithm also has its 
limitations. For the case where the initial bit error rate is very 
high, such as the seventh frame (the number of error bits is 
2146, the corresponding bit error rate is about 0.23), the 
number of bit errors increases after the iteration instead. The 
reason is that there may exist some error propagation in the 
iterative process and the processing capability of the iterative 
reception algorithm has a certain range or threshold. Just like 
the error correction code, it may be not be effective after a 
certain error correction threshold is exceeded.  

V. CONCLUSION 
This paper proposes a receiver based on cost function 

threshold driven soft decision feedback iterative channel 
estimation technique for OFDM UWA communication. The 
receiver exploits OMP channel estimation and LDPC coding 
schemes. The performance of the proposed receiver is verified 
by simulations as well as sea experiments. The proposed 
receiver is compared with other non-iterative and soft and hard 
decision feedback iterative receivers and it outperforms them 
in terms of BER and NMSE performance. During the sea 
trials, combinations of different channel estimation schemes 
and coding schemes are compared and LDPC coding with 
OMP channel estimation outperformed the LS estimation and 
convolutional codes. Furthermore the better performance of 
the proposed receiver is proved in the sea experiment. 
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verified, however the iterative reception algorithm also has its 
limitations. For the case where the initial bit error rate is very 
high, such as the seventh frame (the number of error bits is 
2146, the corresponding bit error rate is about 0.23), the 
number of bit errors increases after the iteration instead. The 
reason is that there may exist some error propagation in the 
iterative process and the processing capability of the iterative 
reception algorithm has a certain range or threshold. Just like 
the error correction code, it may be not be effective after a 
certain error correction threshold is exceeded.  

V. CONCLUSION 
This paper proposes a receiver based on cost function 

threshold driven soft decision feedback iterative channel 
estimation technique for OFDM UWA communication. The 
receiver exploits OMP channel estimation and LDPC coding 
schemes. The performance of the proposed receiver is verified 
by simulations as well as sea experiments. The proposed 
receiver is compared with other non-iterative and soft and hard 
decision feedback iterative receivers and it outperforms them 
in terms of BER and NMSE performance. During the sea 
trials, combinations of different channel estimation schemes 
and coding schemes are compared and LDPC coding with 
OMP channel estimation outperformed the LS estimation and 
convolutional codes. Furthermore the better performance of 
the proposed receiver is proved in the sea experiment. 
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Table 3  
Statistics of the number of bit errors at different iteration times for different data frames 

Frame No. No iteration 1st Iteration 2nd Iteration 3rd Iteration 4th Iteration 5th Iteration 
01 1086 526 270 162 36 0 
02 512 228 48 0 0 0 
03 881 346 150 4 0 0 
04 0 0 0 0 0 0 
05 116 0 0 0 0 0 
06 184 0 0 0 0 0 
07 2146 2146 2262 2476 2684 2904 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Further analysis of table 3 shows that with the increase in the 

number of iterations, the number of errors in the decoded bits 
gradually reduces and with each increase in iteration, the 
number of erroneous bits almost halves. If the number of 
erroneous bits is more, it needs multiple iterations to reduce 

this number to 0 as obvious for the first frame, whereas the 
number of the initial erroneous bits of the 5th and 6th frames 
is less; therefore the number of erroneous bits is reduced to 0 
right after the first iteration. 

The effectiveness of the iterative reception algorithm is 
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Abstract—In this paper, a robust blind source separation (BSS) 

algorithm is investigated based on a new cost function for noise 
suppression. This new cost function is established according to 
the criterion of minimum bit error rate (BER) incorporated into 
maximum likelihood (ML) principle based independent 
component analysis (ICA). With the help of natural gradient 
search, the blind separation work is carried out through 
optimizing this constructed cost function. Simulation results and 
analysis corroborate that the proposed blind separation 
algorithm can realize better performance in speed of 
convergence and separation accuracy as opposed to the 
conventional ML-based BSS.  

 
Index Terms—Blind Source Separation; Cost Function; Bit 

Error Rate; Maximum Likelihood; Natural Gradient 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 In the past few years, as a paradigm of unsupervised 

learning in machine learning, blind source separation (BSS) 
has played an increasingly important role in wireless 
communication systems for performance enhancement and 
intelligent information processing [1-14].  It contributes 
significantly to achieve high spectral efficiency, adaptive 
signal processing and anti-interference requirements due to its 
blind feature and statistical information utilization. By virtue 
of BSS technique, on the one hand, frequently used pilot 
sequences can be eliminated for enhancing spectral efficiency. 
On the other hand, it can improve the capacity of the source 
recovery and resist unpredictable interference in spite of little 
prior information acquired in advance. In wireless 
communication systems, a number of received models can be 
structured as a BSS framework, such as CDMA (code division 
multiple access) [4-6], OFDM (orthogonal frequency division 
multiplexing) [7-10] and MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple 
Output) [11-14], and so on. Generally speaking, those 
received models can be considered as mixtures of independent 
source and unknown channel. The expected signals can be 
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separated or extracted from the received mixed signals by 
using the independent component analysis (ICA) algorithm 
based BSS technique. 

In a general way, the ICA algorithms are composed of two 
steps. First, the cost function is built based on an independent 
principle. Second, the cost function is optimized for blind 
separation. Therefore, it is vital for constructing the cost 
function and implementing optimizing scheme. There are 
three popular independent principles based cost function, 
which includes maximum likelihood (ML), minimum mutual 

information (MMI) and non-Gaussian maximization [1, 3]，

respectively. So far, there has been proposed some famous 
algorithms based on those independent principles, such as 
FastICA, JADE, Infomax, and so on. Those algorithms are 
always directly used to carry out blind separation work in the 
communication system. They always take no account of the 
performance criterion of the communication system. In fact, 
those ignored criteria may be combined with independent 
principles based cost function to propose a more suitable 
algorithm for executing blind separation of communication 
mixed signals.  

Taking into account of the communication system, the bit 
error rate (BER) is a significant performance criterion. In this 
paper, the idea of a minimum BER criterion incorporated into 
ML or MMI principle is motivated to build the cost function, 
and then the natural gradient is used to optimize the built new 
cost function. Simulation results show the proposed new cost 
function based blind separation algorithm can lead to better 
performance in speed of convergence and separation accuracy 
compared with the original one.   

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the 

SectionⅡ, the system model of blind source separation is 
reviewed. The new cost function of ICA and the proposed 

blind separation algorithm are both described in Section Ⅲ. 

Simulation results and discussion are presented in Section Ⅳ. 

SectionⅤdraws the conclusions. 

II. SYSTEM MODEL 
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Fig.1 The basic BSS model block diagram 
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In this section, the basic BSS model is reviewed. As shown 
in Fig. 1, the BSS model has a close relationship to MIMO 
system [1, 14].  Considering the determined BSS model, that 
is to say, the number of transmitting antennas and receiving 
antenna is the same in MIMO system. The mutually 

independent source vector is denoted as  1 2, ,
T

Ms s ss  . 

The mixing matrix isA , which describes a MIMO channel 

condition.  1 2, , ,
T

Mn n nn  is the noise vectors. The 

observed mixed signal is  1 2, , ,
T

Mx x xx  , in other 

words, the received signals in MIMO. The received mixed 
signals can be described as follows, 

  x As n                    (1) 
The goal of BSS is to separate or extract source signals only 
from observed mixed signals. The source signal estimation 
can be obtained after the separating operation is executed, 

ˆ  

 

s BAs Bn

s Bn
                (2) 

Ideally, C BA is an identity matrix, i.e., the separating 

matrix B is the inverse of the mixing matrix. In fact, the 

matrixC is a generalized permutation matrix due to inherent 

indeterminacy in BSS. However，this problem has no effect 

into the separation work. 

III. NEW COST FUNCTION FOR BSS 

A. ML principle based cost function 

The cost function of the ICA problem is usually derived via 
the maximum likelihood (ML) approach under the 
independence assumption. Suppose that sources s are 

independent with marginal distribution  i if s .  

   
i

M

s i
i

f f s s s                  (3) 

In the linear model, x As , the joint density of the 

observation vector is related to the joint density of the source 
vector as follows: 

     1 1 11
det

det
f f f   x s sx A x A A x

A
  (4) 

Then our goal is to find a maximum likelihood estimation of 

A (or B  where
1B A ) to maximize (4). Noting that 

1 y A x Bx , the ML cost function can be derived from 

the log likelihood of (4) as  

   1log log det logf f   x sx A A x    (5) 

which can be also written as  

   log log det logf f x yx B y        (6) 

y is the estimation of s  with the actual distribution  fs s

replaced by a hypothesized distribution  fy y . Since sources 

are assumed to be statistically independent, the cost function 
is written as  

   
1

log det log
i

M

y i
i

J f y


  B B       (7) 

The separating matrixB is determined by  

 
1

ˆ arg min log det log
i

M

y i
i

f y


 
   

 


B
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B. Minimum BER constrained ML principle based cost 
function 

In this subsection, the minimum BER criterion is derived 
firstly. Then the minimum BER criterion incorporated into 
ML principle based cost function is built. The BSS problem in 
MIMO is a blind equalization one. Taking into account 
communication signals in a MIMO system model, the 
transmitted symbols are equiprobable antipodal symbols (i.e.,

1 , BSPK) uncorrelated with each other, i.e.,  

 TE ss I                    (9) 

The antipodal assumption is made for simplicity, and other 
constellations can also be used to extend, such as 
4-QAM/QPSK. The noise vectorn is zero-mean, white and 
Gaussian, with covariance matrix  

  2TE nn I                (10) 

Whens is transmitted, ŝ , as given by (2), will be the received 

signal vector. The elements of this vector are then quantized 

by a threshold detector to obtain ˆ
qs , whose elements will be

1 . The average BER of the detected signal is the average of 
the probability of error of each element of the block, i.e.,  

1

1 M

e em
m

P P
M 

                 (11) 

In which emP  denotes the BER of the
thm source symbol. 

Since the signal power of each data symbol is unity and the 

covariance matrix of the received noise is
2 T BB , by 

following standard steps, it can be shown that the probability 

of the
thm  source symbol in ˆ

qs being in error can be written 

as  

2

1 1

2 2
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2 T

mm
   BB represents the noise variance in the receiver’s 

estimation of the
thm source symbol of the transmitted signal 

vector. Substituting (12) into (11), yielding  
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receiver), the average block BER eP is also convex [15].  
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Equality in (15) holds if and only if 
T

mm
  BB are equal

 1,m M  . The inequality of (15) is valid only when eP is 

convex, i.e., when  
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The quantity ,e LBP  in (15) defines a lower bound on the 

BER eP . Note that since  erfc  is a monotonically 

decreasing function, to minimize ,e LBP in (15), we need only 

minimize  Ttr BB . That is to say, the minimum BER 

criterion can be described as follows: 
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Combined with (7), the new cost function with minimum 
BER criterion can be obtained,  
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In order to simplify the above constrained optimization 
problem (17), considering (7), the new cost function with 
minimum BER criterion in condition of the moderate-to-high 
SNRs can be described as a unconstrained optimization 
problem, i.e., 
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IV. SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS 

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm 
in this paper, we conduct simulation experiments to evaluate 
the performance of the proposed ML based cost function with 
minimum BER criterion by nature gradient (called 
ML-BER-NG). For comparison, the only ML based cost 
function by nature gradient (ML-NG) is also illustrated for 
highlighting the proposed algorithm mechanism by 
comparative experiments. Considering a MIMO system, the 
number of transmitting antennas and receiving antennas is 5, 
the source symbols are from BPSK, the sample size is 4000. 
The mixing matrix is generated randomly. The performance 
index is cross talk error. The smaller is this performance index, 
the better performance is acquired. The cross talk error is 
defined as following[1, 3] 
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where C BA , ijc is element in matrixC . The moderate 

SNR condition is considered and other parameters setting are 
same for two methods.  

The simulation results are demonstrated in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, 
respectively. We can conclude that the proposed cost function 
by nature gradient can lead to better performance in speed of 
convergence and separation accuracy. In Fig. 3, we can see 

that the proposed ML-BER-NG algorithm has low cross talk 
error and fast convergence rate compared with the original 
ML-NG algorithm. It is noteworthy that the initial value of a 
separation matrix is randomly generated, so that the number 
of iterations is a bit larger. However, the computation 
complexity is low. It takes just 2-4 seconds to achieve the 
algorithm convergence from time complexity. From Fig. 4, we 
can see that BER performance of the ML-BER-NG is better 
than the ML-NG in moderate SNR condition.  
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performance is given in a boxplot form, and in Fig.5(b) the 
BER performance with error bar is drawn to exhibit the 
performance enhancement of the proposed method compared 
with other representative algorithms. We can safely obtain that 
the proposed method achieve the performance refinement in 
contrast with that of some representative BSS methods for 
MIMO signals detection. 
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Fig. 5 BER performance comparisons of different representative 
methods  
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the proposed method achieve the performance refinement in 
contrast with that of some representative BSS methods for 
MIMO signals detection. 
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In the next simulation, the direct separation graphs are 
exhibited for illustration. As shown in Fig.6, it shows the 
results of blind separation of 4 4 MIMO in SNR=15dB. 
From the separated results of Fig.6, we can verify that the 
incorporation of minimum BER criterion in BSS improves the 
separation performance. 

Remarks: The ML principle with minimum BER criterion 
considers the effect of noise term in the model of the cost 
function. It is fit for communication signals circumstance. The 
original ML principle neglects the effect of noise. However, 
noise is inevitable in a wireless communication environment. 
Furthermore, the computation complexity of the proposed 
algorithm (ML-BER-NG) is nearly similar to the ML-NG 
algorithm with low computation.   

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, a minimum BER criterion is considered in 
combination with the ML independent principle for blind 
separation problem in MIMO signal detection. The effect of 
the noise term is taken into account in the process of 
constructing cost function. The proposed algorithm can lead 
to better performance in speed of convergence and separation 
accuracy in moderate SNR condition. It is strongly 
encouraged to investigate the constrained cost function for 
BSS problem in low SNR in the future work. It is promising 
idea for thinking over other communication performance 
criteria for developing advanced BSS algorithms. 
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Abstract. The non-standard opto-electronic oscillator
(OEO) operation is discussed in the generation mode of a
single-side optical harmonic on the base of external and
internal modulation of the laser signal. The OEO
mathematical model is formed basing on laser differential
equations for the closed radiofrequency network. With the
help of the model offered, the phase noise of OEO
radiofrequency oscillations is analyzed. It is shown that
phase noise reduction in the circuit with external
modulation depends not only on the increased laser power
and growth of the geometric length of the optical fiber, but
on reduction of the laser phase noise.

Keywords:  opto-electronic oscillator, phase noise, optical
fiber, QW laser, microwave oscillator.

I. INTRODUCTION. THE OPTO-ELECTRONIC OSCILLATOR
STRUCTURE

Development and creation of the compact ultra-low-noise
microwave signal sources, which would be impact-resistant, is
an important problem of modern radio-physics and radio
engineering. Levels of the phase noise spectral density at the
microwave source output must be for most of the applications
-120…-170 dB/Hz at generation frequency 8…12 GHz for 1-
kHz offset from a carrier. Constructions of these oscillators
must sustain the strong mechanical impact loads in
200…2000 N/cm and high accelerations up to 2…10g.
Geometrical dimensions of the modern signal sources should
often be approximately 10 10 10 cubic mm, especially for the
satellite applications.

Development and implementation of new compact
microwave and millimeter-wave oscillators with improved
performance would lead to revolutionary jump in radio
electronics, perhaps, comparable to discovery of the quantum-
dimensional lasers or (as in radio engineering) at arriving of
the high-stability quartz crystal resonator. The new type of
oscillators called as opto-electroni  oscillator (OEO) described
in this paper will permit to use in the mobile communications
and in Internet systems of new radiofrequency channels for
information transmission, including 30…75-GHz ranges at the
low power of transmitters. A number of publications devoted
to OEO experimental investigations grows each year [1-8].

Opto-electronic oscillators will undoubtedly find wide
application in the fiber-optical communication lines as well as
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in on-board radar systems on millimeter- and centimeter
ranges, in communication systems as low-noise local
oscillators in receivers and as a master clock in transmitters, in
an optical lidar technology, as sensors of different physical
quantities and in many other systems [8-11].

Let us consider the OEO structural diagram with external
modulation of optical emission, which is often called as an
opto-electroni  oscillator with the Max–Zender modulator
(OEO MZ) presented in Figure 1a.

(a)

(b)

(c)
 Figure 1.  (a) Structural diagram of OEO with external MZ
modulator; (b) OEO circuit, a laser is the energy pump; ( )

Equivalent OEO circuit with a correlator.

OEO is formed by the following principal units: a laser,
the Mach-Zender (MZ) modulator, which is connected serially
into a ring, the fiber-optical system (FOS) containing an
optical filter (OF) and the single-mode optical fiber (FO), a
photo-detector (PD), for instance, the quantum-dimension
photo-diode, a narrowband radiofrequency filter (F), a
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nonlinear amplifier (A), and a directional coupler ( ). Serially
connected Laser, MZ, OF, FO, and PD constitute the unit of
fiber-optical delay line (FODL), which electrical input is the
MZ modulator input (the MZ input signal), and its electrical
output coincides with PD electrical output i.e., the output
voltage on the PD load resistor).

As we see, OEO contains the feedback loop of
radiofrequency and it results in double generation: laser on the
optical frequency and RF feedback circuit with RF modulation
of the optical oscillation.

The opto-electronic oscillator implemented according to
the scheme of external modulation can be considered as an
oscillator with delayed feedback in which FODL of the
radiofrequency oscillation is active. The FODL has its own
amplitude and phase noises which are the laser noises reduced
to the FODL output (or passed from the Laser output through
MZ, OF, FO).

We can use the quantum-dimension laser diode or the
fiber-optical laser with activated erbium dope etc. as the OEO
laser. In the diagram in Figure 1, the Laser is presented by
closed into a loop the optical amplifier (OA), the optical filter
(OF), which corresponds to the “traveling-wave” laser or the
fiber-optical laser. The optical pump power PP  acts at the
active amplifier. If the excitation conditions are met, the laser
generates optical oscillations which pass from its output into
MZ, then pass via two optical channels with different delays,
combine together and through OF and FO acts to the light-
sensitive PD area. An effective modulation by MZ is possible
in microwave range only for single-mode single-frequency
and linear-polarized emission of the highly-coherent laser.
Quantum-Well (QW) laser diodes and the fiber-optical lasers
with polarizers at their outputs are such emission sources.

The laser is the pump source for the radiofrequency
network (Figure 1b) closed into a loop and formed by a
modulator, an optical fiber, a photo-detector, an electronic
amplifier, an electric filter, and a coupler.

As a result of oscillation processes, the spectra are formed
with fluctuations having the various nature, but the spectral
line width of radiofrequency oscillations is defined by
parameters of two oscillating system: the laser and the
radiofrequency oscillator.

II PROBLEM STATEMENT
At present, in large-dimension models of laser OEO

(Figure 1) with the fiber-optical delay line the low phase noise
level of -157 dB/Hz [5,6] is achieved on the 10 GHz
generation frequency at 1 kHz offset from a carrier.

Experimental and theoretical investigations of the power
spectral density of the laser oscillator phase noise described in
[13], show that reduction of the phase noise level of OEO in
many respects depends on the laser phase noise level. At
oscillation frequency 8…10 GHz at standard offsets from 1 to
10 kHz, the power spectral density of the phase noise is -120
dB/Hz…-140 dB/Hz.

Appearance on the commercial market of nano-dimension
optical fibers with low losses (down to 0.001 dB per one bend,
at small bend radii up to 2…5 mm) becomes the stimulus for
improvement of OEO radiofrequency generation methods.
This allows implementation of comparably small (by

geometric linear maximal dimensions) fiber-optical 5- μ s
delay lines of 10…30 mm.

In spite of the growth of publications devoted to OEO
experimental investigations, the theoretical analysis and
systematization of main mechanisms of the phase noise
suppression in the low-noise laser OEO was not yet described
in known literature. The laser phase noise influence on the
OEO radiofrequency phase noise was not researched yet.

The aim of this paper is to analyze of the main mechanisms
of the phase noise suppression in the ultra-low-noise laser
OEO and research of OEO phase noise influence from the
laser phase noise, the time constant of the laser resonator, the
geometric length of the optical fiber, and optical power.

Following to an approach described in [13], for OEO
noise analysis, we consider the system in Figure 1, in which
two different oscillation processes are developed: laser
oscillations with the generation frequency of approximately
200 THz and 10-GHz oscillations in the radiofrequency
network closed into a loop. At that, the frequency multiplicity
is approximately 20,000.

III  LASER IN OEO
We consider that our laser is highly-coherent device, i.e.,

the spectral line is much less than 100 MHz and the mean
generation frequency is 200 THz. We assume that oscillations
of the normalized electromagnetic field (EMF) at the laser
output are close to sinusoidal with the phase noise component

( )Lm tϕ  and normalized amplitude noises ( )Lmm t :

0 0 0( ) [ ( )] cos[2 ( )].L L Lm L L LmE t E m t t tπν ϕ ϕ= + + + (1)

Here ( )LE t , 0 LE , ( )Lmm t  are normalized non-dimensional
quantities, respectively: the instantaneous intensity, the EMF
intensity amplitude, and the EMF amplitude noise, 0 Lν  is the

average laser oscillation frequency, 0 Lϕ  is the initial constant
phase shift, t  is the current time.

In the opto-electronic oscillator system, under fulfillment
of excitation conditions in the electronic part of such an
oscillator, the radiofrequency oscillations ( )gu u t= give rise.
At that, the radiofrequency signal passes to the electric MZ
input from the output of a nonlinear amplifier through the C
coupler during oscillation generation. The instantaneous
voltage of this signal is

10 0( ) [ ( )] cos[2 ( )],g MZ em e emu t U m t ft tπ φ ϕ= + + + (2)

where 01 01MZ CU U=  is the amplitude of fundamental
oscillation at the electric input of the MZ modulator or at the
C output, f  is the oscillation radiofrequency, 0eφ  is the

constant phase shift, ( )em tϕ  are electronic phase fluctuations,

( )emm t  are electronic amplitude fluctuations.
The low-noise single-mode and single-frequency quantum-

dimension laser diodes or the fiber optical lasers are used as
the light sources in OEO.

The laser included in the OEO structure (Figure 1) is
formed by (closed in the loop) the nonlinear OA, the
narrowband optical filter (OF), and the optical delay line. The
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nonlinear amplifier (A), and a directional coupler ( ). Serially
connected Laser, MZ, OF, FO, and PD constitute the unit of
fiber-optical delay line (FODL), which electrical input is the
MZ modulator input (the MZ input signal), and its electrical
output coincides with PD electrical output i.e., the output
voltage on the PD load resistor).

As we see, OEO contains the feedback loop of
radiofrequency and it results in double generation: laser on the
optical frequency and RF feedback circuit with RF modulation
of the optical oscillation.

The opto-electronic oscillator implemented according to
the scheme of external modulation can be considered as an
oscillator with delayed feedback in which FODL of the
radiofrequency oscillation is active. The FODL has its own
amplitude and phase noises which are the laser noises reduced
to the FODL output (or passed from the Laser output through
MZ, OF, FO).

We can use the quantum-dimension laser diode or the
fiber-optical laser with activated erbium dope etc. as the OEO
laser. In the diagram in Figure 1, the Laser is presented by
closed into a loop the optical amplifier (OA), the optical filter
(OF), which corresponds to the “traveling-wave” laser or the
fiber-optical laser. The optical pump power PP  acts at the
active amplifier. If the excitation conditions are met, the laser
generates optical oscillations which pass from its output into
MZ, then pass via two optical channels with different delays,
combine together and through OF and FO acts to the light-
sensitive PD area. An effective modulation by MZ is possible
in microwave range only for single-mode single-frequency
and linear-polarized emission of the highly-coherent laser.
Quantum-Well (QW) laser diodes and the fiber-optical lasers
with polarizers at their outputs are such emission sources.

The laser is the pump source for the radiofrequency
network (Figure 1b) closed into a loop and formed by a
modulator, an optical fiber, a photo-detector, an electronic
amplifier, an electric filter, and a coupler.

As a result of oscillation processes, the spectra are formed
with fluctuations having the various nature, but the spectral
line width of radiofrequency oscillations is defined by
parameters of two oscillating system: the laser and the
radiofrequency oscillator.

II PROBLEM STATEMENT
At present, in large-dimension models of laser OEO

(Figure 1) with the fiber-optical delay line the low phase noise
level of -157 dB/Hz [5,6] is achieved on the 10 GHz
generation frequency at 1 kHz offset from a carrier.

Experimental and theoretical investigations of the power
spectral density of the laser oscillator phase noise described in
[13], show that reduction of the phase noise level of OEO in
many respects depends on the laser phase noise level. At
oscillation frequency 8…10 GHz at standard offsets from 1 to
10 kHz, the power spectral density of the phase noise is -120
dB/Hz…-140 dB/Hz.

Appearance on the commercial market of nano-dimension
optical fibers with low losses (down to 0.001 dB per one bend,
at small bend radii up to 2…5 mm) becomes the stimulus for
improvement of OEO radiofrequency generation methods.
This allows implementation of comparably small (by

geometric linear maximal dimensions) fiber-optical 5- μ s
delay lines of 10…30 mm.

In spite of the growth of publications devoted to OEO
experimental investigations, the theoretical analysis and
systematization of main mechanisms of the phase noise
suppression in the low-noise laser OEO was not yet described
in known literature. The laser phase noise influence on the
OEO radiofrequency phase noise was not researched yet.

The aim of this paper is to analyze of the main mechanisms
of the phase noise suppression in the ultra-low-noise laser
OEO and research of OEO phase noise influence from the
laser phase noise, the time constant of the laser resonator, the
geometric length of the optical fiber, and optical power.

Following to an approach described in [13], for OEO
noise analysis, we consider the system in Figure 1, in which
two different oscillation processes are developed: laser
oscillations with the generation frequency of approximately
200 THz and 10-GHz oscillations in the radiofrequency
network closed into a loop. At that, the frequency multiplicity
is approximately 20,000.

III  LASER IN OEO
We consider that our laser is highly-coherent device, i.e.,

the spectral line is much less than 100 MHz and the mean
generation frequency is 200 THz. We assume that oscillations
of the normalized electromagnetic field (EMF) at the laser
output are close to sinusoidal with the phase noise component

( )Lm tϕ  and normalized amplitude noises ( )Lmm t :

0 0 0( ) [ ( )] cos[2 ( )].L L Lm L L LmE t E m t t tπν ϕ ϕ= + + + (1)

Here ( )LE t , 0 LE , ( )Lmm t  are normalized non-dimensional
quantities, respectively: the instantaneous intensity, the EMF
intensity amplitude, and the EMF amplitude noise, 0 Lν  is the

average laser oscillation frequency, 0 Lϕ  is the initial constant
phase shift, t  is the current time.

In the opto-electronic oscillator system, under fulfillment
of excitation conditions in the electronic part of such an
oscillator, the radiofrequency oscillations ( )gu u t= give rise.
At that, the radiofrequency signal passes to the electric MZ
input from the output of a nonlinear amplifier through the C
coupler during oscillation generation. The instantaneous
voltage of this signal is

10 0( ) [ ( )] cos[2 ( )],g MZ em e emu t U m t ft tπ φ ϕ= + + + (2)

where 01 01MZ CU U=  is the amplitude of fundamental
oscillation at the electric input of the MZ modulator or at the
C output, f  is the oscillation radiofrequency, 0eφ  is the

constant phase shift, ( )em tϕ  are electronic phase fluctuations,

( )emm t  are electronic amplitude fluctuations.
The low-noise single-mode and single-frequency quantum-

dimension laser diodes or the fiber optical lasers are used as
the light sources in OEO.

The laser included in the OEO structure (Figure 1) is
formed by (closed in the loop) the nonlinear OA, the
narrowband optical filter (OF), and the optical delay line. The
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optical oscillation frequency 0 Lν , which is generated by the
quantum-dimension laser diodes in the autonomous steady-
state, can be found (under excitation condition fulfillment) on
the basis of the phase balance equations solution for the
steady-state optical intensity oscillations in the optical
resonator and in the laser active element.

To reveal the main mechanisms of the laser noise influence
on the OEO radiofrequency noise, the laser can be described
by a system of semi-classical equation with the Langevin’s
sources of the white noise ( Eξ , Pξ , Nξ ), relatively, for the

EMF intensity LE , a polarization of the laser active material

nP , a population difference N . We studied the laser equation
system under its operation in the single-frequency single-mode
regime. At that, oscillation are linear-polarized. The main
assumption for utilization of semi-classical equations is that
the carrier life time on the upper operation level and the time
constant 0 FT  of the laser optical filter (OF) are much larger

than the relaxation time of polarization 2T . At that, the
equation system with the Langevin’s sources for the laser can
be written as:
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In (3) 2T is the polarization time constant, the excited

particles at the upper energy level, 1T  is the lifetime of the

excited particles at the upper energy level, 0 FT  is the time

constant of the optical resonator,
ep  is the combined dipole

moment, h  is the Planck constant, 0 Fν  is the natural
frequency of the optical resonator on the specific n-th
longitudinal mode, 12ν is the optical frequency of the

transition, 0J  is the constant pump current,

0 0 02 01 02 1( ) / ( )N J N N N Tα ⋅ = − is the constant pump, 0ε  is  the

electrical constant, 0 Fν   is the intrinsic optical frequency of

the resonator, nP  is the polarization of the active material,

02 01( )N N N= −   is the population difference between the

excited and unexcited levels produced by the pumping, 0G -
gain factor .

It should be noted that equations (3) are similar to well-
studied equations in the oscillator theory for the double-circuit
autonomous oscillator with the inertial auto-bias chain with
fluctuations.

IV  MACH-ZENDER MODULATOR IN OEO: THE EMF
CORRELATOR

An effect of the ( )gu t  voltage in the one from two MZ
optical channels (Figure 1) on the refraction index of the
electric-optical material (the lithium niobate) from which the
MZ optical channels are made, leads to phase modulation of
optical oscillation. Adding of two emission on the PD area,
which passed through different optical MZ channels, leads to
intensity modulation of the laser emission.

 Retarded output emissions of the first and second channels
of the MZ modulator 1LE  and 2 LE  pass to the input of PD. If
the fiber-optical system (FOS) is formed by single OF, the
delay difference is determined as M M20 M10 = -T T TΔ .

We considered OEO with the Mach-Zender
interferometer, which perform a role of optical emission
modulator as a correlator of two optical oscillations

( )L LE E t=  and delayed by some time tΔ  oscillation

( )L LE E t t
τ
= − Δ :

* *

0

1
( ) ( ) ( ) ,E L L L LR E t E t t E E dt

τ

τ τ
τ

τ
= − Δ = ∫

where τ   - the time of observation. To the PD area in OEO
occurs at high optical power (in contrast to fiber optic
systems), so the law of random distribution (amplitude

Lmm and phase Lmϕ of the laser oscillation) are considered
normal.

Figure 1  shows an equivalent circuit of OEO. Here the
following blocks are introduced: «+» (adding), « »
(multiplication), «*» (conjugate) « ∫ » (integration). Blocks L,
A, F designate a laser, an electronic amplifier and an
electronic filter, relatively. Blocks « 1MT » and  « 2MT » are
delays in optical channels MZ and OF and equal to:

1 10M M BCT T T= +  and 2 20M M BCT T T= + . At open switch,

the PD photo-current is ( )PD ES R τ , where PDS  is  the  PD
sensitivity. When this switch is open, there is a strong
correlation between random quantities of Lmm  and Lmϕ  of
different optical MZ channels due to a small delay difference
of optical oscillations (tens picosecond)). At closed switch in
Figure 1 ), the electric oscillation affecting on the second
optical MZ channel is delayed with respect to the optical
oscillation of the first channel by the delay time in the optical
fiber (the delay 1…20 μ s). Interchannel correlation of
random quantities becomes weak. Therefore, requirements to
phase noise smallness are essentially increased.

The normalized correlation function of oscillation
( )L LE E t=  at the MZ output depends on time, and it

unambiguously determines the frequency spectrum of
oscillation power.

We take into account that oscillations 1 01 0L LE k E=  and

2 02 0L LE k E=  are propagated through the different MZ optical

channels, where 01k  and 02k  are excitation coefficients

( 01k + 02k ≈ 1). We introduce the excitation irregularity
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optical oscillation frequency 0 Lν , which is generated by the
quantum-dimension laser diodes in the autonomous steady-
state, can be found (under excitation condition fulfillment) on
the basis of the phase balance equations solution for the
steady-state optical intensity oscillations in the optical
resonator and in the laser active element.

To reveal the main mechanisms of the laser noise influence
on the OEO radiofrequency noise, the laser can be described
by a system of semi-classical equation with the Langevin’s
sources of the white noise ( Eξ , Pξ , Nξ ), relatively, for the

EMF intensity LE , a polarization of the laser active material

nP , a population difference N . We studied the laser equation
system under its operation in the single-frequency single-mode
regime. At that, oscillation are linear-polarized. The main
assumption for utilization of semi-classical equations is that
the carrier life time on the upper operation level and the time
constant 0 FT  of the laser optical filter (OF) are much larger

than the relaxation time of polarization 2T . At that, the
equation system with the Langevin’s sources for the laser can
be written as:
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In (3) 2T is the polarization time constant, the excited

particles at the upper energy level, 1T  is the lifetime of the

excited particles at the upper energy level, 0 FT  is the time

constant of the optical resonator,
ep  is the combined dipole

moment, h  is the Planck constant, 0 Fν  is the natural
frequency of the optical resonator on the specific n-th
longitudinal mode, 12ν is the optical frequency of the

transition, 0J  is the constant pump current,

0 0 02 01 02 1( ) / ( )N J N N N Tα ⋅ = − is the constant pump, 0ε  is  the

electrical constant, 0 Fν   is the intrinsic optical frequency of

the resonator, nP  is the polarization of the active material,

02 01( )N N N= −   is the population difference between the

excited and unexcited levels produced by the pumping, 0G -
gain factor .

It should be noted that equations (3) are similar to well-
studied equations in the oscillator theory for the double-circuit
autonomous oscillator with the inertial auto-bias chain with
fluctuations.

IV  MACH-ZENDER MODULATOR IN OEO: THE EMF
CORRELATOR

An effect of the ( )gu t  voltage in the one from two MZ
optical channels (Figure 1) on the refraction index of the
electric-optical material (the lithium niobate) from which the
MZ optical channels are made, leads to phase modulation of
optical oscillation. Adding of two emission on the PD area,
which passed through different optical MZ channels, leads to
intensity modulation of the laser emission.

 Retarded output emissions of the first and second channels
of the MZ modulator 1LE  and 2 LE  pass to the input of PD. If
the fiber-optical system (FOS) is formed by single OF, the
delay difference is determined as M M20 M10 = -T T TΔ .

We considered OEO with the Mach-Zender
interferometer, which perform a role of optical emission
modulator as a correlator of two optical oscillations

( )L LE E t=  and delayed by some time tΔ  oscillation

( )L LE E t t
τ
= − Δ :

* *

0

1
( ) ( ) ( ) ,E L L L LR E t E t t E E dt

τ

τ τ
τ

τ
= − Δ = ∫

where τ   - the time of observation. To the PD area in OEO
occurs at high optical power (in contrast to fiber optic
systems), so the law of random distribution (amplitude

Lmm and phase Lmϕ of the laser oscillation) are considered
normal.

Figure 1  shows an equivalent circuit of OEO. Here the
following blocks are introduced: «+» (adding), « »
(multiplication), «*» (conjugate) « ∫ » (integration). Blocks L,
A, F designate a laser, an electronic amplifier and an
electronic filter, relatively. Blocks « 1MT » and  « 2MT » are
delays in optical channels MZ and OF and equal to:

1 10M M BCT T T= +  and 2 20M M BCT T T= + . At open switch,

the PD photo-current is ( )PD ES R τ , where PDS  is  the  PD
sensitivity. When this switch is open, there is a strong
correlation between random quantities of Lmm  and Lmϕ  of
different optical MZ channels due to a small delay difference
of optical oscillations (tens picosecond)). At closed switch in
Figure 1 ), the electric oscillation affecting on the second
optical MZ channel is delayed with respect to the optical
oscillation of the first channel by the delay time in the optical
fiber (the delay 1…20 μ s). Interchannel correlation of
random quantities becomes weak. Therefore, requirements to
phase noise smallness are essentially increased.

The normalized correlation function of oscillation
( )L LE E t=  at the MZ output depends on time, and it

unambiguously determines the frequency spectrum of
oscillation power.

We take into account that oscillations 1 01 0L LE k E=  and

2 02 0L LE k E=  are propagated through the different MZ optical

channels, where 01k  and 02k  are excitation coefficients

( 01k + 02k ≈ 1). We introduce the excitation irregularity
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optical oscillation frequency 0 Lν , which is generated by the
quantum-dimension laser diodes in the autonomous steady-
state, can be found (under excitation condition fulfillment) on
the basis of the phase balance equations solution for the
steady-state optical intensity oscillations in the optical
resonator and in the laser active element.

To reveal the main mechanisms of the laser noise influence
on the OEO radiofrequency noise, the laser can be described
by a system of semi-classical equation with the Langevin’s
sources of the white noise ( Eξ , Pξ , Nξ ), relatively, for the

EMF intensity LE , a polarization of the laser active material

nP , a population difference N . We studied the laser equation
system under its operation in the single-frequency single-mode
regime. At that, oscillation are linear-polarized. The main
assumption for utilization of semi-classical equations is that
the carrier life time on the upper operation level and the time
constant 0 FT  of the laser optical filter (OF) are much larger

than the relaxation time of polarization 2T . At that, the
equation system with the Langevin’s sources for the laser can
be written as:
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In (3) 2T is the polarization time constant, the excited

particles at the upper energy level, 1T  is the lifetime of the

excited particles at the upper energy level, 0 FT  is the time

constant of the optical resonator,
ep  is the combined dipole

moment, h  is the Planck constant, 0 Fν  is the natural
frequency of the optical resonator on the specific n-th
longitudinal mode, 12ν is the optical frequency of the

transition, 0J  is the constant pump current,

0 0 02 01 02 1( ) / ( )N J N N N Tα ⋅ = − is the constant pump, 0ε  is  the

electrical constant, 0 Fν   is the intrinsic optical frequency of

the resonator, nP  is the polarization of the active material,

02 01( )N N N= −   is the population difference between the

excited and unexcited levels produced by the pumping, 0G -
gain factor .

It should be noted that equations (3) are similar to well-
studied equations in the oscillator theory for the double-circuit
autonomous oscillator with the inertial auto-bias chain with
fluctuations.

IV  MACH-ZENDER MODULATOR IN OEO: THE EMF
CORRELATOR

An effect of the ( )gu t  voltage in the one from two MZ
optical channels (Figure 1) on the refraction index of the
electric-optical material (the lithium niobate) from which the
MZ optical channels are made, leads to phase modulation of
optical oscillation. Adding of two emission on the PD area,
which passed through different optical MZ channels, leads to
intensity modulation of the laser emission.

 Retarded output emissions of the first and second channels
of the MZ modulator 1LE  and 2 LE  pass to the input of PD. If
the fiber-optical system (FOS) is formed by single OF, the
delay difference is determined as M M20 M10 = -T T TΔ .

We considered OEO with the Mach-Zender
interferometer, which perform a role of optical emission
modulator as a correlator of two optical oscillations

( )L LE E t=  and delayed by some time tΔ  oscillation

( )L LE E t t
τ
= − Δ :

* *

0

1
( ) ( ) ( ) ,E L L L LR E t E t t E E dt

τ

τ τ
τ

τ
= − Δ = ∫

where τ   - the time of observation. To the PD area in OEO
occurs at high optical power (in contrast to fiber optic
systems), so the law of random distribution (amplitude

Lmm and phase Lmϕ of the laser oscillation) are considered
normal.

Figure 1  shows an equivalent circuit of OEO. Here the
following blocks are introduced: «+» (adding), « »
(multiplication), «*» (conjugate) « ∫ » (integration). Blocks L,
A, F designate a laser, an electronic amplifier and an
electronic filter, relatively. Blocks « 1MT » and  « 2MT » are
delays in optical channels MZ and OF and equal to:

1 10M M BCT T T= +  and 2 20M M BCT T T= + . At open switch,

the PD photo-current is ( )PD ES R τ , where PDS  is  the  PD
sensitivity. When this switch is open, there is a strong
correlation between random quantities of Lmm  and Lmϕ  of
different optical MZ channels due to a small delay difference
of optical oscillations (tens picosecond)). At closed switch in
Figure 1 ), the electric oscillation affecting on the second
optical MZ channel is delayed with respect to the optical
oscillation of the first channel by the delay time in the optical
fiber (the delay 1…20 μ s). Interchannel correlation of
random quantities becomes weak. Therefore, requirements to
phase noise smallness are essentially increased.

The normalized correlation function of oscillation
( )L LE E t=  at the MZ output depends on time, and it

unambiguously determines the frequency spectrum of
oscillation power.

We take into account that oscillations 1 01 0L LE k E=  and

2 02 0L LE k E=  are propagated through the different MZ optical

channels, where 01k  and 02k  are excitation coefficients

( 01k + 02k ≈ 1). We introduce the excitation irregularity
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coefficient of MZ optical channels 02 01( / ) 1k kγ = ≈ (in the

experiment 01 02 0.5k k≈ ≈ ), then the result on interferencing

oscillations after MZ is 12 LE . Let us extract the modulus and

the argument of 12 LE  :
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where
1 210 20,2 2M MT Tϕ ν ϕ νπ π= ⋅ = ⋅ .

Figure 2. The magnitude and argument plots of the transfer
function of the MZ modulator versus frequency.

Plots of the modulus 12 LK  and the argument
12arg ( )LK ϕ

are presented in Figure 2, where
12

2 2
12 0/L L LK E E= ,

20 104 ( )M MT Tϕ πν= − . On the y-axis of argument we use

00 20 10( )M MT Tϕ πν−= +  .  Noteworthy, the smoothing degree
of optical channels according to the excited optical power
influences on the modulus and argument of the MZ transfer
function.

 We attract your attention to the fact that in expression for
2

12| |LE  the phase 0 1 ( )L guϕ  is modulated by the harmonic

oscillation
1 0 0( ) cos[2 ( )]g MZ e emu t U f t tπ φ ϕ= + + . The

expression for the function 2

12( )LE  versus the oscillation

amplitude 0MU  and the choice of MZ operation point 0 2Lϕ .

Figure 3. Plots of the power DC bias component of the optical
emission 0 LP  and power AC fundamental component 0GP  of

OEO in the PD photo-current (at MZ output)
.

                     a)                                                       b)
Figure 4. The spectrum structure (qualitative picture) of the

PD photo-current of the OEO (Figure 1, ) at 0 / 2MZ mϕ π= (a)

and 0MZ mϕ π=  (b). Designations: DC component - 0,

enlarged noise spectrum of DC component - 00S , fundamental
harmonic - 1, second harmonic - 2

The MZ operation point varies by the DC bias voltage
(Figure 3). We introduce the constant half-wave MZ bias
voltage 0 MZU

π
, which provides the phase difference 0 2Lϕ  of

180 degrees between optical oscillations of the first and
second MZ channels. Let us suppose for designation
convenience that

1

0

;MZ

MZ

U
x

U
π

= 0
0

0

.
2

MZ
MZ

MZ

U

U
π

π
ϕ =

In OEO we use the optical filter, which effectively
suppress optical harmonics of carries higher than second

2 0 2 fν ν= − , and in the OEO circuit with the single-side band
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coefficient of MZ optical channels 02 01( / ) 1k kγ = ≈ (in the

experiment 01 02 0.5k k≈ ≈ ), then the result on interferencing

oscillations after MZ is 12 LE . Let us extract the modulus and
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Figure 2. The magnitude and argument plots of the transfer
function of the MZ modulator versus frequency.

Plots of the modulus 12 LK  and the argument
12arg ( )LK ϕ

are presented in Figure 2, where
12

2 2
12 0/L L LK E E= ,

20 104 ( )M MT Tϕ πν= − . On the y-axis of argument we use

00 20 10( )M MT Tϕ πν−= +  .  Noteworthy, the smoothing degree
of optical channels according to the excited optical power
influences on the modulus and argument of the MZ transfer
function.

 We attract your attention to the fact that in expression for
2

12| |LE  the phase 0 1 ( )L guϕ  is modulated by the harmonic

oscillation
1 0 0( ) cos[2 ( )]g MZ e emu t U f t tπ φ ϕ= + + . The

expression for the function 2

12( )LE  versus the oscillation

amplitude 0MU  and the choice of MZ operation point 0 2Lϕ .

Figure 3. Plots of the power DC bias component of the optical
emission 0 LP  and power AC fundamental component 0GP  of

OEO in the PD photo-current (at MZ output)
.

                     a)                                                       b)
Figure 4. The spectrum structure (qualitative picture) of the

PD photo-current of the OEO (Figure 1, ) at 0 / 2MZ mϕ π= (a)

and 0MZ mϕ π=  (b). Designations: DC component - 0,

enlarged noise spectrum of DC component - 00S , fundamental
harmonic - 1, second harmonic - 2

The MZ operation point varies by the DC bias voltage
(Figure 3). We introduce the constant half-wave MZ bias
voltage 0 MZU

π
, which provides the phase difference 0 2Lϕ  of

180 degrees between optical oscillations of the first and
second MZ channels. Let us suppose for designation
convenience that
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In OEO we use the optical filter, which effectively
suppress optical harmonics of carries higher than second

2 0 2 fν ν= − , and in the OEO circuit with the single-side band
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harmonics from the “left” are suppressed. Then we may
present the simplified expression for 12 LE .

The expression for 2

12( )LE  can be rewritten using an

expansion on even 2 kJ  and odd 2 1kJ
−

 Bessel functions. Using
the trigonometric formula for cosine of the two angles sum,
we keep the first and second harmonics in the record of the
carrier expression only from the “left of the carrier”. Now we
can write expressions without fluctuations as:
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At spectrum calculation for Bessel functions we use the
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The PD transfer function (or sensitivity) we define as PDS ,
then taking a noise into account, the expression for PD photo-
current is:
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Having introduced the total phase incursion 0 eMZφ , we
obtain following equations for PD photo-current harmonics
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  Calculations are presented according to the approach
accepted in statistic radio engineering. After obtaining of the
correlation function, we determine obtain the normalized (by

PDS ) spectrum of first and second harmonics and noise
contributions as:
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In (8) δ  is the delta-function, and two first terms define
powers of the first and second harmonics of the photo-current.
From these expressions, we can see that levels of first and
second harmonics depends on squared coefficients 2

1a , 2

2a ,
which in turn are defined by a choice of the MZ operation
point and normalized power of optical emission. The third
equation in (8) determines the noise spectrum of the constant
component, while the fourth one – relatively, the noise
spectrum of the fundamental harmonic, while the fifth one –
the second harmonic.

From this research we can make the following conclusion.
The photo-reception, at relatively high optical power arriving
on the PD area, is nonlinear and is accompanied by
appropriate interaction of the constant intensity component
with its alternate component. The level of the constant
component of the optical emission of the PD area affects of
the noise spectrum of the photo-current of the alternate
component of the fundamental photo-current harmonic. To
decrease this influence, we can transfer into MZ operation
mode with 1800-difference of phase incursions in MZ optical
channels. Figure 3 shows PSD and harmonics, which
qualitatively illustrates the formula (8) at different choices of

0 MZϕ .

V  SYMBOLIC EQUATIONS of OEO
If we introduce into equation system (3) and (11) the

operator /p d dt=  and take into consideration the total delay

time BCT  in the open circuit “MZ-C” introducing the FOLD
transfer function BZK , we obtain the system of symbolic
equations with fluctuating noise sources in the compact form
for Laser and OEO:
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where BZK  is the FOLD transfer function, eFT  is the time

constant of the electronic filter (EF), 0eFf  is the EF natural

frequency, Uξ  is the Langevinian noise of the electronic
amplifier, which is defined by shot noises. In (9), the nonlinear
function ( )A PDS i  is introduced, which connects the

instantaneous current PDi  value at the A amplifier input (or the

PD photo-current) with the MZu  voltage at the A amplifier
output (or MZ voltage). Equations (9) describe oscillations in
the opto-electronic part: closed into a loop of MZ, OF, PD, A,
F, C.

Here in (9), we introduce the operator 0 0 0( ) F PQ p Q Q= ,
where

2 2 2

0 0 0 0( +(1 / ) +(2 ) ) / (2 ) ;OF F F FQ p T p πν πν=
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Figure 2. The magnitude and argument plots of the transfer
function of the MZ modulator versus frequency.

Plots of the modulus 12 LK  and the argument
12arg ( )LK ϕ

are presented in Figure 2, where
12
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12 0/L L LK E E= ,

20 104 ( )M MT Tϕ πν= − . On the y-axis of argument we use

00 20 10( )M MT Tϕ πν−= +  .  Noteworthy, the smoothing degree
of optical channels according to the excited optical power
influences on the modulus and argument of the MZ transfer
function.

 We attract your attention to the fact that in expression for
2

12| |LE  the phase 0 1 ( )L guϕ  is modulated by the harmonic

oscillation
1 0 0( ) cos[2 ( )]g MZ e emu t U f t tπ φ ϕ= + + . The

expression for the function 2

12( )LE  versus the oscillation

amplitude 0MU  and the choice of MZ operation point 0 2Lϕ .

Figure 3. Plots of the power DC bias component of the optical
emission 0 LP  and power AC fundamental component 0GP  of

OEO in the PD photo-current (at MZ output)
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Figure 4. The spectrum structure (qualitative picture) of the

PD photo-current of the OEO (Figure 1, ) at 0 / 2MZ mϕ π= (a)

and 0MZ mϕ π=  (b). Designations: DC component - 0,

enlarged noise spectrum of DC component - 00S , fundamental
harmonic - 1, second harmonic - 2

The MZ operation point varies by the DC bias voltage
(Figure 3). We introduce the constant half-wave MZ bias
voltage 0 MZU

π
, which provides the phase difference 0 2Lϕ  of

180 degrees between optical oscillations of the first and
second MZ channels. Let us suppose for designation
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In OEO we use the optical filter, which effectively
suppress optical harmonics of carries higher than second

2 0 2 fν ν= − , and in the OEO circuit with the single-side band
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harmonics from the “left” are suppressed. Then we may
present the simplified expression for 12 LE .

The expression for 2

12( )LE  can be rewritten using an

expansion on even 2 kJ  and odd 2 1kJ
−

 Bessel functions. Using
the trigonometric formula for cosine of the two angles sum,
we keep the first and second harmonics in the record of the
carrier expression only from the “left of the carrier”. Now we
can write expressions without fluctuations as:
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At spectrum calculation for Bessel functions we use the
approximation for [0;1]x ∈ , where 1 0/MZ MZx U U
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The PD transfer function (or sensitivity) we define as PDS ,
then taking a noise into account, the expression for PD photo-
current is:

*

12 12( ) ( )PD PD L L T
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Having introduced the total phase incursion 0 eMZφ , we
obtain following equations for PD photo-current harmonics
not taking a noise into account:
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  Calculations are presented according to the approach
accepted in statistic radio engineering. After obtaining of the
correlation function, we determine obtain the normalized (by

PDS ) spectrum of first and second harmonics and noise
contributions as:
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In (8) δ  is the delta-function, and two first terms define
powers of the first and second harmonics of the photo-current.
From these expressions, we can see that levels of first and
second harmonics depends on squared coefficients 2

1a , 2

2a ,
which in turn are defined by a choice of the MZ operation
point and normalized power of optical emission. The third
equation in (8) determines the noise spectrum of the constant
component, while the fourth one – relatively, the noise
spectrum of the fundamental harmonic, while the fifth one –
the second harmonic.

From this research we can make the following conclusion.
The photo-reception, at relatively high optical power arriving
on the PD area, is nonlinear and is accompanied by
appropriate interaction of the constant intensity component
with its alternate component. The level of the constant
component of the optical emission of the PD area affects of
the noise spectrum of the photo-current of the alternate
component of the fundamental photo-current harmonic. To
decrease this influence, we can transfer into MZ operation
mode with 1800-difference of phase incursions in MZ optical
channels. Figure 3 shows PSD and harmonics, which
qualitatively illustrates the formula (8) at different choices of

0 MZϕ .

V  SYMBOLIC EQUATIONS of OEO
If we introduce into equation system (3) and (11) the

operator /p d dt=  and take into consideration the total delay

time BCT  in the open circuit “MZ-C” introducing the FOLD
transfer function BZK , we obtain the system of symbolic
equations with fluctuating noise sources in the compact form
for Laser and OEO:
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where BZK  is the FOLD transfer function, eFT  is the time

constant of the electronic filter (EF), 0eFf  is the EF natural

frequency, Uξ  is the Langevinian noise of the electronic
amplifier, which is defined by shot noises. In (9), the nonlinear
function ( )A PDS i  is introduced, which connects the

instantaneous current PDi  value at the A amplifier input (or the

PD photo-current) with the MZu  voltage at the A amplifier
output (or MZ voltage). Equations (9) describe oscillations in
the opto-electronic part: closed into a loop of MZ, OF, PD, A,
F, C.

Here in (9), we introduce the operator 0 0 0( ) F PQ p Q Q= ,
where

2 2 2

0 0 0 0( +(1 / ) +(2 ) ) / (2 ) ;OF F F FQ p T p πν πν=
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harmonics from the “left” are suppressed. Then we may
present the simplified expression for 12 LE .

The expression for 2

12( )LE  can be rewritten using an

expansion on even 2 kJ  and odd 2 1kJ
−

 Bessel functions. Using
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At spectrum calculation for Bessel functions we use the
approximation for [0;1]x ∈ , where 1 0/MZ MZx U U
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The PD transfer function (or sensitivity) we define as PDS ,
then taking a noise into account, the expression for PD photo-
current is:
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Having introduced the total phase incursion 0 eMZφ , we
obtain following equations for PD photo-current harmonics
not taking a noise into account:
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  Calculations are presented according to the approach
accepted in statistic radio engineering. After obtaining of the
correlation function, we determine obtain the normalized (by

PDS ) spectrum of first and second harmonics and noise
contributions as:
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In (8) δ  is the delta-function, and two first terms define
powers of the first and second harmonics of the photo-current.
From these expressions, we can see that levels of first and
second harmonics depends on squared coefficients 2

1a , 2

2a ,
which in turn are defined by a choice of the MZ operation
point and normalized power of optical emission. The third
equation in (8) determines the noise spectrum of the constant
component, while the fourth one – relatively, the noise
spectrum of the fundamental harmonic, while the fifth one –
the second harmonic.

From this research we can make the following conclusion.
The photo-reception, at relatively high optical power arriving
on the PD area, is nonlinear and is accompanied by
appropriate interaction of the constant intensity component
with its alternate component. The level of the constant
component of the optical emission of the PD area affects of
the noise spectrum of the photo-current of the alternate
component of the fundamental photo-current harmonic. To
decrease this influence, we can transfer into MZ operation
mode with 1800-difference of phase incursions in MZ optical
channels. Figure 3 shows PSD and harmonics, which
qualitatively illustrates the formula (8) at different choices of

0 MZϕ .

V  SYMBOLIC EQUATIONS of OEO
If we introduce into equation system (3) and (11) the

operator /p d dt=  and take into consideration the total delay

time BCT  in the open circuit “MZ-C” introducing the FOLD
transfer function BZK , we obtain the system of symbolic
equations with fluctuating noise sources in the compact form
for Laser and OEO:
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where BZK  is the FOLD transfer function, eFT  is the time

constant of the electronic filter (EF), 0eFf  is the EF natural

frequency, Uξ  is the Langevinian noise of the electronic
amplifier, which is defined by shot noises. In (9), the nonlinear
function ( )A PDS i  is introduced, which connects the

instantaneous current PDi  value at the A amplifier input (or the

PD photo-current) with the MZu  voltage at the A amplifier
output (or MZ voltage). Equations (9) describe oscillations in
the opto-electronic part: closed into a loop of MZ, OF, PD, A,
F, C.

Here in (9), we introduce the operator 0 0 0( ) F PQ p Q Q= ,
where

2 2 2

0 0 0 0( +(1 / ) +(2 ) ) / (2 ) ;OF F F FQ p T p πν πν=
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2 2 2
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The total noise component SNξ  is determined as
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Coefficients 00α  and 00β  have a sense of amplification and
laser saturation, relatively, and are calculated as
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with a life time of 1T :
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The first equation of the (9) system has a feature that it is
similar by its form to well-studied equations in radio
engineering for the double-circuit autonomous oscillator with
the arcwise-cubic function of the nonlinear inertial element of
the AC voltage versus current. But coefficients included into
equations (9) are expressed via AC components of the laser
physical quantities: a population, a dipole moment, a life-time
on the upper operation level, a time constant of the laser
optical filter, Langevinian noise sources of optical emission,
population and polarization.

A transfer from (9) to differential abbreviated equations

allows not only determination the laser power 0

2
LE  in

steady-state, but to write abbreviated equations with
fluctuations, from which we below obtain expressions for
power spectral density (PSD) of the phase and amplitude
noises. At that, the laser emission intensity is determined by
the expression:
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in which the 00 00( / )α β  coefficient is equal to
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 Thus, the coefficient ratio of 00 00( / )α β  has got the clear
physical sense for lasers. The larger an amplitude of the laser
output optical oscillation, the higher a ratio of relative
population excess on the level under excitation, and inversely
proportional gain factor and lifetime 0 1G T⋅ .

To derive a formula for the noise PSD, we expand the
truncated representation 0 ( )Q p , denoted as ( )Q p , into the real
and imaginary parts:

Re Im( ) ( ) ( ),Q p Q p jQ p= +

where

Re 00 0 =(1 )cos( ) / ( )F F L L LQ FT FT P K+ ,

Im 0 00 0 =(1 )cos( ) / ( )F F L L LQ FT FT P K+ .

The LT is delay in the cavity, 0LK  is the coefficient of a
total loss of optical power in the laser feedback loop. Now we
present of the total complex noise component by a sum of real
and imaginary parts as:

Re Im .SN SN SNjξ ξ ξ= +

Using the standard approach to abbreviation of differential
equations with fluctuating sources, the Fourier transform, the
Wiener-Khinchin theorem, we obtain single sideband (SSB)
PSD of the laser amplitude and phase noise. The ReSNξ  real

part has in spectral representation a view of ReSLS , while the

imaginary part ImSNξ  has a view ImSLS .
SSB PSD equations obtained from (12) for the laser phase

noise, which operates in quasi-stationary mode (single-mode
and single-frequency) have the following form:
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where 2

0 00 00 0E LES α β= − , 2

00 0EL LEσ β= . If for (11) we

examine a case when the imaginary part Im 0FQ = ,

0 0 1L LP K ≈ , and  there is a small delay, i.e., 2cos ( ) 1LFT ≈ ,
2sin ( ) 0LFT ≈ , then expression (11) for PSD gets the classical

form:
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where 2

0 0L LP E= is the optical emission power on the PD light-
sensitive area.

The (11) expression defines that the power growth and
increase of the laser resonator time constant 0 FT  (or resonator
Q-factor increase) leads to reduction of the laser phase noise.

 Expressions (11),(12) for SSB PSD of the laser phase
noise do not reflect the important property of the laser
oscillating system: a presence of the relaxation resonance on
the frequency 00 Lν  at the offset from a carrier 0 Lν , i.e., at

00 00 02 ( )L L LF π ν ν= − . We can take this “resonance peak” into
account at linearization of (3) system with account of the
population equation. At that, the expression for SSB PSD of
the laser phase noise take a form:
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where 1/2

00 1 0 1 0(1 / )(( / ) 1) ,L L FF T T T α= − 0α  is an excess of DC

laser pumping over its threshold value, 00 lα  is a damping

decrement, 11D  and 22D  are the constant coefficients, and

LES , LNS  are. Relatively, spectral densities of impacts in (3)

Eξ , .Nξ  Figure 5 shows the plot 1 of PSD of the laser phase
noise calculated by formula (13) for
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The first equation of the (9) system has a feature that it is
similar by its form to well-studied equations in radio
engineering for the double-circuit autonomous oscillator with
the arcwise-cubic function of the nonlinear inertial element of
the AC voltage versus current. But coefficients included into
equations (9) are expressed via AC components of the laser
physical quantities: a population, a dipole moment, a life-time
on the upper operation level, a time constant of the laser
optical filter, Langevinian noise sources of optical emission,
population and polarization.

A transfer from (9) to differential abbreviated equations

allows not only determination the laser power 0
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steady-state, but to write abbreviated equations with
fluctuations, from which we below obtain expressions for
power spectral density (PSD) of the phase and amplitude
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 Thus, the coefficient ratio of 00 00( / )α β  has got the clear
physical sense for lasers. The larger an amplitude of the laser
output optical oscillation, the higher a ratio of relative
population excess on the level under excitation, and inversely
proportional gain factor and lifetime 0 1G T⋅ .

To derive a formula for the noise PSD, we expand the
truncated representation 0 ( )Q p , denoted as ( )Q p , into the real
and imaginary parts:

Re Im( ) ( ) ( ),Q p Q p jQ p= +

where

Re 00 0 =(1 )cos( ) / ( )F F L L LQ FT FT P K+ ,

Im 0 00 0 =(1 )cos( ) / ( )F F L L LQ FT FT P K+ .

The LT is delay in the cavity, 0LK  is the coefficient of a
total loss of optical power in the laser feedback loop. Now we
present of the total complex noise component by a sum of real
and imaginary parts as:
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Using the standard approach to abbreviation of differential
equations with fluctuating sources, the Fourier transform, the
Wiener-Khinchin theorem, we obtain single sideband (SSB)
PSD of the laser amplitude and phase noise. The ReSNξ  real

part has in spectral representation a view of ReSLS , while the

imaginary part ImSNξ  has a view ImSLS .
SSB PSD equations obtained from (12) for the laser phase

noise, which operates in quasi-stationary mode (single-mode
and single-frequency) have the following form:
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examine a case when the imaginary part Im 0FQ = ,
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where 2

0 0L LP E= is the optical emission power on the PD light-
sensitive area.

The (11) expression defines that the power growth and
increase of the laser resonator time constant 0 FT  (or resonator
Q-factor increase) leads to reduction of the laser phase noise.

 Expressions (11),(12) for SSB PSD of the laser phase
noise do not reflect the important property of the laser
oscillating system: a presence of the relaxation resonance on
the frequency 00 Lν  at the offset from a carrier 0 Lν , i.e., at

00 00 02 ( )L L LF π ν ν= − . We can take this “resonance peak” into
account at linearization of (3) system with account of the
population equation. At that, the expression for SSB PSD of
the laser phase noise take a form:
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laser pumping over its threshold value, 00 lα  is a damping

decrement, 11D  and 22D  are the constant coefficients, and

LES , LNS  are. Relatively, spectral densities of impacts in (3)

Eξ , .Nξ  Figure 5 shows the plot 1 of PSD of the laser phase
noise calculated by formula (13) for
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Figure 5.Laser phase noise SSB PSD (curve 1), calculated by
(13), and OEO phase noise SSB PSD (curve 2).

VI  OEO PHASE NOISE SSB PSD
From equations (9) with account of (10) for nonlinear

characteristic of the A amplifier (Figure 1) as a cubic
polynomial 3

0 0( )A e ei u u uα β= − (where u is the
instantaneous voltage at the amplifier input, and the average
slope of this characteristics is 00 00 0(3 / 4)U e e GPσ α β= − ) and
we can obtain through laser and delay line parameters the
power of the opto-Electronic oscillator  radiofrequency
generation 0GP :
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Similarly to (11) for laser PSD, we obtain from the general
symbolic equations (9) the equation for PSD S

Ψ
 of the OEO

phase noise. PSD S
Ψ

 reduced to the radiofrequency oscillation

power
0G

P is determined by expression derived in [12]
according to the Evtianov-Kuleshov approach:
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where Im Im ( )FDNY FDNYS S F= , Re Re ( )FDNY FDNYS S F=  are the in-
phase and quadrature components of fluctuations determining
by the joint noises of a laser, a photodiode, and in the
amplifier the OEO closed loop; F is the analysis frequency ω

offset from the generation frequency 0ω , ( 0F ω ω= − );

Re Re ( )a aY Y F= , Im Im ( )a aY Y F=  the in-phase and quadrature
components of the OEO control conductance (abbreviated
representations) Re Im =a a aY Y jY+ :
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where BZK the modulus of the transfer function of the open

circuit OEO, BCT  is the total delay time of oscillations in the

OEO open loop including a delay in the OF fiber, My  is the
input normalized conductivity of the MZ modulator.

Let us consider the case of large delay and we take into
account the laser SSB PSD as in (13). Let in (14)

Im ReFDNY FDNY spS S N hν= = , where the spN  is a number of

spontaneous photons received by PD, while ReaY and ImaY are
defined as (18) and (19) . Then the function of OEO phase
noise PSD (17) can be represented as
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where AC   - the constant coefficient, the 2K  coefficient
depends on the delay time in the optical fiber and on the laser
optical power and it is equal
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From (17), (18) we see that the laser phase noise are
suppressed with OF length growth, increase of the total
transfer function in the OEO loop, the laser power as well as

00eα  and 00eβ  choice.
Figure 5 shows plots of (13), (18) which are limited functions of

OEO of the phase noise PSD with account of small noises of PD and
the A amplifier, at laser phase noise for the offset frequency 1 kHz
equaled to about -120 dB/Hz, at laser power 20 mW, the delay of

65 10BCT −= ⋅ s (the OF length is 100 m), Uσ =1. We see that the first
peak is defined by the laser phase noise PSD, and average suppression
of the phase noise for 50 kHz offset is more, that  -10 dB/Hz.

 Figure 6 shows the OEO phase noise PSD versus delay time BCT
(or the length of the optical fiber). This calculation is fulfilled on the
basis of formulas (17), (18) with about the same assumptions and
values of the laser phase noise and main OEO parameters as in Figure
5. It should be noted that at the optical fiber length of 2 km the uniform
suppression of the laser phase noise is achieved in the offset range
1…50 kHz. Calculation of the phase noise suppression factor 2 ( )K F

suppression factor according to (18) is presented in Figure 7 Uσ =1

1Uσ = : / 1BC FT T = ,
0 2L BZP K = (curve 1); / 10BC FT T = ,

0 2L BZP K =  (curve 2); / 10BC FT T = ,
0 4L BZP K =  (3 curve). It

can be seen that increase of delay time from / 1BC FT T =  (curve 1)

to / 10BC FT T =  (curve 2) results in reduction of 2K  factor more than

10 times in the rated offset frequency FF T⋅ range 0.05…0.5. For

example,
0 2L BZP K = , / 10BC FT T = , 510BCT −= s, 610FT −= s.

It is shown that at OF length, the further reduction of the OEO phase
noise is possible using the PLL (phase-locked loop) system.
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The first equation of the (9) system has a feature that it is
similar by its form to well-studied equations in radio
engineering for the double-circuit autonomous oscillator with
the arcwise-cubic function of the nonlinear inertial element of
the AC voltage versus current. But coefficients included into
equations (9) are expressed via AC components of the laser
physical quantities: a population, a dipole moment, a life-time
on the upper operation level, a time constant of the laser
optical filter, Langevinian noise sources of optical emission,
population and polarization.

A transfer from (9) to differential abbreviated equations

allows not only determination the laser power 0

2
LE  in

steady-state, but to write abbreviated equations with
fluctuations, from which we below obtain expressions for
power spectral density (PSD) of the phase and amplitude
noises. At that, the laser emission intensity is determined by
the expression:
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 Thus, the coefficient ratio of 00 00( / )α β  has got the clear
physical sense for lasers. The larger an amplitude of the laser
output optical oscillation, the higher a ratio of relative
population excess on the level under excitation, and inversely
proportional gain factor and lifetime 0 1G T⋅ .

To derive a formula for the noise PSD, we expand the
truncated representation 0 ( )Q p , denoted as ( )Q p , into the real
and imaginary parts:

Re Im( ) ( ) ( ),Q p Q p jQ p= +

where

Re 00 0 =(1 )cos( ) / ( )F F L L LQ FT FT P K+ ,

Im 0 00 0 =(1 )cos( ) / ( )F F L L LQ FT FT P K+ .

The LT is delay in the cavity, 0LK  is the coefficient of a
total loss of optical power in the laser feedback loop. Now we
present of the total complex noise component by a sum of real
and imaginary parts as:

Re Im .SN SN SNjξ ξ ξ= +

Using the standard approach to abbreviation of differential
equations with fluctuating sources, the Fourier transform, the
Wiener-Khinchin theorem, we obtain single sideband (SSB)
PSD of the laser amplitude and phase noise. The ReSNξ  real

part has in spectral representation a view of ReSLS , while the

imaginary part ImSNξ  has a view ImSLS .
SSB PSD equations obtained from (12) for the laser phase

noise, which operates in quasi-stationary mode (single-mode
and single-frequency) have the following form:
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where 2

0 00 00 0E LES α β= − , 2

00 0EL LEσ β= . If for (11) we

examine a case when the imaginary part Im 0FQ = ,

0 0 1L LP K ≈ , and  there is a small delay, i.e., 2cos ( ) 1LFT ≈ ,
2sin ( ) 0LFT ≈ , then expression (11) for PSD gets the classical

form:
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where 2

0 0L LP E= is the optical emission power on the PD light-
sensitive area.

The (11) expression defines that the power growth and
increase of the laser resonator time constant 0 FT  (or resonator
Q-factor increase) leads to reduction of the laser phase noise.

 Expressions (11),(12) for SSB PSD of the laser phase
noise do not reflect the important property of the laser
oscillating system: a presence of the relaxation resonance on
the frequency 00 Lν  at the offset from a carrier 0 Lν , i.e., at

00 00 02 ( )L L LF π ν ν= − . We can take this “resonance peak” into
account at linearization of (3) system with account of the
population equation. At that, the expression for SSB PSD of
the laser phase noise take a form:
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where 1/2

00 1 0 1 0(1 / )(( / ) 1) ,L L FF T T T α= − 0α  is an excess of DC

laser pumping over its threshold value, 00 lα  is a damping

decrement, 11D  and 22D  are the constant coefficients, and

LES , LNS  are. Relatively, spectral densities of impacts in (3)

Eξ , .Nξ  Figure 5 shows the plot 1 of PSD of the laser phase
noise calculated by formula (13) for
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Figure 5.Laser phase noise SSB PSD (curve 1), calculated by
(13), and OEO phase noise SSB PSD (curve 2).

VI  OEO PHASE NOISE SSB PSD
From equations (9) with account of (10) for nonlinear

characteristic of the A amplifier (Figure 1) as a cubic
polynomial 3

0 0( )A e ei u u uα β= − (where u is the
instantaneous voltage at the amplifier input, and the average
slope of this characteristics is 00 00 0(3 / 4)U e e GPσ α β= − ) and
we can obtain through laser and delay line parameters the
power of the opto-Electronic oscillator  radiofrequency
generation 0GP :
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Similarly to (11) for laser PSD, we obtain from the general
symbolic equations (9) the equation for PSD S

Ψ
 of the OEO

phase noise. PSD S
Ψ

 reduced to the radiofrequency oscillation

power
0G

P is determined by expression derived in [12]
according to the Evtianov-Kuleshov approach:
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where Im Im ( )FDNY FDNYS S F= , Re Re ( )FDNY FDNYS S F=  are the in-
phase and quadrature components of fluctuations determining
by the joint noises of a laser, a photodiode, and in the
amplifier the OEO closed loop; F is the analysis frequency ω

offset from the generation frequency 0ω , ( 0F ω ω= − );

Re Re ( )a aY Y F= , Im Im ( )a aY Y F=  the in-phase and quadrature
components of the OEO control conductance (abbreviated
representations) Re Im =a a aY Y jY+ :
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where BZK the modulus of the transfer function of the open

circuit OEO, BCT  is the total delay time of oscillations in the

OEO open loop including a delay in the OF fiber, My  is the
input normalized conductivity of the MZ modulator.

Let us consider the case of large delay and we take into
account the laser SSB PSD as in (13). Let in (14)

Im ReFDNY FDNY spS S N hν= = , where the spN  is a number of

spontaneous photons received by PD, while ReaY and ImaY are
defined as (18) and (19) . Then the function of OEO phase
noise PSD (17) can be represented as
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where AC   - the constant coefficient, the 2K  coefficient
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From (17), (18) we see that the laser phase noise are
suppressed with OF length growth, increase of the total
transfer function in the OEO loop, the laser power as well as

00eα  and 00eβ  choice.
Figure 5 shows plots of (13), (18) which are limited functions of

OEO of the phase noise PSD with account of small noises of PD and
the A amplifier, at laser phase noise for the offset frequency 1 kHz
equaled to about -120 dB/Hz, at laser power 20 mW, the delay of

65 10BCT −= ⋅ s (the OF length is 100 m), Uσ =1. We see that the first
peak is defined by the laser phase noise PSD, and average suppression
of the phase noise for 50 kHz offset is more, that  -10 dB/Hz.

 Figure 6 shows the OEO phase noise PSD versus delay time BCT
(or the length of the optical fiber). This calculation is fulfilled on the
basis of formulas (17), (18) with about the same assumptions and
values of the laser phase noise and main OEO parameters as in Figure
5. It should be noted that at the optical fiber length of 2 km the uniform
suppression of the laser phase noise is achieved in the offset range
1…50 kHz. Calculation of the phase noise suppression factor 2 ( )K F

suppression factor according to (18) is presented in Figure 7 Uσ =1

1Uσ = : / 1BC FT T = ,
0 2L BZP K = (curve 1); / 10BC FT T = ,

0 2L BZP K =  (curve 2); / 10BC FT T = ,
0 4L BZP K =  (3 curve). It

can be seen that increase of delay time from / 1BC FT T =  (curve 1)

to / 10BC FT T =  (curve 2) results in reduction of 2K  factor more than

10 times in the rated offset frequency FF T⋅ range 0.05…0.5. For

example,
0 2L BZP K = , / 10BC FT T = , 510BCT −= s, 610FT −= s.

It is shown that at OF length, the further reduction of the OEO phase
noise is possible using the PLL (phase-locked loop) system.
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Figure 5.Laser phase noise SSB PSD (curve 1), calculated by
(13), and OEO phase noise SSB PSD (curve 2).
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instantaneous voltage at the amplifier input, and the average
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we can obtain through laser and delay line parameters the
power of the opto-Electronic oscillator  radiofrequency
generation 0GP :
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Similarly to (11) for laser PSD, we obtain from the general
symbolic equations (9) the equation for PSD S

Ψ
 of the OEO

phase noise. PSD S
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 reduced to the radiofrequency oscillation
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P is determined by expression derived in [12]
according to the Evtianov-Kuleshov approach:
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where Im Im ( )FDNY FDNYS S F= , Re Re ( )FDNY FDNYS S F=  are the in-
phase and quadrature components of fluctuations determining
by the joint noises of a laser, a photodiode, and in the
amplifier the OEO closed loop; F is the analysis frequency ω

offset from the generation frequency 0ω , ( 0F ω ω= − );

Re Re ( )a aY Y F= , Im Im ( )a aY Y F=  the in-phase and quadrature
components of the OEO control conductance (abbreviated
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where BZK the modulus of the transfer function of the open

circuit OEO, BCT  is the total delay time of oscillations in the

OEO open loop including a delay in the OF fiber, My  is the
input normalized conductivity of the MZ modulator.

Let us consider the case of large delay and we take into
account the laser SSB PSD as in (13). Let in (14)

Im ReFDNY FDNY spS S N hν= = , where the spN  is a number of

spontaneous photons received by PD, while ReaY and ImaY are
defined as (18) and (19) . Then the function of OEO phase
noise PSD (17) can be represented as
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where AC   - the constant coefficient, the 2K  coefficient
depends on the delay time in the optical fiber and on the laser
optical power and it is equal
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From (17), (18) we see that the laser phase noise are
suppressed with OF length growth, increase of the total
transfer function in the OEO loop, the laser power as well as

00eα  and 00eβ  choice.
Figure 5 shows plots of (13), (18) which are limited functions of

OEO of the phase noise PSD with account of small noises of PD and
the A amplifier, at laser phase noise for the offset frequency 1 kHz
equaled to about -120 dB/Hz, at laser power 20 mW, the delay of

65 10BCT −= ⋅ s (the OF length is 100 m), Uσ =1. We see that the first
peak is defined by the laser phase noise PSD, and average suppression
of the phase noise for 50 kHz offset is more, that  -10 dB/Hz.

 Figure 6 shows the OEO phase noise PSD versus delay time BCT
(or the length of the optical fiber). This calculation is fulfilled on the
basis of formulas (17), (18) with about the same assumptions and
values of the laser phase noise and main OEO parameters as in Figure
5. It should be noted that at the optical fiber length of 2 km the uniform
suppression of the laser phase noise is achieved in the offset range
1…50 kHz. Calculation of the phase noise suppression factor 2 ( )K F

suppression factor according to (18) is presented in Figure 7 Uσ =1

1Uσ = : / 1BC FT T = ,
0 2L BZP K = (curve 1); / 10BC FT T = ,

0 2L BZP K =  (curve 2); / 10BC FT T = ,
0 4L BZP K =  (3 curve). It

can be seen that increase of delay time from / 1BC FT T =  (curve 1)

to / 10BC FT T =  (curve 2) results in reduction of 2K  factor more than

10 times in the rated offset frequency FF T⋅ range 0.05…0.5. For

example,
0 2L BZP K = , / 10BC FT T = , 510BCT −= s, 610FT −= s.

It is shown that at OF length, the further reduction of the OEO phase
noise is possible using the PLL (phase-locked loop) system.
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Calculation results are well-agreed with experimental dependences of
OEO phase noise SSB PSD, which can be found in [14]. Here, we
should remind that first publications on research of frequency stability
in OEO with the help of FOLD were fulfilled in 1987-1989 at Radio
Transmitter Dept. of Moscow Power Engineering Institute (now 
MPEI) while the OEO circuit was offered in [15].

Figure 6. OEO phase noise SSB PSD of MZ modulator
depending upon the delay time in OF at various offsets from

the radiofrequency of 10 GHz.

Figure 7. The phase noise suppression factor 2K  (equation
(18)) versus the rated offset frequency FF T⋅  from the OEO

generation frequency 0f  at different delays  in the optical
fiber of delay time /BC FT T  and the power of the laser optical

emission OLP ,
BZK    and 1Uσ = : / 1BC FT T = ,

0 2L BZP K =

(curve 1); / 10BC FT T = ,
0 2L BZP K =  (curve 2);

/ 10BC FT T = ,
0 4L BZP K =  (3 curve).

VII  EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS
Experimental researches were devoted for several

experimental OEO of microwave range with various pumping
laser diodes, which emit at wavelengths of 1310 nm or 1550
nm. The maximal output power of optical emission for used
laser diodes formed about 10…20 mW. Figure 8   shows the
photo picture of one piece assembled on the base of the circuit
in  Figure 1( ). As the photo-detector, we applied the FD on

the base of InGaAs. The radiofrequency filter  represented the
dielectric resonator of microwave range with the loaded Q-
factor of 1000. This resonator was made on ceramics and had
a natural frequency 8.2 GHz. This breadboard model used the
wideband (up to 12 GHz) modulation of laser emission, which
was performed by the Mach-Zender modulator from Hitachi
Co. The single-mode light guiders with lengths from 60 m to
4640 m were used for experiments. The stable generation of
single-frequency oscillation at frequency close to 8.2 GHz was
observed in OEO system for various OF lengths.

The delay of OEO signal was performed with the help of
additional fiber-optical light guider with the 10km-length and
the additional photo-diode. The phase noise level at usage of
different lasers formed the value –100… –127 dB/Hz, for
offsets 1…10 kHz from the microwave sub-carrier frequency
under generation and it depends on the spectral line width of
laser emission.

Essential reduction of the phase noise by 15 dB was
observed in OEO using the differential delay line on the base
of two optical fibers of different length. These experimental
functions are well-agreed with theoretical at account of the
stabilization effect at OF lengths more than 2000 m.

Figure 8. General view of the experimental breadboard of low-
noise laser opto-electronic oscillator of microwave range. The
mean oscillation frequency is 8…10 GHz.

VIII  CONCLUSION

Under assumption of the small and large oscillation
amplitude at the modulator electrical input, we study OEO as a
system in which two oscillation processes are developed on
the optical frequency and in radiofrequency. The relatively
simple expressions for phase noise PSD of the radiofrequency
generation in optoelectronic generator in the mode with the
single-side carrier with an account of the laser phase noise.
The analysis fulfilled shows that under condition of
predominance of laser noises being detected over v noises of
the electronic amplifier and the OEO photo-detector of the
filtering system.

For reduction of spurious influence of DC intensity
component on the photo-detector we offer to use the
modulator operation mode with an offset of the optical
channels «pi».

The suppression factor of the OEO laser phase noise at
optical fiber lengths from 2 to 10 km is about -8…-10 dB/Hz
at offset of F =1 kHz. Utilization in OEO of the highly-
coherent laser with the phase noise less than ( ) 100S F = −
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wideband (up to 12 GHz) modulation of laser emission, which
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Co. The single-mode light guiders with lengths from 60 m to
4640 m were used for experiments. The stable generation of
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observed in OEO system for various OF lengths.

The delay of OEO signal was performed with the help of
additional fiber-optical light guider with the 10km-length and
the additional photo-diode. The phase noise level at usage of
different lasers formed the value –100… –127 dB/Hz, for
offsets 1…10 kHz from the microwave sub-carrier frequency
under generation and it depends on the spectral line width of
laser emission.
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stabilization effect at OF lengths more than 2000 m.
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VIII  CONCLUSION

Under assumption of the small and large oscillation
amplitude at the modulator electrical input, we study OEO as a
system in which two oscillation processes are developed on
the optical frequency and in radiofrequency. The relatively
simple expressions for phase noise PSD of the radiofrequency
generation in optoelectronic generator in the mode with the
single-side carrier with an account of the laser phase noise.
The analysis fulfilled shows that under condition of
predominance of laser noises being detected over v noises of
the electronic amplifier and the OEO photo-detector of the
filtering system.

For reduction of spurious influence of DC intensity
component on the photo-detector we offer to use the
modulator operation mode with an offset of the optical
channels «pi».

The suppression factor of the OEO laser phase noise at
optical fiber lengths from 2 to 10 km is about -8…-10 dB/Hz
at offset of F =1 kHz. Utilization in OEO of the highly-
coherent laser with the phase noise less than ( ) 100S F = −
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dB/Hz (at the same offset) is the condition of OEO small
phase noises less than ( ) 130S F = −  dB/Hz at the 1F =  kHz
offset. The value of the OEO power spectral density is
proportional to the spectral line width of the laser optical
emission.
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Calculation results are well-agreed with experimental dependences of
OEO phase noise SSB PSD, which can be found in [14]. Here, we
should remind that first publications on research of frequency stability
in OEO with the help of FOLD were fulfilled in 1987-1989 at Radio
Transmitter Dept. of Moscow Power Engineering Institute (now 
MPEI) while the OEO circuit was offered in [15].

Figure 6. OEO phase noise SSB PSD of MZ modulator
depending upon the delay time in OF at various offsets from

the radiofrequency of 10 GHz.

Figure 7. The phase noise suppression factor 2K  (equation
(18)) versus the rated offset frequency FF T⋅  from the OEO

generation frequency 0f  at different delays  in the optical
fiber of delay time /BC FT T  and the power of the laser optical

emission OLP ,
BZK    and 1Uσ = : / 1BC FT T = ,

0 2L BZP K =

(curve 1); / 10BC FT T = ,
0 2L BZP K =  (curve 2);

/ 10BC FT T = ,
0 4L BZP K =  (3 curve).
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experimental OEO of microwave range with various pumping
laser diodes, which emit at wavelengths of 1310 nm or 1550
nm. The maximal output power of optical emission for used
laser diodes formed about 10…20 mW. Figure 8   shows the
photo picture of one piece assembled on the base of the circuit
in  Figure 1( ). As the photo-detector, we applied the FD on

the base of InGaAs. The radiofrequency filter  represented the
dielectric resonator of microwave range with the loaded Q-
factor of 1000. This resonator was made on ceramics and had
a natural frequency 8.2 GHz. This breadboard model used the
wideband (up to 12 GHz) modulation of laser emission, which
was performed by the Mach-Zender modulator from Hitachi
Co. The single-mode light guiders with lengths from 60 m to
4640 m were used for experiments. The stable generation of
single-frequency oscillation at frequency close to 8.2 GHz was
observed in OEO system for various OF lengths.

The delay of OEO signal was performed with the help of
additional fiber-optical light guider with the 10km-length and
the additional photo-diode. The phase noise level at usage of
different lasers formed the value –100… –127 dB/Hz, for
offsets 1…10 kHz from the microwave sub-carrier frequency
under generation and it depends on the spectral line width of
laser emission.

Essential reduction of the phase noise by 15 dB was
observed in OEO using the differential delay line on the base
of two optical fibers of different length. These experimental
functions are well-agreed with theoretical at account of the
stabilization effect at OF lengths more than 2000 m.

Figure 8. General view of the experimental breadboard of low-
noise laser opto-electronic oscillator of microwave range. The
mean oscillation frequency is 8…10 GHz.

VIII  CONCLUSION

Under assumption of the small and large oscillation
amplitude at the modulator electrical input, we study OEO as a
system in which two oscillation processes are developed on
the optical frequency and in radiofrequency. The relatively
simple expressions for phase noise PSD of the radiofrequency
generation in optoelectronic generator in the mode with the
single-side carrier with an account of the laser phase noise.
The analysis fulfilled shows that under condition of
predominance of laser noises being detected over v noises of
the electronic amplifier and the OEO photo-detector of the
filtering system.

For reduction of spurious influence of DC intensity
component on the photo-detector we offer to use the
modulator operation mode with an offset of the optical
channels «pi».

The suppression factor of the OEO laser phase noise at
optical fiber lengths from 2 to 10 km is about -8…-10 dB/Hz
at offset of F =1 kHz. Utilization in OEO of the highly-
coherent laser with the phase noise less than ( ) 100S F = −
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dB/Hz (at the same offset) is the condition of OEO small
phase noises less than ( ) 130S F = −  dB/Hz at the 1F =  kHz
offset. The value of the OEO power spectral density is
proportional to the spectral line width of the laser optical
emission.
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I. INTRODUCTION 
HISpaper presents an evaluation tool of an optical 
distance measurement system. Optical distance 
measurement can have errors, apparently larger than 

traditional systems [1, 2]. Using the Six Sigma (6σ) tools, we 
can ensure that optical distance measurement is accurate, 
having high precision at smaller and bigger distances too [18]. 

In today's industrialized world, robots are the key elements 
which makes possible to build products in big volume and 
with a highquality standard to cover the needs of today's 
consumer world [3, 4, 14, 15]. Robots need to measure 
distances to know their position in space and the distance to 
the manipulated object [5]. They must use optical distance 
measurement methods to ensure flexibility [6]. Optical 
distance measurement with the usage of stereo cameras [16] is 
one of the most common ways to achieve high precision 
distance measurement for industrial robots [7]. 

Measurement system analysis (MSA) is often performed to 
ensure that the system behaves as desired [10]. First, a pretest 
is done, where the measurement system errors are measured 
[11]. After, some corrections are made, and is checked if the 
changes really reduced the measurement errors [12]. 
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II. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
In the laboratory we had access to an educational/industrial 

robotic arm (Fig. 1), which we needed to program to track the 
sun [18]. The demand was to know its position in space and 
the distance to the manipulated object to implement automated 
software which can control it to move autonomously [18]. The 
optical distance measurement was the best solution to obtain 
the position of the key parts of the robotic arm in space [8]. 
We evaluated the optical distance measurement against the 
distances measured with laser. The optical distance 
measurement had some errors. We had to measure somehow if 
these errors are acceptable, if some corrections are needed, or 
if we need to use another distance measurement method [9]. 

 
Fig. 1.  The normal probability plot, for the actual real distance and the 
distance computed, by the system using the cameras. 

 
On Fig. 2 there can be seen the optical distance 

measurement method with two cameras (stereo cameras). 

 
Fig. 2.  Distance computation using two video cameras (stereo cameras). 
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The camera separation and initial distance from the base of 
the robotic arm is measured previously with laser. These 
values are hardcoded in the automated distance measurement 
software, made by the authors, in C++ programming language, 
for the robotic arm. The automated distance measurement 
system can compute the distances to each colored bottle cap 
(blue, yellow and red) at the robotic arm’s joints. The colored 
bottle caps are recognized using color filtering. 

On the  and  axes the distance can be computed easily 
based on a 2D coordinate system based on the pixels from one 
camera. To compute the distance on the  axis (in 3D) the 
following formulas were used. 

On equation (1) can be seen the tangent of the  and  
angles. 

 


 = 	 = 	  (1) 

 
The initial offset can be computed from the  coordinates of 

the left and right camera, as shown on equation (2). 
 	 =  −  (2) 
 
The conversion factor can be computed as shown on 

equation (3). 
 	 = 	 × 		  (3) 
 
The final offset can be computed from the  coordinates of 

the left and right camera, as shown on equation (4). 
 	 = 	  −  (4) 
 
The final distance can be computed as shown on equation 

(5). 
 	 = 	 × 		  (5) 
 
The novelty of the paper is measuring movement distances 

for a robotic arm’s gripper, during movement (dynamically), 
with the usage of two cameras (stereo cameras) in realtime. 

To have a robotic arm which can move freely, to execute 
any given task, as it was programmed previously (statically), 
the optical distance measurement must be very precise. To test 
the robustness of the optical distance measurement, the system 
must be tested as any industrial process. The best way to test 
this is to create a measurement system analysis (MSA) using 
Six Sigma tools.  

III. PROBLEM SOLUTION 
The optical distance measurement method was tested using 

Six Sigma tools [17]. Six Sigma represents a set of methods 
and tools which are used to improve the process. Six Sigma 
methods try to improve the quality of a process by finding and 

eliminating the root causes of defects. It uses a set of quality 
management tools, mainly statistical tools. The Six Sigma 
tools were implemented using graphs in Minitab statistical 
software [18]. 

These tools can show if the measurements are accurate 
enough and if some fine tuning is needed [13]. 

As shown on Table I., the system was tested with 
measurements at different distances. The range of values used 
for the measurements is between 100 mm and 3000 mm, with 
100 mm step. The real values, measured by laser, and the 
distance measured and computed by the system with the 
cameras are very close. There are two cameras, they are 
placed near each other, and the distance is computed with 
stereo triangulation. We computed also an error delta, the 
difference between the actual distance value and the value 
measured by the camera system. The low sample size is not a 
problem for the Six Sigma tools, because it can be used 
always normal probability plot instead of histograms. 

 
TABLE I 

DISTANCE MEASUREMENT USING CAMERAS AT DIFFERENT DISTANCES [MM] 
AND THE MEASUREMENT ERROR DELTA [MM] 

Real Distance [mm] Computed Distance 
[mm] Error Delta [mm] 

100 99 1 
200 202 2 
300 303 3 
400 395 5 
500 502 2 
600 598 2 
700 699 1 
800 797 3 
900 904 4 

1000 1005 5 
1100 1101 1 
1200 1204 4 
1300 1298 2 
1400 1402 2 
1500 1494 6 
1600 1599 1 
1700 1701 1 
1800 1802 2 
1900 1905 5 
2000 2005 5 
2100 2105 5 
2200 2202 2 
2300 2302 2 
2400 2404 4 
2500 2496 4 
2600 2598 2 
2700 2697 3 
2800 2796 4 
2900 2902 2 
3000 3006 6 

IV. EVALUATION 
In Fig. 3 we present a normal probability plot with a 95% 

confidence interval of the two measurements, the real distance 
and the measured distance with the camera system. Please 
note that these graphs overlap almost perfectly, so the 
measured distance, does not differ very much from the actual 
distance. The AndersonDarling (AD)value is 0.321, and the 
pvalue (the pvalue or probability value is the probability for 
a specific statistical model, when the null hypothesis is true) is 
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II. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
In the laboratory we had access to an educational/industrial 

robotic arm (Fig. 1), which we needed to program to track the 
sun [18]. The demand was to know its position in space and 
the distance to the manipulated object to implement automated 
software which can control it to move autonomously [18]. The 
optical distance measurement was the best solution to obtain 
the position of the key parts of the robotic arm in space [8]. 
We evaluated the optical distance measurement against the 
distances measured with laser. The optical distance 
measurement had some errors. We had to measure somehow if 
these errors are acceptable, if some corrections are needed, or 
if we need to use another distance measurement method [9]. 

 
Fig. 1.  The normal probability plot, for the actual real distance and the 
distance computed, by the system using the cameras. 

 
On Fig. 2 there can be seen the optical distance 

measurement method with two cameras (stereo cameras). 

 
Fig. 2.  Distance computation using two video cameras (stereo cameras). 
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The camera separation and initial distance from the base of 
the robotic arm is measured previously with laser. These 
values are hardcoded in the automated distance measurement 
software, made by the authors, in C++ programming language, 
for the robotic arm. The automated distance measurement 
system can compute the distances to each colored bottle cap 
(blue, yellow and red) at the robotic arm’s joints. The colored 
bottle caps are recognized using color filtering. 

On the  and  axes the distance can be computed easily 
based on a 2D coordinate system based on the pixels from one 
camera. To compute the distance on the  axis (in 3D) the 
following formulas were used. 

On equation (1) can be seen the tangent of the  and  
angles. 

 


 = 	 = 	  (1) 

 
The initial offset can be computed from the  coordinates of 

the left and right camera, as shown on equation (2). 
 	 =  −  (2) 
 
The conversion factor can be computed as shown on 

equation (3). 
 	 = 	 × 		  (3) 
 
The final offset can be computed from the  coordinates of 

the left and right camera, as shown on equation (4). 
 	 = 	  −  (4) 
 
The final distance can be computed as shown on equation 

(5). 
 	 = 	 × 		  (5) 
 
The novelty of the paper is measuring movement distances 

for a robotic arm’s gripper, during movement (dynamically), 
with the usage of two cameras (stereo cameras) in realtime. 

To have a robotic arm which can move freely, to execute 
any given task, as it was programmed previously (statically), 
the optical distance measurement must be very precise. To test 
the robustness of the optical distance measurement, the system 
must be tested as any industrial process. The best way to test 
this is to create a measurement system analysis (MSA) using 
Six Sigma tools.  

III. PROBLEM SOLUTION 
The optical distance measurement method was tested using 

Six Sigma tools [17]. Six Sigma represents a set of methods 
and tools which are used to improve the process. Six Sigma 
methods try to improve the quality of a process by finding and 

eliminating the root causes of defects. It uses a set of quality 
management tools, mainly statistical tools. The Six Sigma 
tools were implemented using graphs in Minitab statistical 
software [18]. 

These tools can show if the measurements are accurate 
enough and if some fine tuning is needed [13]. 

As shown on Table I., the system was tested with 
measurements at different distances. The range of values used 
for the measurements is between 100 mm and 3000 mm, with 
100 mm step. The real values, measured by laser, and the 
distance measured and computed by the system with the 
cameras are very close. There are two cameras, they are 
placed near each other, and the distance is computed with 
stereo triangulation. We computed also an error delta, the 
difference between the actual distance value and the value 
measured by the camera system. The low sample size is not a 
problem for the Six Sigma tools, because it can be used 
always normal probability plot instead of histograms. 

 
TABLE I 

DISTANCE MEASUREMENT USING CAMERAS AT DIFFERENT DISTANCES [MM] 
AND THE MEASUREMENT ERROR DELTA [MM] 

Real Distance [mm] Computed Distance 
[mm] Error Delta [mm] 

100 99 1 
200 202 2 
300 303 3 
400 395 5 
500 502 2 
600 598 2 
700 699 1 
800 797 3 
900 904 4 

1000 1005 5 
1100 1101 1 
1200 1204 4 
1300 1298 2 
1400 1402 2 
1500 1494 6 
1600 1599 1 
1700 1701 1 
1800 1802 2 
1900 1905 5 
2000 2005 5 
2100 2105 5 
2200 2202 2 
2300 2302 2 
2400 2404 4 
2500 2496 4 
2600 2598 2 
2700 2697 3 
2800 2796 4 
2900 2902 2 
3000 3006 6 

IV. EVALUATION 
In Fig. 3 we present a normal probability plot with a 95% 

confidence interval of the two measurements, the real distance 
and the measured distance with the camera system. Please 
note that these graphs overlap almost perfectly, so the 
measured distance, does not differ very much from the actual 
distance. The AndersonDarling (AD)value is 0.321, and the 
pvalue (the pvalue or probability value is the probability for 
a specific statistical model, when the null hypothesis is true) is 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
HISpaper presents an evaluation tool of an optical 
distance measurement system. Optical distance 
measurement can have errors, apparently larger than 

traditional systems [1, 2]. Using the Six Sigma (6σ) tools, we 
can ensure that optical distance measurement is accurate, 
having high precision at smaller and bigger distances too [18]. 

In today's industrialized world, robots are the key elements 
which makes possible to build products in big volume and 
with a highquality standard to cover the needs of today's 
consumer world [3, 4, 14, 15]. Robots need to measure 
distances to know their position in space and the distance to 
the manipulated object [5]. They must use optical distance 
measurement methods to ensure flexibility [6]. Optical 
distance measurement with the usage of stereo cameras [16] is 
one of the most common ways to achieve high precision 
distance measurement for industrial robots [7]. 

Measurement system analysis (MSA) is often performed to 
ensure that the system behaves as desired [10]. First, a pretest 
is done, where the measurement system errors are measured 
[11]. After, some corrections are made, and is checked if the 
changes really reduced the measurement errors [12]. 
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The camera separation and initial distance from the base of 
the robotic arm is measured previously with laser. These 
values are hardcoded in the automated distance measurement 
software, made by the authors, in C++ programming language, 
for the robotic arm. The automated distance measurement 
system can compute the distances to each colored bottle cap 
(blue, yellow and red) at the robotic arm’s joints. The colored 
bottle caps are recognized using color filtering. 

On the  and  axes the distance can be computed easily 
based on a 2D coordinate system based on the pixels from one 
camera. To compute the distance on the  axis (in 3D) the 
following formulas were used. 

On equation (1) can be seen the tangent of the  and  
angles. 

 


 = 	 = 	  (1) 

 
The initial offset can be computed from the  coordinates of 

the left and right camera, as shown on equation (2). 
 	 =  −  (2) 
 
The conversion factor can be computed as shown on 

equation (3). 
 	 = 	 × 		  (3) 
 
The final offset can be computed from the  coordinates of 

the left and right camera, as shown on equation (4). 
 	 = 	  −  (4) 
 
The final distance can be computed as shown on equation 

(5). 
 	 = 	 × 		  (5) 
 
The novelty of the paper is measuring movement distances 

for a robotic arm’s gripper, during movement (dynamically), 
with the usage of two cameras (stereo cameras) in realtime. 

To have a robotic arm which can move freely, to execute 
any given task, as it was programmed previously (statically), 
the optical distance measurement must be very precise. To test 
the robustness of the optical distance measurement, the system 
must be tested as any industrial process. The best way to test 
this is to create a measurement system analysis (MSA) using 
Six Sigma tools.  

III. PROBLEM SOLUTION 
The optical distance measurement method was tested using 

Six Sigma tools [17]. Six Sigma represents a set of methods 
and tools which are used to improve the process. Six Sigma 
methods try to improve the quality of a process by finding and 

eliminating the root causes of defects. It uses a set of quality 
management tools, mainly statistical tools. The Six Sigma 
tools were implemented using graphs in Minitab statistical 
software [18]. 

These tools can show if the measurements are accurate 
enough and if some fine tuning is needed [13]. 

As shown on Table I., the system was tested with 
measurements at different distances. The range of values used 
for the measurements is between 100 mm and 3000 mm, with 
100 mm step. The real values, measured by laser, and the 
distance measured and computed by the system with the 
cameras are very close. There are two cameras, they are 
placed near each other, and the distance is computed with 
stereo triangulation. We computed also an error delta, the 
difference between the actual distance value and the value 
measured by the camera system. The low sample size is not a 
problem for the Six Sigma tools, because it can be used 
always normal probability plot instead of histograms. 

 
TABLE I 

DISTANCE MEASUREMENT USING CAMERAS AT DIFFERENT DISTANCES [MM] 
AND THE MEASUREMENT ERROR DELTA [MM] 

Real Distance [mm] Computed Distance 
[mm] Error Delta [mm] 

100 99 1 
200 202 2 
300 303 3 
400 395 5 
500 502 2 
600 598 2 
700 699 1 
800 797 3 
900 904 4 

1000 1005 5 
1100 1101 1 
1200 1204 4 
1300 1298 2 
1400 1402 2 
1500 1494 6 
1600 1599 1 
1700 1701 1 
1800 1802 2 
1900 1905 5 
2000 2005 5 
2100 2105 5 
2200 2202 2 
2300 2302 2 
2400 2404 4 
2500 2496 4 
2600 2598 2 
2700 2697 3 
2800 2796 4 
2900 2902 2 
3000 3006 6 

IV. EVALUATION 
In Fig. 3 we present a normal probability plot with a 95% 

confidence interval of the two measurements, the real distance 
and the measured distance with the camera system. Please 
note that these graphs overlap almost perfectly, so the 
measured distance, does not differ very much from the actual 
distance. The AndersonDarling (AD)value is 0.321, and the 
pvalue (the pvalue or probability value is the probability for 
a specific statistical model, when the null hypothesis is true) is 
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Fig. 7.  Analysis of the residual values, for the distance computed, by the system using cameras. 
 

In Fig. 8 we continue the regression analysis between the 
actual real distance and the distance computed by the 
algorithm for measuring distances using cameras. For each 
input value x (actual real distance) there is a prediction of y 
(the computed distance) using a prediction interval of 95% for 
α = 0.05. 

 
Fig. 8.  The prediction plot, for the actual real distance and the distance 
computed, by the system using cameras. 
 

In Fig. 9 we continue again the regression analysis, 
highlighting certain important values. We can see the R
Square (RSq) value adjusted to 100%, which shows that the 
output values (computed distance) can be predicted 100% 
from the input values (actual real distance). The residual 
standard deviation is 3.427 mm in the linear model and in the 

alternative quadratic model is 3.468 mm; these values are very 
good and there were expected. On the graph we can observe 
the empirical formula obtained by the regression analysis and 
the highest residual value of 6 mm when measuring the 
distance of 1500 mm. 

 
Fig. 9.  The fitted line plot for linear model, for the actual real distance and the 
distance computed, by the system using cameras. 
 

In Fig. 10 we present the summary report of the regression 
analysis. We can see that p <0.001, which is lower than α = 
0.05, so the null hypothesis is rejected: This means that the 
measured values differ enough from each other, to form a 
mathematical relationship between the computed distance (Y) 
and the actual real distance (X). The model variation, the R
Square (RSq) is 100%, therefore the output values (computed 
distance) can be predicted 100% from the input values (actual 
real distance), in other words the variation of the model is very 
small or nonexistent, or the computed values with the camera 
system are very close to the actual real values measured with 
laser. There is a perfect correlation between the computed 
distance (Y) and the actual real distance (X) using the 
empirical equation obtained by the regression analysis. 
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0.514, so it is higher than α = 0.05 (the significance level α is 
the probability of making the wrong decision, when the null 
hypothesis is true), so the null hypothesis is not rejected; thus, 
we can say that the measured distance values do not differ too 
much from each other. 

 
Fig. 3.  The normal probability plot, for the actual real distance and the 
distance computed, by the system using the cameras. 
 

In Fig. 4 we see the normal probability plot for absolute 
error delta with a confidence interval of 95%. The mean for 
the absolute error delta is 3.033 mm. The standard deviation is 
1.586 mm. The AD value is 1.261, and the value is p <0.005, 
which is lower than 0.05, so the null hypothesis is rejected. 
This means that the absolute error delta values differ from 
each other, which could be expected, because for absolute 
error delta is a computed value, not a measured one. Each 
value is transformed to a positive error, all errors are added 
and stacked, and all errors are over 0, even if the computed 
distance is higher or lower than the real distance. The mean of 
the absolute error has the value just over 3 mm. 

 
Fig. 4.  The normal probability plot created for the absolute error delta. 
 

In Fig. 5 we can see the fitted line plot, which is a method 
of the regression analysis. The computed distance is presented 
as a function of the actual real distance. The values are 
obtained first from the actual real distance values and then 
from the computed distance values. The standard deviation of 
these values is 3.42693 mm. The RSquare (RSq) and R
Square adjusted (RSq (adj)) values are 100%, which shows 
that the responses can be perfectly predicted by knowing the 
input values. This means that if we know the actual real 
distance, we can obtain the distance computed by the 

algorithm using video cameras. For regression analysis we 
obtained an empirical formula presented in the graph and 
shown in equation (6). 

 		 = 0.246 + 		
or  = 0.246 +  

(6) 

 

 
Fig. 5.  Regression analysis, for actual real distance and the distance 
computed, by the system using cameras. 
 

In Fig. 6 we show a more detailed analysis of regression, 
where, versus graphs are observed, indicating that there are no 
problems with the regression model, because the values are 
spread randomly above and below 0. Also, on the graph we 
can see a red dot, representing a high residual value, at the (6, 
1500) coordinate. This means that for the measurement of 
1500 mm, the largest error delta is 6 mm. 

 
Fig. 6.  The graph of residuals versus fitted values, for the actual real distance 
and the distance computed, by the system using cameras. 
 

In Fig. 7 we show the residual values obtained after the 
fitted line plot. We can see that the AD value is 0.549, and the 
pvalue is 0.145, this is higher than α = 0.05, the null 
hypothesis is not rejected. Thus, we can say that the residual 
values do not differ too much from each other. The histogram 
does not look like a Gaussian distribution, but for such a small 
number of values it cannot be expected a better result. The 
versus graphs (versus fits and versus order) show a large 
distribution of the values, which is normal and expected. 
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0.514, so it is higher than α = 0.05 (the significance level α is 
the probability of making the wrong decision, when the null 
hypothesis is true), so the null hypothesis is not rejected; thus, 
we can say that the measured distance values do not differ too 
much from each other. 

 
Fig. 3.  The normal probability plot, for the actual real distance and the 
distance computed, by the system using the cameras. 
 

In Fig. 4 we see the normal probability plot for absolute 
error delta with a confidence interval of 95%. The mean for 
the absolute error delta is 3.033 mm. The standard deviation is 
1.586 mm. The AD value is 1.261, and the value is p <0.005, 
which is lower than 0.05, so the null hypothesis is rejected. 
This means that the absolute error delta values differ from 
each other, which could be expected, because for absolute 
error delta is a computed value, not a measured one. Each 
value is transformed to a positive error, all errors are added 
and stacked, and all errors are over 0, even if the computed 
distance is higher or lower than the real distance. The mean of 
the absolute error has the value just over 3 mm. 

 
Fig. 4.  The normal probability plot created for the absolute error delta. 
 

In Fig. 5 we can see the fitted line plot, which is a method 
of the regression analysis. The computed distance is presented 
as a function of the actual real distance. The values are 
obtained first from the actual real distance values and then 
from the computed distance values. The standard deviation of 
these values is 3.42693 mm. The RSquare (RSq) and R
Square adjusted (RSq (adj)) values are 100%, which shows 
that the responses can be perfectly predicted by knowing the 
input values. This means that if we know the actual real 
distance, we can obtain the distance computed by the 

algorithm using video cameras. For regression analysis we 
obtained an empirical formula presented in the graph and 
shown in equation (6). 
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Fig. 5.  Regression analysis, for actual real distance and the distance 
computed, by the system using cameras. 
 

In Fig. 6 we show a more detailed analysis of regression, 
where, versus graphs are observed, indicating that there are no 
problems with the regression model, because the values are 
spread randomly above and below 0. Also, on the graph we 
can see a red dot, representing a high residual value, at the (6, 
1500) coordinate. This means that for the measurement of 
1500 mm, the largest error delta is 6 mm. 

 
Fig. 6.  The graph of residuals versus fitted values, for the actual real distance 
and the distance computed, by the system using cameras. 
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pvalue is 0.145, this is higher than α = 0.05, the null 
hypothesis is not rejected. Thus, we can say that the residual 
values do not differ too much from each other. The histogram 
does not look like a Gaussian distribution, but for such a small 
number of values it cannot be expected a better result. The 
versus graphs (versus fits and versus order) show a large 
distribution of the values, which is normal and expected. 
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Fig. 7.  Analysis of the residual values, for the distance computed, by the system using cameras. 
 

In Fig. 8 we continue the regression analysis between the 
actual real distance and the distance computed by the 
algorithm for measuring distances using cameras. For each 
input value x (actual real distance) there is a prediction of y 
(the computed distance) using a prediction interval of 95% for 
α = 0.05. 

 
Fig. 8.  The prediction plot, for the actual real distance and the distance 
computed, by the system using cameras. 
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Fig. 9.  The fitted line plot for linear model, for the actual real distance and the 
distance computed, by the system using cameras. 
 

In Fig. 10 we present the summary report of the regression 
analysis. We can see that p <0.001, which is lower than α = 
0.05, so the null hypothesis is rejected: This means that the 
measured values differ enough from each other, to form a 
mathematical relationship between the computed distance (Y) 
and the actual real distance (X). The model variation, the R
Square (RSq) is 100%, therefore the output values (computed 
distance) can be predicted 100% from the input values (actual 
real distance), in other words the variation of the model is very 
small or nonexistent, or the computed values with the camera 
system are very close to the actual real values measured with 
laser. There is a perfect correlation between the computed 
distance (Y) and the actual real distance (X) using the 
empirical equation obtained by the regression analysis. 
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0.514, so it is higher than α = 0.05 (the significance level α is 
the probability of making the wrong decision, when the null 
hypothesis is true), so the null hypothesis is not rejected; thus, 
we can say that the measured distance values do not differ too 
much from each other. 

 
Fig. 3.  The normal probability plot, for the actual real distance and the 
distance computed, by the system using the cameras. 
 

In Fig. 4 we see the normal probability plot for absolute 
error delta with a confidence interval of 95%. The mean for 
the absolute error delta is 3.033 mm. The standard deviation is 
1.586 mm. The AD value is 1.261, and the value is p <0.005, 
which is lower than 0.05, so the null hypothesis is rejected. 
This means that the absolute error delta values differ from 
each other, which could be expected, because for absolute 
error delta is a computed value, not a measured one. Each 
value is transformed to a positive error, all errors are added 
and stacked, and all errors are over 0, even if the computed 
distance is higher or lower than the real distance. The mean of 
the absolute error has the value just over 3 mm. 

 
Fig. 4.  The normal probability plot created for the absolute error delta. 
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as a function of the actual real distance. The values are 
obtained first from the actual real distance values and then 
from the computed distance values. The standard deviation of 
these values is 3.42693 mm. The RSquare (RSq) and R
Square adjusted (RSq (adj)) values are 100%, which shows 
that the responses can be perfectly predicted by knowing the 
input values. This means that if we know the actual real 
distance, we can obtain the distance computed by the 

algorithm using video cameras. For regression analysis we 
obtained an empirical formula presented in the graph and 
shown in equation (6). 
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In Fig. 7 we show the residual values obtained after the 
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pvalue is 0.145, this is higher than α = 0.05, the null 
hypothesis is not rejected. Thus, we can say that the residual 
values do not differ too much from each other. The histogram 
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number of values it cannot be expected a better result. The 
versus graphs (versus fits and versus order) show a large 
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In Fig. 12 we continue the capability analysis for the error 
delta. We can see the individual value and moving range (I
MR) charts which are in limits. The normality (Anderson
Darling) test is passed with the pvalue of 0.084, which is 
greater than α = 0.05, so the null hypothesis is not rejected. 
Thus, we can say that the error delta values do not differ too 
much between each other. 

 
Fig. 12.  The IMR (individual value  moving range) analysis and the 
normality test made for the error delta. 
 

In Fig. 13 we observe the fluctuation of the error delta, 
measured in mm, as a function of the actual real distance, 
measured with laser in m. We can see a tendency of 
fluctuation of higher values, for the small distances, under 1 
m, a tendency of fluctuation of proportional values, for the 
average distances, between 1 m and 2 m, and a tendency of 
fluctuation of lower values, for the higher distances, between 2 
m and 3 m. This was expected, as this chart represents 
proportionality, so after this graph it can be said that the error 
deltas are mostly constant throughout all the distance ranges. 
This graph is a qualitative rather than a quantitative one; it 
shows the errors as the measurement distance is increased. 

 

 
Fig. 13.  Graphic representation of the actual real distance [m] and the error of 
measurement (error delta) [mm] on the same graph. 

V. CONCLUSION 
As it was seen an optical distance measurement system, 

with stereo cameras, used for a sun tracker robotic arm, was 
evaluated using Six Sigma tools. 

The Six Sigma tools materialized by the graphs in Minitab 
showed that the optical distance measurement with video 
cameras is accurate enough and there is no need for fine 
tuning or replacing with other distance measurement method. 
This means that the measurement system analysis (MSA) has 
good results, 4σ accuracy which for real processes is very 
good (6σ is the theoretically ideal process, not existent in real 
life). Knowing that the MSA had good results we can say that 
the industrial robots can precisely detect their position in space 
and the distance to the manipulated object just by using optical 
distance measurement using video cameras. 
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Fig. 10.  Summary report of the regression analysis, for the actual real distance and the distance computed, by the system using cameras. 
 

In Fig. 11 we show the capability analysis for 30 error 
deltas. The individual value and moving range (IMR) charts 
are within limits. The histogram has somehow a Gaussian 
tendency but for a histogram, 30 values are not enough (better 
use normal probability plot). On the histogram we observe that 
there are no values where the error delta is 0, which means 
there is no measurement without error, but the errors are not 
too high. On the normal probability plot, the AD value is 
0.643 and the pvalue is 0.084, so this is higher than α = 0.05, 
so the null hypothesis is not rejected. This means that the error 
deltas do not differ too much between each other. The most 
important values are at the conclusions: the standard deviation 

is 2.965 mm for the subgroup and 3.38 mm for all the 
measurements. The process capability index for subgroup: Cpk 
= 1.38, over 4σ (where Cpk = 1.33), which is a very good result 
in a system of this kind. The performance for subgroup: Cp = 
1.46, the performance overall the data: Pp = 1.28 and the 
process capability index overall the data: Ppk = 1.21, all values 
are very close 4σ, which is a very good result for a system 
running under normal conditions. For parts per million (PPM), 
or the reported error to one million measurements is 20.21 for 
the subgroup and 171.11 for all the measurements, these 
values are also very good. 

 
Fig. 11.  The process capability analysis made for the error delta. 
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In Fig. 12 we continue the capability analysis for the error 
delta. We can see the individual value and moving range (I
MR) charts which are in limits. The normality (Anderson
Darling) test is passed with the pvalue of 0.084, which is 
greater than α = 0.05, so the null hypothesis is not rejected. 
Thus, we can say that the error delta values do not differ too 
much between each other. 

 
Fig. 12.  The IMR (individual value  moving range) analysis and the 
normality test made for the error delta. 
 

In Fig. 13 we observe the fluctuation of the error delta, 
measured in mm, as a function of the actual real distance, 
measured with laser in m. We can see a tendency of 
fluctuation of higher values, for the small distances, under 1 
m, a tendency of fluctuation of proportional values, for the 
average distances, between 1 m and 2 m, and a tendency of 
fluctuation of lower values, for the higher distances, between 2 
m and 3 m. This was expected, as this chart represents 
proportionality, so after this graph it can be said that the error 
deltas are mostly constant throughout all the distance ranges. 
This graph is a qualitative rather than a quantitative one; it 
shows the errors as the measurement distance is increased. 

 

 
Fig. 13.  Graphic representation of the actual real distance [m] and the error of 
measurement (error delta) [mm] on the same graph. 

V. CONCLUSION 
As it was seen an optical distance measurement system, 

with stereo cameras, used for a sun tracker robotic arm, was 
evaluated using Six Sigma tools. 

The Six Sigma tools materialized by the graphs in Minitab 
showed that the optical distance measurement with video 
cameras is accurate enough and there is no need for fine 
tuning or replacing with other distance measurement method. 
This means that the measurement system analysis (MSA) has 
good results, 4σ accuracy which for real processes is very 
good (6σ is the theoretically ideal process, not existent in real 
life). Knowing that the MSA had good results we can say that 
the industrial robots can precisely detect their position in space 
and the distance to the manipulated object just by using optical 
distance measurement using video cameras. 
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Fig. 10.  Summary report of the regression analysis, for the actual real distance and the distance computed, by the system using cameras. 
 

In Fig. 11 we show the capability analysis for 30 error 
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The 17th IEEE/IFIP Network Operations and Management Symposium (NOMS 2020) will be held 20-24 April 2020 at Budapest, Hungary. 
Held in even-numbered years since 1988, NOMS 2020 will follow the 32 years tradition of NOMS and IM as the primary IEEE 
Communications Society's forum for technical exchange on management of information and communication technology focusing on 
research, development, integration, standards, service provisioning, and user communities. The theme of NOMS 2020 will be Management 
in the Age of Softwarization and Artificial Intelligence presenting recent, emerging approaches and technical solutions for dealing with 
management of Fixed Networks, Mobile Networks, Clouds, and Vertical Systems (e.g., smart cities and smart transportations, etc.) in order 
to enable convergence of the networked services. NOMS 2020 will offer various types of sessions: keynotes, technical, experience, demo, 
tutorial, poster, panel, and dissertation. Topics of interest include, but are not limited to, the following:

IEEE/IFIP Network Operations and 
Management Symposium Networking

20-24 April 2020 // Budapest, Hungary

Management of Smart Vertical Systems in the Industry 4.0 Era
• Smart Cities, Smart Grid, Smart Homes Cyber-Physical Systems
• Internet of Things (IoT)
• 5G
• Social Networks
• Techniques supported with Augmented Reality, Virtual Reality, Mixed Reality
• Applications and case studies

Artificial Intelligence Techniques for Network and Service Management
• Management with AI
• Artificial Neural Networks
• Markov Chains and Management
• Machine Learning, Deep Learning and Management
• Data Mining
• Management with Big Data
• Mobile Agents

Management of SDN and NFV
• Network virtualization
• Control plane programmability
• Data plane programmability
• Management & Orchestration (MANO)
• Service Function Chaining
• Protocols, languages and frameworks
• Open source networking
• Cloud native networking
• Case studies and practical deployments

Management Functional Areas
• Billing, Accounting
• FCAPS: Fault, Configuration, Accounting, Performance and Security Management
• Energy-efficiency/green management
• Service Assurance
• Service Fulfillment
• Service Level Management 

Network Management and Operational Experience
• Ad-hoc networks
• Automotive and Vehicular Networks 
• Broadband access networks Cognitive Radio networks Data Centers
• e-Maintenance
• Future Internet
• Heterogeneous networks
• Home networks
• M2M networks
• OSS/BSS development
• Overlay networks
• Personal area networks
• Sensor networks
• Wireless and mobile networks

Service Management
• Business management
• Clouds
• Data center management
• Data service management 
• Hosting
• Infrastructure as a Service, Management as a Service, 
Platform as a Service, Software as a Service

• IT service management
• Managed service provisioning
• Multimedia service management
• OTT service management
• Virtualized infrastructure management

Security Management
• Intrusion detection, intrusion prevention, intrusion response
• Network security
• Security for peer-to-peer and overlay networks
• Security for smart X and large systems 
and critical infrastructures

• Privacy and anonymity
• Vulnerability management
• Early warning

Methodologies for Network Operations and Management
• Control theory
• Data collection and aggregation
• Design and simulation
• Economic/finance theories
• Experimental approaches
• Optimization theory
• Probability and stochastic processes, queuing theory
• Risk management
• Software engineering methodologies Visualization
• Management approaches for Quantum Networking

Management Approaches
• Autonomic and self-management
• Best practices
• Centralized management
• Distributed management
• Integrated management
• Management architectures
• Organizational aspects
• Policy-based management
• Process oriented management
• IT service management (ITSM)
• Process engineering and frameworks 
(ITIL, CobIT, RiskIT, ValIT)

For more information, please visit http://noms2020.ieee-noms.org
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CALL FOR PAPERS

IMPORTANT DATES
Paper Submission Deadline: 30 August 2019
Notification of Acceptance: 8 November 2019
Camera-Ready Submission: 12 January 2020

GENERAL CO-CHAIRS
Pal Varga 
(Budapest University of Technology
and Economics, Hungary)
Istvan Godor (Ericsson, Hungary)

TECHNICAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE CO-CHAIRS
Imen Grida Ben Yahida (Orange Labs, France)
Alex Galis (UCL, UK)
Csaba Simon (Budapest University of Techology 
and Economics, Hungary)

GENERAL CO-CHAIRS    
Pal Varga, Budapest University of  
Technology and Economics, Hungary
Doug Zuckerman, Perspecta Labs, USA

IMPORTANT DATES    
Paper Submission Deadline: 30 August 2019
Notification of Acceptance: 8 November 2019
Camera-Ready Submission: 12 January 2020

For more information, please visit http://noms2020.ieee-noms.org
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Imen Grida Ben Yahia, Orange Labs, France
Alex Galis, UCL, UK
Istvan Godor, Ericsson, Hungary
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International Conference on Cognitive
Infocommunications

Call for Papers
CogInfoCom 2019
Naples, Italy

23- 25 September, 2019

Scope CogInfoCom is a new interdisciplinary field of science defined as follows:

Cognitive infocommunications (CogInfoCom) investigates the link between the research areas of infocommunications and cognitive 
sciences, as well as the various engineering applications which have emerged as the synergic combination of these sciences.  
The primary goal of CogInfoCom is to provide a systematic view of how cognitive processes can co- evolve with infocommunications 
devices so that the capabilities of the human brain may not only be extended through these devices, irrespective of geographical 
distance, but may also interact with the capabilities of any artificially cognitive system. This merging and extension of cognitive 
capabilities is targeted towards engineering applications in which artificial and/or natural cognitive systems are enabled to work 
together more effectively.

For more information on CogInfoCom please visit its official home-site at www.scitope.com/coginfocom19

Committees

Chairs
Péter Baranyi, Széchenyi István University, Hungary
Anna Esposito, Università degli Studi della Campania “Luigi
Vanvitelli”, Italy
Nelson Mauro Maldonato, Università di Napoli Federico II,
Italy
Carl Vogel, Trinity College Dublin, Ireland

Honorary Chairs
Vilmos Csányi, MTA, Hungary
Valéria Csépe, MTA, Hungary
József Bokor, MTA, Hungary
Helen Meng, Chinese University of Hong Kong, China
Junzo Watada, Petronas University of Technology, Malaysia

International Scientific Board
Attila Gilányi, University of Debrecen, Hungary
György Szaszák, Budapest University of Technology and
Economics, Hungary
Yeung Yam, Chinese University of Hong Kong, China
Miroslav Macik, Czech Technical University in Prague,
Czech Republic
Maria Koutsombogera, Trinity College, Dublin
Katarzyna Chmielewska, Kazimierz Wielki Universit, Poland

International Program Committee
Klára Vicsi, Budapest Univesity of Technology and
Economics, Hungary
Ágoston Török, MTA, Hungary
Atsushi Ito, Utsunomiya University, Japan
Zsolt Győző Török, ELTE, Hungary
Károly Hercegfi, Budapest Univesity of Technology and
Economics, Hungary
Ildikó Horváth, Széchenyi István University, Hungary
Hassan Charaf, Budapest Univesity of Technology and
Economics, Hungary

Local Organizing Committee Chairs
Silvia Dell’Orco, Università di Napoli “Federico II”, Italy
Gennaro Cordasco, Università della Campania “Luigi
Vanvitelli”, Italy

Local Organizing Committee
Benedetta Muzii, Università di Napoli “Federico II”, Italy
Marzia Duval, Università di Napoli “Federico II”, Italy
Terry Amorese, Università della Campania “Luigi
Vanvitelli”, Italy
Marialucia Cuciniello, Università della Campania “Luigi
Vanvitelli”, Italy
Betul Tolgay, Università della Campania “Luigi Vanvitelli”,
Italy

Technical Program Committee Chair
Ádám Csapó, Széchenyi István University, Hungary

Technical Program Committee
to be determined

Publication Chair
Jan Nikodem, Wroclaw University of Science and
Technology, Poland
Ryszard Klempous, Wroclaw University of Science and
Technology, Poland

Industrial Relations Chair
Péter Galambos, Óbuda University, Hungary

Secretary General
Anna Sudár, Szechenyi University, Hungary

Financial Chair
Aniko Szakal, IEEE Hungary Section, Hungary

Contributions are expected from the following areas

Human‐ computer combo (focusing on the 
complex mixture of human and artificial 
cognitive capabilities in human computer 
interaction processes; HCI, HMI, HRI)

Infocommunication‐ related aspects of the 
cognitive sciences

Artificial cognitive capabilities of infocom‐
munication systems

Sensory substitution, sensorimotor exten‐
sion, sensory augmentation

CogInfoCom channels

Socio‐cognitive ICT (including any approach 
that uses or influences collective knowl-
edge)

Embodied and enactive cognitive systems  
(based on e.g. cognitive robotics and  
autonomous mental development)

Cognitive biases: how biases in human  
perception and high- level reasoning can be 
put to use in system design

Cognitive control: control theoretical solu-
tions based on or targeting cognitive and 
other human body related processes

Speechability (based on e.g. cognitive 
linguistics, verbal/non- verbal social com-
municative signals, speech technologies)

Augmented interaction capabilities and 
augmented cognition (based on e.g. mul-
timodal interfaces)

Ethology‐ inspired engineering / Ethoro‐
botics

Mathability: modeling and understand-
ing mathematical capabilities, developing 
artificial mathematical capabilities

Cognitive informatics and media

Ergonomics‐ based aspects of CogInfo‐
Com

Cognitive networks (intelligent capabili-
ties of cognitive networks)

Brain computer interface

Human and bio‐ interfaces

Affective computing

Intelligent vehicle and transportation 
systems (based on e.g. enhanced driver 
awareness, advanced driver assistance 
systems)

Augmented 3D capabilities (based on 
e.g. 3D visualization and immersive 
augmented/virtual interaction)

Human cognitive interfaces‐virtual and 
real avatars (based on e.g. BCI, body 
area networks, virtual avatars)

Future Internet (Cognitive capabilities 
of e.g. Internet of Things, 3D Internet)

Virtual Reality (cognitive aspects of im-
mersive 3D spaces, avatars)

Industrial applications of CogInfoCom 
(production engineering, production 
management etc.)

CogInfoCom based learning abilities 
(investigating capabilities for learning 
through modern informatics based 
education)

Educoaching (education through online 
collaborative systems and virtual reality 
solutions, project based education)

Authors are encouraged to submit full papers describing original, previously unpublished, complete research, not currently under review 
by another conference or journal, addressing state- of- the- art research and developments. All papers will be reviewed and accepted 
papers will appear in the conference proceedings. Papers must be submitted electronically via EasyChair in IEEE format (double column 
A/4, 4- 6 pages long).

Just like last year, publications of the 9th IEEE International Conference on Cognitive Infocommunications (CogInfoCom 2018) will be 
uploaded to the IEEE Xplore database upon consent of IEEE. We reserve the right to exclude any paper from the final proceedings (as well 
as any official database), if it is not presented at the conference.

Authors’ Schedule     First submission: 1 June 2019

            Notification of acceptance: 5 August, 2019

            Final submission: 23 August, 2019

Journal Publications Authors of selected best papers of the conference shall be invited to publish their previously unpublished research 
results in special issues of international journals.

Track and Session Organizers: Those who would like to propose a track or session (a set of oral or DEMO presentations) in order to 
introduce the new scientific results of their fields or large scale international projects are warmly welcome. Please kindly note that the 
minimum number of sessions is 3 per track and 1 session is of 4 publications.

10 ht
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Important Dates
May 6, 2019
Proposals for Tutorials

May 20, 2019
Proposal for Focused Sessions

June 18, 2019
4 pages (max) - 3 pages of text (max) 
+ 1 page of references (max)

August 10, 2019
Notification of Paper Acceptance

August 31, 2019
Submission of Final Papers

Conference Dates
Palais des Congrès de Montréal

October 27-30, 2019
Conference

CALL FOR PAPERS
IEEE SENSORS 2019 is intended to provide a forum for research scientists, engineers, 
and practitioners throughout the world to present their latest research findings, 
ideas, and applications in the area of sensors and sensing technology.

IEEE SENSORS 2019 will include keynote addresses and invited presentations by eminent scientists and 
engineers. The conference solicits original state-of-the-art contributions as well as review papers.

Topics for IEEE SENSORS 2019 include

ieee-sensors2019.org

Palais des Congrès de Montréal | October 27-30, 2019
Montreal, Canada

Organizers
General co-chairs
Jill Gostin
Georgia Tech Research Institute, USA
Fabrice Labeau
McGill University, Canada

TPC co-chairs
Rudra Pratap
Indian Institute of Science, India
Rolland Vida
Budapest University of Technology 
and Economics, Hungary

Please visit
ieee-sensors2019.org

• Sensor Phenomenology, Modeling and Evaluation

• Sensor Materials, Processing and Fabrication 
(including Printing)

• Chemical, Electrochemical and Gas Sensors

• Microfluidics and Biosensors

• Optical Sensors

• Physical Sensors - Temperature, Mechanical, 
Magnetic and Others

• Acoustic and Ultrasonic Sensors

• Sensor Packaging (including on Flexible 
Materials)

• Sensor Networks (including IoT and related areas)

• Emerging Sensor Applications

• Sensor Systems: Signals, Processing and Interfaces

• Actuators and Sensor Power Systems

• Sensors in Industrial Practices 
This track is for traditional papers where the focus is 
on the industrial applications of different sensors. This 
track is only for industry, i.e. first author must be from 
industry.

• Live Demonstration of Sensors and Sensing 
Technologies

Focused Sessions
IEEE SENSORS 2019 will have focused sessions on emerging sensor-related topics. Details related to the Call For 
Focused Sessions is on the conference website.

Publication of Papers
Presented papers will be included in the Proceedings of IEEE SENSORS 2019 and in IEEE Xplore pending author 
requirements being met. Authors may submit extended versions of their paper to the IEEE Sensors Journal.

Exhibition Opportunities
The Conference exhibit area will provide your company or organization with the opportunity to inform and 
display your latest products, services, equipment, books, journals, and publications to attendees from around 
the world.

For further information, contact Rachel Brockhoff, rbrockhoff@conferencecatalysts.com

Industry Day
A special track designed to encourage industry participation will include industry showcase, industry 
networking, and an industry panel discussion. Special flexible one-day registration will be available to facilitate 
industry participation.

Visit the website for the most up to date information relating to abstract submission, tutorials, and 
special sessions information and deadlines.

Special Issue in the IEEE Sensors Journal
If your paper is accepted for publication at this conference, you may receive an invitation to submit an 
extended manuscript to be considered for publication in the IEEE Sensors Journal. Best papers presented at 
the conference will be invited to participate via the call for papers for this special issue of the journal.
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Guidelines for our Authors

Format of the manuscripts

Original manuscripts and final versions of papers
should be submitted in IEEE format according to the
formatting instructions available on 

http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/
publications/authors/authors_journals.html#sect2,

“Template and Instructions on How to Create Your
Paper”.

Length of the manuscripts

The length of papers in the aforementioned format
should be 6-8 journal pages. 
Wherever appropriate, include 1-2 figures or tables
per journal page. 

Paper structure

Papers should follow the standard structure, consist-
ing of Introduction (the part of paper numbered by
“1”), and Conclusion (the last numbered part) and
several Sections in between. 
The Introduction should introduce the topic, tell why
the subject of the paper is important, summarize the
state of the art with references to existing works
and underline the main innovative results of the pa-
per. The Introduction should conclude with outlining
the structure of the paper.

Accompanying parts

Papers should be accompanied by an Abstract and a
few index terms (Keywords). For the final version of ac-
cepted papers, please send the short cvs and photos
of the authors as well. 

Authors

In the title of the paper, authors are listed in the or-
der given in the submitted manuscript. Their full affili-
ations and e-mail addresses will be given in a foot-
note on the first page as shown in the template. No
degrees or other titles of the authors are given. Mem-
berships of IEEE, HTE and other professional socie-
ties will be indicated so please supply this information.
When submitting the manuscript, one of the authors
should be indicated as corresponding author provid-
ing his/her postal address, fax number and telephone
number for eventual correspondence and communi-
cation with the Editorial Board.

References

References should be listed at the end of the paper
in the IEEE format, see below:

a) Last name of author or authors and first name or
initials, or name of organization 

b) Title of article in quotation marks 
c) Title of periodical in full and set in italics 
d) Volume, number, and, if available, part 
e) First and last pages of article 
f) Date of issue 

[11] Boggs, S.A. and Fujimoto, N., “Techniques and
instrumentation for measurement of transients in
gas-insulated switchgear,” IEEE Transactions on
Electrical Installation, vol. ET-19, no. 2, pp.87–92,
April 1984.

Format of a book reference:

[26] Peck, R.B., Hanson, W.E., and Thornburn, 
T.H., Foundation Engineering, 2nd ed. New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1972, pp.230–292.

All references should be referred by the correspond-
ing numbers in the text.

Figures

Figures should be black-and-white, clear, and drawn
by the authors. Do not use figures or pictures down-
loaded from the Internet. Figures and pictures should
be submitted also as separate files. Captions are ob-
ligatory. Within the text, references should be made
by figure numbers, e.g. “see Fig. 2.” 
When using figures from other printed materials, ex-
act references and note on copyright should be in-
cluded. Obtaining the copyright is the responsibility
of authors.

Contact address

Authors are requested to send their manuscripts via
electronic mail or on an electronic medium such as a
CD by mail to the Editor-in-Chief:

Csaba A. Szabo
Department of Networked Systems and Services
Budapest University of Technology and Economics
2 Magyar Tudosok krt.
Budapest, 1117 Hungary
szabo@hit.bme.hu

InfocomJ2015_2  2015.06.22  11:04  Page 40

Authors are requested to submit their papers elec-
tronically via the EasyChair system. The link for sub-
mission can be found on the journal’s website:
www.infocommunications.hu/for-our-authors
If you have any question about the journal or the 
submission process, please do not hesitate to con- 
tact us via e-mail:
Pál Varga – Editor-in-Chief:
pvarga@hit.bme.hu
Rolland Vida – Associate Editor-in-Chief: 
vida@tmit.bme.hu
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Steering Committee Chairs
Luis M. Correia, IST-U. Lisbon, PT
Bernard Barani, E.C., BE
Technical Program Chairs
Narcis Cardona, iTEAM - U.P. València, ES
Track Co-Chairs
PHY - Physical Layer and Fundamentals
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Laurent Clavier, U. Lille, FR
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RAS – Radio Access and Softwarisation 
Konstantinos Katzis, E.C.U., CY
Luzango Mfupe, C.S.I.R., ZA
Muhammad Z. Shakir, U. West Scotland, UK

WOS – Wireless, Optical and Satellite Netw.
Salvador Sales, U.P. València, ES
António Grilo, IST - U. Lisbon, PT
Nader S. Alagha, ESTEC, NL

NET – Network Softwarisation
Hamed Ahmadi, U.C.D., UK
Zaheer Khan, CWC Oulu, FI
Jeongchang Kim, KMOU, KR

VAP – Vertical App. and Internet of Things
Carlos Palau, U.P. València, ES
Kamran Sayrafian, N.I.S.T., USA
Gordana Gardasevic, U. Banja Luka, BIH

OPE – Operational & Experimental Insights
Benoit Derat, Rohde & Schwarz, DE
Andrés Navarro, ICESI, CO
Mansoor Hanif, OFCOM, UK
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Pavlos Fournogerakis, E.C., BE
Jose Monserrat, iTEAM – U.P. València, ES
Javier Gozalvez, U.M.H., ES

Special Sessions Co-Chairs
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Chiara Buratti, U. Bologna, IT

Workshops Co-Chairs
Ramón Agüero, U. Cantabria, ES
Bosco Fernandes, COMCON, DE
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Jorge Pereira, E.C., BE
Uwe Herzog, EURESCOM, DE
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Claude Oestges, U.C.L., BE
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EuCNC 2019 is the 28th edition of a successful series of a conference in the 
field of telecommunications, sponsored by the European Commission. The 
conference focuses on various aspects of 5G communications systems and 
networks, including cloud and virtualisation solutions, management 
technologies, and vertical application areas. It targets to bring together 
researchers from all over the world to present the latest research results, and 
it is one of the main venues for demonstrating the results of research projects, 
especially from successive European R&D programmes co-financed by the 
European Commission. This year’s event also encourages insights from 
industrial deployments and experiences in the OPE track.
EuCNC 2019 will be co-located with the Global 5G Event, which brings together 
the world 5G industrial associations: 5G-IA, IMT-2020, 5G-Forum, 5G-MF, 5G-
Brasil and 5G-Americas.
We invite submissions in 6 tracks on a wide range of topics including but not 
limited to:
PHY - Physical Layer and Fundamentals
New air interfaces (5G, MTC, mmWave, etc.)
Beyond 5G, Terahertz communication
New modulation and coding techniques
New antenna arrays and antenna types
Reconfigurable radios and new radio heads
Advanced and massive MIMO
Hardware/Software co-design and 

implementation

RAS – Radio Access and Softwarisation 
New spectrum management and sharing 

methods
Reconfigurable and energy efficient RRM 
Modular and reconfigurable MAC
Soft-RAN and fronthauling
Cognitive and green radio
New access architectures and technologies in 

5G (UNB, UWB, DSA, etc.)
Radio slicing

NET – Network Softwarisation
New network protocols and architectures
Cognitive network management in 5G and 

beyond
Software defined networking
Network slicing management
Network function virtualization
Network programming for reconfigurability, 

mobility management, etc. 
Fog and edge computing
Data aware networks and overlays (P2P, CDN, 

ICN, etc.) 
Network operating system
Quality (QoE and QoS) aware networking
Security, trust and privacy

WOS – Wireless, Optical and Satellite 
Networks

5G access and core networks
Advances in M2M, WSN, IoT networks
Integrated and hybrid satellite/terrestrial 

networks
Next generation passive optical networks
Optical/Wireless convergence
Communications for unmanned platforms
Communications for navigation and observation

VAP – Vertical Applications and Internet of
Things

Factory automation solutions
Autonomous driving solutions
Digital health and wellbeing
Critical communications and public safety
Agriculture and environmental monitoring
Smart cities and smart grids
Localization and location-based services
Emerging business models and monetization 

strategies

OPE – Operational & Experimental Insights
5G trials and experiments
Deployment insights from verticals (smart city, 

energy, digital health, public safety, 
automotive etc.) 

Plug-and-play deployments and experiments
Advanced wireless platforms and testbeds 
Network applications for test and production 

deployments
Network forensics, network instrumentation
Data driven network design and optimization
Next Generation Internet

Key dates: 2019 Feb. 08 – Papers submission deadline
2019 Apr. 15 – Notification of acceptance
2019 Apr. 26 – Final paper submission
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